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field of cultural production once again provides us with key terms for under
standing the issues at the forefront of current critical debate. His accounts of
the economy of symbolic capital and of cultural power relations will undoub
tedly become classic formulations, shaping future work on the sociology of cul
Usa Jardine, University of London

ture."
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Preface

This volume brings together Pierre Bourdieu's major essays on art,
literature and culture, published between 1968 and 1987. It includes
articles appearing in English for the first time, others which have been
previously published in books and journals but are not always readily
accessible, and a series of three lectures presented as the Christian Gauss
Seminars in Criticism at Princeton University in 1986, here published for
the first time in any language. Complete bibliographical information for
each essay is given below.
Chapter 1 , 'The Field of Cultural Production, or: The Economic World
Reversed' was originally published in Poetics (Amsterdam), 1 2/4-5
( 1 983), pp. 3 1 1-56, translated by Richard Nice (Amsterdam: Elsevier
Science Publishers).
Chapter 2, The Production of Belief: Contribution to an Economy of
Symbolic Goods' was originally published as 'La production de la
croyance: contribution a une economie des biens symboliques' in Actes
de la recherche ell sciences sociales, 1 3 (February 1977), pp. 3-43. The
abbreviated translation, by Richard Nice, previously appeared in Media,
Clllillre and Society, 2/3 Uuly 1980), pp. 26 1 -93, and in Richard
OIlI OS et al. (eds), Media, Cllltllre and Society: A Critical Reader
London: Sage, 1986), pp. 1 3 1-63. Repnnted With kmd permission of
Sage Publications Ltd
.
hapter 3 , 'The Market of Symbolic Goods' was originally published as
e march.: des biens symboliques' in L'annee sociologique, 22 ( 1 97 1 ),

(
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pp. 49-126. The abbreviated translation, by R. Swyer, first appeared in
Poetics (Amsterdam), 141 1 -2 (April 1985), pp. 1 3-44.
Chapter 4, 'Is the Structure of Sentimental Education an Instance of
Social Self-analysis?', Chapter 5, 'Field of Power, Literary Field and
Habitus', and Chapter 6, 'Principles for a Sociology of Cultural Work s',
were presented as the Christian Gauss Seminars in Criticism at Princeton
University in 1986. They were translated by Claud DuVerlie.
Chapter 7, 'Flaubert's Point of View', translated by Priscilla Parkhurst
Ferguson, was originally published in Critical lnquiry, 14/3 (Spring
1988), pp. 539-62. It also appears in Philippe Desan, Priscilla Parkhurst
Ferguson and Wendy Griswold (eds), Literature and Social Practice
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988). The version included here
has been slightly abbreviated.
Chapter 8, 'Outline of a �ociological Theory of Art Perception', was
originally published as 'Elements d'une theorie sociologique de la
perception artistique', Revue internationale des sciences sociales, special
issue on 'Les arts dans l a societe', 20/4 ( 1 968), pp. 5-14. The English
translation first appeared in lnternatiollal Social Science Journal, 20
(Winter 1968), pp. 589-612.
Chapter 9, 'Manet and the Institutionalization of Anomie', was ori
ginally published as 'L'institutionnalisation de I'anomie', Les Cahiers du
Musee national d 'art moderne, 1 9-20 Uune 1987), pp. 6-19. It was
translated by Juliette Parnell.
Chapter 10, The Historical Genesis of a Pure Aesthetic', translated by
Charles Newman, was originally published in The Joumal of Aesthetics
alld Art Criticism, 46, special issue (1987), pp. 20 1-10. It also appears
in R . Shusterman (ed.), Analytic Aesthetics (Oxford, New York: Black 
well, 1989).
R . J.
Gainesville, Florida

Editor's Introduction

Pierre Bourdieu on Art,
Literature and Culture

•

Since the early 1970s Pierre Bourdieu has become a major theoretical
voice in the critical study of cultural practices. I Bourdieu's analytical
method represents a fruitful alternative to many of the immanent modes
of analysis - ranging from New Criticism and various brands of
formalism to structuralism an d deconstruction - which have dominated
literary studies during this period. His work converges with and in many
ways anticipates the renewed interest in the socio-historical ground of
cultural production exemplified in different ways by 'New Historicism',
depth hermeneutics, studies of the institutional framework of literature
and literary criticism and, in a b road sense, cultural studies. It addresses,
directly or indirectly, such issues as aesthetic value and canonicity,
subjectification and structur ation, the relationship between cultural
practices and broader social p rocesses, the social position and role of
intellectuals and artists and the relationship between high culture and
popu lar culture, all of which have become increasingly prevalent in
Cultural debate since the 1 9 70s. Perhaps most importantly, Bourdieu
dissects the relationship between systems of thought, social institutions
and different forms of materi al and symbolic power, revealing certain
affinities with thinkers such as Michel Foucault, of whom he was a
friend and colleague at the College de France .
. Bourdieu's wide-ranging wo rk cuts across established academic dis
Ciplines and provides a powerful and highly productive model for social
analysis in diverse fields of activity. In the elaboration of his theory of
practice he has written on linguistic exchange, the political uses of
language, museum attendance , the social uses of photography, marriage
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rites and ritual exchange among the Kabyle and the social origins and
trajectories of French university students, academics and intellectuals, to
mention only a few of the many areas he has addressed in over twenty
books and hundreds of articles'>
Throughout its many facets, Bourdieu's work combines rigorous
empirical analysis with a highly elaborate theoretical frame. One of its
central concerns is the role of culture in the reproduction of social
structures, or the way in which unequal power relations, unrecognized
as such and thus accepted as legitimate, are embedded in the systems of
classification used to describe and discuss everyday life - as well as
cultural practices - and in the ways of perceiving reality that are taken
for granted by members of society.J
Bourdieu argues, especially in Distinction, that systems of domination
find expression in virtually all areas of cultural practice and symbolic
exchange, including such things as preferences in dress, sports, food,
music, literature, art and so on, Of, in a more general sense, in taste.4 As
he remarks, 'taste classifies, and it classifies the classifier. Social subjects,
classified by their classifications, distinguish themselves by the distinc
tions they make, between the beautiful and the ugly, the distinguished
and the vulgar, in which their position in the objective classifications is
expressed or betrayed.' Although they do not create or cause class
divisions and inequalities, 'art and cultural consumption are pre
disposed, consciously and deliberately or not, to fulfil a social function
of legitimating social differences' and thus contribute to the process of
social reproduction.5 Like Foucault, Bourdieu sees power as diffuse and
often concealed in broadly accepted, and often unquestioned, ways of
seeing and describing the world; but unlike Foucault, in Bourdieu's
formulation this diffuse or symbolic power is closely intertwined with but not reducible to - economic and political power, and thus serves a
legitimating function.
Bourdieu's work on the cultural field constitutes a forceful argument
against both Kantian notions of the universality of the aesthetic and
ideologies of artistic and cultural autonomy from external determinants.
He provides an analytical model which reintroduces, through the
concept of habitus, a notion of the agent - which structuralism had
excluded from social analysis - without falling into the idealism of
Romantic conceptions of the artist as creator (or sub;ect) which still
informs much literary and art criticism today. At the same time, with the
concept of (ield, he grounds the agent's action in objective social
relations, without succumbing to the mechanistic determinism of many
forms of sociological and 'Marxian' analysis. The essays included in this
volume contribute, in a very fertile and often provocative manner, to
transcending false dichotomies between internal and external readings,
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utions, literary and sociological analysis, popular and
tS and instit
convincingly argues against essentialist concepts
��;h culture.theBourdieu
(Stili) dommant charISmatic vIsion of the artist, both of
of art and
efface the objective. posItion of art and cultural practice in
which tendoftoSOCial
relations.
theory of practice thus calls into
d
fiel
e
h n many of the underlyingHISpresuppositions
and doxa which have
�uestiO d the study of literature and art.
lonIng guide
this brief mtroductlon, I Will attempt to summarize the major
features of Bourdieu's mode of analysis as they relate to the study of art
and literature. Since his work on the cultural field is inseparable from his
broader concerns, even such a limited purpose requires a certain
contextualization within the general thrust of his work as a whole. At
the same time, I have no intention of providing a thorough overview or a
critical analysis of Bourdieu's work, or of situating it, except in a broad
sense, within the multiple theoretical positions in the social sciences and
philosophy with which his work implicitly or explicitly engages. In the
first part of the introduction I will outline some of the basic tenets of
Bourdieu's theory of practice. In the second, I will turn towards his
application of that theory to the literary/artistic field (henceforth
referred to simply as the cultural field). Then, in the third, I will focus on
his theory of art perception and aesthetics.
I
Bo�rdieu first turned his atten�ion to the field of cultural production in a
�erles of semmars held at the Ecole Normale SiJperieure, and later at the
Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, starting in the 1960s.6 Much of his
work prior to that time had been, in his own words, that of a 'blissful
structurahst' engaged in ethnographic studies of Algerian peasant
communltles.7 Through those studies he had come to see the limitations
of structuralism and had begun formulating his own theory and
methodology as a means of overcoming a series of dichotomies (indi
Vidual vs society, freedom vs necessity, and so forth) which had, in his
View, Impeded the development of a scientific approach to human
practi.ce. He subsumed these dichotomies under the central epistemolo
gical dichotomy between 'subjectivism' and 'objectivism' or as he
sO etimes puts it, between social phenomenology and social physics.8
�ubJectlVlsm represents a form of knowledge about the social world
b. as d on the primary experience and perceptions of individ
and
tudes such intellectual currents as phenomenology, rationalualsaction
c
:� eory and certain forms of interpretive
sociology, anthropology and
IingulStlC analysis (what Volosinov calls 'indiv
idualistic subjectivism').9
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In the literary field this would include all idealistic and essentialist
theories based on the charismatic ideology of the writer as 'creator'.
Objectivism, on the other hand, attempts to explain the social world by
bracketing individual experience and subjectivity and focusing instead
on the objective conditions which structure practice independent of
human consciousness. It is found in many social theories, including
Saussurean semiology, structural anthropology and Althusserian Marx
ism.1O
Both subjectivism and objectivism fail to account for what Bourdieu
refers to as the 'objectivity of the subjective'. I Subjectivism fails to grasp
the social ground that shapes consciousness, while objectivism does just
the opposite, failing to recognize that social reality is to some extent
shaped by the conceptions and representations that individuals make of
the social world. In his critique of objectivism Bourdieu writes, in the
conclusion to Distinction, that 'the representation which individuals and
groups inevitably project through their practices and properties is an
integral part of social reality. A class is defined as much by its
being-perceived and by its being, by its consumption - which need not
be conspicuous to be symbolic - as much as by its position in the
relations of production."l Yet his reservations about objectivism (which
Bourdieu finds more acceptable than subjectivism in that it is a necessary
first step in any social analysis) in no way imply acceptance of theories
which posit some sort of creative free will with the ability to constitute
meaning, or that the constituted significations of actions and works
should be reduced to the conscious intentions of their authors.1.I In
Bourdieu's theory, symbolic aspects of social life are inseparably inter
twined with the material conditions of existence, without one being
reducible to the other.
In an attempt to transcend this false dichotomy, Bourdieu sought to
develop a concept of agent free from the voluntarism and idealism of
subjectivist accounts and a concept of social space free from the
deterministic and mechanistic causality inherent in many objectivist
approaches. " Bourdieu's genetic sociology or genetic structuralism
which should under no circumstances be identified or confused with
Lucien Goldmann's methodology - thus combines an analysis of
objective social structures with an analysis of the genesis, within
particular individuals, of the socially constituted mental structures
which generate practice. IS
It was within this framework that Bourdieu developed the concepts of
habitus and {ield. The notion of habitus was conceived as an alternative
to the solutions offered by subjectivism (consciousness, subject; etc.) and
a reaction against structuralism's 'odd philosophy of action' which
reduced the agent to a mere 'bearer' (Trager: for the Althusserians) or
I

-
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(for
expression
of
Levi-Strauss)
Bourdieu first
ous'
nsci
co
u� ced into his theory the notion of habitusstructure.
- a concept borrowed
rodu olastic philosophy but also used, in a different
but not totally
m Sch sense, by thinkers such as Hegel, Husserl and Mauss
�rorela
- on the
ted
u� on
of the French edition of Erwin Panofsky's A rchitecture gothi
° casi
ue et pensee scolastique.'6 On one level Bourdieu compares the notion
s generative grammar, in that it attempts to account for the
�o Choe,msky'
and inventive capacities of human agents, but without
creativ activedistances
himself from Chomsky - attributing it to a
he
and here mind.
In sum, habitus represented a 'theoretical intention . . .
universal
under the philosophy of consciousness without doing
to get out from
away with the agent, in its truth of a practical operator of object
constructions .
Bourdieu formally defines habitus as the system of 'durable, transpos
able dispositions, structured structures predisposed to function as
structuring structures, that is, as principles which generate and organize
practices and representations that can be objectively adapted to their
outcomes without presupposing a conscious aiming at ends or an
express mastery of the operations necessary in order to attain them.
Objectively "regulated" and "regular" without being in any way the
product of obedience to rules, they can be collectively orchestrated
without being the product of the organizing action of a conductor."s
The habitus is sometimes described as a 'feel for the game', a 'practical
sense'. (sens pratique) that inclines agents to act and react in specific
situations a manner that is not always calculated and that is not
simply a question of conscious obedience to rules. Rather it is a set of
dispositions which generates practices and perceptions. The habitus is
the result of a long process of inculcation, beginning in early childhood,
which. becomes a 'second sense' or a second nature. According to
�ourdle�'s definition, the dispositions represented by the habitus are
durable
they last throughout an agent's lifetime. They are
,transposable'that
in that they may generate practices in multiple and diverse
fields of activity, and they are 'structured structures' in that they
ineVitably incorporate the objective social conditions of their inculca
tion. This accounts for the similariry in the habitus of agents from the
same social class and authorizes speaking of a class habitus (in Distinc
�o�., for example, Bourdieu shows statistically how the working-class
a Itus generates analogous preferences across a broad range of cultural
practices). Finally, the dispositions of the habitus are 'structuring
Structures' through their abiliry to generate practices adjusted to specific
Situations.
The habitus does not negate the possibility of strategic calculation on
the part of agents, but it functions in a quite different manner. In
,

.
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Bourdieu's words, 'This system of dispositions - a present past that
tends to perpetuate itself into the future by reactivation in similarly
structured practices, an internal law through which the law of external
necessities, irreducible to immediate constraints, is constantly exerted
is the principle of the continuity and regularity which objectivism sees in
social practices without being able to account for it; and also of the
regulated transformations that cannot be explained either by the
extrinsic, instantaneous determinisms of mechanistic sociologism or by
the purely internal but equally instantaneous determination of spontane
ist subjectivism.'19
Agents do not act in a vacuum, but rather in concrete social situations
governed by a set of objective social relations. To account for these
situations or contexts, without, again, falling into the determinism of
objectivist analysis, Bourdieu developed the concept of field (champ).
According to Bourdieu's theoretical model, any social formation is
structured by way of a hierarchically organized series of fields (the
economic field, the educational field, the political field, the cultural field,
etc.), each defined as a structured space with its own laws of functioning
and its own relations of force independent of those of politics and the
economy, except, obviously, in the cases of the economic and political
fields. Each field is relatively autonomous but structurally homologous
with the others. Its structure, at any given moment, is determined by the
relations between the positions agents occupy in the field. A field is a
dynamic concept in that a change in agents' positions necessarily entails
a change in the field's structure.
The formulation of the notion of field also represented an attempt to
apply what Bourdieu, borrowing from Cassirer, calls a relational mode
of thought to cultural production. This requires a break with the
ordinary or substantialist perception of the social world in order to see
each element in terms of its relationships with all other elements in a
system from which it derives its meaning and function. Bourdieu's initial
elaboration of the concept of intellectual field (in the 1966 article
'Intellectual Field and Creative Project') was still excessively dependent
on a substantialist perspective.2o The recognition of the importance of
objective relationships between positions, as opposed to interactions
among agents, came through a critical reading of Max Weber's socio
logy of religion.21
In any given field, agents occupying the diverse available positions (or
in some cases creating new positions) engage in competition for control
of the interests or resources which are specific to the field in question. In
the economic field, for example, agents compete for economic capital by
way of various investment strategies using accumulated economic
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capital. But the interests and resources at stake in fields are not always
material, and competition among agents - which Bourdieu sees as one
universal invariant property of fields - is nOt always based on conscious
calculation. In the cultural (e.g. literary) field, competition often con
authority inherent in recognition, consecration and prestige.
cerns theespeCIally
so what Bourdleu calls the sub-field of restricted
This is
that is, production not aimed at a large-scale market.
production,based
on consecration or ptestlge IS purely symbolic and may
Authonty
possessIOn of mcreased economic capital. Bourdieu
or may not Imply
thus developed, as an integral part of his theory of practice, the concept
of symboltc power based on dIverse forms of capital which are not
reducible to economic capital. Academic capital, for example, derives
from formal education and can be measured by degrees or diplomas
held. Linguistic capital concerns an agent's linguistic competence mea
sured in relation to a specific linguistic market where often unrecognized
power relations are at stake.22
Two forms of capital ate particularly important in the field of cultural
production. Symbolic capital refers to degree of accumulated prestige,
celebnty, consecration or honour and is founded on a dialectic of
knowledge (connaissance) and recognition (reconnaissance).2J Cultural
capital concerns forms of cultural knowledge, competences or disposi
tions. In Distinction the work in which he elaborates the concept most
fully, Bourdleu defmes cultural capital as a form of knowledge, an
IIlternahzed code or a cognitive acquisition which equips the social agent
WIth empathy towards, appreciation for or competence in deciphering
cultural relations and cultural artefacts. He suggests that 'a work of art
has meaning and interest only for someone who possesses the cultural
competence, that is, the code, into which it is encoded'. The possession
of thls code, or cultural capital, is accumulated through a long process of
acquISItion or IIlculeation which includes the pedagogical action of the
famIly Or group members (family education), educated members of the
soclal formation (diffuse education) and social institutions (institutiona
IIzed education)."
' like economic capital, the other forms of capital are unequally
d:�;��buted among social classes and class fractions. Although the
d. ent forms of capItal may be mutually convertible under certain
�ap
Jrcumstances (for example, the proper" kind and amount of academic
ltal may be converted mto economIc capItaI through advantageous
PpI acement in the job marke
t),
they
are not reducible to each other.
.'
,
Sses
O slon f economIc capitaI does not necessarily imply possession of
Cuiturf al Or symb I'IC capItaI, and vIce
Bourd"leu, fact, analyses
the IeId of cultural production as 'an versa.
'economic world reversed' based
III
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on a 'winner loses' logic, since economic success (in literary terms, for
example, writing a best seller) may well signal a barrier to specific
consecration and symbolic power.
It is important to recognize, however, that Bourdieu's use of economic
terminology does not imply any sort of economism or economic
reductionism. In fact, he sees the economic field per se as simply one
field among others, without granting it primacy in the general theory of
fields. To enter a field (the philosophical field, the scientific field, etc.),
to play the game, one must possess the habitus which predisposes one to
enter that field, that game, and not another. One must also possess at
least the minimum amount of knowledge, or skill, or 'talent' to be
accepted as a legitimate player. Entering the game, furthermore, means
attempting to use that knowledge, or skill, or 'talent' in the most
advantageous way possible. It means, in short, 'investing' one's (aca
demic, cultural, symbolic) capital in such a way as to derive maximum
benefit or 'profit' from participation. Under normal circumstances, no
one enters a game to lose. By the same token, no one enters the literary
field - no one writes a novel, for example - to receive bad reviews.
In each and every field, certain interests are at stake even if they are
not recognized as such; a certain 'investment' is made, even if it is not
recognized as an investment. These interests and investments can be
analysed in terms of an economic logic without in any way reducing
them to economics, for the structural homology berween fields does not
imply structural identity. The idea that there are different kinds of
capital which are invested in different fields of activity in accordance
with the specific interests of the field in question (and of the agents
involved) allows Bourdieu to develop what he calls a 'general science of
the economy of practices', within which one can analyse 'all practices,
including those purporting to be disinterested or gratuitous, and hence
non-economic, as economic practices directed toward the maximising of
material or symbolic profit'.2s It is up to the analyst to establish through
research what the specific interests of the field are and what strategies of
accumulation (which may or may not be based on conscious calculation)
are employed by the agents involved.
Bourdieu elaborated and refined the concepts of habitus and field in
the process of analysing the field of cultural production which is
inseparable from his broader theory of practice. He rejects the idea,
implicit in many prevailing forms of immanent analysis (and perhaps
taken to its extreme in Baudrillard's sign fetishism), that symbolic forms
and systems of exchange can somehow be set apart from other modes of
practice. He posits instead a correspondence between social and symbo
lic structures based on the systematic unity of social life and the
existence of structural and functional homologies among all fields of
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The transfer of concepts from one field to another,
ocial activ ity.
ou rdie u suggests, possesses 'an eminent heuristic virtue, the one that
gical tradItIon recogmzes In analogy' and makes it
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ble for him to attaIn a greater level of generalization of his
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Bo urdi eu's theory of the cultural field might be characterized as a radical
con texru alization. It takes into consideration not only works them
selves, seen relationally within the space of availab le possibilities and
with in the historical development of such possibilities, but also pro
duce rs of works in terms of their strategies and trajectories, based on
their individual and class habitus, as well as their objective position
withi n the field. It also entails an analys is of the structure of the field
itself, which includes the positions occupied by producers (e.g. writers,
artists) as well as those occupied by all the instances of consecration and
legitimation which make cultural products what they are (the public ,
publishers, critics, galleries, academies and so forth). Finally , it involves
an analysis of the position of the field within the broader field of power.
In short, Bourdieu's theory of the field of cultural production and his
extremely demanding analytical method encompass the set of social
conditions of the production, circulation and consumption of symbolic
goods."
The very complexity of Bourdieu's model ensures that it does not fall
into the reductionism of either purely internal readings or modes of
external analy sis of cultural texts. The full explanation of artistic works
IS to be found neither in the text itself, nor in some sort of determinant
social structure. Rather, it is found in the history and structure of the
field Itself, with its mult iple components, and in the relationsh
ip
between that field and the field of power. As Bourdieu has put it,
The
theory of the field [leads] to both a rejection of the direct relat
ing of
:�dlvldu al biography to the work of literature (or the relating of the
SOCIal class" of origin to the work) and also to a rejection of
internal
nalys ls of an indiv idua l work or even of intertextual
anal ysis. This is
ecau se what we have to do is all these things
at the same time. '18
For Bourdie u, the specific economy of the cultu
ral field is based on a
artl
P Cula r form of belief concerning what constitu
tes a cultural (e.g .
l rary, artis
Ite
" tIC) work and its aesthetic or social
value . In its most
.
tra dItlo
n al a n d cano nlca
' d In
' I form - mstlt
' . utaon
. a I lze
' many universities
rou nd the world - this
belief involves the autonomy of the work from
tern al determina nts and an essen
tialist notion of the absolute valu e of
t e Work
per se. But as Bourdieu notes, both the autonomy of the artistic
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for Bourdieu the concept of literary system is ultimately
ries.H Yet
for It falls to recognize that formal properties, both past and
uate,
deq
na
i
themselves socially and historically constituted, and it
present, are
remai ns Imprisoned by Immanent modes of analysis.
By isola ting texts from the social conditions of their production,
circulatio n and consumption, formalist analysis eliminates from consi
deratio n the social agent as producer (e.g. the writer), ignores the
obj ectiv e social relations in which literary practice occurs and avoids the
question s of precisely what constitutes a work of art at a given historical
moment and of the 'value' of the work, which constantly changes in
accordan ce with structural changes in the field. Internal explication,
furth ermore, Ignores the fact that 'what makes a given work a literary
work' is a complex social and institutional framework which authorizes
and sustains literature and literary practice.
Bourdieu suggests that 'it can only be an unjustifiable abstraction
(which could fairly be called reductive) to seek the source of the
understanding of cultural productions in these productions themselves,
taken in isolation and divorced from the conditions of their production
and utilization, as would be the wish of discourse alialysis, which,
situated on the border between sociology and linguistics, has nowadays
relapsed into indefensible forms of internal analysis. Scientific analysis
must work to relate to each other two sets of relations, the space of
works or discourses taken as differential stances, and the space of the
positions held by those who produce them.'J5 To be fully understood,
literary works mUSt be reinserted in the system of social relations which
sustains them. This does not imply a rejection of aesthetic or formal
properties, but rather an analysis based on their position in relation to
the universe of possibilities of which they are a part. In this universe of
belief one must consider, in other words, 'not only the material
production but also the symbolic production of the work, i.e. the
production of the value of the work or, which amounts to the same
thmg, of belief in the value of the work' ('The Field of Cultural
roduction', chapter 1 in this volume). This includes recognition of the
unctions of artistic mediators (publishers, critics agents marchands,
. and so forth) as producers of the meaning and value of the
academleS
wO k. Rather than an instance of individual creativity (in accordance
't a Romantic conception) or 'literariness' (as the formalists would
V 't), each work thus becomes an expression of the field as a whole.
' t m thiS framework, internal analysis alone is indeed untenable and
redUC(lve .
. .
"
Bourdleu
s OppOSItion to external modes of analysis' especially other
. logica
sOCio
. .
.
l ap�roach es, denves
'
from the mechamstlc determmism
whIC
' h characterizes many of them. He takes issue with analysts who
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attempt, through quantitative or qualitative methods, to relate works
directly to the social origin of their authors, or who seek an explanation
in the groups which have commissioned works or for whom works are
intended 3 6 Along these same lines, he rejects Lucien Goldm ann's theory
of a 'transin dividua l subject' and the idea that the structure of a speCIfIc
work 'reflects' or expresses the world view of the social group or class
that produced it.37
.
. IS
that they
of
analysIs
s
method
al
statistic
most
with
problem
The first
rarely question the 'sample' employed, using, more often than not, a
classification of authors borrowed from standard hterary hlstones,
memoirs, and biographies. In other words, the sample tends to include
only consecrated writers, frequently omitting those writ<.'s, now consi
dered minor, who may have occupied an important position In the fIeld
at the time of their literary activity, even if only in a negative sense (that is, occupying a position in opposition to those writers now
consecrated). A thorough statistical analysis would have to Include the
totality of the literary field: both great and minor writers, both those
who are now consecrated and those who have been relegated to oblivion
by literary historiographers in accordance with specific yet normally
unspecified symbolic interests. Even then, statistical analysis alone
would at best result in only a superficial and partial identification of
certain empirical ly verifiable regularities such as social origin or formal
education, without being able to understand truly the fundamental
characteristics of writers or even how 'the writer' is defined at a certain
historical moment. This definition - Who can legitimately be called a
writer? What is legitimate literary practice? - is one of the key stakes of
symbolic struggle in the literary field, and failure to understand it often
results in the blind acceptance of the dominant definition of literary
legitimacy.38
.
SIS
anal
Y
The second and perhaps more serious problem with statistical
as with other forms of analysis which attempt to establish a direct link
between the social origins of writers and the significance of their work derives from what Bourdieu calls the literary field's weak degree of
institutionalization. The literary field - like all other fields, but
especially those whose stakes are largely symbolic - is relatively
autonomous from the demands of politics and economics. There are no
ultimate, legally constituted arbiters of literary quality or value, which is
unstable and constantly changing over time. Strategies and traJectones
of writers tend to be individual - which does not mean that they are
totally subjective or the product of conscious calculation - and highly
differentiated, even among agents of a similar social background. The
literary field does not follow the laws that apply in other fields whIch
may be more amenable to sociological analysis based on traditiona l
_
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tegori es. It is a field where effort is not necessar ily rewarded with
ccess, where the valu e accorded to specific positions or honours (for
membership of the Academy in France) may vary greatly
exa mple,
ccordi ng to the agent In question, where supply attempts to create
emand rather than vice versa, where seniority has little bearing on
ca reer paths , and where writers with many different social and geogra
phi cal background s coexist, often h: ving little in common other than
thei r mutual Interest In hterature. 9 There can thus be no direct,
mecha nistic correlation between the writer's objective position in society
and the type of writing he or she will produce.
Bou rdieu also takes issue with 'reflection theories', which suppose
ho mologies between the structure of works and the social structure, or
between works and the world view of social interests of a specific class.
To suggest, in the manner of Lukacs and Goldmann, that the writer is
someh ow an unconscious spokesman for a group is, for Bourdieu,
simply to invert the Romantic myth of the poet vates. Reducing the
writer to a sort of 'med ium' , this approach assumes a perfect correlation
between the group and the mode of expression without questioning how
one deftnes the group whose world view is supposedly expressed
through the work's structure. It takes for granted that one fully
understands the world view of the group in question and that that world
view is somehow homogeneous. Bourdieu suggests that 'one ought to
examIne the presuppositions, all extremely nai've, of these imputations
of sptrltual tnhenrance, which can alw ays be reduced to the suppos
ition
that a group can act directly, as final cause (function), on the production
of the work' ('Principles for a Sociology of Cultural Works'
chapter 6 in
'
this volume).
By conceiving of literary works as expressions not of the
author but
rather of the social class of which he or she is a mem
ber, by seeing the
author as merely one who lends coherence to the
'mental structure' of
hIS Or her class, and by positing wor
ks as collective products of social
groups, such approaches also ignore
the objective conditions of the
.
ductlon , circulation and consumption of sym boli c goo
ds. They thus
l prey to the objectiVIsm
whIch Bourdleu fInds unacceptable in much
tru turahst ana lysi s. Art
istic works, in Bourdieu's view, are produced
rY . gents eXIsting In objective sets of soc ial relation whi
s
ch are not
I mlted to those
of 'class' and which fulfil specific functions for those
ag nts which
must be brought into the an aly sis .
eflectlon theories, no matter how
elaborate or 'euphemized', neglect
th e rela tive
autonomy of the literary field. This problem is add ressed by
fa r exa mp
'
le, Mi kha il Bakhtin, who suggests that literature
is part of'
an d can
"
not
be lin d<.'stood outsIde of, the total context' of a given
.
Peno
d's CUlture. Social and economic fact
ors clearly affect literature, but
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ir impact on literature
on ly through their effect on culture as a whole; the
entire culture.40 To
per se occurs on ly through the mediation of the
roaches tha t po sit a
app
of
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ect
eff
t
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, Bourdieu developed
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h its own laws of
the theory of the field as a social un iverse wit
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functioning. External determinants can have an eff
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itse
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fiel
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field's structure refracts, much lik e a prism, extern
h refraction that
terms of its own logic, and it is only through suc
ree of auronomy
deg
e
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d.
fiel
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ro refract external
of a particular field is measured precisely by its ability
demands into its own logic 4 1
is ro consider
Fin ally , Bourdieu criticizes the failure of external ana lys
we have seen,
works of art as possessing a specific lan guage. This, as
n that literary
does not mean that he accepts the formalist contentio
te exp lan atio n of
language alo ne, or 'literariness', can provide an adequa
nja nov , as the
literature or literary practice, even when seen, as by Ty
y system. The
result of the hisrorical, yet stil l int ern al, dia lect of a literar
literary study,
ana lys is of literary form or language is an essential part of
broadly
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tio
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we
vie
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ful
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structuring dispositions which generate practices).
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(literary, artistic, etc.) field exists in a subordinate or
rh e culr ural
ed . position within the field of power, whose principle of
nat
mi
o
d
IS based on possessIon of economic or political capital. It is
leg iti macy .
the fIeld of power because of ItS posseSSIOn of a high
'tu ated wlthm
egree of symbolic forms of capital (e.g. academic capital, cultural
m a dommated position because of its relatively low degree
ca pita l), but
capItal (when compared with the dominant fractions of the
of eco nomIC
do minan t classes). It is for this reason that Bourdieu refers to intellec
tua ls as pertaining to the dominated fraction of the dominant class.
Altho ugh fully within the field of power (except when the cultural
practices .in question comprise what is often referred to as 'folklore'), the
cultural fIeld possesses a relative autonomy with respect to its economic
and political determinations.
rhe field of cultural production is structured, in the broadest sense, by
an opposition between two sub-fIelds: the field of restricted production
and the fIeld of large-scale production. The field of restricted production
concerns what we normally think of as 'high' art, for example 'classical'
musIC, the plastic arts, so-called 'serious' literature. In this sub-field the
stakes of competition between agents are largely symbolic, invol� ing
prestige, consecration and artistic celebnry. ThIS as Bourdieu often
writes, is production for producers. Economic prdfit is normally disa
vowed (at least by the artIsts themselves), and the hierarchy of authority
IS based on dIfferent forms of symbolic profit, e.g. a profit of disinter
estedness, or the profit one has on seeing oneself (or being seen) as one
who ls not searchmg for profit. It is in this sense that the cultural field is
a ulllverse of belief. The symbolic power of this sub-field's products is
sustamed by a vast SOCIal apparatus encompassing museums galleries
I lbranes, the educational system, literary and art histories �entres fo;
'
the performing arts and so forth.
he degree of autonomy of a specific realm of activity is defined by its
abI Ity to reject external determmants and obey only the specific logic of
the fIeld, governed by specific forms of symbolic capital. In Bourdieu's
. .
words , agam
m 'Th e F'Ie Id 0 f Cultural Production' ' 'in the most perfectly
aU tono mous sector of the field of cultural produ ction where the only
'
.
au dlence "Imed at IS
oth er prod ucers (e.g. Symbolist poetry) ' the
.
.
econom y 0 f practices
.
' a generahzed game of "loser wins" '
based, as m
IS
"
.
On a sYSt
. .
of all ordinary
ematlc mverSlOn 0 f the fundamental prmclples
economles, that
of business (it excludes the pursuit of profit and does
nOt gua ranree
ence between investments and
any SOrt 0 f correspon
. d
Illoneta ry g '
ams ) , th at 0 f power (It condemns honours and temporal
greatness)
. .
and even th at 0 f mstltutlona
'
I'Ized cultural authority (the
. .
absen ce '
of any aca demlc
' trammg or consecration may be considered a
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virtue)'. The very logic of the restricted field of production makes it
conducive to formal experimentation and innovation (diverse avant
garde movements are situated at this extreme of the field).
The field of large-scale production involves what we sometimes refer
to as 'mass' or 'popular' culture: privately owned television, most
cinematic productions, radio, mass-produced literature (the Harlequin
or Mills & Boon romance, for example). Sustained by a large and
complex culture industry, its dominant principle of hierarchization
involves economic capital or 'the boltom line'. Its very nature and its
dependence on the broadest possible audience make it less susceptible to
formal experimentation, although, as Bourdieu notes in 'The Market of
Symbolic Goods' (chapter 3 in this volume), it frequently borrows from
the restricted field of production in attempts to renew itself.
The cultural field constitutes, as Bourdieu indicates in the subtitle to
the lead essay in this volume, an 'economic world reversed', in that the
autonomous pole, based on symbolic capital and thus subject only to
internal demands, is marked positively, and the opposite pole, based on
subordination to the demands of economic capital, is marked negatively.
Between these poles is a range of cultural practices which combine the
two principles of legitimacy to various degrees. Bourdieu thus refers to
two principles of hierarchization which constitute the stakes of struggle
in the field: the heteronomous principle, based on external factors, and
the autonomous principle, based on specific interests. This fundamental
opposition, however, is cut through with multiple additional opposi
tions, (for example between genres or between different approaches to
the same genre). While today these principles are found in the opposi
tion between 'mass' and 'elite' culture, they may vary according to the
specific country in question and the specific historical moment of
analysis. In his discussion of the literary field in nineteenth-century
France, for example, Bourdieu analyses these opposing principles
through the opposition between bourgeois art (notably the theatre),
social art, and art for art's sake. Social art occupies a thoroughly
ambiguous position in relation to the other two in that it appeals to
external functions (like bourgeois art) while at the same time rejecting
(like art for art's sake) the dominant principle of hierarchy in the field of
power.
The cultural field is, furthermore, structured by the distribution of
available positions (e.g. consecrated artist vs striving artist, novel vS
poetry, art for art's sake vs social art) and by the objective characteristics
of the agents occupying them. The dynamic of the field is based on the
struggles between these positions, a struggle often expressed in the
conflict between the orthodoxy of established traditions and the heret
ical challenge of new modes of cultural practice, manifested as prises de
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n or position-takings. Bourdieu sometimes refers to position
io
sit
O
P
kin gs as the 'space of creative works', but they may refer to both
te rnal (e.g. , stylistic) and external (e.g. political) positionings. The
ace of posltl on-takll1gs can only be defll1ed as a system of differential
an ces in relation to other possible position-takings, past and present.
Thi s is where a notion of II1tertextuahty comes II1to the analysi s. Unlike
in tertex tuality as conceived by Bakhtin or Kristeva� however, which
tends to relate texts only to other texts, for Bourdleu texts must be
an alysed both in relation to other texts and in relation to the structure of
th e field and to the specific agents involved.
Bou rdieu posits a homology between the space of position-takings
and the space of positions in the field, so that conflicts between different
positi on-takings in fac\ constitute particular manifestations of the
strU cture of the latter. In Homo Academicus he offers the Bar
thes-Picard polemic, a 'quarrel of the Ancients and the Moderns', as an
examp le of such conflict, which he sees as a 'rationalized retranslation'
of the opposition between the posts each critic held, between the social
sciences and !iterary studies or, in institutional terms, between the Ecole
des Hautes Etudes and the Sorbonne, respectively 42 The polemic, in
other words, is not simpl y between two indivi duals, but rather is
inscribed in the broader conflict between orthodoxy and heresy which
constitutes the central dialectic of change in the cultural field. The same
principle applies to the process of 'banalization' and 'debanalization'
described by the Russian Formalists and to what Weber describes as a
process of 'rout inizat ion' and 'deroutinization' in the religious field. As
Bourdieu puts it in 'Princ iples for a Sociology of Cultural Works', 'the
process that carries works along is the product of the struggle among
agents who, as a function of their position in the field, of their specific
cap � tal, have a stake in conservation, that is routine and routinizat
ion,
Or In subversion, i.e. a return to sources, to an original
purity, to
.
heretICal criticism, and so for th' .
The relationship between positions and position-takings is mediated
by the dispositions of the indiv idual
agents, their feel for the game.
Agen ts' strategies are a function of the converge
nce of position and
osi lion-taking mediated by habitus. In his
discussion of Flaubert's
ent/mental Educatio (see chap
ter 4 in this volu me), Bourdieu shows
n
hOw the characte
rs' habitus shapes their incli nation to play the game to
Or lose, to augment, preserve or squander their inherited
capital.
trategles also accoun
t for agents' trajectories in the field.
Strategy and trajectory are two key concepts
in Bour dieu 's theory of
the field.
Strategy may be und erstood as a specific orientation of
r cll ce As
a product of the habitus, strategy is not based on conscious
:
a cul allon
but rather results from unconscious dispositions towards
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practice. It depends both on the position the agent occupies in the field
and on what Bourdieu calls the state of the 'legitimate problematic' - the
issues or questions over which confrontation takes place, which consti
tute the stakes of struggle in the field and which orient the search for
solutions. Trajectory, as defined in 'Principles for a Sociology of
Cultural Works', 'describes the series of positions successively occupied
by the same writer in the successive states of the literary field, being
understood that it is only in the structure of a field that the meaning of
these successive positions can be defined'. The trajectory is one way in
which the relationship between the agent and the field is objectified. It
differs from traditional biography in that it does not search, as does
Sartre in his study of Flaubert, for some sort of 'original project' that
determines and unifies all subsequent developments in a writer's life. It
concerns, rather, the objective positions successively occupied in the
field. Symbolic forms (e.g. novels or other forms of artistic works)
constitute another way in which the relationship between the agent and
the field is objectified and, as we have seen, can only be understood
relationally.
Bourdieu's model necessarily involves different levels of analysis
which account for different aspects of cultural practice, ranging from the
relationship between the cultural field and the broader field of power to
the strategies, trajectories and works of individual agents. All levels of
analysis, each composed of multiple components, must be taken into
consideration to gain a full understanding of cultural works. Although
represented here only schematically, the significance of Bourdieu's
model for contemporary criticism, especially those tendencies concerned
with the relations between literaturelart and its socio-historical ground,
should be clear.
Bourdieu's model might, for example, provide theoretical and metho·
dological rigour to a formulation such as that of Edward Said's
'affiliations', defined as an 'implicit network of peculiarly cultural
associations between forms, statements, and other aesthetic elabora
tions, on the one hand, and, on the other, institutions, agencies, classes,
and amorphous social forces'. According to Said, such affiliations
anchor writers and their texts in a complex system of cultural relation
ships which include the 'status of the author, historical moment,
conditions of publication, diffusion and reception, values drawn upon ,
values and ideas assumed, a framework of consensually held tacit
assumptions, presumed background, and so on'.43 Although at first
glance similar to Bourdieu's model, Said's formulation is largely intuit
ive and ultimately vague, and it never really inquires into the socially
and historically constituted institutional framework which in fact
sustains literary practice. Nor does it ever inquire into the objective
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that criticism itself - and therefore the critic - occupies in the
n
tio
osi
p
al
tions. 44
field of soci rela
Bourdleu's work coincides in a number of ways with the 'New
Historicism', identified primarily with Stephen Greenblatt and the
journal Representations. Like Bourdieu, the New Historicism has
attempted to develop a methodology that would avoid the reductionism
both of internal, formalist and of external, more frankly sociological or
MarxIa n p�radlgms of cntlclsm. It has sought to refigure the literary
fiel d, especially that of the English Renaissance, by resituating works
'not only In relationshIp to other genres and modes of discourse but also
in relatio nship to contemporaneous social institutions and non
discursive practices'.45 It posits, again like Bourdieu, that formal and
historical concerns are inseparable, that human consciousness and
thought are socially constituted, and that possibilities of action are
socially and historically situated and defined.46 But Bourdieu would
almost certainly take issue with New Historicism's 'post-structuralist
textuahzatlon of history', which ultimately downplays the importance
of an extra-textual social and historical ground and the mediating role
of the fIeld of cultural productionY
During the 1980s the question of the formation and perpetuation of
canons has come increaSingly to the fore in Anglo-American literary and
cultural CritiCIsm. DIscussIons of the canon inevitably impinge on
broader questions of aesthetic, literary and cultural value as well as on
the constitution, preservation and reproduction of authority and symbo
hc power In the fJeld. The literary canon has explicitly become both the
SIte and the stake of contention as different groups have argued for its
rearrangement along lines more favourable to their divergent interests
and agendas.48 Bourdieu's model suggests that such struggles in fact
Constit ute the dynamic of change in the cultural field, for what is always
at stake - In struggles between the Ancients and the Moderns between
consecrated artists and the avant-garde, between competing � isions of
he canon Or competing methodologies - is the legitimate definition of
Iterature and literary practice.
The legitimacy and authority of a specific critical interpretation derive
at least in part from the legitimacy and authority of those who
propa gate It, or, to put it another way, from their objective position as
authOrized lectores (as opposed to auctores) in the literary field. A
canon l caI VISion
"
'
0 f a I Iterary
sch001, movement or writer represents a
Structure of authority in the field; we would be naive to assume that it is
.
In nocen t o d"ISlnterested . As BourdJeu
writes in 'The Field of Cultural
�
.
ProdUCtl.on , , Every critical affirmation contains, on the one hand, a
reco nltlon of the value of the work which occasions it . . . and on the
Oth e hand an affirmation
.
of Its own legItimacy. All critics declare not
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only their judgement of the work but also their claim to the right to talk
about it and judge it. In short, they take part in a struggle for the
monopoly of legitimate discourse about the work of art, and conse
quently in the production of the valu e of the work of art.' There is, as
Bourdieu has said, an interest in disinterestedness.
At stake in the literary field, and more specifically in the field of
criticism is, among other things, the authority to determine the legi
timate definition of the literary work and, by extension, the authority to
define those works which guarantee the configurations of the literary
canon. Such a definition is both positive, through selection of certain
literary values, and negative, through its exclusion of others. The
establishment of a canon in the guise of a universally value d cultural
inheritance or patrimony constitutes an act of 'symbolic violence', as
Bourdieu defines the term, in that it gain s legitimacy by misrecognizing
the underlying power relations which serve, in part, to guarantee the
continued reproduction of the legitimacy of those who produce or
defend the canon.
One of the major tenets of Bourdieu's theory and method - and one
which goes back to his ethnographic studies in Algeria and to his break
with structuralism - concerns the need to objectify and analyse the
relationship between the analyser and his or her object of analy sis.
Failu re to do so frequently results in the analyser assum ing a privileged
position (alwa ys self-attributed) and effacing relations of power that
may be inherent in the relationship. It is for this reason that Bourdieu
takes issue, for example, with Derrida's 'deconstruction' of Kant's
Critique ofjudgement, since it only goes halfway, failing to question its
in Bourdieu's
own position in the philosophical field. It thus remains,
, .4. In this respect
ng
readi
pure
the
of
words, 'subject to the censorships
Bourdieu's work (for instance, Homo Academicus) represents an
exemplary self-referentiality, constantly questioning and verifying its
own presuppositions.
III
Bourdieu's theory of the field of cultural production covers, as indicated
above, both the material and the symbolic production of cultural works,
which entails taking into account the multiple mediators which contri
bute to the works' meaning and sustain the universe of belief which is
the cultural field. If cultural works are produced in objective historical
situations and institutional frameworks by agents using different strate
gies and following different trajectories in the field, the reception of such
works, regardless of the level of that reception, also takes place in
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speci fic historically constituted situations. Works have significance for
certa in groups and individuals based on their own objective position
cultu ral needs and capacities for analysis or symbolic appropriation. A
diSCUSS IOn of the reception of cultural works thus implies a considera
tion of the values and systems of classification brought to bear on them
at diffe rent moments. As already noted, such systems constitute the
sta kes of symbolic struggle in the cultural field and embody frequently
unrecoglllzed relations of power. Much of Bourdieu's work on art
literatu re and culture - in particular Distinction - has been concerned
precisely with the ways in which culture contributes to domination and
to the process of social reproduction.
The three essays in the final section of this volume all deal with the art
world. Taken together, they represent an encapsulation of the overriding
concerns of Bourdieu's model: the reconstruction of an artistic field at a
given moment, its relationship to the field of power, the heretical
challenge of a specific artist, the transformation of the hierarchy of
legitimacy as a result of that challenge, and the long-term implications of
that transformation In terms of the aesthetic appropriation of artistic
works. The essays' central focus is, ultimately, the development of the
pure gaze - fOCUSing on form rather than function - which characterizes
cultivated appreciation of art works up to the present.
The pure gaze came into being with the emergence of an autonomous
artistic field capable of formulating and imposing its own values and its
own principles of legitimacy while at the same time rejecting external
sanctions and demands. This entails, obviously, the emergence of a
group of producers motivated by pure artistic intention. Bourdieu
suggests that, at least in France, such an autonomous field came into
being only in the 1 860s with the breakdown of the academic system,
whICh Imposed a set of of�icial pictorial and aesthetic values institu
tIOnally reinforced by the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, the Salon and other
competitions . In the final analysis, academic values were sanctioned and
guaranteed by the state, which encompassed the specific institutions in
question .
The breakdown of the academic system occurred in particular
hrough Manefs revolutionary refusal to abide by institutional imposi
Ions and hIS rejection of academIC norms. He especially repudiated its
.
InJun
ctIOn, based on a learned tradition steeped in classical culture, that
a P3lntlllg have a narrative content, that it 'say' something, and that it
deal only with 'high' or 'noble' themes considered appropriate to
.
painting. Hence the scandal caused, for example, by (among
legitImate
other works) hIS The Absinthe Drillker. In pictorial terms, Manet's
heretICal challenge rejected the academy's aesthetic of the 'finish' which
sou ght to eliminate all traces of the artist's work and to i mpose

;
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conventional forms of composition and colour schemes. With Manet,
and the Impressionists after him, narrative and drama lose their
privileged position, and painting, in its most legitimate form, ceases to
refer to anything but itself. Form, in other words, replaces function. The
breakdown of the academic system led to the emergence of new groups
of artists who no longer recognized a single source of legitimation and
who increasingly rejected aesthetic values other than those based on the
specific interests of the field. The system's monolithic authority' was
replaced, as Bourdieu describes it in 'Manet and the Institutionalization
of Anomie' (chapter 9 in this volume), by 'the plurality of competing
cults of multiple uncertain gods'.
The pure gaze is thus inseparable from the existence of an aurono
mous artistic field. It is also inseparable - when one shifts to the level of
ontogenesis - from very specific conditions of acquisition, a fact born
out by empirical research. Bourdieu's initial study of the artistic field
was made in the mid-1 960s when a research team he directed undertook
a survey of art museum attendance in Western Europe. The results of the
survey were published in 1966 under the title L'Amour de /'art.50
Without going into the details of his survey and analysis, suffice it to say
that Bourdieu found, perhaps not surprisingly, that regular museum
attendance increases with increasing levels of education, to the point
where, although theoretically open to all, art museums become 'almost
the exclusive domain of cultivated classes'.5 1 They thus have all the
outward appearances of legitimacy, since the only ones excluded are
those who exclude themselves. Simply verifying the correlation between
educational level - or level of cultural aspiration - and museum
attendance through statistical analysis is, however, insufficient for
understanding why certain classes exclude themselves from what might
be seen as a potentially edifying experience.
Access to works of art cannot be defined solely in terms of physical
accessibility, since works of art exist only for those who have the means
of understanding them. Comprehension involves a decoding operation,
and the ability to decode works of art as they are meant to be decoded
(that is, according to the values established in the artistic field) is not a
universally shared natural talent, since it involves much more than the
direct and immediate apprehension of the work. Artistic competence is a
form of knowledge which permits the beholder to situate the work of art
in relation to the universe of artistic possibilities of which it is part. As
Bourdieu writes in 'Outline of a Sociological Theory of Art Perception'
(chapter 8 in this volume), 'The perception of the work of art in a truly
aesthetic manner, that is, as a signifier which signifies nothing other than
itself, does not consist of considering it "without connecting it with
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other than itself, either emotionally or intellectually" . . , but
a n yth ing noting ItS dlstmctlVe styirstlc features
by relating it to the
of
er
ath
r
nsemb le of the works forming the class to which it belongs, and to these
o rks only' . Artistic competence, defined in this manner, is the result of
a lo ng process of inculcation which begins (or not) in the family, often in
co nfo rmity With Its level of economiC, academIC and cultural capital,
and is reinforced by the educational system. It also involves prolonged
exposure to works of art. The understanding of a work of art thus
depends fully on the possession of the code into which it has been
encoded, and thiS IS neither a natural nor a universally distributed
capabili ty. Competence i n this process of appropriation, which Bour
dieu sometim es refers to as an 'aesthetic disposition', is a form of
cultural capital, which, like other forms of capital, tends to follow
unequal patterns of accumulation.
The role of the educational system - at least in France - is particularly
important in this respect, not because it offers systematic programmes in
art appreciation (in fact, it tends to be oriented towards a literary
culture), but rather because it tends to cultivate a certain familiarity with
legitimate culture and to inculcate a certain attitude towards works of
art. In other words, even dealing as it does in the main with literary
works, the educational system tends to create a transferable cultural
disposition to appreciate academically sanctioned works of art and an
equally transferable aptitude for artistic classification. These disposi
tions gradually become attached to certain academic and social status
groups. The transferability of the aesthetic disposition allows knowledge
and taste to be arranged into 'constellations', closely associated with
educational level, 'such that a typical structure of preferences and
knowledge in matters of painting is very likely to be linked to a similar
structure of knowledge and tastes in classical music or even in jazz or
cinema '.5 2
In an ideal situation in which education serves a true democratic
functio n and is availabl e to all on a truly equal basis, its impact should
be to provide all students with the same or at least a similar aesthetic
disposition. But Bourdieu's work in the sociology of education has
how n, to the contrary, that schooling serves to reinforce, rather than
i mIni sh, social differences. The culture it transmits is largely that of the
domma nt classes, and it tends to perceive and classify as 'natura
l' talent,
a d thus 'natura l' superiority, levels
of knowledge among students
Ich are in fact largely the result of an informal learnin g process taking
ace wlthm the family . The educational system transforms social
�rarchies into academic hierarchies and, by extension, into hierarchies
me m'. As Bourdieu writes, 'It is sufficient to give free play to the laws
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of cultural transmission for cultural capital to be added to cultural
capital and for the structure of the distribution of cultural capital
between social classes to be thereby reproduced.'H
Cultural competence and the aesthetic disposition participate in the
perpetuation of social differences to the extent that they are taken to be
natural talents available to all on an equal basis and thus not recognized
as the result of a specific process of cultural transmission and training
which is in fact not available to all. Bourdieu refers in 'Outline of a
Sociological Theory of Art Perception' to the paradox of the process by
which the realization of culture becomes natural, to the extent that it is
only achieved 'by negating itself as such, that is, as artificial and
artificially acquired, so as to become second nature, a habitus, . . . so
completely freed from the constraints of culture and so little marked by
the long, patient training of which it is the product that any reminder of
the conditions and the social conditioning which have rendered it
possible seems to be at once obvious and scandalous'. Cultural capital
thus participates in the process of domination by legitimizing certain
practices as 'naturally' superior to others and by making these practices
seem superior even to those who do not participate, who are thus led,
through a negative process of inculcation, to see their own practices as
inferior and to exclude themselves from legitimate practices.
The implication of Bourdieu's theory is that any form of analysis
which overlooks the social ground of aesthetic taste tends to establish as
universal aesthetic and cultural practices which are in fact products of
privilege. It is in this sense that Bourdieu discusses at great length,
especially in Distinction, the homology of lifestyles - drawing connec
tions, for example, between taste in art and taste in food - and the
differences between taste of distinction and taste for necessity. Taste of
distinction, of which artistic competence and the aesthetic disposition
are part, implies freedom from economic necessity, the ability to keep
necessity at arm's length, and permits the distant and detached relation
ship to works of art required by a pure aesthetic. The submission to
necessity by those less endowed with cultural and economic capital
corresponds, on the other hand, to a more functional and pragmatic
aesthetic based on the schemes of perception of everyday life and the
frequent rejection of the gratuitousness associated, for example, with
formal experimentation.
Through a very elaborate empirical analysis of class tastes and
lifestyles, Bourdieu offers a radical critique - outlined most explicitly in
the 'Postscript' to Distinction, titled 'Towards a "Vulgar" Critique of
"Pure" Critiques' - of Kantian aesthetics. Bourdieu argues that the
aesthetics of 'pure' taste are based on a refusal of 'impure' taste, or taste
reduced to the pleasure of the senses, as well as on a refusal of the facile.
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however, is not universally accessible. Rather, the opposi
This refusal,
it on between 'pure' and 'impu re' or 'barbarous' taste is grounded, like
he difference between the tastes of distinction and the taste for
ecess ity, in the opposition between the cultivated and the uncultivated
o r between the domi nant and the domi nated. In Kant 's words, ' "Taste
that requ ires an added element of charm and emotion for its delight, not
to spe ak of adoptmg this as the measure of its approval, has not yet
eme rged from bar ban· sm " ' . 54
A pure aesthetic expresses, in rationalized form, the ethos of a
cultured elite or, in other words, of the domi nated fraction of the
dom inant class. As such, it is a misrecognized social relationship: 'The
deni al of lower, coarse, vulgar, venal, servile - in a word, natural
enjoyment, which constitutes the sacred sphere of culture, implies an
affirmation of the superiority of those who can be satisfied with the
subli mated, refined, disin terested, gratuitous, distinguished pleasures
foreve r closed to the profane. That is why art and cultural consumption
are predisposed, consciously and deliberately or not, to fulfil a social
function of legitimating social differences.'55
Bourdieu's work in the sociology of culture attempts to reinsert issues
such as the meaning and value of works into the multiple and complex
set of historically constituted social relations which authorize and
sustain them. He presents a powerful model which calls into question
many of the presuppositions guiding widely received notions of the
social role and function of culture and opens new horizons for the study
of cultural works and practice.
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Part I
The Field of Cultural
Production
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The Field of Cultural
Production, or :
The Economic World Reversed
o Poesic, 6 rna mere mourante
Comme res fils t'aimaient d'un grand amour
Dans ce Paris, en I'an mil huit cent [rente:
Pour eux les docks, l'Autrichien, la rente
Les mors de bourse etaient du pur hebreu.
Theodore de Banville, Sallade de ses regrets
pour I'an 1 830

PRELIMINARIES

Few areas more clearly demonsrrate the heuristic efficacy of relational
thinking than that of art and literature. Constructing an object such as
the literary field I requires and enables us to make a radical break with
the substantialist mode of thought (as Ernst Cassirer calls it) which tends
to foreground the individual, or the visible interactions between indi
viduals, at the expense of the structural relations - invisible, or visible
only through their effects - between social positions that are both
occupied and manipulated by social agents which may be isolated
Individuals, groups or institutions.2 There are in fact very few other
areas in which the glorification of 'great individuals', unique creators
Irreducible to any condition or conditioning, is more common or
uncOntroversial - as one can see, for example, in the fact that most
a alysts uncritically accept the division of the corpus that is imposed on
t em by the names of authors ('the work of Racine') or the titles of
works (Phedre or Berenice).
To take as one's subject of study the literary or artistic field of a given
P "o d and society (the field of Florentine painting in the quattrocento or
t e fiel d of
French literature in the Second Empire) is to set the history of
rt and literat ure a task which it never completely performs, because it
al ls to take it on explicitly, even when it does break our of the routine of

h'
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monographs which, however interminable, are necessarily inadequ ate
(since the essential explanation of each work lies outside each of thelll,
in the objective relations which constitute this field). The task is that of
constructing the space of positions and the space of the positIOn-takings
[prises de position] in which they are expressed. The science of the
literary field is a form of analysis situs which establishes that each
position - e.g. the one which corresponds to a genre such as the novel or,
within this, to a sub-category such as the 'society novel' [rom a"
lIIondain] or the 'popular' novel - is subjectively defined by the systelll
of distinctive properties by which it can be situated relative to othe r
positions; that every position, even the dominant one, depends for its
very existence, and for the determinations it imposes on its occupants,
on the other positions constituting the field; and that the structure of the
field, i.e. of the space of positions, is nothing other than the structure of
the distribution of the capital of specific properties which governs
success in the field and the winning of the external or specific profits
(such as literary prestige) which are at stake in the field.
The space o( literary or artistic position-takings, i.e. the structured set
of the manifestations of the social agents involved in' the field - literary
or artistic works, of course, but also political acts or pronouncements,
manifestos or polemics, etc. - is inseparable from the space o( literary or
artistic positions defined by possession of a determinate quantiry of
specific capital (recognition) and, at the same time, by occupation of a
determinate position in the structure of the distribution of this specific
capital. The literary or artistic field is a (ield o( (orces, but it is also a
(ield o( strtlggles tending to transform or conserve this field of forces.
The network of objective relations between positions subtends and
orients the strategies which the occupants of the different positions
implement in their struggles to defend or improve their positions (i.e.
their position-takings), strategies which depend for their force and form
on the position each agent occupies in the power relations [rapports de
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matically with each change in the field within which it is situated for
uro
a
amf or reader.
ect
th
s effect is most immediate in the case of so-called classic works,
' h cha nge constantly as the universe of coexistent works changes.
h,c
when the simple repetition of a work from the past in
hl iS seen clearly
transformed field of compossibles produces an entirely
allY
c
di
a
e((ect o( parody (in the theatre, for example, this effect
aU omatic
performers to signal a slight distance from a text impossible
req uires the
it stands; it can also arise in the presentation of a work
as
nd
defe
to
c rrespond ing to one extremiry of the field before an audience cor
sponding structurally to the other extremity - e.g. when an avant
arde play is performed to a bourgeois audience, or the contrary, as
mo re often happens). It is significant that breaks with the most orthodox
works of the past, i.e. with the belief they impose on the newcomers,
often take the form of parody (intentional, this time), which presupposes
and confirms emancipation. In this case, the newcomers 'get beyond'
['dipassent' ] the dominant mode of thought and expression not by
explicitly denouncing it but by repeating and reproducing it in a
sociologically non-congruent context, which has the effect of rendering
it incongruous or even absurd, simply by making it perceptible as the
arbitrary convention it is. This form of heretical break is particularly
favoured by ex-believers, who use pastiche or parody as the indispens
able means of objectifying, and thereby appropriating, the form of
thought and expression by which they were formerly possessed.

T�;
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This explains why writers' efforts to control the reception of their own
works are always partially doomed to failure (one thinks of Marx's ' I am
nor a Marxist'); if only because the very effect of their work may
transform the conditions of its reception and because they would not have
had to write many things they did write and write them as they did - e.g.
resorting to rhetorical strategies imended to 'twist the stick in (he other
direction' - if they had been granted from the outset what they are granted
retrospectively.

(orce] .

Every position-taking is defined in relation to the space o( possibles
which is objectively realized as a problematic in the form of the actual or
potential position-takings corresponding to the different positions; and
it receives its distinctive value from its negative relationship with the
coexistent position-takings to which it is objectively related and which
determine it by delimiting it. It follows from this, for example, tl:at a
position-taking changes, even when the position remains identical,
whenever there is change in the universe of options that are simulta
neously offered for producers and consumers to choose from. The
meaning of a work (artistic, literary, philosophical, etc.) changes
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' One of the major difficulties of the social history of philosophy, art or
I Iterature is that it has
to reconstruct these spaces of original possibles
WhICh, becau se they were part of the self-evident givens of the situat
ion,
relllalned unremarked and
are therefore unlike ly to be mentioned in
c ntemporary accounts, chronicles
or memoirs. It is difficult to conceive
the V ast amou nt of information which is linked to membership of
a
lel d and which all contem
poraries immediately invest in their reading of
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works: information about institutions - e.g. academies, journals, ma
gazines, galleries, publishers, etc. - and about persons, their relation _
ships, liaisons and quarrels, information about the ideas and problems
which are 'in the air' and circulate orally in gossip and rumour. (Some
intellectual occupations presuppose a particular mastery of this informa_
tion.) Ignorance of everything which goes to make up the 'mood of the
age' produces a derealization of works: stripped of everything which
attached them to the most concrete debates of their time (I am thinking
in particular of the connotations of words), they are impoverished and
transformed in the direction of intellectualism or an empty humanism.
This is particularly true in the history of ideas, and especially of
philosophy. Here the ordinary effects of derealization and intellectuali
zation are intensified by the representation of philosophical activity as a
summit conference between 'great philosophers'; in fact, what circulates
between contemporary philosophers, or those of different epochs, are
nOt only canonical texts, but a whole philosophical doxa carried along
by intellectual rumour - labels of schools, truncated quotations, func
tioning as slogans in celebration or polemics - by academic routine and
perhaps above all by school manuals (an unmentionable reference),
which perhaps do more than anything else to constitute the 'common
sense' of an intellectual generation. Reading, and a fortiori the reading
of books, is only one means among others, even among professional
readers, of acquiring the knowledge that is mobilized in reading.
It goes without saying that, in both cases, change in the space of
literary or artistic possibles is the result of change in the power relation
which constitutes the space of positions. When a new literary or artistic
group makes its presence felt in the field of literary or artistic produc
tion, the whole problem is transformed, since its coming into being, i.e.
into difference, modifies and displaces the universe of possible options;
the previously dominant productions may, for example, be pushed into
the status either of outmoded [diciassel or of classic works.
This theory differs fundamentally from all 'systemic' analyses of
works of art based on transposition of the phonological model, since it
refuses to consider the field of position-takings in itself and for itself, i.e.
independently of the field of positions which it manifests. This is
understandable when it is seen that it applies relational thinking not
only to symbolic systems, whether language (like Saussure) or myth (like
Levi-Strauss), or any set of symbolic objects, e.g. clothing, literary
works, etc. (like all so-called 'structuralist' analyses), but also to the
social relations of which these symbolic systems are a more or less
transformed expression. Pursuing a logic that is entirely characteristic of
symbolic structuralism, but realizing that no cultural product exists by
itself, i.e. outside the relations of interdependence which link it to other
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Michel Foucault gives the name 'field of strategic possibilities'
S,
uct
od
pr
ulated system of differences and dispersions within which each
to the reg work defines itself. J But - and in this respect
he is very close
al
vidu
di
In
gists such as Trier and the use they have made of the idea of
miolo
se
t
e 'se mantic field' - he refuses to look outside the 'field of discourse' for
pri nciple which would cast light on each of the discourses within it:
e
�
If the Ph ysiocrats' analysis belongs to the same discourses as that of the
Utili taria ns, this is not because they lived in the same period, not because
they confronted one another within the same society, nOt because their
interes tS interlocked within the same economy, but because their two
opti ons sprang from one and the same distribution of the points of
choi ce, one and the same strategic field." In short, Foucault shifts on to
the plane of possible position-takings the strategies which are generated
a n d imple mented on the sociological plane of positions; he thus refuses
to relate works in any way to their social conditions of production, i.e.
10 position s occupied within the field of cultural production. More
precisely, he explicitly rejects as a 'doxological illusion' the endeavour to
find in the 'field of polemics' and in 'divergences of interests and mental
habits' between individuals the principle of what occurs in the 'field of
strategic possibilities', which he sees as determined solely by the
'strategic possibilities of the conceptual games'.s Although there is no
question of denying the specific determination exercised by the possibili
ties inscribed in a given state of the space of position-takings - since one
of the functions of the notion of the relatively autonomous field with its
own history is precisely to account for this - it is not possible, even in the
case of the scientific field and the most advanced sciences, to make the
cultural order [ipisterne} a sort of autonomous, transcendent sphere,
capable of developing in accordance with its own laws.
. The same criticism applies to the Russian formalists, even in the
: nterpretation put forward by Itamar Even-Zohar in his theory of the
"terary polysystem', which seems closer to the reality of the texts, if not
to the logic of things, than the interpretation which structuralist
readi ngs (especially by Todorov) have imposed in France.6 Refusing to
ConS Ider anything other than the system of works, i.e. the 'network
of relatio nships between texts', or 'intertextuality', and the - very
abstractly defined - relationships between this network and the other
sys tems functioning in the 'system·of-systems' which constitutes the
SOCIety (we are close to Talcott Parsons), these theoretician
s of cultural
, ology or culturology are forced to seek in the literary system itself
.tlo prinCIple of ItS dynamICS. When they make the process of 'banaliza 
n' and 'debanalization' the fundamental law of poetic change and,
more generally, of all cultural
change, arguing that a 'deautomatization'
mUst necess arily result from the 'automatization' induced by repetitive
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use of the literary means of expression, they forget that the dialectic o f
orthodoxy which, in Weber's terms, favours a process of 'routinization'
and of heresy, which 'deroutinizes', does not take place in the ethereai
realm of ideas, and in the confrontation between 'canonized' an d
'non-canonized' texts. More concretely, they forget that the existence,
form and direction of change depend not only on the 'state of the
system', i.e. the 'repertoire' of possibilities which it offers, but also on
the balance of forces between social agents who have entirely real
interests in the different possibilities available to them as stakes and who
deploy every sort of strategy to make one set or the other prevail. When
we speak of a field of position-takings, we are insisting that what can be
constituted as a system for the sake of analysis is not the product of a
coherence-seeking intention or an objective consensus (even if it presup
poses unconscious agreement on common principles) but the product
and prize of a permanent conflict; or, to put it another way, that the
generative, unifying principle of this 'system' is the struggle, with all the
contradictions it engenders (so that participation in the struggle - which
may be indicated objectively by, for example, the attacks that are
suffered - can be used as the criterion establishing that a work belongs
to the field of position-takings and its author to the field bf positions).?
In defining the literary and artistic field as, inseparably, a field of
positions and a field of position-takings we also escape from the usual
dilemma of internal ('tautegorical') reading of the work (taken in
isolation or within the system of works to which it belongs) and external
(or 'allegorical') analysis, i.e. analysis of the social conditions of
production of the producers and consumers which is based on the generally tacit - hypothesis of the spontaneous correspondence or
deliberate matching of production to demand or commissions. And by
the same token we escape from the correlative dilemma of the charisma
tic image of artistic activity as pure, disinterested creation by an isolated
artist, and the reductionist vision which claims to explain the act of
production and its product in terms of their conscious or unconscious
external functions, by referring them, for example, to the interests of the
dominant class or, more subtly, to the ethical or aesthetic values of one
or another of its fractions, from which the patrons or audiences are
drawn.
Here one might usefully point to the contribution of Becker who, to his
credit, constructs artistic production as a collective action, breaking with
the nai've vision of the individual creator. For Becker, 'works of art can be
understood by viewing them as the result of the co-ordinated activities of
all the people whose co-operation is necessary in order that the work
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as it does'. s Consequently the inquiry must extend to all
r
occu
uld
sho
hose who contribute to this result, i.e. 'the people who conceive the idea
(e.g. composers or playwrights); people who execute it
f the work
act�rs); people who proVide the necessary equipment and
(m usi cian s or
mUSical Instrument makers); and people who make up the
material (e.g.
9 Without elaboratthe
work
(playgoers,
critics,
for
and
so
on),.
nce
die
au
ing all the differences between this vision of the 'art world' and the theory
of the litera ry and artistic field, suffice It to pomt Out that the artistic field
is n ot reducible to a population, i.e. a sum of individual agents, linked by
sim ple relations of interaction - although the agents and the volullle of the
populatioll of producers must obviously be taken into account (e.g. an
in crea se In the number of agents engaged in the field has specific effects).
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But when we have to re-emphasize that the principle of position
takings lies m the structure and functioning of the field of positions, this
is not done so as to return to any form of economism. There is a specific
economy of the literary and artistic field, based on a particular form of
belief. And the major difficulty lies in the need to make a radical break
with this belief and with the deceptive certainties of the language of
celebration, without thereby forgetting that they are part of the very
reality we are seeking to understand, and that, as such, they must have a
place in the model intended to explain it. Like the science of religion, the
science of art and literature is threatened by two opposite errors, which,
bemg complementary, are particularly likely to occur since, in reacting
diametrically agamst one of them, one necessarily falls into the other.
The work of art is an object which exists as such only by virtue of the
(collective ) belief which knows and acknowledges it as a work of art.
Consequently, in order to escape from the usual choice between
celebratory effusions and the reductive analysis which, failing to take
account of the fact of belief in the work of art and of the social
conditions which produce that belief, destroys the work of art as such' a
.
rtgorous sCIence
0 f art must, pace both the unbelievers and iconoclasts
and also the believers, assert the possibility and necessity of understand
mg the work in its reality as a fetish; it has to take into account
thing which helps to constitute the work as such, not least the
.
Ourses of dlfect or dISgUISed
celebration whICh are among the social
condlt lons of productIon of the work of art qua object of belief.
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The production of discourse (critical, historical, etc.) about the work of
.
a IS
o e of the conditions of production of the work. Every critical
.l au� n
� contai �s, o� the �:>ne . hand, a r�cognition of the value of the
o which Occasions It, which IS thus deSignated as a worthy object of
Iegl umare
discourse (a recognition sometimes extorted by the logic of the
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field. as when, for example, the polemic of the dominan t confers
participant status on the challengers), and on the other hand an affirma�
tion of its own legitimacy. All critics declare not only their judgement of
the work but also their claim to the right to talk about it and judge it. In
short, they take part in a struggle for the monopoly of legitimate discourse
about the work of art, and consequently in the production of the value of
the work of art. (And one's only hope of producing scientific knowledge 
rather than weapons to advance a particular class of specific interests - is
to make explicit to oneself one's position in the sub-field of the producers
of discourse about art and the contribution of this field to the very
existence of the object of study.)

The science of the social representation of art and of the appropriate
relation to works of art (in particular, through the social history of the
process of autonomization of the intellectual and artistic field) is one of
the prerequisites for the constitution of a rigorous science of art, because
belief in the value of the work, which is one of the major obstacles to the
constitution of a science of artistic production, is part of the full reality
of the work of art. There is in fact every reason to suppose that the
constitution of the aesthetic gaze as a 'pure' gaze, capable of considering
the work of art in and for itself, i.e. as a 'finality without an end', is
linked to the institution of the work of art as an object of contemplation,
with the creation of private and then public galleries and museums, and
the parallel development of a corps of professionals appointed to
conserve the work of art, both materially and symbolically. Similarly,
the representation of artistic production as a 'creation' devoid of any
determination or any social function, though asserted from a very early
date, achieves its fullest expression in the theories of 'art for art's sake';
and, correlatively, in the representation of the legitimate relation to the
work of art as an act of 're-action' claiming to replicate the original
creation and to focus solely on the work in and for itself, without any
reference to anything outside it.
The actual state of the science of works of art cannot be understood unless
it is borne in mind that, whereas external analyses are always liable to
appear crudely reductive, an internal reading, which establishes the
charismatic, creator-to-creator relationship with the work that is de
manded by the social norms of reception, is guaranteed social approval
and reward. One of (he effects of (his charismatic conception of the
relation to the work of art can be seen in the cult of the virtuoso which
appeared in (he late nineteenth century and which leads audiences to
expect works to be performed and conducted from memory - which has
the effect of limiting the repertoire and excluding avant-garde works,
which arc liable to be played only once. 10
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cational system plays a decisive role in the generalized
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i the Ideology of re-creation and ,creatIve readmg supplies teachers
that tores aSSigned to commentary on the canonical texts - with a
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for
to act as auctores. This is seen
substitute
ate
m
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I
rly in the case of philosophy, where the emergence of a body of
�ost cleanal
teachers was accompanied by the development of a would
professio
be autonomous sCience of the history of philosophy, and the propensity
m and for themselves (philosophy teachers thus tend to
to read works
with the history of philosophy, i.e. with a pure
identify philosophy
commentary on past works, which are thus invested with a role exactly
oppOSite to that of suppliers of problems and instruments of thought
whICh they would fulfil for ongmal thmking).
Given that works of art exist as symbolic objects only if they are
known and recognized, that is, socially instituted as works of art and
received by spectators capable of knowing and recognizing them as
such, the SOCiology of art and literature has to take as its object not only
the materIal produCtIon but also the symbolic production of the work
i.e. the production of the value of the work or, which amounts to th;
same thing, of belief in the value of the work. It therefore has to consider
as contributing to production nOt only the direct producers of the work
in its materiality (artist, writer, etc.) but also the producers of the
meanmg and value of the work -critics, publishers, gallery directors and
the whole set of agents whose combined efforts produce consumers
capable of knowmg and recognizing the work of art as such in
particular teachers (but also families, etc.). So it has to take into acc�unt
not only, as the social history of art usually does, the social conditions of
�: e productlon of artists, art critics, dealers, patrons, etc., as revealed by
dICes such as SOCIal ongm, educatIon or qualifica
tions' but also the
.
· . f the productIo
SOCIaI Condmons
· n of a set of objects socially constituted
as works of art, i.e. the conditions of production of the field of social
ag nts (e.g. museums, galleries, academies, etc.) which help to define
� produce the value of works of art. In short, it is a question of
��d standmg works of art as a manifestation of the field as a whole, in
Whi�� all the powers of the field, and all the determmlsms mherent in its
.
. lng,
strUCture and functloll
are concentrated. (See Figure 1 .)
_
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THE FIELD OF CULTURAL PRODUCTION AND THE FIELD
OF POWER

�� figure 1 , the literary and artistic field (3) is contained within the field
(2 ) Wh I· le possessmg a reI atlve
POWer
·
autonomy with respect to it
'
.
espeelaI ly as regards
its economic and political principles of hierarchiza:
.
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fact that the more autonomous it is, i.e. the more completely it
e
h
bY
logic as a field, the more it tends to suspend or reverse the
I ls its own
of hierarchization; but also that, whatever its degree
'" ina nl principle
endence, it continues to be affected by the laws of the field
dep
n
o
encompasses it, those of economic and political profit. The more
ch
h
W
lon o,"ou s the field becomes, the more favourable the symbolic power
Ian ce is to Ihe most autonomous producers and Ihe more clear·cut is
belween the field of restrlcled production, I n which the
sion
divi
e
h
I
rod uce rs produce for other producers, and the field of large-scale
[Ia grande production], which is symbolically excluded and
prod uclio n
isc rediled (Ihis symbolically dominant definition is the one that the
histo rians of art and lilerature unconsciously adopl when they exclude
from their object of study writers and artists who produced for the
,"arkel and have often fallen into oblivion). Because it is a good measure
o f Ihe degree of autonomy, and therefore of presumed adherence to Ihe
disinlerested values which constitule the specific law of Ihe field, the
degree of public success is no doubt the main differentiating factor. But
lack of success is not in itself a sign and guarantee of election, and poetes
maudits, like 'successful playwrights', must take account of a secondary
differentialing factor whereby some poetes maudits may also be 'failed
wrilers' (even if exclusive reference to the first crilerion can help them to
avoid realizing il), while some box-office successes may be recognized,
al least in some sectors of the field, as genuine art.
Thus, al leasl in Ihe most perfectly autonomous sector of the field of
cullural production, where Ihe only audience aimed at is other pro
ducers (as with Symbolist poetry), the economy of practices is based, as
in a generalized game of 'loser wins', on a systematic inversion of the
fundamental principles of all ordinary economies: that of business (it
excludes the pursuit of profit and does not guarantee any sort of
correspondence between investments and monetary gains), that of
power (it condemns honours and temporal greatness), and even Ihat of
InSlltutlonalized cultural authority (the absence of any academic train
Ing or consecration may be considered a virtue).
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Figure

I

tion. It occupies a dominated position (at the negative pole) in this field,
which is itself situated at the dominant pole of the field of class relations
( 1 ). It is thus the site of a double hierarchy: the heteronomous principle
of hierarchization, which would reign unchallenged if, losing all
autonomy , the literary and artistic field were to disappear as such (so
that writers and artists became subject to the ordinary laws prevailing in
the field of power , and more generally in the economic field), is
success, as measured by indices such as book sales, number of theatrical
performances, etc. or honours, appointments, etc. The autonomous
principle of hierarchization, which would reign unchallenged if the field
of production were to achieve total autonomy with respect to the laws of
the market, is degree specific consecration (literary or artistic prestige) ,
i.e. the degree of recognition accorded by those who recognize no other
criterion of legitimacy than recognition by those whom they recognize.
In other words, the specificity of the literary and artistic field is defined
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One would have to analyse in these terms the relations between writers or
, and publishers or gallery directors. The latter are equivocal figures,
artiSts
through whom the logic of the economy is brought to the heart of the
sub-field of production-for-fellow-producers; they need to possess, simul
taneously, economic dispositions which, in some sectors of the field, are
totally alien to the producers and also properties close to those of the
producers whose work they valorize and exploit. The logic of the
Structural homologies between the field of publishers or gallery directors
and the field of the corresponding artists or writers does indeed mean that
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the former present properties close to those of the latter, and this favours
the relationship of trust and belief which is the basis of an exploitation
presupposing a high degree of misreeognition on each side. These
'merchants in the temple' make their living by tricking the artist or writer
into taking the consequences of his or her statutory professions of
disi nterestedness.

This explains the inability of all forms of economism, which seek to
grasp this anti-economy in economic terms, to understand this upside_
down economic world. The literary and artistic world is so ordered that
those who enter it have an interest in disinterestedness. And indeed, like
prophecy, especially the prophecy of misfortune, which, according to
Weber, demonstrates its authenticity by the fact that it brings in no
income, a heretical break with the prevailing artistic traditions proves its
claim to authenticity by its disinterestedness." As we shall see, this does
not mean that there is not an economic logic to this charismatic
economy based on the social miracle of an act devoid of any determina
tion other than the specifically aesthetic intention. There are economic
conditions for the indifference to economy which induces a pursuit of
the riskiest positions in the intellectual and artistic avant-garde, and also
for the capacity to remain there over a long period without any
. compensation.
economIC

.

The Struggle for the Dominant Principle of Hierarchization
The literary or artistic field is at all times the site of a struggle between
the two principles of hierarchization: the heteronomous principle,
favourable to those who dominate the field economically and politically
(e.g. 'bourgeois art') and the autonomous principle (e.g. 'art for art's
sake'), which those of its advocates who are least endowed with specific
capital tend to identify with degree of independence from the economy,
seeing temporal failure as a sign of election and success as a sign of
compromise. ' 2 The state of the power relations in this struggle depends
on the overall degree of autonomy possessed by the field, that is, the
extent to which it manages to impose its own norms and sanctions on
the whole set of producers, including those who are closest to the
dominant pole of the field of power and therefore most responsive to
external demands (i.e. the most heteronomous); this degree of autonomy
varies considerably from one period and one national tradition to
another, and affects the whole structure of the field. Everything seems to
indicate that it depends on the value which the specific capital of write rS
and artists represents for the dominant fractions, on the one hand in the
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conserve the established order and, perhaps especially, in the
ggle to
ggle between the fractions aspiring to dominarion within the field of
o,s,e and anstocracy, old bourgeolS,e and new bourgeoi
wer (bourge
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and on the other hand in the production and reproduction of
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etC.
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�nomic capital (with the aid of experts and cadres). All the evidence
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that, at. a given level of overall autonomy, intellectuals are,
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. the f,eld
of cultural production over the imposition of
10
le
strugg
The
the legitimate mode of cultural production is inseparable from the
stru ggle within the dominant class (with the opposition between 'artists'
and 'bourgeois') to impose the dominant principle of domination (that is
to say - ultimately - the definition of human accomplishment). I n this
struggle, the artists and writers who are richest in specific capital and
most concerned for their autonomy are considerably weakened by the
fact that some of their competitors identify their interests with the
dominant principles of hierarchization and seek to impose them even
within the field, with the support of the temporal powers. The most
heterono mous cultural producers (i.e. those with least symbolic capital)
can offer the least reistance to external demands, of whatever sort. To
defend their own position, they have to produce weapons, which the
dominant agents (within the field of power) can immediately turn
against the cultural producers most attached to their autonomy. In
endeavouring to discredit every attempt to impose an autonomous
principle of hierarchization, and thus serving their own interests, they
serve the interests of the dominant fractions of the dominant class who
obviously have an interest in there being only one hierarchy. in the
struggle to impose the legitimate definition of art and literature, the
most autonomous producers naturally tend to exclude 'bourgeois'
wmers and artists, whom they see as 'enemy agents'. This means,
lOeIde ntally, that samplin g problems cannot be resolved by one of those
arbi trary decisions of positivist ignorance which are dignified by the
m 'operatio nal definition' : these amount to blindly arbitrating on
.
ates wh,ch are mscnbed 10
realIty Itself, such as the question as to
W ether such and such a group ('bourgeois' theatre, the 'popular' novel,
te.) .o r such and such an individual claiming the title of writer or artist
Qr ph, losoph er, or intellectual, etc.) belongs to the population of writers
rtl. StS or, more precisely, as to who is legitimately entitled to
.
'gna te legmmate wnters or artists.
The
prelimi nary reflections on the definitions of the object and the
bQunda
ries of the population, which studies of writers, artists and
espec, a II .
y, mteII eetuals, often indulge in so as to give themselves an air of
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scientificity, ignore the fact, which is more than scientifically attested
that the definition of the writer (or artist, etc.) is an issue at stake i �
struggles in every literary (or artistic, etc.) field. IS In other words,. the
field of cultural production is the sIte of struggles In whIch what IS at
stake is the power to impose the dominant definition of the writer and
therefore to delimit the population of those entitled to take part in the
struggle to define the writer. The established definition of the writer may
be radically transformed by an enlargement of the set of people who
have a legitimate voice in literary matters. It follows from this that every
survey aimed at establishing the hierarchy of writers predetermines the
hierarchy by determining the population deemed worthy of helping to
establish it. In short, the fundamental stake in literary struggles is the
monopoly of literary legitimacy, i.e., illter alia, the monopoly of the
power to say with authority who are authorized to call th,�mselv,
writers; or, to put it another way, it is the monopoly of the power to
consecrate producers or products (we are dealing with a world of belief
and the consecrated writer is the one who has the power to consecrate
and to win assent when he or she consecrates an author or a work - with
a preface, a favourable review, a prize, etc.).
While it is true that every literary field is the site of a struggle over the
definition of the writer (a universal proposition), the fact remains
scientific analysts, if they are not to make the mistake of universalizin
the particular case, need to know that they will only ever encounter
historical definitions of the writer, corresponding to a particular state of
the struggle to impose the legitimate definition of the writer. There is no
other criterion of membership of a field than the objective fact of
producing effects within it. One of the difficulties of orthodox defence
against heretical transformation of the field by a redefinition of the tacit
or explicit terms of entry is the fact that polemics imply a form of
recognition; adversaries whom one would prefer to destroy by ignoring
them cannot be combated without consecrating them. The 'Theatre libre'
effectively entered the sub· field of drama once it came under attack frO!1\
the accredited advocates of bourgeois theatre, who thus helped to
produce the recognition they sought to prevent. The 'nouveaux philosophes' came into existence as active elements in the philosophical field 
and no longer just that of journalism - as soon as consecrated
philosophers felt called upon to take issue with them.
. al
SOCI
The boundary of the field is a stake of struggles, and the
scientist's task is not to draw a dividing line between the agents involv ed
in it by imposing a so-called operational definition, which is most likely
to be imposed on him by his own prejudices or presuppositions, but t
describe a state (long-lasting or temporary) of these struggles an
therefore of the frontier delimiting the territory held by the competin g
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One could thus exam ine Ihe characteristics of this boundary,
S.
I
ag ' h ma y or may not be institutionalized, that is to say, protected by
I
'" di lions of entry that are tacitly and practically required (such as a
Con cultural capital) or explicitly codified and legally guaranteed (e.g.
�r tai n
.
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. a numerus
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a11 IIIhUS). would be found thaI one
It
of the most significant properties of
l S
fiel d of cultural production, expla ining ils extreme dispersion and
between rival principles of legitimacy, is Ihe extreme
I e con nicts
ermeabil ity of ItS frontIers and, consequently, the extreme diversity of
he 'postS' it offers, which defy any unilin ear hierarchization. It is clear
fro m comp arison thaI the f..ld of cultural production demands neither
as much inheri ted economic capital as the economic field nor as much
educational capital as the university sub-field or even sectors of the field
of power such as the top civil service - or even the field of the 'libera l
professions, . 1 6 However, precisely because it represents one of Ihe
indeterminate sites in the social structure, which offer ill-defined posts,
waiting to be made rather than ready made, and therefore extremely
elastic and undemanding, and career paths which are themselves full of
uncertainty and extremely dispersed (unlik e bureaucratic careers, such
as those offered by the university system), it attracts agents who differ
greatly in their properties and dispositions but the most favoured of
whom are sufficiently secure to be able to disda in a university career and
to take on the risks of an occupation which is not a 'job' (since
it is
almost always combined with a private income or a 'bread-and-butter'
occup ation).
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!he 'profession' of writer or artist is one of the least professionalized there
IS,

despite all the efforts of 'writers' associations', 'Pen Clubs', etc. This is
shown clearly by (inter alia) Ihe problems which arise in classifying Ihese
agents, who 3re able to exercise what they regard as their main occupation
onl r on condition that they have a secondary occupation which provides
their main income (problems very similar to those encountered in
classifying sludents).

'[h
e most disputed frontier of all is the one which separates the field
of
� I�

ral production and the field of power. It may be more or less clear
ly
ar
ed
in different periods, posilions occupied in each field may be
III
III are Or less tota lly inco mpa tible , moves from
one univ erse to
are Or less frequent and the overall distance between the the other
correspond
in
opu
ed cPatlo latlons more or less great (e.g. in lerms of social origin,
nal background, et c. ).
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The Effect of the Homologies
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Even in rhe case of the seemingly most heteronomous forms of
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berween mutually exclUSive pOsitions within the field the various
categories of producers tend to supply products adjusted t� the expecta
tions of the vanous positions In the field of power, but without any
conscious striving for such adjustment.
If the various positions in the field of cultural production can be so
easil y charactenzed In terms of the audience which corresponds to them,
thiS IS because the encounter between a work and its audience (which
may be an absence of Immed �ate audience) is, strictly speaking, a
cOIIICldence which IS not explained either by conscious, even cynical
ad justment (though there are exceptions) or by the constraints of
commission and demand. Rather, it results from the homology between
pOSItions occupied In the space of production, with the correlative
posltion·taklngs, and positions in the space of consumption; that is, in
thiS case, In the field of power, with the opposition between the
ommant and the dominated fractions, or in the field of class relations,
hlth the Opposition between the dominant and the dominated classes. In
t case of the relation between the field of cultural production and the
f
Ie d of power, we are dealing with an almost perfect homology between
.
two chlastlc structures. J ust as, In t h e d ommant
class' economic capital
.
Increases as one moves from t he domlnate
"
d to the dominant fractions '
. In
. th e opposite way, so too in the field of
whereas cultura I capita
" I vanes
cultur
al production economic profits increase as one moves from the
,
autonom ous' p0 I e to t h e 'heteronomous' pole, whereas specific profits
i ncrease
"
. d·IreCtlon.
.
In the 0ppome
S·Iml I arI y, the secondary opposition
Which dIvldes
· .
the most heteronomous sector into 'bourgeois art' and
.
'in dUStnal' art clearly
corresponds to the opposition between the
dom Ina n t
and the do mi nated classes.

:
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Y
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t, wh ich ma y be
or client) or of the sanction of an autonomous marke
hip to the audien ce
anticipated or ignored. Wi thi n thi s logic, the relations
se of interest
sen
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fit
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of the bases for evaluating the producers and their products. Th str ct
ans that
application of the autonomous principle of hierarchization me
ir degree
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d
she
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dis
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wil
ts
duc
pro
and
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duc
pro
is evidence
of success with the aud ience, which, it tends to be assumed,
of their interest in the economic and political profits secured by success.
The du ality of the principles of hierarchization means that there are
nis
few fields (other than the field of power itself) in which the antago m
n
between the occupants of the polar positions is more total (withi the
lim its of the interests link ed to membership of the field of power) .
n
Perfectly illustrating the distinction between relations of interactio and
s
the structural relations which constitute a field, the pol ar individual
ma y never meet, ma y even ignore each other systematically , to the extent
of refusing each other membership of the sam e class, and yet their
the
practice remains determined by the negative relation which unites m .
It could be said that the agents involved in the literary or artistic field
ma y, in extreme cases, hav e nothing in common except the fact of taking
istic
part in a struggle to impose the legitimate definition of literary or art
production. I .
The hie rarchy by degree of real or supposed dependence on audien ce,
s
ect
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,
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the degree of specific consecration of the audience, i.e. its 'cultur
es.
qua lity and its supposed distance from the centre of the specific valu
g
Thus, within the sub-field of production-for-producers, which recoof
nizes onl y the specific principle of legitimacy, those wh o are assured
sumed
the recognition of a certain fraction of the other producers, a pre
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m
see

to co rres pond, in the first place, to the specifically cultural
h y of the genres - poet�y, the novel and drama - and secondarily
arc
r
e
i
h
ierarchy of ways of US111 g them which, as is seen clearly in the
h
e
th
to
the thea tre and espeCially rhe novel, varies with the position of
case of iences
reached 111 the speCifICally cultural hierarchy.
aud .
the

Th e literary field is itself defined by its position in the hierarchy of the arts,
which vanes from one penod and one country to another. Here one can
on ly allude to th e effect of the hierarchy of the arts and in particular to the
dom mance wh lch poetry, an mtellectual art, exerted until the sixteenth
cent� ry � ver pai nting, a manual arr,zo so that, (or example, the hierarchy
of pICtorial genres tended to depend on their distance - as regards the
subject and the more or Iess erudite manner of treating it - from the most
. .
elaborate model of poetic dIScourse. It is well known that throughout the
nineteenth cenru ry, and perhaps until Duchamp, the stereotype which
.
relegated. the p a inter to a purely manual genre ('stupid as a painter')
perSIsted, despi te the � ncreaslng exchange of symbolic services (partly, no
doubt, because the palmers were generally less rich in cultural capital than
.
we know, for example, that Monet, the son of a Le Havre
the writers;
grocer, a.nd Renoir, the son of a Limoges tailor, were much intimidated in
the meetings at the Cafe Guerbois on account of their lack of education).
In the case of th e field of painting, autonomy had to be won from the
hterary field too, with the emergence of specific criticism and above all the
.
win to break free from the writers and their discourse by producing an
intrinSically polysemlc work beyond all discourse, and a discourse about
.
the work whICh declares the essential inadequacy of all discourse. The
h IStory of the rel ations between Odilon Redon and the writers - especially
uysmans - shows 111 a� exemplary way how the painters had to fight for
tonomy from the Ittterateur who e�hances the illustrator by advancing
. .
.
h mself and to assert the irredUCibility
of the pictorial work (which the
�
profeSSional cntlc IS more ready to recognize).!1 The same logic can be
used to analyse the relations between the composers and the poets· the
concern to use without being used, to possess without being possessed led
sO�e composers (Debussy, for example) to choose to set mediocre t�xts
whIC h would not eclipse them.

�
�

"
From the
'
economIC pomr 0f
rei IIV
· I y stable, despite cyclical
ex mp e, that

: �

'
View,
the hierarchy is simple and
fluctuations related to the fact for
th e more economically profitable the various genre; the
'
rnare str
ongl y and d !tect
'
Iy th ey are affected by recession.22 At the top of
the h'lerarchy .
d rama � wh'ICh , as aII 0 bservers note, secures big profits IS
Prov'lded by an essentially bourgeois, Parisian, and therefore relatively
restrICted , a d '
u
nUm ber of lenee - for a very few producers (because of the small
rare eXc theatres). At the bottom is poetry,. which ' with a few , very
eplio ns ( such as a few successes In verse drama), secures
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virtually zero profit for a small number of producers. Between the two is
the novel, which can secure big profits (in the case of some natural ist
novels), and sometimes very big profits (some 'popular' novels), fo r a
relatively large number of producers, from an audience which may
extend far beyond the audience made up of the wnters themselves, as in
the case of poetry, and beyond the bourgeois audience, as in the case of
theatre, into the petite bourgeoisie or even, especially through municipal
libraries, into the 'labour aristocracy'.
From the point of view of the symbolic hierarchies, things are less
simple since, as can be seen from Figure 2, the hierarchies according to
distance from profits are intersected by hierarchies internal to each of
the genres (i.e. according to the degree to which the authors and works
conform to the specific demands of the genre), which correspond to the
social hierarchy of the audiences. This is seen particularly clearly in the
case of the novel, where the hierarchy of specialities corresponds to the
hierarchy of the audiences reached and also, fairly strictly, to the
hierarchy of the social universes represented.
The complex structure of this space can be explained by means of a
simple model taking into account, on the one hand, the properties of the
different arts and the different genres considered as economic enterprises
(price of the product, size of the audience and length of the economic
cycle) and, on the other hand, the negative relationship which, as the
field increasingly imposes its own logic, is established between symbolic
profit and economic profit, whereby discredit increases as the audience
grows and its specific competence declines, together with the value of
the recognition implied in the act of consumption. The different kinds of
cultural enterprise vary, from an economic standpoint, in terms of the
unit price of the product (a painting, a play, a concert, a book, etc.) and
the cumulative number of purchasers; but they also vary according to
the length of the production cycle, particularly as regards the speed with
which profits are obtained (and, secondarily, the length of time during
which they are secured). It can be seen that, although the opposition
between the short cycle of products which sell rapidly and the long cycle
of products which sell belatedly or slowly is found in each of the arts,
they differ radically in terms of the mode of profit acquisition and
therefore, because of the connection that is made between the size of the
audience and its social quality, in terms of the objective and subjective
relationship between the producer and the market.
There is every difference between painters who, even when they set
themselves in the avant-garde, can expect to sell to a small number of
connoisseurs (nowadays including museums) works whose value derives
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partly from the fact that they are produced in limited numbers, and the
writer who has to sell to an audience that is as wide as possible but one
which, as it grows, is no doubt less 3nd less composed of connoisseur::s.
This explains why the writers are, much more than painters, condemned
to have an ambivalent attitude towards sales and their audience. They
tend to be torn between the internal demands of the field of production,
which regard commercial successes as suspect and push them towards a
heretical break with the established norms of production and consump_
tion, and the expectations of their vast audience, which are to some degree
transfigured into a populist mission (Zola, for example, endeavoured to
invoke a popular legitimacy to sublimate commercial success by trans
forming it into popular success). As for the dramatists, they are situated
between the cwo poles. Established playwrights can earn big profits
through repeated performances of the same work; for the others, as for
composers, the main difficulty is to get their work performed at all.

Thus, the relationship of mutual exclusion between material gratifica
tion and the sole legitimate profit (i.e recognition by one's peers) is
increasingly asserted as the exclusive principle of evaluation as one
moves down the hierarchy of economic gratifications. Successful
authors will not fail to see this as the logic of resentment, which makes a
virtue of necessity; and they are not necessarily wrong, since the absence
of audience, and of profit, may be the effect of privation as much as a
refusal, or a privation converted into a refusal. The question is even
harder to resolve, at least summari ly, since the collective bad faith which
is the basis of a universe sustained by denial of the economy helps to
support the effort of individua l bad faith which makes it possible to
experience failure in this world as election hereafter, and the incompre
hension of the audience as an effect of the prophetic refusal to
compromise with the demands of an audience attached to old norms of
production. It is no accident that ageing, which dissolves the ambigui
ties, converting the elective, provisional refusals of adolescent bohemian
life into the unrelieved privation of the aged, embittered bohemian, SO
often takes the form of an emotional crisis, marked by reversals and
abjurations which often lead to the meanest tasks of 'industrial art', such
as vaudeville or cabaret, and of political pamphleteering. But, at the
other end of the scale of economic profits, a homologous opposition is
established, through the size of the audience, which is partly responsi ble
for the volume of profit, and its recognized social quality, whi ch
determines the value of the consecration it can bestow, between
bourgeois art, which has an honoured place in society, and indust rial
art, which is doubly suspect, being both mercantile and 'popular' . "
Thus we find three competing principles of legitimacy. First, there I S
the specific principle of legitimacy, i.e., the recognition granted by the
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ucers who produce for other producers, their competitors, i.e.
rod
p
of
set
he a utonomous self-sufficient world of 'art for art's sake', meaning
t
bY, for artists. Secondly, there is the principle of legitimacy correspond
urgeois' taste and to the consecration bestowed by the
�g to 'bo
.
class and by pnvate tnbunals' such
dominant
the
of
fractions
ant
�in
'"
0
d
P" bl"IC, state-guaranteed ones, such as academies which
salons , or
nction the inseparably ethical and aesthetic (and therefore p� litical)
dominant. Fmally, there is the principle of legitimacy which
aste of the
tS advocates call 'popular', i.e. the consecration bestowed by the choice
of ordi nary consumers, the 'mass audience'. It can be seen that poetry,
by virtue of ItS restncted audience (often only a few hundred readers),
the consequen t low profits, which make it the disinterested activity par
exce/lel1ce, and also its prestige, linked to the historical tradition
ini tiated by the Romantics, is destined to charismatic legitimation which
is given to only a few individuals, sometimes only one per generation
and, by the same token, to a continuous struggle for the monopoly of
pOeti C legitimacy and a succesSIon of successful or abortive revolutions:
Parnassians against Romantics, Symbolists against Pamassians neo
classicists against the early Symbolists, neo-Symbolists agains; neo
cl assicists .

�

:�
:

.

Although the break between poetry and the mass readership has been
Virtually total smce the late nineteenth century (it is one of the sectors in
which there are still many books published at the author's expense),
poetry commues to represent the ideal model of literature for the least
culrured consumers. As is confirmed by analysis of a dictionary of writers
(such �s the Annuaire national des lettres), members of the working and
.
lo�er middle classes who write have too elevated an idea of literature to
wnte realist novels; and their production does indeed consist essemialJy of
poetry - very conventional in its form - and history.

e theatre, which directly experiences the immediate sanction of the
:�
bo

geolS public, w.th ItS values and conformisms' can earn the
.
InS
" tltu tlona I ".zed consecration
" of academies and official honours, as well
oney . The novel, occupying a central position in both dimensions of
e .ter ary space, is the most dispersed genre in terms of its forms of
It was broadly perceived as typical of the new mercantile
"
Ite rature I "
.
, Ill k ed to t he newspaper an d lournallsm
by serialization and
the ' m
' Pact they gave to it, and above all because, unlike the theatre
re
.
hed a ' popu I ar ' aud'
Zola and Naturalism it achieved a
with
wide aud ience
.
whi ch, although socially inferior, provided profits equival ent th o
" demands
. the speCific
i
se 0 f h e neatre,
'
renouncing
out
wit
h
of the art
and without making any of the concesSions typical of
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'industrial' literature; and, with the 'society' novel [roman mondain],
was even able to win bourgeois consecrations previously reserved for
theatre.
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of mise en scene),. so that these two genres are also structured by
s,
890
Ihe fundamental OppOS1l10n between the sub-field of large-scale produc
restricted
of
sub-field
changing
endlessly
production.
It
the
and
on
.
.
(I wS that the OppOS1l10n between the genres tends to decline as there
f lIo ops withIn. each of them an 'autonomous' sub-field, springing from
d�veloppOSItion between a fIeld of restncted production and a field of
the e-scale productIon. The structure .of the fIeld of cultural production
la. rg ed on twO fundamental and qUIte dIfferent OppOS1l10ns: first, the
bas
of
sub-field
the
between
production and the
iOn
osit
pp
� b-field of large-scale productIOn, I.e.restricted
between two economies, two
u
ales, twO audiences, which endlessly produces and reproduces the
:ime.sc
of the sub-field of restricted production and its basic
negativetionexistence
the bourgeois economic order; and secondly, the opposi
opposi tothe
of restricted production, between the con
tion, within sub-field
and the avant-garde, the established figures and the
secrated avant-garde
often only a few years
newcomers, i.e. between artistic generations,
apart, between the 'young' and the 'old', the 'neo' and the 'paleo', the
'new' and the 'outmoded', etc.; in short, between cultural orthodoxy
and heresy.
The dualistic structure of the field of cultural production, which in the
French case is expressed in the form of the opposition right bank, left
bank (most clearly in the theatre), has thus been progressively consti,
tuted through a series of transformations of the field, particularly of the
hierarchy of genres, which has led to the constitution of a highly
autonomous sub-field of restricted production, continuously supported,
In Its claIm to a specific autonomy, by its opposition to the sub-field of
I?rge-scale production, and characterized by a specific form of opposi
tion, struggle and history.
endeavouring to describe here this complex set of partly
.IndWithout
ependent processes, it is possible, with the aid of the work of
Christophe Charle and Remy Ponton,23 to outline the evolution of the
genres which widens the gap between the two sub-fields and leads to the
easin
autonomization of the sub-field of restricted production.
%"ereas gunder
the
July
Monarchy
poetry
drama were at the top of
the CUltural hierarchy (and consequentlyandattracted
the majority of
ers), with drama top in the economic hierarchy, under the Second
rmOduc
e
the
"
joined drama at the top of the economic hierarchy,
w h Zola's novel
print runs (his novels had sold 2,628,000 copies
b;\905 ) andenormous
substantial proftts, without beIng symbolically discredited
(sO that It succeeded
in attracting a large proportion of the newcomers).
It dId so because, thanks
commercial successes, it no longer
depended On the newspaperstoanditsserializat
ion
because
it
won
and
.
" cesses Without renounCIng Its literary pretenSIOns. Over the these
same
e.

Genesis of a Structure

In this legitimacy conflict, the different positions in the literary field
obviously govern the position-takings, which are the aesthetic retransla.
tion of everything which separates the field of restricted production
above all poetry which, from the 1 860s on, exists virtually in a closed
circuit - from the field of large-scale production, with drama and, after
1 875, the Naturalist novel. In fact, although it is justified inasmuch as it
grasps transhistorical invariants, the representation of the field which
one is obliged to give for the purpose of analysis remains artificial to the
extent that it synchronizes writers and literary groups who are contem.
porary only in the abstract logic of an all-purpose chronology which
ignores the structural time-scales specific to each field. Thus bourgeois
drama, whose variation-time is that of common sense and bourgeois
morality and which, while being strongly 'dated', does not grow old (but
without becoming classic) because there is nothing to 'outmode' it and
push it into the past, lives in the long time-scale of evergreen dramas
(Madame Sans-Gene or La Dame al<X Camtilias) or the ageless comedies
of conjugal life. Poetry, by contrast, lives in the hectic rhythm of the
aesthetic revolutions which divide the continuum of ages into extremely
brief literary generations. The novel, which really enters the game with
the break introduced by the Naturalist novel, followed by the 'psycholo
gical novel', lies between these two extremes.
_

The fact that social age is largely independent of biological age is
particularly apparent in the literary field, where generations may be less
than ten years apart. This is true of Zola, born in 1 840, and his recognized
disciples of the Soirees de Medan, almost all of whom went on to found
new groups: Alexis, born 1 847; Huysmans, 1 848; Mirbeau, 1848;
Maupassant, 1 850; Ceard, 1 85 1 ; and Hennique, 1 85 1 . The same is true
of Mallarme and his early disciples. Another example: Paul Bourget, one
of the main advocates of the 'psychological novel', was only twelve years
younger than Zola.

One of the most significant effects of the transformations undergone
by the different genres is the transformation of their transformatioO"
time. The model of permanent revolution which was valid for poetrYe
tends to extend to the novel and even the theatre (with the arrival, in rh
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period, poetry, which continued to attract a large proportion of
newcomers, was progressively deprived of any audience other than
producers themselves. The crisis of the 1880s affected the Nd<uLf
novelists severely, especially those of the second generation, as well as
proportion of the writers who, having started out as poets, COlnV'�r
into the novel genre, with the psychological novel, a cultural
especially a social capital much greater than that of their Natu
rivals. This, as we have seen, had the effect of bringing into the novel
division into competing schools which already existed in poetry.
served as a refuge for unlucky novelists and poets, who came up against
the protective barriers characteristic of the genre, the discreet devices for
exclusion which, like a club, the closed network of critics and con
secrated authors deploys to frustrate pretentious parvenus. Despite
short-term setbacks, the endeavours of the Naturalists (in i',:uLar,
Zola's effort to overthrow the hierarchy of the genres by transferring
into drama the symbolic capital he had won among a new, non
theatregoing audience) and of the Symbolists mark the beginning, with
Antoine's Theatre libre and Paul Fort's and Lugne-Poe's Theatre
I'Oeuvre, of the schism which henceforward made drama a bl' 1)01<
field.14 No doubt because it is the genre most directly constrained by the
demand of an (at least initially) mainly bourgeois clientele, drama was
the last literary form to develop an autonomous avant-garde which, for
the same reasons, always remained fragile and threatened.
This process of transformation thus led to the establishment of
autonomous sub-field which is opposed to the heteronomous
as an anti-economic economy based on the refusal of commerce and
commercial' and, more precisely, on the renunciation of s� .
economic profits (linked to the short cycle of the field of I : :�����:�
production) and on recognition solely of symbolic, long-term profits
(but which are ultimately reconvertible into economic profits). And,
Charle, we may see Zola's j'accuse as the culmination of this ective'
process of autonomization (and emancipation) - a prophetic break with
the established order which asserts, in defiance of every raison d'etat,
irreducibility of the values of truth and justice and, by the same token,
the absolute independence of the guardians of these values, the intelle<:
tuals, explicitly defined as such in opposition to the constraints and
seductions of economic and political life.
The parallelism between the economic expansion of the 1860s and the
expansion of literary production does not imply a relationship of dire<:!
determination. Economic and social changes affect the literary
indirectly, through the growth in the cultivated audience, .
potential readership, which is itself linked to increased
secondary and also at primary level. The existence of an
54
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h allows the development of the press and the novel, also
ket, whic
of
producers
number
to
grow.
The
relative opening up of the
the
s
w
r
ia. f of cultural produCtIon due to the increased
number
of
positions
d
lIifering basic re.sources to producers without a private income had the
Oeffe of increasmg the relative autonomy of the field and therefore its
ciIY to reinterpret external demands in terms of its own logic
a
c�PnunciatiOn of 'industrial literature' obscures the fact that, while the
source of constraints, it is also liberating, inasmuch as it enables
i·I;�d iscataegories
of
producers
to
subsist
without constraints other than
W
n of the market). The Naturalist revolution,
which marked a step
hose ds autonomization, can thus be seen as the encounter
between the
:owar sitions whICh were brought mto the
field by Zola and hiS
neW dispo
friends, thanks to a modification of the tacit entry conditions (this is
hoW the morphological changes have to be understood) and which
found the conditions for their fulfilment in a transformation of the
objective chances. Nor can the reversal which occurred in the 1880s be
understood as a direct effect of external economic or political changes.
In fact, the crisis of Naturalism is correlative with the crisis of the
literary market, or more precisely, with the disappearance of the
conditions which had previously favoured the access of new social
categories to production and consumption. And the political atmos
phere (the proliferation of Bourses du travail, the rise of the trades
unions and the socialist movement, Anzin, Fourmies, etc.), which was
not unconnected with the spiritualist revival in the bourgeoisie (and the
many conversions among writers), was bound to strengthen the reaction
against a literary group which scandalized by its productions, its
manners and its position-takings (and, through the group, against the
cultural pretensions of the rising fractions of the petite bourgeoisie and
bourgeoisie) and encourage a return to forms of art which, like the
psychological novel, maximize denial of the social world.
ct

Structure a n d Change

Changes which affect the structure of the field as a whole, such as major
eb -orderings of the hierarchy of genres, presuppose a concordance
t
een
w
interna
l
s, directly determined by modification of the
h
ch ances of access tochange
the
litera
field,
ry
exter
and
chang
nal
es which supply
e
new
:he producers (the Romantics, the Naturalists, the Symbolists and
hole fin-de-siecle literary and artistic movement) and their new
p;odwUCts
with socially homologous consumers. This is not true to the
s me extent
ti ' The of changes which affect only the field of restricted produc
fi �I�, I.e. se endless changes, which arise from the very structure of the
the synchronic oppositions between the antagonistic positions
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i n the year in which trade unionism won acceprance, in
red a dive rsion
c � � 42,000 workers flung themselves into a 46·day strike at Anzin. He
; ch
s indIvIdual love as I f as a remedy for class warfare. In the end, It
ose
p
\
ro
p
said that the grande bourgeosie turns to its composers and their
e
b
Id
ou
d ea m_factories to provide the fantasies it politically and socially needs. 26
; understa nd a piece by Faure or Debussy or a poem by Mallarme,
t reduci ng it to its function of compensatory escapism, denial of
�rhou
l
w
ty, flight into lost paradises, means first of all determining all
reali
cial
s
�ar is inscr ibed in the position, i.e. in poetry as it defines itself around the
;88 05, after a continuous process of purification, sublimation, begun in
Theophile Gautier and the Preface to Mademoiselle de
he 1 830s with
Maupin, raken further by Baudelaire and the Parnassians, and carried to
its mosr evanescent extreme with Mallarme and Ie vertige du neont; it also
means determining all that this position owes to the negative relationship
which opposes it to the Naturalist novel and associates it with everything
that reactS against Naturalism, sciemism and positivism - the psycholo
gical novel, which is obviously in the front line of the battle, but also
figures such as FouiJlee, Lachelier and Boutroux, who combar positivism
in philosophy, or Melchoir de Vogue, who reveals the Russian novel and
its mysticism, or all those who convert to Catholicism, etc. Finally, it
would rnean determining everything in Mallarme's personal and family
trajectory which predisposed him to occupy and fulfil a social position
progressively shaped by its successive occupants, and in particular, the
relationship, examined by Remy Ponron/7 between a downward social
trajectory which condemns him to the 'hideous toil of a pedagogue' and
pessimism, or hermetic, i.e. anti-pedagogic, use, of language, another way
of breaking free of a social reality he refuses. One would then have to
explain the 'coincidence' between the product of this set of specific factors
and the diffuse expectations of a declining aristocracy and a threatened
bourgeoisie, in particular their nostalgia for ancient grandeur, which is
also expressed in the cult of the eighteenth century and the flight into
mysticism and irrationalism.

(dominant/dominated, consecrated/novice, old/young, etc.), are
independent of the external changes which may seem to determine
because they accompany them chronologically. This is true even wtle
such internal changes owe their subsequent consecration mainly to
'miraculous' encounter between (largely) independent causal series.
argument would have to be demonstrated, for example, in cases such
that of Mallarme (or Debussy, or Faure), in which the two OPPOSing
theses - the absolute independence of pure art, led solely by the
autonomous logic of its own development, and the thesis of direq
dependence on the historical situation - can both find arguments.
Indeed, the coincidence between the properties of the social experience
which privileged consumers may have had in a certain h·ist()r
conjuncture and the properties of the work, in which are expressed
.
necessities inscribed in a position progressively instituted and
a whole past and potential history, and in a disposition, itself progress.
ively constituted through a whole social trajectory, is a sort of trap laid
for those who, seeking to escape from internal reading of the work or
the internal l:istory of artistic life, condemn themselves to the short
circuit of directly interrelating the period and the work. In such cases,
both the period and the work are reduced to a few schematic properties,
selected for the purposes of the argument, as in the Lukacsian or
Goldmannian mythology of the writer as the unconscious spokesman
a group, which is simply an inversion of the Romantic myth of the poet

.

vales.

Understanding a work of art, from Goldmann's standpoint, is a matter of
understanding the social group from which and for which the artist
composes his work, and which, at once patron and addressee, efficient
cause and final cause, creates with and, as it were, through himY But
what is this group? The group the artist comes from - which may not
coincide with the group from which his or her clients are drawn - or the
group which is the main or favoured addressee - but ;s there always one?
- of the production? There is no reason to suppose that the addressee,
when there is one (the commissioner of the work, its dedicatee, etc.) is
really the final, still less the efficient, cause of the work. At most he or she
may be the occasional cause of an effort whose principle lies in the whole
structure and history of the field of production and, beyond this, in the
whole structure and history of the social field in question. To make the
artist the unconscious spokesperson of a social group to which the work
of art reveals what it unknowingly thinks or feels is to condemn oneself to
assertions which would not be out of place in the wildest metaphysics, but
which will have a familiar ring for readers of political theology: 'Beeween
such art and such a social situation, can there be only a fortuitouS
encounter? Faure, of course, did not intend it, but his Madrigal manifestly
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Without ever being a direct reflection of them, the internal struggles
depend for their Outcome on the correspondence they may have with the
xternal struggles between the classes (or between the fractions of the
oenm anr class) and on the reinforcement which one group or another
rnay denve
. from them, through homology and the consequent synchron. srns.
When the newcomers are not disposed to enter the cycle of simple
�e
r ductio n, based on recognition of the 'old' by the 'young' - homage,
c e ra on,
c .Optan on, etc. - and recognition of the 'young' by the 'old' - prefaces,
o
n
consecration, etc. - but bring with them dispositions and
P non
an " the -takin gs which clash with the prevailing norms of production
expe
of external ctations of the field, they cannot succeed without the help
changes. These may be political breaks, such as revolution-

�
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already exists, even if they do not all go so far as the founders
w hat
R eVile de mitaphysique et de morale and explicirly declare the aim
� d ing something different'." As for the transformations induced by
ffect of the structure, a characteristic example can be found in the
e
e
[
ges which the Naturalist novelists made in their style and themes with Une vie and Zola with Le reve - i n response to the
c
Nt' passant
ess o f rhe psychological novel," and one may even suspect that the
field explains some aspects of the sociology of Durkheim
ecr of rhe
Bougie among the representatives of the 'spiritualist initia
l ssified by
alongside Bergson and Laberthonniere), in which Bougie sees 'an
to underpin and justify spiritualist tendencies in a new way',JO

ary crises, which change the power relations within the field (the
revolution strengthened the dominated pole, causing writers to
very temporarily no doubt, to the left, i.e. towards 'social
deep-seated changes in the audience of consumers who, because of
affinity with the new producers, ensure the success of their produ cts.
In fact, one never observes either total submission - and erudite reproduc�
rion presupposes a form of regulated innovation, even an obligatory,
limited, break with predecessors - or an absolute break - and a brea k
with the immediately preceding generation (fathers) is often supported by
a return to the traditions of the next generation back (grandfathers) ,
whose influence may have persisted in a shadowy way. For example,
though there is no need to emphasize how much the Parnassians maintain
of the Romantic tradition, it is less obvious that they rapped a current of
Hellenism which had lived on despite the Romantic break with imitations
of Antiquity. Events such as the publication in 1 8 1 9 of the works of
Chenier, impregnated with Hellenism, the discovery of the Venus de Milo
in 1 820, the Greek War of Independence and the death of Byron, turn
attention to Grecian Antiquity; Greek myths are revitalized by the prose
poems of Ballanche (Antigone, 1 8 14 ; Orphee, 1 827), and at the height of
the Romantic period, there are the works of Paul-Louis Courier and
Maurice de Guerin,

In the field of restricted production, each change at any one point
the space of positions objectively defined by their difference, their eC,71
induces a generalized change - which means that one should not
for a specific site of change. It is true that the initiative of change
almost by definition on the newcomers, i.e. the youngest, who are
those least endowed with specific capital: in a universe in which to exi!
is to differ, i.e. to occupy a distinct, distinctive position, they must
their difference, get it known and recognized, get themselves known
recognized (,make a name for themselves'), by endeavouring to .
new modes of thought and expression, out of key with the nre,.ai
modes of thought and with the doxa, and therefore bound to discor\C'
the orthodox by their 'obscurity' and 'pointlessness'. The fact rernai
that every new position, in asserting itself as such, determines
displacement of the whole structure and that, by the logic of action
reaction, it leads to all sorts of changes in the position-takings of
occupants of the other positions.
As well as the counrless labels too obviously intended to produce the
differences they claim to express, one could point to 'manifestos', which
often have no other content than the aim of distinguishing themselves
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Because position-takings arise quasi-mechanically - that is, almost
'ndependently of the agents' consciousness and wills - from the relation
hip between positions, they take relatively invariant forms, and being
determined relatlonally, negatIvely, they may remalO Virtually empty,
amounting to little more than a parti pris of refusal, difference, rupture.
Structurally 'young' writers, i.e. those less advanced in the process of
consecration (who may be biologically almost as old as the 'old' writers
they seek to oust),3! will refuse everything their 'elders' (in terms of
legitimacy) are and do, and in particular all the indices of social ageing,
starting with the signs of consecration, internal (academies, etc.) or
external (success), whereas the 'old' writers will regard the social
non-exi stence (in terms of success and consecration) and also the
'obscurity' of their young rivals as evidence of the voluntaristic, forced
character of some endeavours to overtake them (as Zola puts it, 'a
gigantic, empty pretens ion ').

�

T.he 'young' have an interest in describing every advance in the internal

h �erarchy of the sub-field of restricted production as an advance in the
hierarchy of the field of cultural production as a whole, and rherefore
Contest the independence of the internal hierarchy (d. rhe contesting of
the 'manda rins'). They may point to the fact rhat while 'bourgeois'
con secration (academy places, prizes, etc,) is primarily awarded to writers
who produ ce for the mass market, it also goes to the most acceptable
embe rs of the consecrated avant-garde (and the Academie Fran�aise has
ways made room, to a varying extent at different periods, for producers
T?m the field of restricted production), It is also clear that the opposition,
Wlthl. n the
'autonomous' field, between professional writers, whose
.
.
aC V lty obliges
them to lead an organized, regular, quasi-bourgeois life,
a
the 'boh emian' world of 'proletaroid intellectuals' who live on the
d I.obs of Journalism, publishing or teaching, may give rise to a political
IV IS lon, as was
seen at the time of the Paris Commune.J2
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The history of the field arises from the struggle between the esta
lished figures and the young challengers. The ageing of authors, sch Oo
and works is far from being the product of a mechanical, cnlrr,nolo
slide into the past; it results from the struggle between those who
made their mark (fait date - 'made an epoch') and who are
persist, and those who cannot make their own mark without
into the past those who have an interest in stopping the
eternalizing the present stage of things.JJ 'Making one's mark',
a new epoch, means winning recognition, in both senses, of
difference from other producers, especially the most consecrated
them; it means, by the same token, creating a new position, ahead of
positions already occupied, in the vanguard. (Hence the importance,
this struggle for survival, of all distinctive marks, such as the names
schools or groups - words which make things, distinctive signs wf,;,
produce existence.) The agents engaged in the struggle are both corlti
poraries - precisely by virtue of the struggle which synchronizes them
and separated by time and in respect of time: avant-garde writers haY,
contemporaries who recognize them and whom they recognize from other avant-garde writers - only in the future; consecrated 'rit,,.
recognize their contemporaries only in the past. The emergence of
group capable of 'making an epoch' by imposing a new, ad,'al
position is accompanied by a displacement of the structure of
hierarchized positions opposed within a given field; each of them
a step down the temporal hierarchy which is at the same time a
hierarchy; the avant-garde is separated by a generation from
consecrated avant-garde which is itself separated by another :neration.
from the avant-garde that was already consecrated when it made its own
entry into the field.34 Each author, school or work which 'makes
mark' displaces the whole series of earlier authors, schools or works. As
Shklovsky points out,35 each period excludes certain hackneyed sub
jects: Tolstoy forbids mention of the 'romantic Caucasus' or moonl
while Chekhov, in one of his juvenilia, lists the newly
commonplaces. Because the whole series of pertinent changes is present,
practically, in the latest (just as the six figures already dialled on a
telephone are present in the seventh), a work or an aesthetic mc)vc:m
is irreducible to any other situated elsewhere in the series; and returns
past styles ( frequent in painting) are never 'the same thing', since
are separated from what they return to by negative reference
something which was itself the negation of it (or the negation of
negation, etc.).3.
That is why, in an artistic field which has reached an advanced
of this history, there is no place for naifs; more precisely, the histo ry
immanent to the functioning of the field, and to meet the
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ds it impli es, as a producer but also as a consumer, one has to
de"'· " th e whole history of the field J7
possesS
woul d be appropriate to point to rhe ideal-rypical opposition
ir
er
H
au and Duchamp. Rousseau, the painter as object, who
er �een Rousse
's somerhing other rhan what he rhinks he is doing, does not know
he does, because he knows norhing of the field he stumbles into, of
w ar
is the playthlllg (It IS SIgnif,cant rhat h,s paInter and poer
h ich he
ien ds' stage parodic consecration scenes for him); he is made by the
r ld a 'crearor' who has to be 'created' as a legitimate producer, with the
'har;cter of 'Douanier Rousseau', in order to legitimate his prodUCr.311 By
ontrast, Duchamp, born infO a family of painters, the younger brmher of
painters, has all the tricks of the artist's trade at his fingertips, i.e. an art of
painring which (subsequently) implies nor only the art of producing a
work bur the art of self-presentation; like the chess-player he is, he shows
himself capable of thinking several moves ahead, producing art objects in
which the production of the producer as artist is the precondition for the
production of these objects as works of art; he admires Brisset as 'the
Douanier Rousseau of philology' and invents the 'ready-made', a 'manu
factu red objecr promored to rhe dignity of an objet d'art by the symbolic
authority of the artist' (quite unlike Rousseau, who makes 'assisted
ready-mades' bur shamefacedly conceals his sources, e.g. for Le lion
mangeanl les explorateurs); even when he uses mythical or sexual
symbols, he refers to an esoteric, alchemical, mythological or psychoana
lytic culture; and he always situates himself at the second degree, even
when he disabuses his exegetes of the sophisticated interpretations they
have given of his works.

�
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POSITIONS AND DISPOSITIONS

The Meeting of Two Histories
To understa nd the practices of writers and artists, and not least their

products, entails understanding that they are the result of the meeting of
o h,stories: the history of the positions they occupy and the history of
�e
ll d,spOsitions. Although position helps to shape dispositions, the
tter In so far as they are the
product of independent conditions, have
�
n e lStence and efficacy of their own and can help to shape positions. In
n leld
IS the confrontation between positions and dispositions more
n ll nuous Or uncertain than in the literary and artistic field. Offering
Po lI o n s that are
relatively uninstitutionalized, never legally guaran
tee
' the refo re open to symbolic challenge, and non-hereditary ( a lth oug
h the re are specific forms of transmission), it is the arena par
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excellence of struggles over job definition. In fact, however great
effect of position - and we have seen many examples of it - it ne,,�
operates mechanically, and the relationship between positions
position-takings is mediated by the dispositions of the agents.
Likewise, morphological changes never produce (heir effects mecha_
nically. For example, the influx, in the 1 8505, of a large number of writers
living with precarious means on the lower edges of the field is retranslated
inro a redefinition of the POSt, i.e. of the image of the writer, his sartorial
symbolism, his political attitudes, his preferred haunts (cafe rather tha n
salon), etc. More generally, a numerus clausus has the effect of protecting
a definicion of the function, and an increase in the number of legitimate
performers of the function - whether architects, doctors or teachers - is
sufficient to change the function more or less radi cally, through the
objective devaluation which automatically ensues, the struggle by the
guardians of the post to preserve the rarity which previo usly defined it,
and the endeavours of the new occupanrs ro adapt the position to their
dispositions.

The 'post' of poet as it presents itself to the young aspirant in
1 8 80s is the crystallized product of the whole previ ous history. It is
position in the hierarchy of literary crafts, which, by a sort of effect
caste, gives its occupants, subjectively at least, the assurance of
essential superiority over all other writers; the lowest ? f the
. at this time) sees himself as superior to the hIghest of
(Symbohst,
( Naturalist) novelists.J9 It is a set of 'exempla ry figures' Gautier, etc. - who have composed the character and assigned
sllch as, for intellectuals (after Zola) that of the intellectual as
champion of great causes. I t is a c1uste � of represen tations - that of
'pure' artist, for example, indifferent to s llccess and to the verdicts of
market - and mechanisms which, through their sanctions, support
and give them real efficacy. In short, one would need to work out the
social history of the long, collective labour which leads to the pro
ive invention of the crafts of writing, and in particular to awareness
the flllldamental law of the field, i.e. the theory of art for art's
which is to the field of cultural production what the axiom 'business
business' (and 'in business there's no room for feelings') is to
economic field.40 Nor, of course, mllst one forget the role of
mechanism which, here as elsewhere, leads people to make a virtue
necessity, in the constitution of the field of cultural produCtIon as
space radically independent of the economy and 'of politics and, as
amenable to a SOrt of pure theory. The work of real emancipation ,
which the 'post' of artist or poet is the culmina tio n, can be
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u rslled only if the post encounters the appropriate dispositions,
� n Pas dislllterestedness and darIng, and the (external) conditions of
h
ues, such as a private income. In this sense, the collective
virt
thes
results in the post of writer or artist has to be endlessly
which
n
tio
I nve
even if the objectification of past discoveries and the recogni
ed,
at
e
p
re
e widely accorded to an activity of cultural production that
mor
er
ev
n
(lo
in itself, and the will to emancipation that it implies, tend
end
n
a
's
sta ntly to reduce the cost of this permanent reinvention. The more
autono mizing process advances, the more possible it becomes to
position of producer without having the properties - or not
CCU py the
or not to the same degree - that had to be possessed to
a II of them ,
rod uce the position; the more, i n other words, the newcomers who
ead for the most 'autonomous' positions can dispense with the more or
less heroic sacrifices and breaks ·of the past.
The position of 'pure' writer or artist, like that of intellectual, is an
institution of freedom, constructed against the 'bourgeoise' (in the
artistS ' sense) and against institutions - in particular against the state
bureaucracies, academies, salons, etc. - by a series of breaks, partly
cumulative, but sometimes followed by regressions, which have often
been made possible by diverting the resources of the market - and
therefore the 'bourgeoisie' - and even the stage bureaucracies." Owing
to its objectively contradictory intention, it exists only at the lowest
degree of institutiona lization, in the form of words ('avant-garde', for
exampl e) or models (the avant-garde writer and his or her exemplary
deeds) which constitute a tradition of freedom and criticism; and also,
but above all, in the form of a field of competiti on, equipped with its
own institutio ns (the paradigm of which might be the Salon des refuses
Or the little avant-garde review) and articulated by mechan isms of
competition capable of providing incentives and gratification for eman
Clp atory endeavours. For example, the acts of prophetic denunci ation of
wh I Ch j 'accuse is
the paradigm have become, since Zola, and perhaps
e pec,ally since Sartre,
so intrinsic to the personage of the intellectual
t at anyo ne who
aspires to a position (especially a domina nt one) in the
ellectual field has to perform such exemplary acts.42 This explain s
l t I S. that the producers most freed from external constraints
M larm
e, Proust, Joyce or Virginia Woolf - are also those who have
I en
.m OSt advantage of a historical heritage accumulated through
c lIectt ve
lab our against external constraints.
H aV lng establis
hed, in spite of the illusion of the constancy of the
th i l1
an g deSIgnated, which is encouraged by the constancy of the words
t, Wrtte r,
bohemian , academy, etc., what each of the positions is at
a
e
om
h ave een ent, one still has to understand how those who occupy them
formed and, more precisely, the shapin g of the dispositions
d
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which help to Iead them to these positions and to define their Way
. them and staYing In them. The held, as a
operating wIthin
fiel d
possible forces, presents itself to each agent as a space of possibles
is defined in the relationship between the structure of average chances
.
access to the different positions (measured by the 'difficulty' of
them and, more precisely, by the relationship between the numbe r
positions and the number of competitors) and the dispositions of eacl
a
agent, the subjective basis of the perception and appreciation of the
objective chances. In other words, the objective probabilities (of eCOno.
mic or symbolic profit, for example) inscribed in the field at a given
moment only become operative and active through 'vocations', 'aspira_
tions' and 'expectations', i.e. in so far as they are perceived and
.
apprecIated through the schemes of perception and appreciation which
constitute a habItus. These schemes, which reproduce in their own lOgic
the fundamental divisions of the field of positions - 'pure an'/
'commercial art', 'bohemian'l'bourgeois', 'left bank'l'right bank', etc. _
are one of the mediations through which dispositions are adjusted to
positions. Writers and artists, particularly newcomers, do not react to an
'objective reality' functioning as a sort of stimulus valid for every
possIble subJect, but to a 'problem-raising situation', as Popper
it;
they help to create its intellectual and affective 'physiognomy'
seduction, etc.) and therefore even the symbolic force it exerts on them.
A position as it appears to the (more or less adequate) 'sense
investment' which each agent applies to it presents itself either as a sort
of necessary locus which beckons those who are made for it ('vocation'
or, by contrast, as an impossible destination, an unacceptable destiny
one that is acceptable only as temporary refuge or a
accessory position. This sense of social direction which orients agents,
according to their modesty ()I" daring, their disinterestedness or thirst
profit, towards the risky, long-term investments of journalism, serials
the theatre, is the basis of the astonishingly close correspondence that
found between positions and dispositions, between the social choaracree
istics of 'posts' and the social characteristics of the agents who fill
The correspondence is such that in all cases of coincidence
concordance in which the position is in a sense materialized in the
dispositions of its occupants, it would be equally wrong ro imp ute
everything solely to position or solely to dispositions.
The mechanistic model that is, more or less consciously, put into
operation when social origin, or any other variable, is made the principle
of a linear series of determinations - e.g. father's occupation, more or less
� rudely defined, determining position, e.g. occupational position, which
In turn determines opinions - mrally ignores the effects of the field, in
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ticuJa r those which result from the way in which the influx of
pa�comers is quantitatively and qualitatively regulared.'u Thus the ab
oe
of statistical relation between the agents' social origin and their
se ce 1.
itiot takillgs may result from an unobserved transformation of the
the relationship between social origin and position-taking,
��I d and of
ch tha t, for two successive generations, the same dispositions will lead
different position-takings, or even opposing ones (which will tend to
other out).
cancel each

�
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There is nothing mechanical about the relationship between the field
n d the habitus. The space of available positions does indeed help to
etermine the properties expected and even demanded of possible
candidates, and therefore the categories of agents they can attract and
above all retain ; but the perception of the space of possible positions and
trajectories and the appreciation of the value each of them derives from
its location in the space depend on these dispositions. It follows as a
point of method that one cannot give a full account of the relationship
obtaining at a given moment between the space of positions and the
space of dispositions, and, therefore, of the set of social trajectories (or
constructed biographies) '" unless one establishes the configuration, at
the moment, and at the various critical turning-points in each career, of
the space of available possibilities (in particular, the economic and
symbolic hierarchy of the genres, schools, styles, manners, subjects,
etc.), the social value attached to each of them, and also the meaning and
value they received for the different agents or classes of agents in terms
of the socially constituted categories of perception and appreciation they
applied to them.
It would be quite unjust and futile to reject this demand for complete
reconstltu tton on the ground (which is undeniable) that it is difficult to
perform in practice and in some cases impossible (for example, a special
study would be required in order to determine, for each relevant period,
the cntlcal points in the trajectories corresponding to each field, which
re often unquestioningly assumed to be situated where they are today).
clentlflc progress may consist, in some cases, in identifying all the
p re upPOsitio ns and
begged questions implicitly mobilized by the seem
g Y most impeccable research, and in proposing programmes for
U damental research which would really raise all the questions which
o
ary research treats as resolved, simply because it has failed to raise
t e ' In
teS . onle fact, If we are suffICIently attenttve, we fmd numerous
s to this perception of the space of possibilities. We see it for
ex
P le In the Image of the great predecessors, who provide the terms
for sei
"
f- de r mitton,
such as the complementary figures of Taine and
R.enan , for
one generation of novelists and intellectuals, or the opposing
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personalities of Mallarme and Verlaine for a whole generation of
more simply, we see it in the exalted vision of the writer's or
which may shape the aspirations of a whole generation: 'The
literary generation grew up thoroughly impregnated with the
1 830. The verses of Hugo and Musset, the plays of Alexandre 0",
and Alfred de Vigny circulated in the schools despite the hostili
University; an infinite number of Mediaeval novels, lyrical cOllte:ssi (
and despairing verses were composed under cover of classroom desks .
One could quote whole pages in which Cassagne evokes the ad,ole
enthusiasms of Maxime Ducamp and Renan, Flaubert and Baudelaire
Fromentin. But one can also quote this very significant passage
Manette Salomon, i n which Goncourt and Goncourt show that
attracts and fascinates in the occupation of artist is not so much the
itself as the artist's lifestyle, the artist's life (the same logic nowo,
governs the diffusion of the model of the intellectual): 'At heart, , naltole
was called by art much less than he was attracted by the artist's life.
dreamt of the studio. He aspired to it with a schoolboy's imaginings and
the appetites of his nature. He saw in it those horizons of Bohemia
which enchant from a distance: the novel of Poverty, the shedding
bonds and rules, a life of freedom, indiscipline and disorder, every day
filled with accident, adventure and the unexpected, an escape from the
tidy, orderly household, from the family and its tedious Sundays, the
jeering of the bourgeois, the voluptuous mystery of the female mode�
work that entails no effort, the right to wear fancy dress all year, a sort
of unending carnival; such were the images and temptations which arose
for him from the austere pursuit of art." ·
Thus, writers and artists endowed with different, even opposing
dispositions can coexist, for a time at least, in the same positions. The
structural constraints inscribed in the field set limits to the free play of
dispositions; but there are different ways of playing within these limits.
Thus, whereas the occupants of the dominant positions, especially in
economic terms, such as bourgeois theatre, are strongly homogeneo us,
the avant-garde positions, which are defined mainly negatively, by thei r
opposition to the dominant positions, bring together for a certain ti me
writers and artists from very different origins, whose interests will
sooner or later diverge." These dominated groups, whose unity is
essentially oppositional, tend to fly apart when they achieve recogniti On,
the symbolic profits of which often go to a small number, or even to only
one of them, and when the external cohesive forces weaken. As is shown
by the progressive separation between the Symbolists and the Decadents
(analysed below), or the break-up of the Impressionist group, the factOr
of division does in this case lie in dispositions, the basis of aesthetic and
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ition-takings whose divergencies are felt the more strongly
pos
'
pohtlC ssoc i ated with unequa l degrees of consecration.'8
n
barely marked, position in the field, and
,,,he ting out from the same,
,
r
Sfta
the same Opposition to N atura I'Ism an d th e Parnasse group by
d
e
de In
whi ch Verlaine and Mallarme, their leaders, were each excluded m
fr
and the Symbol ists diverged as they attained full social
Deca dents
The latter, drawn from more comfortable social backgrounds
'.
the middl e or upper bourgeOIsie or the anstocracy) and endowed
sub stanti al educational capital, are opposed to the former, who are
w;r n the sons of craftsmen and virtually devoid of educational capital,
r
he salon (Mallarme's 'Tuesdays') to the cafe, the right bank to the
bohemia, audacity to prudence,5o and, in aesthetic terms,
e bank and
'clarity ' and 'simplicity ' based on 'common sense' and 'nai"vete' to a
rmeticis m based on an explicit theory which rejects all the old forms;
politi cally, the Symbolists are indifferent and pessimistic, the Decadents
committed and progresslv e.51 It IS clear that the field-effect whICh results
from the opposition between the two schools, and which is intensified
by the process of institutionalization that is needed to constitute a
fully· f1ed ged literary group, i.e. an instrument for accumulating and
concentrating symbolic capital (with the adoption of a name, the
drawi ng- up of manifestos and programmes and the setting-up of
aggregati on rites, such as regular meetings), tends to consecrate and
underscore the critical differences. Verlaine, skilfully making a virtue of
necessity, celebrated naivete (just as Champfleury countered 'art for
art's sake' with 'sincerity in art') whereas Mallarme, who sets himself up
as the theorist of 'the enigma in poetry', found himself pushed ever
further into hermeticism by Verlaine's striving for sincerity and simpli
city 52 And as if to provide a crucial proof of the effect of dispositions, it
was the richest Decadents who joined the Symbolists (Albert Aurier) or
drew closer to them (Ernest Raynaud), whereas those Symbolists who
were closest to the Decadents in terms of social origin, Rene Ghil and
Alalbert , were excluded from the Symbolist group, the former because
f hiS faith in progress and the latter, who ended up as a realist novelist,
eca use hi S works were not considered sufficiently obscure.
.
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The Habitus and the Possibles
prope nsity to move towards the economically most risky positions,
abov e all the capacity to persist in them (a condition for all
a
ant-garde undertakings which precede the demands of the market),
ev n Whe
n they secure no short-term economic profit, seem to depend to
a
arge extent
on possession of substantial economic and social capital.
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�
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The Field of Cultural Production
This is, first, because economic capital provides the conditions
freedom from economic necessity, a private income [Ia rente] being
of the best substitutes for sales [Ia vente], as Theophile Gautier said
Feydeau: 'Flaubert was smarter than us . . . He had the wit to come ·
the world with money, something that is indispensable for anyone
wants to get anywhere in art.'53
68

Those who do manage to stay in the risky positions long enough to receive
the symbolic profit they can bring are indeed mainly drawn from the most
privileged categories, who have also had the advantage of not having to
devote time and energy to secondary , 'bread-and-butter' activities. Thus,
as Ponton ShowS,H some of the Parnassians, all from the petite bourgeoi
sie, either had to abandon poetry at some stage and turn to better-paid
literary activities, such as the 'novel of manners', or, from the Outset,
devoted part of their time to complementary activities such as plays or
novels (e.g. Fran,ois Coppee, Catulle Mendes, Jean Aicard) , whereas the
wealthier Parnassians could concentrate almost exclusively on their art
(and when they did change to another genre, it was only after a long
poetic career). We also find that the least well-off writers resign them
selves more readily to 'industrial literature', in which writing becomes a
job like any other.

It is also because economic capital provides the guarantees
rances] which can be the basis of self-assurance, audacity and .
rence to profit - dispositions which, together with the flair
with possession of a large social capital and the corresponding f.n,ili:
ity with the field, i.e. the art of sensing the new hierarchies and the
structures of the chances of profit, point towards the outposts, the mos
exposed positions of the avant-garde, and towards the riskiest inve
ments, which are also, however, very often the most profitable
licaliy, and in the long run, at least for the earliest investors.
The sense of investment seems to be one of the dispositions mO!
closely linked to social and geographical origin, and, cOlnse:quenr
through the associated social capital, one of the mediations throu
which the effects of the opposition between Parisian and
origin make themselves felt in the logic of the field.55 Thus we find
as a rule those richest in economic, cultural and social capital are
first to move into the new positions (and this seems to be true in
fields: economic, scientific, etc.). This is the case with the writers ar/JUt
Paul Bourget, who abandoned Symbolist poetry for a new form of a"
which broke with Naturalism and was better adjusted to the ,ect
tions of the cultivated audience. By contrast, a faulty sense of inv,eS
ment, linked to social distance (among writers from the working clasS
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urgeoisie) or geographical distance (among provincials and
bo
e
t
·
etl
theelpgners) incli nes beginners to aim for the dominant positions at a time
foren preciSely because of their attractiveness (due, for example, to the
",h n 'rn ic profits they secure, in the case of the Naturalist novel, or the
eco :olic profits they promise, in the case of Symbolist poetry) and the
syrn ed competition for them, the profIts are tendlllg to decline. It
,ntensifi
in
or
declining
persist
threatened
them
when
positions
make
o
als
�aybest-informed agents are abandoning them. Or again, it may lead
drawn by the attraction . of the dominant sites towards
:h:rn ontos beincom
patible WIth the dISpOSItions they brmg to them, and to
iti
�o' �over their 'natural place' only when it is too late, i.e. after wasting
the effect of the forces of the field and in the mode
C, h time, through
:
rnf relegation. An ideal-typical example of this is Leon Cladel ( 1 835-92),
a Montauban saddler, who came to Paris in 1 857, joined the
�he son of movement
and, after seven years of fairly impoverished
Parnasse existence, returned
to his native Quercy and devoted himself
bohemian
the regionalist novel.56 The whole oeuvre of this eternally displaced
writer is marked by the antinomy between his dispositions, linked to his
starting-point, to which he eventually returned, and the positions he
aimed at and temporarily occupied: 'His ambition was to glorify his
native Quercy, a Latin soil trodden by rustic Hercules, in a sort of
anciem, barbarous "geste". In distilling the arrogant poses of village
champions from furious peasant scuffles, Cladel aspired to be numbered
among the modest rivals of Hugo and Leconte de Lisle. Thus were born
Ompdrailles and La Fete votive de Bartholome-Porte-Glaive, bizarre
epics, pastiching the Iliad and the Odyssey in inflated or Rabelaisian
language.'57 Tension and incoherence, oscillating between parody and
Utter seriousness, are manifest in this project of describing the peasants
of Quercy in the style of Leconte de Lisle: 'Being instinctively led' he
�ntes In the preface to his novel Cellli-de-ia-croix-aux-boellfs ( 1 878),
tow ards the study of plebeian types and milieux, it was almost
IneVitable that there would sooner or later be a conflict between the
coarse and the refined.'58 Always out of step, Cladel was a peasant
am�ng the Parnassians (who, objectively and subjectively, placed him
:'t the 'populace', like his friend Courbet),59 and a petit-bourgeois
ong the peasants of his native region. Not surprisingly, the very form
�
a �n tent of .rhe rustic novel to which he resigned himself, in which
reh bI Itatlon
gIves way to self-indulgent depiction of peasant savagery,
expo s the contr
wht� � d to It: adictions of a position entirely defined by the trajectory
'A beggar's son, a beggar dreamer, he had an innate love
of V� II :
e hfe and country people. If, from the outset, without any
shiIlY_s�all
ymg, he had sought to render them with that holy roughness
of tou
ch whIch dlStmgUlshes the early manner of the master painters,
JO
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perhaps he would have made a place for himself among the
sparkling young writers of his generation.'6o
But these forced returns to the 'people' are only particular cases
more general model. And all the evidence suggests that the corltro'n,
tion, within the artistic and literary field, with bourgeois, Parisian
and writers, which impels them towards the 'people', induces wri
and artists of working-class or petit-bourgeois origin to accept th"
selves for what they are and, like Courbet, to mark themselves
with what is stigmatized - their provincial accent, dialect,
style, etc. - but the more strongly, the less successful
attempts at assimilation have been. Thus, Champfleury, a writer
very modest provincial petit-bourgeois origins, after having for son
time been 'torn between two tendencies, a realism a la Monnier
German-style poetry, Romantic and sentimental',61 found himself
pelled towards militant realism by the failure of his first endeavours
perhaps especially by consciousness of his difference, provoked
contact or objective competition with the Parisian writers, which
him towards 'the people', i.e. to realism in his manner and to obie
excluded from the legitimate art of the day. And this negative return
.
the people is no less ambiguous, and suspect, than the
writers' retreat to the peasantry. Hostility to the libertarian
and arbitrary populism of the bourgeois intellectuals can be the basis
an anti-intellectual populism, more or less conservative, in which
people' are once again merely a projection in fantasy of rela
internal to the intellectual field. A typical example of this field-effect
be seen in the trajectory of the same Champfleury, who, after havill
been the leader of the young realist writers of 1 850 and the 'theorist'
the realist movement in literature and painting, was increasingly eclipSe!
by Flaubert and then by the Goncourts and Zola. He became a
official at the Sevres porcelain factory and set himself up as the h '
of popular imagery and literature, and, after a series of shifts and
the official theorist (awarded the Legion d'Honneur in 1 867) of
conservatism based on exaltation of popular wisdom - in particular,
the resignation to h ierarchies that is expressed in popular arts
traditions.62
Thus, it is within each state of the field that - as a function of
structure of the possibles which are manifested through the
positions and the properties of the occupants (particularly with
to social origin and the corresponding dispositions), and also as
function of the positions actually and potentially occupied withi n
field (experienced as success or failure) - the dispositions
with a certain social origin are specified by being enacted in
.
tiC
marked practices; and the same dispositions lead to opposite aesthe
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positions, depending on the state of the field in relation to
.
al
.
po litiC
have to express themselves. One only has to consider the
y
he
t
whIch of realism in literature or painting to see the futility of the
Ie
tS o f som e contempotary critics to relate the characteristics of this
to the characteristics of the social group - the peasantry cdy
a rt " ich its inventors Ot advocates (Champfleury or Courbet)
h
from
te It is only within a determinate state of an artistic field, and in
n
gt
on
;ionship with other artistic positions and their occupants,
a
r
the
socially characterized, that the dispositions of the realist
es
selv
m
the
and artists, which might have been expressed elsewhere in other
amters
were fulfilled in a form of art which, within that structure,
or s of art,
a form of aesthetic and political revolt against 'bourgeois'
as
d
are
p
a
s (or the spiritualist criticism which supported them) and,
at and artist
. .
.
e
OlS
t
h
'b
t
rge
ms
ou
aga
m,
thtough the
To make this argument fully convincing, one would have to show
how habituS, as systems of dispositions, are effectively realized only i n
rela tion to a determinate structure of positions socially marked by the
social properties of their occupants, through which they manifest
themselves. Thus, nothing would be more naive than to endeavour to
understand the differences between the Theatre de l'Oeuvre and the
Theatre libre solely in terms of the differences of habitus between their
respective founders, Lugne-Poe, the son of a Parisian bourgeois, and
Antoine, a provincial petit-bourgeois.6J Yet it seems quite impossible to
understand them solely on the basis of the structural positions of the two
i nstitutions which, initially at least, seem to reproduce the opposition
between the founders' dispositions. This is only to be expected, since the
former are the realization of the latter in a certain state of the field,
marked by the opposition between Symbolism, which is more bourgeois
- not least in the characteristics of its advocates - and Naturalism,
which is more petit-bourgeois. Antoine, who, like the Naturalists, and
WIth their theoretical support, defined himself against bourgeois theatre,
proposed a systematic transformation of mise en scene, a specific
theatrical revolution based on a coherent thesis. Emphasizing milieu
Ove r chatacters, the determining context over the determined text, he
rn de the stage 'a coherent, complete universe over which the director is
sO e master'
.6' By contrast, Lugne-Poe's 'scrappy but fertile' directing,
h ch defined itself
in relation to bourgeois theatre, but also in relation
O nto me's
innovations, led to performances described as 'a mixture of
r fIned
inve ntion and sloppiness'; i nspired by a project that was
etl rnes demagogic, sometimes elitist', they brought to ether an
r
a ence
wi O Ut 10 which anarchists rubbed shoulders with mystics." In short,
be Wee expl oring any furthet an opposition which appears everywhere,
n the writers, newspapers or critics who support one or the other,
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THE DISAVOWAL OF THE 'ECONOMY'

2

�n �

The Production of Belief :
Contribution to an Economy of
Symbolic Goods

�

Once again, I don't like this word
'entrepreneur'.
Sven Nielsen, Chairman and
Managing Director of Presses de
I. Ci'e
In another area, I had the honour, if
nor the pleasure, of losing money by
commissioning the two monumental volumes
of Carlos Baker's translation of
Hemingway.
Robert Laffon,

The art business, a trade in things that have no price, belongs to the class
of practices in which the logic of the pre-capitalist economy lives on (as
it does, in another sphere, in the economy of exchanges between the
generations). These practices, functioning as practical negations,' can
only work by pretending not to be doing what they are doing. Delfyin
ordinary logic, they lend themselves to two opposed readings,
equally false, which each undo their essential duality and duplicity by
reducing them either to the disavowal or to what is disavowed - to
disinterestedness or self-interest. The challenge which economies based
on disavowal of the 'economic' present to all forms of economism lies
precisely in the fact that they function, and can function, in practi ce 
and not merely in the agents' representations - only by virtue of a
e
constant, collective repression of narrowly 'economic' interest and of th
real nature of the practices revealed by 'economic' analysis. I
french
Translator's note: The terms n�gat;on. denial and disavowal arc used to render the
dblegatio", which i tsel f is used in a sense akin to that o( Freud's Ver1leimmg. See J. Laplarlc
en
and J. B. Pomalis, The Language of Psycho-analysis (London: Hogarth Press, 1 973 ),
'Negation', pp. 261-3.
"

very functioning is defined by a
his eco nomic universe, whose
'commercial' which is in fact 'a collective disavowal of
the
of
al'
ref s
interests and profits, the most 'anti-economic' and most
l
rcia
e
m
CO ",
interes ted' behaviours, which in an . 'economic' universe
VISIbly 'dis
those most ruthlessly condemned, contain a form of economic
wo uld be
In the restricted sense) and In no way exclude their
ation ality (even
uthors from even the 'economic' profits awaiting those who conform to
universe. In other words, alongside the pursuit of
the law of thiS
'economi c' profit, which treats the cultural goods business as a business
like any other, and not the most profitable, 'economically' speaking (as
the best-in formed, i.e. the most 'disinterested', art dealers point out) and
",erely adapts itself to the demand of an already converted clientele,
there is also room for the accumulation of symbolic capital. 'Symbolic
capital' is to be understood as economic or political capital that is
disavowed" misrecognized and thereby recognized, hence legitimate, a
'credit' which, under certain conditions, and always in the long run
guarantees 'economic' profits. Producers and vendors of cultural good �
who 'go commercial' condemn themselves, and not only from an ethical
or aesthetic point of view, because they deprive themselves of the
opportunities open to those who can recognize the specific demands of
thIS ulllverse and who, by concealing from themselves and others the
mterests at stake in their practice, obtain the means of deriving profits
from d,Sinterestedness. In short, when the only usable, effective capital is
the ( mls )recogn ized, legitimate capital called 'prestige' or 'authority' the
.
econom .lc capital
that cultural undertakings generally require cannot
secure the specific profits produced by the field - not the 'economic'
,oflts they always imply - unless it is reconverted into symbolic capital.
Or the author, the critic, the art dealer, the publisher or the theatre
anager, the only legitimate accumulation consists in making a name
oneself, a known, recognized name, a capital of consecration
i plYlng
a power to consecrate objects (with a trademark or signature)
,
0
erso ns (through publication, exhibition , etc.) and therefore to give
va
and to appropriate the profits from this operation.
e dIsavowal [dimfgation 1 is neither a real negati.on of the 'econo
mic' ln
est which alw ays haunts the most 'disinterested' practices, nor
a
�
,
si mpl di
SSImulation
of the mercenary aspects of the practice as even
the mO
.
'
' 0bservers h ave supposed. The dIsavowed
St
atte
ntlve
economic
ente '
bP nse of art dealers or publishers , 'cultural bankers' in whom art
an
.
. practice
USlness meet In
- wh IC
' h pred 'Isposes them for the
role of
sca peg
"
.
oat - cannot s ucceed , even In economic terms, un I ess It
' IS gUided
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The Field of Cultural Production
by a practical mastery of the laws of the functioning of the field in
cultural goods are produced and circulate, I.e. by an entirely
able, and in any case rarely achieved, combination of the
implying minor concessions to 'economic' necessities that are
but not denied and the conviction which excludes them.2 The fact
the disavowal of the 'economy' is neither a simple ideological mask
a complete repudiation of economic interest explains why, on the
hand, new producers whose only capital is their conviction can
themselves in the market by appealing to the values whereby
dominant figures accumulated their symbolic capital, and why, on
other hand, only those who can come to terms with the 'eco
constraints inscribed in this bad-faith economy can reap the
'economic' profits of their symbolic capital.
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WHO CREATES THE 'CREATOR'?

The 'charismatic' ideology which is the ultimate basis of belief in
value of a work of art and which is therefore the basis of functioning
the field of production and circulation of cultural commodities,
undoubtedly the main obstacle to a rigorous science of the production
the value of cultural goods. It is this ideology which directs attention
the apparent producer, the painter, writer or composer, in short,
'author', suppressing the question of what authorizes the author, wh,
creates the authority with which authors authorize. If it is all tOO
obvious that the price of a picture is not determined by the sum of the
production costs - the raw material and the painter's labour time - and
if works of art provide a golden example for those who seek to refule
Marx's labour theory of value (which anyway gives a special status to
artistic production), this is perhaps because we wrongly define the um!
of production or, which amounts to the. same thing, the process
production.
The question can be asked in its most concrete form (whICh If
sometimes assumes in the eyes of the agents): who IS the true producer
the value of the work - the painter or the dealer, the writer or thi
publisher, the playwright or the theatre manager? The Ideology Of
creation, which makes the author the first and last .source of the value
his work, conceals the fact that the cultural busmessman (art deaItr,
' th t
publisher, etc.) is at one and the same time the person who expI OltS
b
,
labour of the 'creator' by trading in the 'sacred' and the person who .Y
putting it on the market, by exhibiting, publishing or staging I�
consecrates a product which he has 'discovered' and whICh woUbe
otherwise remain a mere natural resource; and the more consecrated
.

.

°

°

more
strongly
he
consecra
tes
the
the
work.J
The
art
trader
is,
lly
na
o
pe"o
rs t l st the agent who gives the work a commercial value by bringing
is t J � market; he is not just the representative, the impresario, who
i'dt l\fel nOds the authors he loves'. He is the person who can proclaim the
e of the author he defends (d. the fiction of the catalogue or blurb)
value ve all 'invests his prestige' in the author's cause, acting as a
bo banker' who offers as security all the symbolic capital
nd
� �oliC
he has
m
' ) 4 This
sy
he
(which
is
liable
to
forfeit
if
he
backs
a
'loser
ated
mul
aCCUstment, of which the accompanying 'economic' investments are
a guarantee, is what brings the producer into rhe cycle
:���selsecvesratonly
Entetlng
the
of Itterature IS not so much Itke gOtng
n.
io
n
co
f
o religion as getttng Into afield
club: the publtsher IS one of those
t.Otostigious sponsors (togetherselect
with
preface-writers
and critics) who
re
P vely recommend their candidate. Even clearer is the
role of the art
ffusi
ealcr, who literally has to 'introduce' the artist and his work into ever
�more
select company (group exhibitions, one-man shows, prestigious
collections, museums) and ever more sought-after places. But the law of
this universe, whereby the less visible the investment, the more product
ive it is symbolically, means that promotion exercises, which in the
business world take the overt form of publicity, must here be euphe
mized. The art trader cannot serve his 'discovery' unless he applies all his
conviction, which rules out 'sordidly commercial' manoeuvres, manipu
lation and the 'hard sell', in favour of the softer, more discreet forms of
'public relations' (which are themselves a highly euphemized form of
publicity) - receptions, society gatherings, and judiciously placed confi
dences.s
THE CIRCLE OF BELIEF

But in moving back from the 'creator' to the 'discoverer' or 'creator of
the creator', we have only displaced the initial question and we still have
to determine the source of the art-businessman's acknowledged power
�o consecrate. The charismatic ideology has a ready-made answer: the
gr at' dealers, the 'great' publishers, are inspired talent-spottets who,
�UI�e� by their disinterested, unreasoning passion for a work of art,
e
made
'
�v
painter or writer, or have helped him make himself, by
e C uragtng the
him
in
difficult moments with the faith they had in him,
�
gU
Ing
him With their advice and freeing him from material worries 6
I�
aVOi
d an endless regress in the chain of causes, perhaps it is necessary
to ea
e thinking in the logic, which a whole tradition encourages, of the
'rir�t begl
', which inevitably leads to faith in the 'creator'. It is not
surrtel.ent nnlng
to In. d'lCate, as peopIe ften do, that the 'discov
' erer' never
0

The Field of Cultural Production
overed, at least by a few
discovers anything that is not already disc
painters or connullsse
painters, already known to a small numberISofwel
l known, for eX"n
authors 'introduced' by other authors (It
dly ever arrive
that th: manuscripts that will be published hareen
s). His 'authority'
but almost always through recognized go-betwthe rela
shIp with
itself a credit-based value, which only exists in or writion
ters who
field of production as a whole, i.e. with the artists
his catalogue' to his 'stable' - 'a publisher', said one of them, 'is not
to; in
with those who do not and would or wouldwho dolike
relationship with the other dealers or publishers able ofor do .nOt en�
him his painters or writers and are or are not capdo or do not
from him'' in the relationship with the critics, who varying degree
in his judgement, and speak of his 'products' with rs, who percse,
respect; in the relationship with his clients and customedo not place i,
his 'trademark' with greater or lesser clarity and do or dit' with a set
trust in it. This 'authority' is nothing other than 'cre portionate to
agents who constitute 'connections' whose value is pro that cntlcs
credit they themselves command. It is all tOO obVIOUS. n whIch
collaborate with the art trader in the effort of consecratio etary value
the reputation and, at least in the long term, the moners' and
works. 'Discovering' the 'new talents', they guide buy ipt readers
choices by their writings or advice (they are often manuscrace-writers
series editors in publishing houses or accredited prefas purely aes,the
galleries) and by their verdicts, which, though offered pnzes).
tic, entail significant economic effects (Junes for artistic public, w�,i,
the makers of the work of art, we must finally include the(collectors)
helps to make its value by appropriating it materially
or
symbolically (audiences, readers), and by objectivelyatlo
ns. In
identifying part of its own value WIth these appropn naiv
what 'makes reputations' is not, as provincial Rastignacs revielyew,
this or that 'influential' person, this or that institution, the whole
gazine, academy, coterie, dealer or publisher; it is not evenld of arts
of what are sometimes called 'personalities of the wor system
letters'; it is the field of production, understood as theas the sIte
objective relations between these agents or institutions and in which
the struggles for the monopoly of the power to consecrate,
value of works of art and belief in that value are
generated?
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FAITH AND BAD FAITH

field '
The source of the efficacy of all acts of consecration is tstheand
in,;ritu
locus of the accumulated social energy which the agen
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roduce through the struggles in which they try to appropriate
rep
helpn� into which they put what they have acquired from it in previous
It a gles. The value of works of art in general - the basis of the value of
stru;particular work - and the belief which underlies it, are generated in
eac Incessant, innumerable struggles to establish the
value
of
this
or
that
.
.
the ti ular work, I.e: not onIy the competitIOn between agents
Parthcors, actors, . wnters, cntlcs, dIrectors, . publishers, dealers, etc.)
(auose interests (111 the broadest sense) are hnked to dIfferent cultural
whods 'middle-brow' theatre (thiatre 'bourgeois') or 'high-brow'
g� r� (thiatre 'intellectuel'), 'established' painting or avant-garde
t eat g, 'mainstream' literature or 'advanced' literature, but also in the
aintin between agents occupying different positions in the production
�onflictsducts of the same type: painters and dealers, authors and
of pro , wnters and cntlcs,
. etc. Even If these struggles never clearly
hers
ublis
p (he 'commercial' against the 'non-commercial', 'disinterestedness'
set 'cynicism', they almost always involve recognition of
the ul
against
timate values of 'disinterestedness' through the denunciation of the
mercenary compromises or calculating manoeuvres of the adversary, so
that disavowal of the 'economy' is placed at the very heart of the field, as
the principle governing its functioning and transformation.
This is why the dual reality of the ambivalent painter--dealer or
writer-publisher relationship is most clearly revealed in moments of
crisis, when the objective reality of each of the positions and their
relationship is unveiled and the values which do the veiling are
reaffirmed. No one is better placed than art dealers to know the interests
of the makers of works and the strategies they use to defend their
Interests or to conceal their strategies. Although dealers form a protect
Ive screen between the artist and the market, they are also what link
them to the market and so provoke, by their very existence cruel
unmaskings of the truth of artistic practice. To impose thei� own
:�terests, they only have to take artists at their word when they profess
I�tnterestedness'. One soon learns from conversations with these
�I die-men that, with a few illustrious exceptions, seemingly designed
Ocal recall the ideal, painters and writers are deeply self-interested
lating, obsessed with money and ready to do anything to succeed:
C
"
As fOr the artIsts,
. denounce the exploitation they suffer
' wh cannot even
With
lllg their self-interested motives, they are the ones best
piac °dUttoconfesS
see
the middle-men's strategies and their eye for an (econo
�
1
mic Y) profItable
nt which guides their actual aesthetic invest
men�s: The makersIIlvestme
and marketers of works of art are adversaries in
Coil" lon
repr: , who each abide by the same law which demands the
OvertfySI ?en of di�e�t manifestations of personal interest, at least in its
conomIc form, and which has every appearance of transcena
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dence although it is only the product of the cross-censorship wei
more or less equal ly on each of those who impose it on all the
A similar mechanism operates when an unknown artist,
credit or credibility, is turned into a known and recognized artist.
struggle to impose the domi nant definition of art, i.e. to impose a
embodied in a particular producer or group of producers, gives the
of art a value by putting it at stake, inside and outside the fiel d
production. Everyone can challenge his or her adversaries' clai m
distinguish art from non-art without ever calling into questi on
fundamental claim. Precisely because of the conviction that good
bad painting exist, competitors can exclude each other from the field
painting, thereby giving it the stakes and the motor withou t which
could not function. And nothing better conceals the object ive
which is the matrix of specifically artistic value than the
through which it operates.
RITUAL SACRILEGE

This argument might be encountered by pointing to the attempts
with increasing frequency in the 1960s, especially in the world
painting, to break the circle of belief. But it is all too obvious that
ritual acts of sacrilege, profanations which only ever scandalize
believers, are bound to become sacred in their turn and provid e the
for a new belief. One thinks of Manzo ni, with his tins of 'artist's
his magic pedestals which could turn any object placed on them into
work of art, or his signatures on living people which made them
d'art; or Ben, with his many 'gestures' of provocation or derision such
exhibitin g a piece of cardboard labelled 'unique copy' o r a
bearing the words 'canvas 45 cm long'. Paradox ically, nothing
clearly reveals the logic of the functioning of the artistic field than
fate of these apparently radical attempts at subversion. Because
expose the art of artistic creation to a mockery already annexe d to
artistic tradition by Oucha mp, they are immed iately converted
artistic 'acts', recorded as such and thus consecrated and celebra ted
hol
the makers of taste. Art cannot reveal the truth about art wi',:
snatching it away again by turning the revelation into an artistic
And it is significant, a contrario, that all attempts to call into que,
the field of artistic production, the logic of its functioning and
functions it performs, through the highly sublima ted and
means of discourse or artistic 'acts' (e.g. Maciu nas or Flynt) are nO
necessarily bound to be condemned even by the most
me,
guardians of artistic orthodoxy, because in refusing to play the ga

in accordance with the rules, i.e. artistically, their authors call
e
g
n
He
not a way of playmg the game, but the game itself and the
questi on
supports It. ThiS IS the one unforgivable transgressIOn.
ich
wh
belief

�h�
,nt.

COLLECTIVE MISRECOGNITION

uasi- magical potency of the signature is nothing other than the
q
e
Th
.
certam
on
mobilize
to
duals,
the symbolic energy
mdlVl
towed
bes
r,
we
P"
y the functlonmg of the whole field, i.e. the faith in the game
b
ced
odu
pr
stakes that is produced by the game itself. As Marcel Mauss
a d its
served, the problem with magic is not so much to know what are the
peci fic prope rties of the magician, or even of the magical operations
and representati ons, but rather to discover the bases of the collective
belie f or, more precisely, the col/ective misrecogtlitiotl, collectively
produ ced and maint� ined, which is the source of the power the magician
appropnates. If il lS ImpOSSIble to understand magic without the magic
group', this is because the magician's power, of which the miracle of the
signature or personal trademark is merely an outstanding example, is a
valid imposture, a legitimate abuse of power, collectively misrecognized
and so recognized. The artist who puts her name on a ready-made article
and produces an object whose market price is incommensurate with its
cost of production is collectively mandated to perform a magic act
which would be nothing without the whole tradition leading up to her
gesture, and without the universe of celebrants and believers who give it
meanmg and value in terms of that tradition. The source of 'creative'
power, the ineffable mana or charisma celebrated by the tradition, need
nOt be sought anywhere other than in the field, i.e. in the system of
objective relations which constitute it, in the struggles of which it is the
Slt and in the specific form of energy or capital which is generated there.
a It IS both true
and untrue to say that the commercial value of a
Work of art IS
" mcommensurate WIth ItS cost of production. It is true if
ane
only takes account of the manufacture of the material obi' ect· it is
.
nOt true ' f
.
l one IS refeenng
'
of the work of art as a
to the production
d
Sa
consecrated object, the product of a vast operation of social
Jomtly conducted, with equal conviction and very unequal
by all the agents involved in the field of production, i.e. obscure
nd Wnters as well as 'consecrated' masters, critics and publishers
as
s authors, enthUSIastIC clients as well as convinced vendors.
a contr lbull. ons, mcludmg the most obscure, which the partial
Illate f
"
la IS m of economlsm
Ignores, and wh'ICh only have to be taken into
accou '
nt
a rtist, In order to see that the production of the work of art i.e. of the
IS no exceptlon
'
.
.
to th e aw 0f the conservation
of SOCIal energy.8
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The Field of Cultural Production
THE ESTABLISHMENT AND THE CHALLENGERS

f
Because the fields of cultural production are universes of lybelie
pr'D,
can only function in so far as they succeed in simultaneous
tices which
products and the need for those products through pracstru
s
the denial of the ordinary practices of the 'economy', the g ggle
the
take place within them are ultimate conflicts involvin
relation to the 'economy'. The 'zealots', whose only capitalchis atheir r
retu n
in the principles of the bad-faith economy and who prea
early
the sources, the absolute and intransigent renunciation of the
condemn in the same breath the merchants in the temple who
'commercial' practices and interests into the area of the sacred, and
pharisees who derive temporal profits from their accumulated capital
consecration by means of an exemplary submission to the demands
the field. Thus the fundamental law of the field is constantly rea!;ser
by 'newcomers', who have most interest in the disavowal of
The opposi'ion between the 'commercial' and the 'ncm-,cotnrrlenci:
reappears everywhere. It is the generative principle of most of
judgements which, in the theatre, cinema, painting or literature, claim
establish the frontier between what is and what is not art, i.e. in ora,c!
between 'bourgeois' art and 'intellectual' art, between 'traditional'
'avant-garde' art, or, in Parisian terms, between the 'right bank' and
'left bank'.9 While this opposition can change its substantive con
and designate very different realities in different fields, it
structurally invariant in different fields and in the same field at die-sl:a
moments. It is always an opposition between small-scale and I
('commercial') production, i.e. between the primacy of production e
the field of producers or even the sub-field of producers for pre,dU':
and the primacy of marketing, audience, sales and success and
quantitatively; between the deferred, lasting success of 'classics'
immediate, temporary success of best-sellers; between a
based on denial of the 'economy' and of profit (sales targets, etc.) Whl'
nce
ignores or challenges the expectations of the established audiethe
serves no other demand than the one it itself produces, but in md
term, and a production which secures success and the cOt:re!;pcof
profits by adjusting to a pre-existing demand. The characteristics
en'terp"
commercial enterprise and the characteristics of the culturalcom
understood as a more or less disavowed relation to the to rn'ecelo
enterprise, are inseparable. The differences in the relationship .
mic' considerations and to the audience coincide with the
prevailing in
officially recognized and identified by the taxonomies 'com
mercial'
field. Thus the opposition between 'genuine' art and
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entrepreneurs
ordinary
between
apposition
the
seeking
to
s
and
sp
e
carr diate economic profit and cultural entrepreneurs struggling to
In' nu1�,ulate specifically cultural capital, albeit at the cost of temporarily
arCcau ncing economic profit. As for the oppositian which is made within
between consecrated art and avant-garde art, or
�t enwelarter group
en orthodoxy and heresy, it distinguishes between, on the one
�e"d those who dominate the field of production and the market
symbolic
and
economic
capital
able
been
have
they
�
:;
to
the
gh
a
t u mula te m, earher struggles by vrrtue of a particularly successful
aCcmbinatio n of the contradictory capacities specifically demanded by
c�e law of the field, and, on the other hand, the newcomers, who have
t no other audience than their competitors - established
:nd wan
their practice tends to discredit by imposing new
producers- whom
products or other newcomers with whom they vie in novelty.
Therr position m the structure of Simultaneously economic and
symboliC power relations which defines the field of production, i.e. in
the structure of the distribution of the specific capital (and of the
corresponding economic capital), governs the characteristics and strate
gies of the agents or institutions, through the intermediary of a practical
or conscious evaluation of the objective chances of profit. Those in
dominant positions operate essentially defensive strategies, designed to
perpetuate the status quo by maintaining themselves and the principles
on which their dominance is based. The world is as it should be, since
they are on top and clearly deserve to be there; excellence therefore
consists in being what one is, with reserve and understatement, urbanely
hlntrng at the immensity of one's means by the economy of one's means,
refusrng the assertive, attention-seeking strategies which expose the
pretensions of the young pretenders. The dominant are drawn towards
srlence, discretion and secrecy, and their orthodox discourse, which is
only ever wrung from them by the need to rectify the heresies of the
neWComers, is never more than the explicit affirmation of self-evident
pnnctples which go without saying and would go better unsaid. 'Social
p roblems' are social relations: they emerge from confrontation between
two groups, two systems of antagonistic interests and theses. In the
relatlonsh"tp wh'ICh constitutes
" them, the choice of the moment and sites
of battle ts. left to the mttlatrve of the challengers, who break the silence
of th� doxa and call into question the unproblematic, taken-for-granted
worI of the dominant groups. The dominated producers, for their part
in Order to gam. a fOothold m. the market, have to resort to subversive'
. which will eventually bring them the disavowed profits only if
Strategtes
thth/
e SUcceed in overturning the hierarchy of the field without disturbing
pnnclples on which the field is based. Thus their revolutions are only
eVe parrtal ones, which displace the
censorships and transgress the
r

•
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conventions but do so in the name of the same underlying pnnci p
This is why the strategy par excellence is the 'return to the SOI.rc
which is the basis of all heretical subversion and all aesthetic re.'o
tions, because it enables the insurgents to turn against the estabr
the arms which they use to justify their domination, in
asceticism, daring, ardour, rigour and disinterestedness. The
beating the dominant groups at their own game by demanding that
respect the fundamental law of the field, a denial of the 'economy' ,
only work i f it manifests exemplary sincerity in its own denial.
Because they are based on a relation to culture which is ne<:e
also a relation to the 'economy' and the market, institutions p,,�dl.ci:
and marketing cultural goods, whether in painting, literature, theatre
cinema, tend to be organized into structurally and functionally homolo
gous systems which also stand in a relation of structural homology
the field of the fractions of the dominant class (from which the
part of their clientele is drawn). This homology is most evident in
case of the theatre. The opposition between 'bourgeois theatre'
'avant-garde theatre', the equivalent of which can be found in pamt
and in literarure, and which functions as a principle of division wherel
authors, works, styles and subjects can be classified practically, is
in reality, It is found both in the social characteristics of the aud'
of the different Paris theatres (age, occupation, place of
frequency of attendance, prices they are prepared to pay, etc.) and
the - perfectly congruent - characteristics of the authors nprfn"m'�
(age, social origin, place of residence, lifestyle, etc.), the works
the theatrical businesses themselves.
'High-brow' theatre in fact contrasts with 'middle-brow'
(theatre de boulevard) in all these respects at once. On one side, there
the big subsidized theatres (Odeon, Theatre de l'Est parisien, Th."
national populaire) and the few small left-bank theatres (Vieux Collo
bier, Montparnasse, Gaston Baty, etc.),10 which are risky undertakm
both economically and culturally, always on the verge of barlknJF
offering unconventional shows (as regards content andlor mise ell
at relatively low prices to a young, 'intellectual' audience
intellectuals, teachers). On the other side, there are the
theatres (in order of intensity of the pertinent properties: Gym na st.
,
'
Theatre de Paris, Antoine, Ambassadeurs, Ambigu,
Varietes), ordinary commercial businesses whose concern for eoonO I
profitability forces them into extremely prudent cultural stra
which take no risks and create none for their audiences, and offer
that have already succeeded (adaptations of British and American pI"'.
revivals of middle-brow 'classics') or have been newly written
accordance with tried and tested formulae. Their audience tends to
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older, more 'bourgeois' (executives, the professions, businles,spt'o
and is prepared to pay high prices for shows of pure enl:ert:ain
whose conventions and staging correspond to an aesthetic that has
changed for a century. Between the 'poor theatre' which caters to
dominant-class fractions richest in cultural capital and poorest
economic capital, and the 'rich theatre', which caters to the rra(:li
richest in economic capiral and poorest (in relative terms) in
capital, stand the classic theatres (Comedie Fran�aise, Atelier),
are neutral ground, since they draw their audience more or less eqlla
from all fractions of the dominant class and share parts of
constituency with all types of theatre. 1 2 Their programmes too
neutral or eclectic: 'avant-garde boulevard' (as the drama critic of
Croix put it), represented by Anouilh, or the consecrated ava H-!;arae.
GAMES WITH MIRRORS

This structure is no new phenomenon. When Fran�oise Dorin, in
Toumant, one of the great boulevard successes, places an aV.anlt
author in typical vaudeville situations, she is simply rediscovering
for the same reasons) the same strategies which Scribe used
Camaraderie, against Delacroix, Hugo and Berlioz: in 1 836, to re'ISSI.m
a wo"rthy public alarmed by the outrages and excesses of the
Scribe gave rhem Oscar Rigaur, a poet famed for his funeral odes
exposed as a hedonist, in short, a man like others, ill-placed to call
bourgeois 'grocers'.14
Fran�oise Dorin's play, which dramatizes a middle-brow plav1Nri
attempts to convert himself into an avant-garde playwright, can
regarded as a sort of sociological test which demonstrates how
opposition which structures the whole space of cultural
operated simultaneously in people's minds, in the form of systems
classification and categories of perception, and in objective
through the mechanisms which produce the complementary )OSI
between playwrights and their theatres, critics and their ne'ws
The play itself offers the contrasting portraits of two theatres: on the.
hand, technical clarity and skill, gaiety, lightness and frivolity,
French' qualities; on the other, 'pretentiousness camoufl
ostentatious starkness', 'a confidence-trick of presentation',
ourlessness, portentousness and pretentiousness, gloomy speeches
decors ('a black curtain and a scaffold certainly help . . .') In
dramatists, plays, speeches, epigrams that are 'courageously
joyous, lively, uncomplicated, true-to-life, as opposed to 'thinking',
miserable, tedious, problematic and obscure. 'We had a bounce in
.

this opposiThey think with theirs. There is no overcoming
.
es
·d
.
b3Cksi
use It separates IIlte ectua s and 'bourgeols' even in the
ca
be
. n,
(Io
y have most manifestly in common. All the contrasts which
the
stS
e
i nter oise Dorin and the 'bourgeois' critics mobilize in their judgements
eatre (in the form of oppositions between the 'black curtain'
th
on \
autiful set', 'the wall well lit, well decorated', 'the actors well
'be
e
h
3n d
hed well dressed'), and, indeed, in their whole world view, are
med up in the opposition between la vie en noir and la vie en rose 
thoughts and rose-coloured spectacles - which, as we shall see,
stems from two very different ways of denying the social
y
atel
'm
I
1I (
5
1
.
1110rid.
fa ced with an object so clearly organized in accordance with the
ca non ical opposition, the critics, themselves distributed within the space
of the pres s in accordance with the structure which underlies the object
classified and the classificatory system they apply to it, reproduce, in the
of the judgements whereby they classify it and themselves, the
within which they are themselves classified (a perfect circle from
which there is no escape except by objectifying it). In other words, the
different judgements expressed on Le Tournant vary, in their form and
content, according to the publication in which they appear, i.e. from the
greatest distance of the critic and his readership vis-ii-vis the 'intellec
tual' world to the greatest distance vis-ii-vis the play and its 'bourgeois'
audience and the smallest distance vis-ii-vis the 'intellectual' world. 16
.
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WHAT THE PAPERS SAY : THE PLA Y OF HOMOLOGY

The Subtle shifts in meaning and style which, from L'Aurore to Le
Figaro and from Le Figaro to L 'Express, lead to the neutral discourse of
Le M onde and thence to the (eloquen silence
t)
of Le Nouvel Observa
:h"r (see Table 2) can only be fully understood when one knows that
eY' accompany a steady flse III the educanonal level of the readership
(IV h Ich, here as elsewhere, is a reliable
indicator of the level of
transmiss ion or supply
of the corresponding messages), and a rise in the
ro
;e �ortlon of those class fractions - public-sector executives and
o �c ers - who not only read most in general but also differ from all
e · groups by a particula rly high rate of readership of the papers
h
with
t e hIghe
st level of transmission (Le Monde and Le Nouvel Observa
e
I
r) ; and, conversely,
a decline in the proportion o( those fractions b g co
mme
ge ral butrcial and industrial employers - who not only read least in
also differ from other groups by a particularly high rate of
re�er
� lp of the papers with the lowest level of transmission (FranceSO;r, t
Auro re). To put It more simply, the structured space of dis-

t
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odu ces, in its own terms, the structured space of the
epr
r
eo�rses ers and of the readerships for whom they are produced, with, at
ne'vsp of the field, big commercial and industrial employers, France
e
one n d L'A urore, and, at the other end, public-sector executives and
an
and
Le Nouvel Observateur, 1 7 the central positions
SO"
Monde
Le
s
er
h
a
le e �eup ied by private-sector executives, engineers and the profes
bein g °
regards the press, Le Figaro and especially L 'Express,
as
n
d
a
s
sion is :ead more or less equally by all the dominant-class fractions
",hieh
t the comme rcial employers) and constitutes the neutral point in
e
(e�e � verse. ' 8 Thus the space of judgements on the theatre is homolo
i
thIS �
of the newspapers for which they are produced and
s with the space
go h disseminate them and also with the space of the theatres and plays
\V '�
b t which they are formulated, these homologies and all the games
\;y alloW being made possible by the homology between each of these
t
paces and the space of the dominant class.
S L
et us now run through the space of the judgements aroused by the
experimental stimulus of Fran�oise Dorin's play, moving from 'right' to
'left' and from 'right-bank' to 'left-bank'. First, L'Aurore:
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'Cheeky Franc;oise Dorin is going to be in hot water with our snooty,
Marxist intelligentsia (the two go together). The author of 'Un sale
egoYsre' shows no respect for the solemn boredom, profound emptiness
and vertiginous nullity which characterize so many so-called 'avant-garde'
theatrical productions. She dares to profane with sacrilegious laughter the
notOrious 'incommunicability of beings' which is the alpha and omega of
the contemporary stage. And this perverse reactionary, who flatters the
lowest appetites of consumer society, far from acknowledging the error of
her ways and wearing her boulevard playwright's reputation with humil
ity, has the impudence to prefer the jollity of Sacha Guitry, or Feydeau's
bedroom farces, {Q the darkness visible of Marguerite Duras or Arrabal.
This is a crime it will be difficult to forgive. Especially since she commits it
with cheerfulness and gaiety, using all the dreadful devices which make
lasti ng successes. (Gilbert Guilleminaud, L 'Aurore, 1 2 January 1 973) ,

Situ ated at the fringe of the intellectual field, at a point where he
mOSt has to speak as an outsider ('our intelligentsia'), the L'Aurore
does not mince his words (he calls a reactionary a reactionary) and
e not hide his strategies. The rhetorical effect of putting words into
t sopp
onent's mouth, in conditions in which his discourse, functioning
tromc antiphrasis, objectively says the opposite of what it means,
p r supp
oses and brings into play the very structure of the field of
cr�
and his relationship of immediate connivance with his public,
e on homology of po sit ion .
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From L'Aurore we move to Le Figaro. In perfect harmony With
author of Le Toumant the harmony of orchestrated habitus
Figaro critic cannot but experience absolute delight at a play whi ch
.
perfectly corresponds to his categories of perception and
his view of the theatre and his view of the world:
-

_

'How grateful we should be to Mme Fran�oise Dorin for being a
courageously light author, which means to say that she is wittily dramatic,
and smilingly serious, irreverent without fragility, pushing the comedy
into outright vaudeville, but in the subtlest way imaginable; an author
who wields satire with elegance, an author who at all times demonstrates
astounding virtuosity . . . Franc;oise Dorin knows more than any of US
about the tricks of the dramatist's art, the springs of comedy, the potential
of a situation, the comic or biting force of the mot iuste . . . Yes, what skill
in taking things apart, what irony i n the deliberate side-stepping, what
mastery in the way she lets you see her pulling the strings! Le Tournant
gives every sort of enjoyment without an ounce of self-indulgence or
vulgarity. And without ever being facile either, since it is quite clear that
right now, conformism lies with the avant-garde, absurdity lies in gravity
and imposture in tedium. Mme Franc;oise Dorin will relieve a well
balanced alldience by bringing them back into balance with healthy
laughter . . . Hurry and see for yourselves and I think you will laugh so
heartily that you will forget to think how anguishing it can be for a writer
to wonder if she is still in tune with the times in which she lives . . . In the
end it is a question everyone asks themselves and only humour and
incurable optimism can free them from it! Uean-Jacques Gautier, U
Figaro, 1 2 January 1 973),

From Le Figaro one moves naturally to L'Express, which remains
poised between endorsement and distance, thereby attaining a distinctly
higher degree of euphemization:
'It's bound to be a runaway success . . . A winy and amusing play. A
character. An actor who puts the part on like a glove: Jean Piat. Wirh an
unfailing virtuosity that is only occasionally drawn out too long, with. a
sly CIInning, a perfect mastery of the tricks of the trade, Fran,oise DOrl "
has written a play on the 'turning point' in the Boulevard which IS,
ironically, the most traditional of Boulevard plays. Only morose pedants
will probe too far into the coutrast between two conceptions of polit�ca.1
life and the underlying private life. The brilliant dialogue, full of /VItti
cisms and epigrams, is often viciously sarcastic. Bur Romain is not a
caricature, he is much less stupid than the run-of-the-mill avant-ga rde
writer. Philippe has the plum role, because he is on his own ground. What
the author of 'Comme au rheatre' gently wants to suggest is thar the
•

! �

d is where peoP le speak and beha ve 'as in rea I fe', and this is
var
e
l
u
. truth, and not Just
.
because It IS a class truth.
So bu t it is only a partial
rrue,
L'Express, 15-21 Janua ry 1 973)'
be rt Kan ters,

( RO

p app roval, which is still total, already begins to be qualified by
h
t
e
(-ler
a;ic use of formulations that are ambiguous even as regards the

SypspteOmtions
involved : 'It's likely to be a runaway success', 'a sly cunning,
O
�r e1ct mastery of the tricks of the trade', 'Philippe has the plum role',
a fiO mula e which could also be taken pejoratively. And we even find,
l
a f ;i g through its negation, a glimmer of the other truth ('Only
sur a
will probe too far . . . ') or even of the truth tout court,
o rose peda nts
� do blY neutralized, by ambiguity and negation ('and not just
is a class truth').
e itl/de
bUeL�ausMO
offers a perfect example of ostentatiously neutral dis
e
n

u

cou rse, even-ha ndedly dismissing both sides, both the overtly political
discou rse of L 'Aurore and the dlsdamful sdence of Le Nouvel Observateur:

'The simple or simplistic argument is complicated by a very subtle
'two-tier' structure, as if there were two plays overlapping. One by
Franc;oise Dorin, a conventional author, the other invented by Philippe
Roussel, who tries to take 'the turning' towards modern theatre. This
game performs a circular movement, like a boomerang. Franc;oise Dorin
deliberately exposes the Boulevard cliches which Philippe arracks and,
rhrough his voice, uners a violent denunciation of the bourgeoisie. On the
second tier, she contrasts this language with that of a young author whom
she assails with equal vigour. Finally, the trajectory brings the weapon
back on to the Boulevard stage, and the futilities of the mechanism are
unmasked by the devices of the traditional theatre, which have therefore
lost nothing of their value. Philippe is able to declare himself a 'coura
geously light' playwright, inventing 'characters who talk like everybody';
he can claim that his art is 'without frontiers' and therefore non-political.
However, the demonstration is entirely distorted by the model avant
garde author chosen by Fran�oise Dorin. Vankovitz is an epigone of
Marguerite Duras , a belated existentialist with militant leanings. He is
ca ncatural in the extreme, as is the theatre that is denounced here ('A
black curtain and a scaffold certainly help!' or the tirie of a play: 'Do take
.
a "�t
e infinity in your coffee, Mr Karsov'). The audience gloats at this
�ensl ve picture of the modern theatre; the denunciation of the bourgeoisie
IS an a
musing provocation inasmuch as it rebounds onto a detested victim
a d fini
shes him off . . . To the extent that it reflecrs the state of bourgeois
e tre and reveals
�
its systems of defence, Le Tournmrt can be regarded as
n rmporta
nt work. Few plays let through so much anxiety about an
Xte rn al' threat and
recuperate it with so much unconscious fury. (Louis
an drei, Le M
o"de, 1 3 January 1 973) ,
.
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The ambiguity which Robert Kamers was a lready cultiva ti ng
reaches its peaks. The argument is 'simple or simplistic ', take your pid
the play is split in two, offering two works for the reader to choose'
'violent' but 'recuperatory' critique of the 'bourgeoisie' and a defence
non-political art. For anyone naive enough to ask whether the critic
'for or against', whether he finds the play 'good or b ad', there are two
answers: first, an 'objective informant's' dutiful report that the avant_
garde author portrayed is 'caricatural in the extreme' and that 'the
audience gloats fjubile) ' (but without our knowing where the critic
stands In relation to thts audtence, and therefore what the significance of
this gloating is); then, after a series of judgements that are kePt
ambiguous by many reservations, nuances and acade mic attenuations
( ,To the extent that . . .', 'can be regarded as . . .'), the assertion that Lt
Toumant is 'an important work', but, be it nored, as a document
illustrating the crisis of modern civilization, as they would say at

Sciences PO. 1 9

Although the silence of Le Nouvel Observateur no doubt signifies
something in itself, we can form an approximate idea of what its
position might have been by reading its review of Felicien Marceau's
play La Preuve par quatre or the review of Le TOl/rnant by Philippe
Tesson, then editor of Combat, published in Le Canard enchain/I:
'Theatre seems to me the wrong term to apply to these society gatherings
of tradesmen and businesswomen in the course of which a famous and
much loved actor recites the laboriously witty text of an equ ally famous
amhor In the middle of an elaborate stage set, even a revolving onc
described with Folan's measured humour . . . No 'ceremony' here, no
'catharsis' or 'revelation' either, srili less improvisation. JUSt a warmed·up
dish of plain cooking [cuisine bourgeoise] fo r stomachs that have seen it
all before . . . The audience, like all boulevard audiences in Paris, bursts
our laughing, at the right time, in the most conformist places whereve r
this spirit of easy-going rationalism comes into play. The co nivance is
perfect and the actors are all in on it. This play could have been written
ten, twenty or thirty years ago. (M. Pierret, Le Nouvel Obserllateur, 1 2
February 1 964, reviewing Felicien Marceau's La Preuve par quatre)'

�

'Franc;oise Dorin really knows a thing or two. She's a first-rate recu'
perator and terribly well-bred. Her Le Toumant is an excelle n t Boulevard
comedy, which works mainly on bad faith and demagogy. The lady wantS
(0 prove that avant-garde theatre is tripe. To do so, she takes a big bag of
tricks and need I say that as soon as she pulls one out the audience rolls in
the aisles and shouts for more. Our author, who was JUSt wai ting for that,

does it again. She gives us a young lefty playwright called Vankovitz - get

it? - and puts him in various ridiculous, uncomfortable and rather shady
situ ations, (0. show that this young gentleman is no more disinterested, no
lesS bourgeOIs, than you and I. What common sense, Mme Dorin, what
luci dity and what honesty! You at least have the courage to stand by your
opinions, and very healthy, French, ones they are too. (Philippe Tesson, Le
Canard enchaimi, 17 March 1973)

PRESUPPOSITIONS AND MISPLACED REMARKS

Because the field is objectively polarized, critics on either side can pick
out the same properties and use the same concepts to designate them
(,crafty', 'tricks', 'common sense', 'healthy', etc.) but these concepts take
on an ironic value ('common sense . . . ') and thus function in reverse
when addressed to a public which does not share the same relationship
of connivance which is moreover strongly denounced ('as soon as she
pulls one out, the audience rolls in the aisles'; 'the author was just
waiting for that'). Nothing more clearly shows than does the theatre,
which can only work on the basis of total connivance between the
author and the audience (this is why the correspondence between the
categories of theatres and the divisions of the dominant class is so close
and so visible), that the meaning and value of words (and especially
jokes) depends on the market in which they are uttered; that the same
sentences can take on opposite meanings when addressed to groups with
opposite presuppositions. Fran�oise Dorin simply exploits the structural
logic of the field of the dominant class when, presenting the misadven
tures. of an avant-garde author to a boulevard audience she turns
against avant - garde theatre the weapon it likes to use against 'bourgeois'
conversati on and against the 'bourgeois theatre' which reproduces its
trUisms and cliches (one thinks of (onesco, describing The Bald Prima
Donna or jacques as 'a sort of parody or caricature of boulevard
theatre, a boulevard theatre decomposing and becoming insane'). Break
Ing �he relation of ethical and aesthetic symbiosis which links 'intellec
tual discou rse with its audience, she turns it into a series of 'misplaced'
remark
s which shock or provoke laughter because they are not uttered
�n the appropriate place and before the appropriate audience. They
ecome, In the literal sense, a parody, a discourse which establishes with
its aud ience
because it has
p rsu aded the immediate complicity of laughter only
them to reject the presuppositions of the parodied discourse,
/
Indeed they ever accepted those presuppositions.
'
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THE FOUNDATIONS OF CONNIVANCE

It would be a mistake to regard the term-for-term relationship bet,.,
the critics' discourse and the properties of their readerships as
sufficient explanation. I f the polemical image each camp has of
opponents leaves so much room for this type of explanation, th at
because it makes it possible to disqualify aesthetic or ethical choices
reference to the fundamental law of the field, by exposing
calculation as their source, e.g. the pursuit of success at all costs,
through provocation and scandal (more of a right-bank argument)
self-interested servility, with the theme (favoured on the left bank) of
'lackey of the bourgeoisie'. In fact, the partial ob;ectifications
self-interested polemics (which is what almost all studies of the
tuals' amount to) miss the essential point by describing as the
a conscious calculation what is, in fact, the almost miraculous en'COlln
of two systems of interests (which may coexist in the person
'bourgeois' writer) ·or, more precisely, of the structural and furlct!io
homology between any given writer's or artist's position in the field
production and the position of his or her audience in the field of
classes and class fractions. The so-called ecrivains de service,
opponents accuse them of being the servants of the bourgeoisie,
justified in protesting that strictly speaking they serve no one: they sel�
objectively only because, with total sincerity, in full unawareness
what they are doing, they serve their own interests, i.e. specific interests,
highly sublimated and euphemized, such as the 'interest' in a particular
form of theatre or philosophy which is logically associated with a certain
position in a certain field and which (except in periods of crisis) has
every likelihood of masking its own political implications, even in the
eyes of its protagonists. Through the logic of homologies, the practices
and works of the agents in a specialized, relatively autonomous field of
production are necessarily overdetermined; the functions they fulfil ill
the internal struggles are inevitably accompanied by external functions.
which are conferred on them in the symbolic struggles among the
fractions of the dominant class and, in the long run at least, among the
c1asses.2o Critics serve their readerships so well only because t�
homology between their position in the intellectual field and thell'
readership's position within the dominant-class field is the basis of all
objective connivance (based on the same principles as that required b)'
the theatre, especially for comedy) which means that they most Sl'
cerely, and therefore most effectively, defend the ideological interestS
st
their clientele when defending their own interests as intellectuals agaIn
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cific adversaries, the occupants of opposing positions in the
e
S
p
.
h eidr productlon.
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THE POWER TO CONVINCE

(which is one of the preconditions of symbolic efficacy) is
,Si. cerity'
e - and only achieved - when there is a perfect and
Y possibl
te harmony between the expectations inscribed in the position
edia
''''
a less consecrated universe, one would say 'the job
cc pied (in
' and the dispositions of the occupant. I t is impossible to
e criP tiOn )
u erstand how dispositions come to be adjusted to positions (so that
t is adjusted to his newspaper and consequently to that
t e jou rnalis
aper's readershi p, and the readers are adjusted to. the paper and so to
he jou rnalis t) unless one IS aware that the objectIve structures of the
field of production give rise to categories of perception which structure
the perception and appreciation of its products. This explains how
antith etical couples - of persons (all the maitres a penser) or institutions,
newspapers (Figaro/Nouvel Observateur, or in a different practical
context, Nouvel ObservateuriHumanitel, theatres ( right-banklleft
bank, private/subsidized), galleries, publishers, reviews, couturiers, etc.
- can function as classificatory schemes, which exist and signify only in
their mutual relations, and serve as landmarks or beacons. As is seen
more clearly in avant-garde painting than anywhere else, a practical
mastery of these markers, a sort of sense of social direction, is
indi spensable in order to be able to navigate in a hierarchically
structured space in which movement is always fraught with the danger
of losing class, in which places - galleries, theatres, publishing houses make all the difference (e.g. between 'commercial porn' and 'quality
eroticism') because these sites designate an audience which, on the basis
of the homology between the field of production and the field of
consum ption, qualifies the product consumed, helping to give it rarity or
� ulgarity. This practical mastery gives its possessors a 'nose' and a
ee" � g" without any need for cynical calculation, for 'what needs to be
one , where to do it, how and with whom, in view of all that has been
d ne and
is being done, all those who are doing it, and where.22
C os ng the
right place of publication, the right publisher, journal,
l
a I ery Or
magazine is vitally important because for each author, each
r of produ
ction and product, there is a corresponding natural site in
.
t lel
d of
ri t pla production, and producers or products that are not in their
ce are more or less bound to fail. All the homologies which
arantee a receptive audience and sympathetic critics for producers
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The Field of Cultural Production
who have found their place in the structure work in the opposite Wal�
those who have strayed from their natural site. Avant-garde
and the producers of best-sellers both agree that they would ' 'evir.!
come to grief if they took it into their heads to publish works obJiect
assigned to the opposite pole in the publishing universe:
best-sellers and Laffont nouveaux romans. Similarly, in accordance
to the converted, a critic can anI..
�he law t�at one only ever preaches
mfluence h,s readers m so far as they extend him this power beca -qr
they are structurally attuned to him in their view of the social wo::
their tastes and their whole habitus. Jean-Jacques Gautier gives a gOOd
description of this elective affinity between the journalist, his paper and
h,s readers: a good FIgaro ed,tor, who has chosen himself and beeQ
chosen through the same mechamsms, chooses a Figaro literary critic
because 'he has the right tone for speaking to the readers of the paper'
because, without having deliberately t;ied, 'he naturally speaks �
language of Le FIgaro, and IS the paper s 'ideal reader'. 'If tomorrow I
started speaking the language of Les Temps Modernes, for example, or
Saintes Chapelles des Lettres, people would no longer read me or
understand me, so they would not listen to me, because I would be
assuming a certain number of ideas or arguments which our readen
don't give a damn about.'23 To each position there correspond presup
positions, a doxa, and the homology between the producers' positiolll
and their clients' is the precondition for this complicity, which is that
much more strongly required when fundamental values are involved as
they are m. the theatre. The fact that the choices whereby individuals join
groups or groups co-opt individuals are oriented by a practical master)'
of the laws of the field explains the frequent occurrence of the
miraculous agreement between objective structures and internalized
structures which enables the producers of cultural goods to produce
obJectively
necessary
and
overdetermined
discourses
in
full
freedom
and
.
smcenry.
al
ideologic
The
sincerity
in
duplicity
and
euphemization
which
gives
.
d,scourse
ItS parncular symbolic force derives, first, from the fact that
the specific interests - relatively autonomous with respect to claSS
mterests - attached to a position in a specialized field cannot be satisfied
legitimately, and therefore efficiently, except at the cost of perfeCotf
submISSIon to the laws of the field (in this particular case, disavowal gY
the usual form of interest); and, second, from the fact that the homolo n
which exists between all fields of struggle organized on the basis of al}'
unequal distribution of a particular kind of capital means that the high S
censored and euphemized discourses and practices which are thUyS
produced by reference to 'pure', purely 'internal' ends are alwa e
predisposed to perform additional, external functions. They do so th r
more effectively the less aware they are of doing so, and when theI
96
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demand
is
not
the
product
of
conscious
design
but
the
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nt
e
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THE LONG RUN AND THE SHORT RUN

mental principle of the differences between 'commercial'
The fuessnda
'cultural'
businesses
is
to
be
found
once
again
in
the
and
es
sin
u
b racrenstl cs of cultural goods and of the market on which they are
chffea red. A firm is that much closer to the 'commercial' pole (and,
rsely, that much further from the 'cultural' pole), the more directly
�onvecom
pletely the products It offers corresponds to a pre-existent
and
i.e. to pre-existent interests in pre-established forms. This gives,
dem and,one
hand, a short production cycle, based on the concern to
on the risks
by adjusting in advance to the identifiable demand and
m inimize
provided with marketing circuits and presentational devices (eye
catching dustjackets, advertising, public relations, etc.) intended to
ensure a rapid return of profits through rapid circulation of products
with built-in obsolescence. On the other hand, there is a long production
cycle, based on acceptance of the risk inherent in cultural investments24
and above all on submission to the specific laws of the art trade. Having
no market in the present, this entirely future-oriented production
presupposes high-risk investments tending to build up stocks of pro
ducts which may either relapse into the status of material objects (valued
as such, by the weight of paper) or rise to the status of cultural objects
endowed with an economic value incommensurate with the value of the
material components which go into producing them.25
The uncertainty and ramdomness characterizing the production of
cult� ral goods can be seen in the sales curves of three works published
by Editions de Minuit (Figure 3).26 Curve A represents the sales of a
proze-winning novel which, after a strong initial demand (of 6 143
copIes distributed in 1 959, 4,298 were sold by 1960 afrer deducti;n of
unsold copies), achieves low annual sales (seventy or so a year on
���rage) . Robbe:Griliet's La Jalousie (curve B), published in 1 957, sold
y 746 caples ItS forst year and took four years to catch up with the
.In.ItIal
of the prize-winning novel (in 1 960) but, thanks to a steady
annualsales
. sales (29 per cent a year average from 1 960 to
rate
a
f
growt
h
m
1 96 I; per
1 964 to 1 968) had achieved a total of 29,462 in 1 968.
Bec:err s En cent
Codot (curve C), published in 1 952, took five
eY a rs to reachattendant
1 0,000 but grew at a fairly steady 20 per cent every year
except 1 963. From
this point the curve begins to take on an exponential
fa
and
by 1 968 (with an annual figure of 1 4,298) total sales had
re:rnched 64,897
.
m
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Minu;t

a
considerable
number
of
new
titles
each
year
publishing
)
ees
y
",plo 200), overtly success-oriented (in 1 976 it had seven print runs of
(aboerllJtoo 000 copies, fourteen of over 50,000 and fifty of over 20,000) .
o" ls nt; ils a large sales department, considerable expenditure on
rh t\ing and public relations (especially directed towards book
ad"ers; and also a systematic policy of choices guided by a sense of the
selt
(until
1 975 almost half the Laffont list consisted of
�
t
en
stm
e
n
sa e :ations of works already successful abroad) and the hunt for
tbranst� ellers (the list of 'famous names' with which Robert LaHont refutes
� : who 'refuse to recognize them as serious literary publishers'
t,n °l�des Bernard C1avel, Max Gallo, Fran,oise porin, Georges Em
C ue! Clancier and Pierre Rey). By contrast, Editions de Minuit, a
","'a;1I firm employing a dozen people, publishing fewer than twenty titles
no more than about forty novelists or dramatists in
� year- fiv(bye years),
devoting a mmute proportion of Its turnover to
\ventcity y (and even deriving
a strategic advantage from its refusal to use
�lIbli forms of public relations),
used to sales under 500 CP's
Ihe lower which sold more than SODis quite
copies, was only our ninth') and
first book,
print runs under 3,000 (in 1 975 it was stated that out of seventeen new
titles published in the three years since 1971, fourteen had sold fewer
Ihan 3,000 copies and the other three had not gone beyond 5,000). The
firm is always loss-making, if only its new publications are considered,
but lives on its past investments, i.e. the profits regularly accruing from
those of its publications which have become famous (e.g. Godot, which
sold fewer than 200 copies in 1 952 and twenry-five years later had sold
more than 500,000 copies).
These two temporal structures correspond to two very different
economic structures. Like all the other public companies (e.g. Hachette
Or Presses de la Cite), LaHont has an obligation to its shareholders
(Time-Life in this case) to make profits, despite very substantial
overheads, and so it must 'ru m over' very rapidly what is essentially an
economic capital (without taking the time required to convert it into
cultural capital). Editions de Minuit does not have to worry about
lts (which are partly redistributed to the personnel) and can plough
brof
the mcome from its ever-growing assets into long-term undertak
.Inack
gs. The scale of the firm and the volume of production not only
Influence Cultural policy through the size of the overheads and the
boe�cerv n with getting a return on the capital; they also directly affect the
lour of those responsible for selecting manuscripts. The small
Pub�,she
the aid of a few advisers who are themselves 'house'
aUth rs, r,IS with
able to have personal knowledge of all the books published.
In h
orr,
s
ng combines to discourage the manager of a big
pUblIsh
' lngeverythi
house from going in for high-risk, long-term investments: the

Comparative growth in the sales of three books published by /Oditio.. '"

Source: Editions de Minu;t.

TIME AND MONEY
\0

Thus the various publishing houses can be characterized according
the distribution of their commitments between risk!, long-term invest
ments (Godot) and safe, short-term investments,2 and, by the sal1\C
token, according to the proportion of their authors who are long-te�
or short-term writers. The latter may include journalists extending th�
usual activiry into 'current affairs' books, 'personalities' presenting thetto
'personal testimony' in essays or memoirs and professional writers wh
stick to the rules of a tried and tested aesthetic (award-winntlll
literature, best-selling novels, etc.).28
An examination of two publishing houses that are characteristiC of the
de
two poles of the publishing field, Robert LaHont and Editions �
Minuit, will enable us to grasp the numerous aspects of the oppositiO
between the two sectors of the field. Robert Laffont is a large firm (7

0
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financial structure of his firm, the economic constraints which force
to seek a return on the capital, and therefore to think primarily in
of sales, and the conditions in which he works, which make it pn'cti, c;
impossible to have direct contact with manuscripts and authc."
contrast, the avant-garde publisher is able to confront the financial
he faces (which are, in any case, objectively smaller) by inv
both senses) in undertakings which can, at best, bring only
profits, but only on condition that he fully recognizes the sp<!C
of the field of production and, like the writers or 'intellectuals' whorn
publishes, pursues the sole specific profit awarded by the field, at least
the short term, i.e. 'renown' and the corresponding 'intellectual
,
ority .JO The strategies which he applies in his relations with the press
perfectly adapted (without necesarily having been so conceived) to the
objective demands of the most advanced fraction of the field, i.e. to
'intellectual' ideal of negation, which demands refusal of temporal
compromIses and tends to establish a negative correlation between
success and true artistic value. Whereas short-cycle production, like
halite couture, is heavily dependent on a whole set of agents and
institutions specializing in 'promotion' (newspaper, magazine, TV and
radio critics) which must be constantly maintained and periodically
mobl"zed (WIth the annual "terary prizes performing a function analo
gous to that of fashion 'coliections'),JI long-cycle production, which
derives practically no benefit from the free publicity of press articles
about the prize competitions and the prizes themselves, depends entirely
on the activity of a few 'talent-spotters', i.e. avant-garde authors and
critics who 'make' the publishing house by giving it credit (by publishing
with it, taking manuscripts there and speaking well of authors published
by it) and expect it to merit their confidence by refraining from
discrediting itself with excessively brilliant wordly successes ('Min uit
would be devalued in the eyes of the hundred people around Sain t
Germain who really count if it won the Prix COllcourt') and there by
discrediting those who are published by it or praise its publications
(,intellectuals think less of writers who win prizes'; 'the ideal career for a
young writer is a slow one').32 It also depends on the educational system.
which alone can provide those who preach in the desert with devotees
and followers capable of recognizing their virtues.
The total opposition between best-sellers, here today and
tomorrow, and classics, best-sellers over the long run, which owe
consecration, and therefore their widespread durable market,
educational system,H is the basis not only of two completely different
ways of organizing producrion and marketing, but also of two contrast
ing images of the activity of the writer and even the publisher: a
IS
businessperson or a bold 'talent-spotter' who will succeed only if

gone
theIr
to the

si mple
he

101

e the specific laws of a market yet to come, i.e. espouse the
ns
se
rO
tS and demands of those who will make those laws, the writers he
There are also two opposing images of the criteria of
IS
'bourgeois' writers and their readers, success is intrinsically
S Fo r
;ntee of value. That is why, in this market, the successful get more
sfu l. Publishe rs help to make best-sellers by printing further
SU ressions ; the best thtng a CntlC can do for a book or play IS to predict
tl n
s for it ('It's bound to be a runaway success' - R. Kanters,
1 5-21 January 1 973; 'I put my money on success for Le
'Express,
with my eyes closed' - Pierre Marcabru, France-Soir, 1 2
t
""all
O
973). Failure, of course, is a n irrevocable condemnation; a
Ja uary (
.
talent (the same Robert
WIthout
wnter
a
IS
pub"c
a
ut
witho
irer
nte rs refers to 'playwrights without talent and without an audience,
as Arrabal ').
As for the opposing camp's vision, in which success is suspecrl5 and
asceticism in this world is the precondition for salvation in the next, its
basis lies in the economy of cultural production itself, according to
which investments are recompensed only i f they are in a sense thrown
away, like a gift, which can only achieve the most precious return gift,
recognition (reconnaissance), so long as it is experienced as a one-way
rransaction; and, as with the gift, which it converts into pure generosity
by masking the expected return-gift which the sychronization of barter
reveals, it is the intervening time which provides a screen and disguises
profit awaiting the most disinterested investors.
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ORTHODOXY AND HERESY

The eschatological vision structuring the opposition between avant
garde and 'bourgeois' art, between the material ascesis which guarantees
trItual consecration and wordly success (which is marked, inter alia,
Y InstItutIonal recognition - prizes, academies, etc. - and by financial
re ards ), helps to disguise the true relationship between the field of
cu tural produ ction
and the field of power, by reproducing the opposi
IIO (wh ich
does not rule out complementarity) between the dominated
dom inant fractions of the dominant class, between cultural power
SoC\ated with less economic wealth) and economic and political
r (associated with less cultural wealth), in the specific logic of the
i nte ect
ual held, that is, in the transfigured form of the conflict between
tw aes
thetics. Specifically aesthetic conflicts about the legitimate vision
of °he
Worl d - in the last resort, about what deserves to be represented
a n the
figh t way to represent it - are political conflicts (appearing in
thei r
rnOSt euphemized form) for the power to impose the dominant
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The Field of Cultural Production
definition of reality, and social reality in particular. On the
reproductive art3• constructed in accordance with the
schemes of 'straight', 'straightforward' representation of reality,
social reality in particular, i.e. orthodoxy (e.g., par excellence,
geois theatre') is likely to give those who perceive it in accordance
these schemes the reassuring experience of the immediate
of the representation, that is, of the necessity of the mode of
tion and of the world represented. This orthodox art would be
if it were not continuously puslied into the past by the
brought into the field of production by the dominated
insistence on using the powers they are granted to change the world vit1l!
and overturn the temporal and temporary hierarchies to which 'bouu
geois' taste clings. As holders of an (always partial) delegated legitimac:;.
in cultural matters, cultural producers - especially those who prodllCll
solely for other producers - always tend to divert their authority to their
own advantage and therefore to impose their own variant of the
dominant world view as the only legitimate one. But the challenging 01
the established artistic hierarchies and the heretical displacement of tht
socially accepted limit between what does and does not deserve to be
preserved, admired and transmitted cannot achieve its specificall,.
artistic effect of subversion unless it tacitly recognizes the fact and the
legitimacy of such delimitation by making the shifting of that limit
artistic act and thereby claiming for the artist a monopoly in legitimate
transgression of the boundary between the sacred and the profane, and
therefore a monopoly in revolutions in artistic taxonomies.
The field of cultural production is the area par excellence of clashes
between the dominant fractions of the dominant class, who fight there
sometimes in person but more often through producers oriented to
wards defending their 'ideas' and satisfying their 'tastes', and the
dominated fractions who are totally involved in this struggle.37 This
conflict brings about the integration in a single field of the varioUS
socially specialized sub-fields, particular markets which are completely
separate in social and even geographical space, in which the different
fractions of the dominant class can find products adjusted to their tastes,
whether in the theatre, in painting, fashion or decoration.
The 'polemical' view which makes a sweeping condemnation of alle
economically powerful firms ignores the distinction between thos
which are only rich in economic capital, and treat cultural goods f
books, plays or pictures - as ordinary products, i.e. as sources ial
immediate profit, and those which derive a sometimes very substant
economic profit from the cultural capital which they originally accumufe'
lated through strategies based on denial of the 'economy'. The dif re
rences in the scale of the businesses, measured by turnover or staff, a
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decisive
differences
in
their
relation
to
the
'economy'
ally
equ
y
b
d
e
atchh am ong recently established smaller firms, separate the small
",\.hlc
, rcial' publishers, often heading for rapid growth, such as Lattes,
8
'cofTm;
ct
from
Robert
Laffont),
Orban,
Authier
or
Menges,3
distin
(as
[)Id onhe small avant-garde publishers, which are often short-lived
an arrI ee Fra nce Adele, Entente, Phebus), just as, at the other extreme,
(G se �arate the 'great publisher' from the 'big publisher', a great
thoneyse crated publisher like Gallimard from a big 'book merchant' like
cN ielsen.
.
'
mto a systematic anaIYSIS' f the fIe' Id f the gaIIenes,
Without entermg
homology with the field of publlshmg, would lead
' h owing towethemay
I
h
simply observe that here too the differences
w ��etitio ns,
h separate the galleries according to their seniority (and their
tOhf
c
w lebrity), and therefore according to the degree of consecration and the
t value of the works they own, are replicated by differences in
�arkerelatio
n to the 'economy'. The 'sales galleries' (e.g. Beaubourg),
their
having no 'stable' of their own, exhibit in relatively eclectic fashion
painters of very different periods, schools and ages (abstracts as well as
post-surrealists, a few European hyper-realists, some new realists), I.e.
works whose greater 'accessibility' (owing to their more classic status or
their 'decorative' potential) can find purchasers outside the circle of
p rofessional and semi-professional collectors (among the 'jet-set execut
ives' and 'trendy industrialists', as an informant put it). This enables
them to pick out and attract a fraction of the avant-garde painters who
have already been 'noticed' by offering them a slightly compromising
form of consecration, i.e. a market in which the prices are much higher
than in the avant-garde galleries.39 By contrast, galleries like Sonnabend,
Denise Rene or Durand-Ruel, which mark dates in the history of
painting because they have been able in their time to assemble a 'school',
are characterized by a systematic slant.40 Thus in the succession of
painters presented by the Sannabend gallery one can see the logic of an
anistic development which leads from the 'new American painting' and
p op art, with painters such as Rauschenberg, Jaspers Johns, Jim Dine, to
Oldenburg, Lichtenstein, Wesselman, Rosenquist, Warhol, sometimes
dassified under the label minimal art, and to the most recent innova
thons of art paul/re, conceptual art and art by correspondence. Likewise,
t ere IS a clear connection between the geometric abstraction which
Illade the name of the Denise Rene gallery (founded in 1 945 and
Inaugu rated with a Vasarely exhibition) and kinetic art, with artists such
as Max Bill and Vasarely forming a sort of link between the visual
ex pe"ments of the inter-war years (especially the Bauhaus) and the
°
PtlCal and technological experiments of the new generation.
.
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WAYS OF GROWING OLD

The opposition between the two economies, that is to say, between tw
relationships to the 'economy', can thus be seen as an 0P positio0
between two life-cycles of the cultural production business, two dif�
rent ways in which firms, producers and products grow old.' 1 rh
trajectory leading from the avant-garde to consecration and the trajec�
tory leading from the small firm to the 'big' firm are mutually exclusive
The small commercial firm has no more chance of becoming a grea;
co.nsecrated firm than the big 'commercial' writer (e.g. Guy des Cars Or
Cecil Samt-Laurent) has of occupymg a recognized positIOn in the
consecrated avant·garde. In the case of 'commercial' firms, whose sole
target is the accumulation of 'economic' capital and which can only get
bigger or disappear (through bankruptcy or takeover), the only perti
nent distinction concerns the size of the firm, which tends to grow with
time; in the case of firms characterized by a high degree of disavowal of
the 'economy' and submission to the specific logic of the cultural goods
economy, the chronological opposition between the newcomers and the
old-established, the challengers and the veterans, the avant-garde and
the 'classic', tends to merge with the 'economic' opposition between the
poor and the rich (who are also the big), the 'cheap' and the 'dear', and
ageing is almost inevitably accompanied by an 'economic' transforma
tion of the relation to the 'economy', i.e. a moderating of the denial of
the 'economy' which is in dialectical relation with the scale of business
and the size of the firm. The only defence against 'growing old' is a
refusal to 'get fat' through profits and for profit, a refusal to enter the
dialectic of profit which, by increasing the size of the firm and
consequently the overheads, imposes a pursuit of profit through larger
markets, leading to the devaluation entailed in a 'mass appeal'.42
A firm which enters the phase of exploiting accumulated cultural
capital runs two different economies simultaneously, one oriented
towards production, authors and innovation (in the case of Gallimard.
this is the series edited by Georges Lambrichs), the other towards
exploiting its resources and marketing its consecrated products (with
series such as the Pleiade editions and especially Folio or Idees). It is easy
to imagine the contradictions which result from the incompatibility of
the two economies. The organization appropriate for producing.
marketing and promoting one category of products is totally unsuited
for the other. Moreover, the weight of the constraints which managofe
ment and marketing bring to bear on the institution and on ways e
thinking tends to rule out high-risk investments - when, that is, ths
authors who might give rise to them are not already turned toward
n

equally
may
(They
prestige.
firm's
the
by
discou
be
ishers
ubl
p
e
oth � by the fact that the 'intellectual' series tend to pass unnoticed
ra;een they appear in lists in which they are 'out of place' or even
� ongruous' e.g. as an extreme case, Laffont's fcarts and Change
IOCes.) It goes without saying that though the disappearance of the
rr� ,s founder may accelerate the process, it is not sufficient to explain a
development
the
of
logic
the
in
inscribed
is
cultural
of
which
cess
ro
p esses.
. separate the small avant-garde firms
. from the
busine differences which
Th and 'great publishers' have their equivalents in the differences
s'
'big firm
h a t can be found, among the products, between the 'new' product,
porarily without 'economic' value, the 'old' product, irretrievably
:emalued
the 'ancient' or 'classic' product, which has a constant or
dev ,yand
constantl growing 'economic' value. One also finds similar differences
among the producers, between the avant-garde, recruited mainly among
th e (biologically) young, without being limited to a generation, 'finished'
or 'ou tdated' authors or arrists (who may be biologically young) and the
consecrated avant-garde, the 'classics' .
It

THE CLASSICAL AND THE OLD-FASHIONED

It is clear that the primacy the field of cultural production accords to
youth can, once again, be traced back to the disavowal of power and of
the 'economy' which lies at the field's foundation. The reason why
'intellectuals' and arrists always tend to align themselves with 'youth' in
their manner of dress and in their whole bodily hexis is that, in
representations as in reality, the opposition between the 'old' and the
'young' is homologous with the opposition between power and 'bour
geois' seriousness on the one hand, and indifference to power or money
and the 'intellectual' refusal of the 'spirit of seriousness' on the other
hand. The 'bourgeois' world view, which measures age by power or by
the corresponding relation to power, endorses this opposition when it
Identifies the 'intellectual' with the young 'bourgeois' by virtue of their
common status as dominated fractions of the dominant group, from
hom money and power are temporarily withheld.43
But the prioriry accorded to 'youth' and to the associated values of
Cht nge and originality cannot be understood solely in terms of the
re atlonship between 'artists' and 'bourgeois'. It also expresses the
�PeclfJC law of change in the field of production, i.e. the dialectic of
IStmc tion whereby institutions, schools, artists and works which are
i,nevltably associated with a moment in the history of arr, which have
illarked a date' or which 'become dated', are condemned to fall into the
W
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past and to become classic or outdated, to drop into the 'dustbin '
history or become part of history, in the eternal present of culture,
schools and tendencies that were totally incompatible 'in their time'
peacefu lly coexist because they have been canonized, academicized
neutralized.
106

BEING DIFFERENT

It is not sufficient to say that the history of the field is the history of the
struggle for the monopolistic power to impose the legitimate categ0riea
of perception and appreciation. The stru?gle itself creates the history of
the field; through the struggle the fteld given a temporal dlmensiClQ,
The ageing of authors, works or schools is something quite different
from the product of a mechanical slippage into the past. It is the
continuous creation of the battle between those who have made their
names [fait date] and are struggling to stay in view and those who
cannot make their own names without relegating to the past the
established figures, whose interest lies in freezing the movement of time,
fixing the present state of the field for ever. On one side are the
dominant figures, who want continuity, identity, reproduction; on the
other, the newcomers, who seek ·discontinuity, rupture, difference,
revolution. To 'make one's name' [faire date] means making one's ma'*.
achieving recognition (in both senses) of one's difference from other
producers, especially the most consecrated of them; at the same time, it
means creatillg a IIew position beyond the positions presently occupied,
ahead of them, in the avant-garde. To introduce difference is to produce
time. Hence the importance, in this struggle for life and survival, of the
distillctive marks which, at best, aim to identify what are often the mOSl
superficial and most visible properties of set of works or producers.
Words - the names of schools or groups, proper names - are SO
important only because they make things. These distinctive signs
produce existence in a world in which the only way to be is to be
differellt, to 'make one's name', either personally or as a group. 1111
names of the schools or groups which have proliferated in recenlVC
painting (pop art, minimal art, process art, land art, body art, concepn
art, arte povera, Fluxus, new realism, nouvelle figuratioll, suppO"ts.
surface, art pauvre, op art, kinetic art, etc.) are pseudo-concep
practical classifying tools which create resemblances and differen ces :
naming them; they are produced in the struggle for recognition by
artists themselves or their accredited critics and function as emblue:!
which distinguish galleries, groups and artists and therefore the prod
they make or sell.44
IS
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ewcomers come into existence, i.e. accede to legitimate
n
e
th
AfeSrence or even, for a certain time, exclusive legitimacy, they
dip f essari ly push back into the past the consecrated producers with
ec ( they are compared, 'dating' their products and the taste of those
",.hOo 11re(11ain attached to them. Thus the various galleries or publishing
\ h S s like the various artists or writers, are distributed at every
hOU ��t according to their artistic age, i.e. according to the age of their
(110;e of artistic production and the degree to which this generative
mSc� (11e which is also a scheme of perception and appreciation, has been
secularized.
The
field
of
the
galleries
reproduces
in
and
ed
�
ni;
caP,hrony the history of artistic movements since the late nineteenth
major gallery was an avant-garde gallery at some time or
��rury.andEach
is rhar much more famous and thar much more capable of
orher,craringir (or,
amounts to the same thlllg, sells thar much more
onse rhe morewhICh
disrant irs flomit, the more widely known and
�ea rlY), its 'brand'
(,geometrical abstracr' or 'American pop') but
recognized
also rhe more it is encapsulated in thar 'brand' (,Durand-Ruel, rhe
Impressionist dealer'), in a pseudo-concept which is also a destiny.
Ar every moment, in whichever field (rhe field of class srruggles, the
field of rhe dominant class, the field of cultural production), rhe agents
and insrirurions involved in the game are at once contemporaries and
our of phase. The field of rhe present is just another name for rhe field of
srruggles (as shown by rhe facr rhat an author of the past is present
exactly in so far as he or she is at srake) and contemporaneiry in the
sense of presence in the same present, in the present and presence of
OIhers, exisrs, in practice, only in the struggle which synchronizes
discordant rimes (so rhat, as I hope to show elsewhere, one of rhe major
effecrs of great historical crises, of rhe events which make history [font
dateJ. is rhat they synchronize rhe rimes of fields defined by specific
srrucrural durations). But the srruggle which produces contemporaneity
bnecarhe form of the confrontarion of different times can only rake place
use rhe agents and groups it brings together are not present in the
�.arne present. One only has to think of a particular field (painting,
'cra rarure Or the theatre) to see that the agents and institutions who
sh, objecrively at least, through competition and conflict, are sepa
d 'n time and in terms of time. One group, situared ar the vanguard,
hare
ave no contemporaries with whom they exchange recognition (apart
fro� orher
Ih urure. avant-garde producers), and therefore no audience, except in
The other group, commonly called the 'conservatives', only
re� nlze rhe"
res�°Fr ng from contemporaries in the past. The remporal movement
esr bt�sh lng rhe appearance of a group capable of 'making history' by
an advanced position induces a displacement of the structUre o
rhe field of the present, i.e. of the chronological hierarchy of the
•
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opposing positions in a given field (e.g. pop art, kinetic art and
art). Each position is moved down one rung in the ch"onoi
hierarchy which is at the same time a social hierarchy. The aV'lOt_
is at every moment separated by an artistic generation (the gap b�"
two modes of artistic production) from .rhe consecrated avant-gar,
which is itself separated by another artlsnc generanon from the a�a""
garde that was already consecrated at the moment it entered the field.
This is why, in the space of the artlsnc fIeld as In socIal space, dlstan�
between styles or lifestyles are never bener measured than in terms Of
time.45
The consecrated authors who dominate the field of production also
dominate the market; they are not only the most expensIve or the mOlt
profitable but also the most readable and the most acceptable becauae
they have become part of 'general culture' through a process Of
familiarization which may or may not have been accompanied by
specific teaching. This means that through them, the strategIes dlreaed
against their domination always additionally hit the distinguished
consumers of their distinctive products. To bring a new producer, a new
product and a new system of tastes on to the market at a given moment
is to push the whole set of producers, products and systems of tastes into
the past. The process whereby the field of production becomes
temporal structure also defines the temporal status of taste. Because the
different positions in the hierarchical space of the field of production
(which can be equally well identified by the names of institutions,
galleries, publishers and theatres or by the names of artists or schools)
are at the same time tastes in a social hierarchy, every transformation of
the structure of the field leads to a displacement of the structure of
tastes, i.e. of the system of symbolic distinctions between groups.
Oppositions homologous with those existing today between the taste ofl
avant-garde artists, the taste of 'intellectuals', advanced 'bourgeois' tas e
and provincial 'bourgeois' taste, which find their means of expresslOn O8
markets symbolized by the Sonnabend, Denise Rene and Durand-Rucl
galleries, would have been able to express themselves equally effecl1vd1
in 1945, when Denise Rene represented the avant-garde, or in 1 875.
when Durand-Ruel was in that position.
This model is particularly relevant nowadays, because owing to II!'
near-perfect unification of the artistic field and its history, each artl.sf4
act which 'makes history' by introducing a new position into the fte Ie
'displaces' the whole series of prevIous artlSI1C acts. Because the wh:;"
series of pertinent events is practically present in the latest, in the sd ill
way that the six digits already dialled on the telephone are con tame ent
the seventh, an aesthetic act is irreducible to any other act m a d,[fer lld
place in the series and the series itself tends towards uniqueness a
1 08
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Marcel Duchamp points out, this explains why returns
�:
never been more frequent than in these times of
3e[.C pursuit of orlgmahty: ,The characteristIc of the century now
p
fren 1
end is that it is like a double-barrelled gun. Kandinsky and
[0 an
CoJ11�: invenred abstraction. Then abstraction died. No one was going
K'IP
any
more.
It
came
back
thlrty-frve
years
later
WIth
the
it
out
ab
ik
[a 'can abstract expressionists. You could say that cubism reappeared
AJ11ef'., npoverished form in the post-war Paris school. Dada came back
in
way. A second shot, second wind. It's a phenomenon typical
�
'same
'O [ :· s ce ntury. You didn't find that in rhe eighteenth or nineteenth
of 'ries. After the Romantics, came Courbet. And Romanticism never
I'
h
h
h
f
h
the
pre-Rap
ae
'tes
aren't
a
re
as
t
e Roman
Even
.
back
e
m
ca
. th ey are separated
[lCS.
I
are
a
ways
apparent
returns,
smce
rhese
In fa cr,
they rediscover by a negative teference to something which
f om whar
rhe negation (of the negation of the negation, etc.) of what
,:as itselfscove
[hey redi r (when, that is, the intention is not simply of pastiche, a
parody which presupposes all the intervening history),,7 In the present
s[age of the artistic field, there is no room for naivete, and every act,
every gesture, every event, is, as a painter nicely put it, 'a sort of nudge
or wink between accomplices' ' 's In and through the games of distinc
tion, these winks and nudges, silent, hidden references to other artists,
past or present, confirm a complicity which excludes the layperson, who
is a l ys bound to miss what is essential, namely the interrelations and
interactions of which the work is only the silent trace. Never has the very
structure of the field been present so practically in every act of
production.
Never roo has the irreducibility of the work of cultural production to
the artist's own labour appeared so clearly. The primary reason is that
the new definition of the artist and of artistic work brings the artist's
work closer to that of the 'intellectual' and makes it more dependent
;han ever on 'intellectual' commentaries. Whether as critics but also the
eaders of a school (e.g. Restany and the new realists), or as fellow
travellers contributing their reflexive discourse to the production of a
Wrork which is always in part its own commentary or to reflection of an
� r which often itself incorporates a reflection on art, intellectuals have
e
re so directly participated, through their work on art and the
a IIVSert, befo
o�eself'n an artistic work which always consists partly of working on
artist. Accompanied by historians writing the chronicles of
rh;" dISascovaneries,
by philosophers who comment on their 'acts' and who
in pret
dis�tngu and over-interpret their works, artists can constantly invent the
,shi ng strategies on which their artistic survival depends, only by
PUt;109 ,nto
their pracrice the practical mastery of the objective truth of
As
ity.
·bil
'
iffeve sry les have
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The Field of Cultural Production
their practice, thanks to the combination of knowingness and
calculation and innocence, faith and bad faith that is required
mandarin games, cultivated games with the inherited culture,
common feature is that they identify 'creation' with the introduction
deviations [ecartsJ, which only the initiated can perceive, with
forms and formulae that are known to all. The emergence of th'
definition of the artist and his or her craft cannot be
independently of the transformations of the artistic field. The consti
tion of an unprecedented array of institutions for recording, preserv'
and analysing works (reproductions, catalogues, art journals, museu�
acquiring the most modern works, etc.), the growth in the perSOIlllll
employed, full-time or part-time, in the celebration of works of art, the
increased circulation .of works and artists, with great internatiollll
exhibItIons and the IncreaSIng number of chaInS of galleries wi'
branches in many countries - all combine to favour the establishment af
an unprecedented relationship between the body of interpreters and the
work of art, analogous to that found in the great esoteric traditions;
such an extent that one has to be blind not to see that discourse abo��
work is not a mere accompaniment, intended to assist its perception
appreciation, but a stage in the production of the work, of its meanine
and value. But once again it is sufficient to quote Marcel Duchamp:
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But to come back to your ready-mades, I thought that Rl
Mutt, the signature on The Fountain, was the manufac
turer's name. But in the article by Rosalind Krauss, I rcadi
'R. Mutt, a pun on the German, Armut, or poverty';
'Poverty' would entirely change the meaning of The FolIIf'
tain.
M.D. Rosalind Krauss? The redhead? It isn't that at all. You caD
deny it. Mutt comes from Mott Works, the name of a bif
firm that makes sanitary equipment. But Mott was toO
close, so I made it Mutt, because there was a strip cartooO
in the papers in those days, Mutt and Jeff, everybody knC'f
it. So right from the start there was a resonance. Mutt wIJ
a fat little guy, and Jeff was tall and thin . . . I wantedad'
different name. And I added Richard . . . Richard is a go. .
name for a loo! You see, it's the opposite of poverty '
But not even that, just R. - R. Mutt.
What possible interpretation is there of the Bicycle . Whe�
Q.
Should one see it as the integration of movement Into t""
work of art? Or as a fundamental point of departure, I I
the Chinese who invented the wheel?
Q.

That machine has no intention, except to get rid of the
appearance of a work of art. It was a whim, I didn't call it a
work of art. I wanted to throw off the desire to create
works of art. Why do works have to be static? The
thing - the bicycle wheel - came before the idea. Without
any intention of making a song and dance about it, not at
all so as to say '[ did that, and nobody has ever done it
before me.' Besides, the originals have never been sold.
What about the geometry book left out in the weather?
Q. Can
one say that it's the idea of integrating time and space?
With a pun on 'geometrie dans I'espace' (solid geometry)
and 'temps', the rain and sun that transforms the book?
No, no more than the idea of integrating movement and
M.D. sculpture.
It was a joke. A pure joke. To denigrate the
solemnity of a book of principles.
Here we see, directly exposed, the injection of meaning and value by
commentary and commentary on commentary - to which the na"ive but
knowing exposure of the falsity of the commentary contributes in its
turn. The ideology of the inexhaustible work of art, or of 'reading' as
re·creation masks - through the quasi-exposure which is often seen in
matters of faith - the fact that the work is indeed made not twice, but a
hundred times, by all those who are interested in it, who find a material
symbolic profit in reading it, classifying it, deciphering it, comment
ing on it, combating it, knowing it, possessing it. Enrichment accompa
nies ageing when the work manages to enter the game, when it becomes
a stake in the game and so incorporates some of the energy produced in
�he struggle of which it is the object. The struggle, which sends the work
Into the past, is also what ensures it a form of survival; lifting it from the
slale of a dead letter, a mere thing subject to the ordinary laws of ageing,
Ihe struggle at least ensures it has the sad eternity of academic debate.49
or
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The Market of Symbolic Goo ds
Theories and schools, like microbes
and globules, devour each orner and,
through their struggle, ensure the
contin u ity of life.

M. ProuSt, Sodom a"d Gomorrah

THE LOGIC OF THE PROCESS OF AUTONOMIZATION

Dominated by external sources of legitimacy throughout the middle
ages, part of the Renaissance and, in the case of French court lile,
throughout the classical age, intellectual and artistic life has progresl:
ively freed itself from aristocratic and ecclesiastical tutelage as well ..
from its aesthetic and ethical demands. This process is correlated willi
the constant growth of a public of potential consumers, of increasina
social diversity, which guarantee the producers of symbolic goods
minimal conditions of economic independence and, also, a competJDI
principle of legitimacy. It is also correlated with the constitution of �
ever-growing, ever more diversified corps of producers and merchan� 1
symbolic goods, who tend to reject all constraints apart from techmCJ
imperatives and credentials. Finally, it is correlated with the multipli.CI"l
tion and diversification of agencies of consecration placed in a situanOl
of competition for cultural legitimacy: not only academies and sal��
but also institutions for diffusion, such as publishers and theamu ,J
r
impresarios, whose selective ope�ations are invested with a truly cultcOlI'
legitimacy even if they are subordinated to economic and social
straints. I
.
The autonomization of intellectual and artistic production IS thcJ
correlative with the constitution of a socially distinguishable categorY
.
"
g
'de4
o
rec
to
professional artists or intellectuals who are less inclined
n
ha
rules other than the specifically intellectual or artistic traditions ure
down by their predecessors, which serve as a point of depart
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also
increasingly in a position to liberate their
are
ey
Th
e
r ·s from all external constraints, whether the moral censure and
r�pru
raducr
p sr e(1 c programmes of a proselytizing church or the academic controls
ae �I ecrives of political power, inclined to regard art as an instrument
and �aganda . This process of autonomization is comparable to those
af pr� r realms. Thus, as Engels wrote to Conrad Schmidt, the appear
in ar ef law as such, i.e. as an 'autonomous field', is correlated with a
.nce·�n of labour that led to the constitution of a body of professional
dIVIS;S. Max Weber similarly notes, in Wirtschaft und Cesellschaft, that
UJ rls ' rationalization' of religion owes its own 'auto-normativity' rh�� arive independence of economic factors - to the fact that it rests on
r development of a priestly corps with its own interests.
r �he process leading to the development of art as art is also correlated
transformed relations berween artists and non-artists and
wirh ,rhe
artISts. ThIS transformation leads to the estabhshment
hence wirhvelother
af a relati y autonomous artistic field and to a fresh definition of the
arrist's function as well as that of his art. Artistic development towards
uronomy progressed at different rates, according to the society and
afield
of artistic life in question. It began in quattrocento Florence, with
rhe affirmation of a truly artistic legitimacy, i.e. the right of artists to
legislate within their own sphere - that of form and style - free from
subordination to religious or political interests. It was interrupted for
cwo centuries under the influence of absolute monarchy and - with the
Counrer-reformation - of the Church; both were eager to procure artists
a social position and function distinct from the manual labourers, yet
not integrated into the ruling class.
This movement towards artistic autonomy accelerated abruptly with
rhe Industri al Revolution and the Romantic reaction. The development
of a veritable cultural industry and, in particular, the relationship
b�tween the daily press and literature, encouraging the mass production
o works produced by quasi-industrial methods - such as the serialized
Story (or, in other
fields,
melodrama
vaudeville)
and
-coincides
with the
e�tensio n
of the public, resulting from the expansion of primary
n, which turned new classes (including women) into consumers
:fUCatlo
culture.' The development of the system of cultural production is
ac
c
th orn panied by a process of differentiation generated by the diversity of
ubhcs at which the different categories of producers aim their
pc'l
ts.
U
Symbolic goods are a two-faced reality, a commodity and a
�
�
SY b IC obJe
ct. Their specificall y cultural value and their commercial
value re
malO relatively independent, although the economic sanction
m ay
c
to reinforce their cultural consecration.]
B aOrne
n
apparent paradox, as the art market began to develop, writers
a
n iar
tISts found themselves able to affirm the irreducibility of the work
0
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of art to the status of a simple article of merchandise and, at the
time, the singularity of the intellectual and artistic condition..
process of differentiation among fields of practice produces
favourable to the construction of 'pure' theories (of economics,
law, art, etc.), which reproduce the prior differentiation of the
st(uctures in the initial abstraction by which they are constituted.
emergence of the work of art as a commodity, and the appearance
distinct category of producers of symbolic goods specifically des
the market, to some extent prepared the ground for a pure theoty of
that is, of art as art. It did so by dissociating art-as-commodity
art-as-pure-signification, produced according to a pLlfely
isillterc
intent for purely symbolic appropriation, that is,
delectation, irreducible to simple material possession.
The ending of dependence on a patron or collector and, �
generally, the ending of dependence upon direct commissions, with ...
development of an impersonal market, tends to increase the liberty Gf
writers and artists. They can hardly fail to notice, however, that thia
liberty is purely formal; it constitutes no more than the condition Gf
their submission to the laws of the market of symbolic goods, that is,
a form of demand which necessarily lags behind the supply of tit
commodity (in this case, the work of art). They are reminded of thit
demand through sales figures and other forms of pressure, explicit
diffuse, exercised by publishers, theatre managers, art dealers. It followJ
that those 'inventions' of Romanticism - the representation of culture al
a kind of superior reality, irreducible to the vulgar demands of ecOllQl
mics, and the ideology of free, disinterested 'creation' founded on !hi
spontaneity of innate inspiration - appear to be just so many reactiO!hill
to the pressures of an anonymous market. It is significant thatn of
appearance of an anonymous 'bourgeois' public, and the irruptiO "
methods or techniques borrowed from the economic order, such�.
collective production or advertising for cultural products, coincides pt �
the rejection of bourgeois aesthetics and with the methodical attem ."
distinguish the artist and the intellectual from other commoners
blt
positing the unique products of 'creative genius' against interchangevaju:
products, utterly and completely reducible to their commodityed, a5
Concomitantly, the absolute autonomy of the 'creator' is affirm ego"
his claim to recognize as recipient of his art none but an alterposes
another 'creator' - whose understanding "of works of art presup
identical 'creative' disposition.
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CTURE AND FUNCTIONING OF THE FIELD OF
TH E STRU
RESTRICTED PRODUCTION

ction
and
circulation
of
symbolic
produ
goods
is defined as
of
ld
fie
e
"fh S stem of obJective relations among dIfferent Instances, functionally
thf'n�d by their role in the division of labour of production, reproduc
de and diffusion of symbolic goods. The field of production per se
[lO" its own structure to the opposition between the field of restricted
s
.
owedlle
I
d
'
I
system
pro
cu
d
uClng
a
tura
goo
s
(and
the
Instruments
as
tion
these
goods)
objectively
)'0
destined
for
a
public
ing
of
priat
o
pr
ap
o� cers of cultural goods, and the field of large-scale cultural
du
P;odlletion, specifically organized with a view to the production of
destined for non-producers of cultural goods, 'the public
�ulrurale'.goods
to the field of large-scale cultural production, which
at larg toIn contrast
the laws of competition for the conquest of the largest
submits market,
the field of restricted production tends to develop its
possible
own criteria for the evaluation of its products, thus achieving the truly
cultural recognition accorded by the peer group whose members are
both privileged clients and competitors.
The field of restricted production can only become a system object
ively p roducing for producers by breaking with the public of non
producers, that is, with the non-intellectual fractions of the dominant
class. This rupture is only the inverse image, in the cultural sphere, of the
relations that develop between intellectuals and the dominant fractions
of the dominant class in the economic and political sphere. From 1 830
literary society isolated itself in an aura of indifference and rejection
lowards the buying and reading public, i.e. towards the 'bourgeois'. By
effect of circular causality, separation and isolation engender further
separation and isolation, and cultural production develops a dynamic
autonomy. Freed from the censorship and auto-censorship consequent
On d tect confrontation with a public foreign to the profession and
eoco
untenng WIthin. the corps of producers itself a public at once of
.
.
entlcs and accomp I"Ices, It tends to bey its own logic, that of the
co��'nual outbiddi ng inherent to the dialecti
cultura
c
of
l
distinct
ion.
e
onomy of a field of restricted production can be measured by
its POWaut
er to define its own criteria for the production and evaluation of
it
cOs"�orrOducts. This implies translation of all external determinations in
cUI;u �'ty with its own principles of functioning. Thus, the more
legi/a producers form a closed field of competition for cultural
eXte;lll�cr' the more the internal demarcations appear irreducible to any
na actors of economic, political or social differentiation.s
an

l

.

'
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The Field of Cultural Production
It is significant that the progress of the field of restricted Dr,o,
towards autonomy is marked by an increasingly distinct tendency
criticism to devDte itself to the task, not Df producing the Istr·u
appropriation - the more imperatively demanded by a work the
it separates itself from the public - bur of providing a
interpretation for the benefit of the 'creators'. And so, tiny
admiration societies' grew up, closed in upon their own esoteriCislll,
simultaneously, signs of a new solidarity between artist and
emerged. This new criticism, no longer feeling itself qualified
formulate peremptory verdicts, placed itself unconditionally at �
servICe of the arnst. It attempted scrupulously to deCIpher his or htt
intentions, while paradoxically excluding the. public .of non-produC4llt
from the .entlre bUSiness by attestlng, through ItS 'lnsplred' readings, .
intelligIbIlity of works whIch were bound to remain unintelligible ..
those not sufficiently integrated into the producers' field.6 Intellectu4
and artists always look suspiciously - though nor without a certlli
fascination - at dazzlingly successful works and authors, sometimes It
the extent of seeing wordly failure as a guarantee of salvation in Ibe
hereafter: among other reasons for this, the interference of the 'genenl
public' is such that it threatens the field's claims to a monopoly of
cultural consecration. It follows that the gulf between the hierarchy of
producers dependent on 'public success' (measured by volume of sales
fame outside the body of producers) and the hierarchy dependent upoa
the degree of recognition within the peer competitor group undoubtedlp
constitutes the best indicator of the autonomy of the field of restricted
production, that is, of the disjunction between its own principles at
evaluation and those that the 'general public' - and especially the nOlI"
intellectual fraction of the dominant class - applies to its productions.
No one has ever completely extracted all the implications of [he fact
that [he writer, the artist, or even the scientist writes not only for le
public, but for a public of equals who are also competitors. Few peop
depend as much as artists and intellectuals do for their self-image uPj
the image others, and particularly other writers and artists, have lY
them. There are', writes Jean-Paul Sartre, 'quali[ies that we acquire on
,?
through the judgements of others.'7 This is especially so for the quab
of a writer, artist or scientist, which is so difficult to define becau��iI
exists only in, and through, co·optation, understood as the ClrcUu '
relations of reciprocal recognition among peers.s Any act of cult .
production implies an affirmation of its claim to cultural legiti maCY'
when different producers confront each orher, it is still in the na. me
their claims to orthodoxy or, in Max Weber's terms, to the
and monopolized use of a certain class of symbolic goods; when [h':Y
recognized, it is [heir claim [0 orthodoxy that is being rec:o
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the fact that oppositions express themselves in terms of
by
,.irnesosca l excommunication, the field of restricted production can never
recdipor na[ed by one orthodoxy without continuously being dominated
b< rr"en eral question of orthodoxy itself, that is, by the question of the
g
e
h
bY r a defi ning the legitimate exercise of a certain type of cultural
(ri[etn e It follows that the degree of autonomy enjoyed by a field of
prac cl�e d production is measurable by the degree to which it is capable
n crioning as a specific market, generating a specifically cultural type
res!un
o� rci[ and value irreducible to the economic scarcity and value of
Y
o scaood in question. To put it another way, the more the field is
rhe �Ie ofs functioning as a field of competition for cultural legitimacy,
c�P�ore individual production must be oriented towards the search for
r �rurallY pertinent features endowed with value in the field's own
CU omy. This confers properly cultural value on the producers by
e�on ing [hem with marks of distinction (a speciality, a manner, a style)
dow
�ecognized as such within the historically available cultural taxonomies.
Consequently, it is a structural law, and not a fault in nature, that
draws intellectuals and artists into the dialectic of cultural distinction ofren confused with an all-our quest for anIJ' difference that might raise
rhem out of anonymity and insignificance. The same law also imposes
limi[s within which the quest may be carried on legitimately. The
bru[ality with which a strongly integrated intellectual or artistic com
munity condemns any unorthodox attempt at distinction bears witness
to [he fact that the community can affirm the autonomy of the
specifically cultural orders only if it controls the dialectic of cultural
distinction, continually liable to degenerate into an anomic quest for
difference at any price.
from all that has just been said that the principles of
.dlffI[erfollows
entia[ion regarded as most legitimate by an autonomous field are
those which most completely express the specificity of a determinate
type of practice. In the field of art, for example, stylistic and technical
pnnClples tend to become the privileged subject of debate among
producers (or their interpreters). Apart from laying bare the desire to
de those artists suspected of submitting to external demands, the
�;�IrIumat
ron
of
mode
of
the
over
function,
of
the
primacy
of
form
presentation over the object of representation, is the most specific
�
e PreSSlon of the field's claim to produce and impose the principles of a
p,�per y cultural legitimacy regarding both the production and [he
\ of
re eptlon
thi g satd, an art-work. I Affirming the primacy of the saying over the
co� tralnl gsacrificing the 'subject' to the manner in which it is treated,
co�es dowO language in order to draw attention to language, all this
n
to
an affirmation of [he specificity and [he irreplaceability
Of th
e product and
producer. Delacroix said, aptly, 'All subjects become
ed

r

I

The Field of Cultural Production
good through the merits of their author. Oh! young artist, do you
subject? Everything is a subject; the subject is you yourself,
ImpreSSIon, your emotions before nature. You must look with in
self, and not around yoU." 2 The true subject of the work of
nothing other than the specifically artistic manner in which artists
the world, those infallible signs of his mastery of his art.
principb, in becoming the dominant object of position-taki ngs
oppositions between producers, are ever more rigorously perfected
fulfIlled In works of art. At the same time, they are ever
systematically affirmed in the theoretical discourse produced by
through confrontation. Because the logic of cultural distinction
producers to develop original modes of expression - a kind of
axiomatic in rupture with its antecedents - and to exhaust
possibilities inherent in the conventional system of procedures,
different types of restricted production {painting, music, novels,
poetry, etc.} are destined to fulfil themselves in their most sIlO
aspects - those least reducible to any other form of expression.
The almost p�rfect circularity and reversibility of the relations .
cultural production and consumption resulting from the objectivdj
closed nature of the field of restncted production enable the develop!
ment of symbolic production to take on the form of an almost reAe,,",
history. The incessant explication and redefinition of the foundations af
his work provoked by criticism or the work of others determines
decisive transformation of the relation between the producer and hiI
work, which reacts, in turn, on the work itself.
Few works do not bear within them the imprint of the system af
posI tions In relation to which their originality is defined; few works do
nOt contain indications of the manner in which the author conceived the
novelty of his undertaking or of what, in his own eyes, distinguished II
from h,s contemporanes and precursors. The objectification achieved by
criticism which elucidates the meaning objectively inscribed in a work;
Instead of subjecting it to normative judgements, tends to play '
determining role in this process by stressing the efforts of artists incI
writers to realize their idiosyncrasy. The parallel variations in critic.ofl
interpretation, in the producer's discourse, and even in the structUre
the work itself, bear witness to the recognition of critical discourse �
the producer - both because he feels himself to be recognized throughf '
and because he recognizes himself within it. The public meaning o .
work in relation to which the author must define himself originates.
the process of circulation and consumption dominated by the objecri1f
relations between the institutions and agents implicated in the proces51
The social relations which produce this public meaning are deICe",;1
by the relative position these agents occupy in the structure of the
118
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and
author
e.g.
between
relations,
These
n.
productio
ed
'cr
l
s
re
f
�
f r publisher and critic, author and criric, are revealed as the
opobhs
is,
that
the
work,
tion'
of
'publica
the
on
nt
attenda
ons
relati
of
f;
,nse!l1cbo!l1ing a public object. In each of these relations! each of these
itS bnes ngages not only h,s own Image of other factors In the relatlon
�g� �c�nsecrated or exorcised author, avant-garde or traditional pub
shhIP etc. } which depends on his relative position within the field, but
hs e h s image of the other factor's image of himself , i.e. of the social
ve position in the field.
�dIse�rOI':ion of his objecti
the gulf separating experimental art, which originates
appreciate
to
suffices
it
forms,
art
,
popular
from
dialectic
internal
own
d's
fiel
e
,n t:
popular
of
nary
logic
evolutio
the
between
on
oppositi
the
r
ide
f�ongsuage and that of literary language. As this restricted language is
and reproduced in accordance with social relations dominated
�duceduest
distinction, its use obeys what one might term 'the
�� rheouq snessforprinci
Its manipulation demands the almost reflexive
graruit of schemple'.
of expression which are transmitted by an
knowledge explicitly esaimed
at inculcating the allegedly appropriate
educarion
caregones.
'Pure' poerry appears as the conscious and methodical application of a
system of explicit principle s which were at work, though only in a
diffuse manner, in earlier writings. Its most specific effects, for example,
derive from games of suspense and surprise, from the consecrated
berrayal of expectations, and from the gratifying frustration provoked
by archaism, preciosity, lexicological or syntactic dissonances, the
destruction of stereotyped sounds or meaning sequences, ready-made
formulae, idees re�ues and commonplaces. The recent history of music,
whose evolution consists in the increasingly professionalized search for
tech nical solutions to fundamentally technical problems, appears to be
the culmination of a process of refinement which began the moment
popular music became subject to the learned manipulation of profes
SIOnals. But probably nowhere is this dynamic model of a field tending
� closure more completely fulfilled than in the history of painting.
�vlng banished narrative content with impressionism and recognizing
Y specifically pictorial principles, painting progressively repudiated
�I� tra
ces
and sensual hedonism. Painting was thus set on
the road oftonaturalism
an explicit employment of the most characteristically
pi;n�to �,a l principles
questionthe
to
tantamount
was
which
painting,
of
°
0 these principles and, hence, of painting itselL I 3
ne
need only compare the functional logic of the field of restricted
prod UCtlo
with the laws governing both the circulation of symbolic
gOod s andn the
an
aUtonOmously production of the consumers to perceive that such dedeveloping field, making no reference to external
t

.
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The Field of Cultural Production
mands, tends to nullify the conditions for its acceptance OUtSId·
field. To the extent that its products require extremely scarce e
ments of apptopriation, they are bound to precede their mark
have no clients at all, apart from producers themselves.
they tend to fulfil socially distinctive functions, at first in
between fractions of the dominant class and eventually, in
among socIal classes. By an effect of circular causality, the .<tr>,r
between supply and demand contributes to the artists' delterlnir
steep themselves in the search for 'originality' (with its COIl1
Ideology of the unrecognized or misunderstood 'genius'). This
about, as Mnold Hauser has suggested ,14 by placing them in
economIc Circumstances, and, above all, by effectively ensuring
Incommensurablhty of the specifically cultural value and
value of a work.
1 20
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internal and external relations (including
that agents of production, reproduction and d,ffUSIon manage to
establish are mediated by the structure of relanons between the tnstances
or institutions claiming to exercise a specifically cultural authority. In a
given space of time a hierarchy of relations IS est.abhshed between the
different domains the works and the agents having a varying amount of
legitimizing auth�rity. This hierarchy, which is in fact dynamic,
expresses the structure of objective relations of symbolic force between
Ihe producers of symbolic goods who produce for eIther a restricted or
an unres tri cted publi c and are consequently consecrated by dIfferentially
leg.itimized and legitimizing institutions. Thus it also includes the
objective relations between producers and dI fferent agents of legItima
tiOn, specific institutions such as academies, museums, learned societies
a�d the educational
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TH E FIELD OF INSTANCES OF REP RO DU CTION
AN D CONSECRAnON

Works produced by the field of restricted production· are 'PII!e\
'abstract' and 'esoteric'. They are 'pure' because they demand of !be
receIver a speCIfIcally aesthetic disposition in accordance with !be
prinCIples of their production. They are 'abstract' because they call for ,
multlphCIty of speCIfIC approaches, in contrast with the undifferentia.
art of primitive societies, which is unified within an immediatd1
ccessible spectacle involving music, dance, theatre and song. 15 They
�eso
teric, for. all the above reasons and because their complex structWI
continually Imphes tacit. reference to the entire history of previOUf
structures, and IS acceSSIble only to those who possess practical
theoretical mastery of a refined code, of successive codes, and of the
code of these codes.
So, while consumption in the field of large-scale cultural productiOn �
more or less Independent of the educational level of consumers (which .
qutte understandable, since this system tends to adjust to the level aI
demand), works of restricted art owe their specifically cultural rarilf.
and thus their function as elements of social distinction' to the rarit)' 01
the instruments with which they ma y be deciphered. This rarity is
function of the unequal distribution of the conditions underlying thI
acquisition of the specifically aesthetic- disposition and of the c�
. d
indIspensable to the deCIphering of works belonging to the fIel
restricted production. 16
It follows that a complete definition of the mode of restricted
production must include not only those institutions which ensure thI
production of competent consumers, but also those which produc;C
lit
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The Field of Cultural Production
is, they depend on the scope and kind of authority - conservativ
challenging - these instances exercise or pretend to exercise overt
public of cultural producers and, via their critical judgements, oVer
public at large.
By defending cultural orthodoxy or the sphere of legitimate
against competing, schismatic or heretical messages, which may Pro,�.
radical demands and heterodox practices among various publics
system of conservation and cultural consecration fulfils a fun�
homologous to that of the Church which, according ro Max Wtbe.i
should 'systematically establish and delimit the new victorious d0 ctritlt
.or defend the old one against prophetic attacks, determine what has lIIiI
does not have sacred value, and make it part of the laity's faith\
Sainte-Beuve, together with Auger, whom he cites, quite naturally tUIIIII
to religious metaphor to express the structurally determined logic of that
legitimizing institution par excellettce, the Academie Fran,aise: 'Once.
comes to think of itself as an orthodox sanctuary (and it easily does so�
the Academie needs some external heresy to combat. At that time, ill
1 8 1 7, lacking any other heresy, and the Romantics were either not y«
born or had not yet reached manhood, it attacked the followers and
imitators of Abbe Delille. [In 1 824, AugerI opened the session with .
speech amounting to a declaration of war and a formal denunciation of
Romanticism: "A new literary schism", he said, "is appearing today."
"Many men, brought up with a religious respect for ancient teachin.,
consecrated by countless masterpieces, are worried by and nervous of
the projects of this emergent sect, and seem to wish to be reassured.·
This speech had a great effect: it brought happiness and jubilation to the
adversaries. That witty swashbuckler, Henri Beyle (Stendhal), was
repeat it gaily in his pamphlets: "M. Auger said it, I'm a sectarian !"
Obliged to receive M. Soumet that same year (25 November), M. Augu
redoubled his anathemas against the Romantic dramatic form, "againll
that barbarian poetics they wish to praise", he said, and which violated.
in every way, literary orthodox. Every sacramental word, orthodOX1t
sect, schism, was uttered, and he could nOt blame himself if the
Academie did not transform itself into a synod or a counciL>!' Tbt
functions of reproduction and legitimation may, in accordance With
historical traditions, be either consecrated into a single institutio�,rna�e
was the case in the seventeenth century with the French Acade tlle
Royale de Peinture,20 or divided among different institutions such as r:;
educational system, the academies, and official and semi-official instl
tions or diffusion (museums, theatres, operas, concert halls, erc' ) 'ddt
these may be added certain institutions which, though less Wi dI
recognized, are more narrowly expressive of the cultural producers, sU If
as learned societies, literary circles, reviews or galleries; these are rnO
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reject the judgements of the canonical institutions the more
o
t
d
chne
cultural field asserts its autonomy.

in
e
th
Iy
s
inten e er varied
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structure
of
the
relations
the
among agents of
ev
oW
}-sIervation and consecration may be, the length of 'the process of
pv1nre on�zation', culminating in consecration, appears to vary in propor
e that their authority is widely recognized and can be
degre
e
th
(Ion
Competition for consecration, which assumes and
posed.
im
�IY
durf rS the power ro consecrate, condemns those agents whose province
con e t ited to a state of perpetual emergency. Avant-garde critics fall
s lim
IS m�his category, haunted by the fear of compromising their prestige as
�It�overers by overlooking some discovery, and thus obliged to enter
SO mutual attestations of charisma, making them spokespersons and
ns, and sometimes even publicists and impresarios, for artists
:��oreticir aart.
Academies (and the salons the nmeteenth century) or the
nd thei museum
both claiming a monopoly over the consecra
;orps ofcontempocurators,
rary producers, are obliged to combine tradition and
tion of
innovation. And the educational system, claiming a monopoly
I<mperheredconsecration
of works of the past and over the production and
over
consecration (through diplomas) of cultural consumers, only posthu
mously accords that infallible mark of consecration, the elevation of
works into 'classics' by their inclusion in curricula.
Among those characteristics of the educational system liable to affect
rhe structure of its relations with other elements of the system of
production and circulation of symbolic goods, the most important is
surely its extremely slow rate of evolution. This structural inertia,
deriving from its function of cultural conservation, is pushed to the limit
by the logic which allows it to wield a monopoly over its own
reproduction. Thus the educational system contributes to the mainte
nance of a disjunction between culture produced by the field of
production (involving categories of perception related to new cultural
cts) and scholastic culture; the latter is 'routinized' and ration
Pa�Odu
I" a ed by - and in view of - its being inculcated. This disjunction
, mfests itself notably in the distinct schemes of perception and
ciation involved by the two kinds of culture. Products emanating
��Popre
m
the
field of restricted production require other schemes than those
a r�ady maste
red
by
'cultiv
public
the
ated
'.
rcated, it is impossible to understand the peculiar characteristics
orhf res rnd
tncted Culture without appreciating its profound dependence on
�
g/ e heanonal system, the indispensable means of its reproduction and
. . Among the transformations which occur, the quasi
sY�tWt
'athe�'matllanon and theorizing imposed on the inculcated content are
les
an d neu s evident than their concomitant effects, such as 'routinization'
tralization'.
.
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The Field of Cultural Production
The time-lag between cultural production and scholastic
tion, or, as is often said, between 'the school and living art', is not
only opposition between the field of restricted production and
system of institutions of cultural conservation and consecration. A.s
field of restricted production gains in autonomy, producers tend aS
�
have seen, to think of themselves as intellectuals or artists by ' di'
right, as 'creators', that is as al/ctors 'claiming authority by virtu f
their charisma' and attempting to impose an al/ctoritas that recogn� o
no other principle of legitimation than itself (or, which amounts to I::
same thing, the authority of their peer group, which is often redu
even in scientific activities, to a clique or a sect). They cannot but r �
moreover, the institutional authority which the educational system�
consecratory institution, opposes to their competing claims. The� a.:
embittered by that type of teacher, the lector, who comments on and
explains the work of others (as Gilbert de la Porree has already pointed
out), and whose own production owes much to the professional practict
of its author and to the position he or she occupies within the system of
production and circulation of symbolic goods. We are thus brought
the principle underlying the ambivalent relations between producers and
scholastic authority.
If the denunciation of professional routine is to some extent
substantial with prophetic ambition, even to the point where this may
amount to official proof of one's charismatic qualifications, it is none
the less true that producers cannot fail to pay attention to the judge
ments of university institutions. They cannot ignore the fact that it is
these who will have the last word, and that ultimate consecration caD
only be accorded them by an authority whose legitimacy is challenged
by their entire practice, their entire professional ideology. There aR
plenty of attacks upon the university which bear witness to the fact that
their authors recognize the legitimacy of its verdicts sufficiently
reproach it for not having recognized them.
The objective relation between the field of production and the
educational system is both strengthened, in one sense, and undermined.
in another, by the action of social mechanisms tending to ensure a sOlI
pll
of pre-established harmony between positions and their occupathe
(elimination and self-elimination, early training and orientation br
family, co-optation by class or class fraction, etc.). These mechaOlsu:i
orient very diverse individuals towards the obscure security of a cult
functionary's career or towards the prestigious vicissitudes of inde�
dent artistic or intellectual enterprise. Their social origins, pred0tld!
nantly petit-bourgeois in the former case and bourgeois in the la ;,
dispose them to import very divergent ambitions into their actlvl tte.�l
though they were measured in advance for the available positions
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er oversimplifying the opposition between petit-bourgeois instituf
Be IOservants and the bohemians of the upper bourgeoisie, two points
lionlald be made. First, whether they are free entrepreneurs or state
sho ; yees, intellectuals and artists occupy a dominated position in the
e"'� �f power. And second, while rhe rebellious audacity of the auctor
fieayl find its limits wIthin the inherited ethICS and politics of a bourgeOIs
"p,r " ary education, artists and especially professors coming from the
Jtlr'e bourgeoisie are most directly under the control of the state. The
pe e after all, has the power to orient intellectual production by means
S(rSl�bsidies, commissions, promotion, honorific posts, even decora
o ns all of which are for speaking or keeping silent, for compromise or
abstentton.
{lO

,

.

"
RE LATIONS BETWEEN THE FIELD OF RESTRICTED PRODUCTION AND
THE FIELD OF LARGE-SCALE PRODUCTION

Without analysing the relations uniting the system of consecratory
insritutions with the field of producers for producers, a full definition of
rhe relationship between the field of restricted production and the field
of large-scale production would have been impossible. The field of
large-scale production, whose submission to external demand is charac
rerized by the subordinate position of cultural producers in relation to
rhe controllers of production and diffusion media, principally obeys the
imperatives of competition for conquest of the market. The structure of
irs socially neutralized product is the result of the economic and social
condirions of irs production 22 Middle-brow art [i'art moyen] , in its
Ideal-rypical form, is aimed at a public frequently referred to as 'average'
[moyen ]. Even when it is more specifically aimed at a determinate
caregory of non-producers, it may none the less eventually reach a
SOCIally heterogeneous public. Such is the case with the bourgeois
rheatre of the belle-epoque, which is nowadays broadcast on television.
It legitimate to define middle-brow culture as the product of the
e
of large-scale production, because these works are entirely
�e�rIne
d by their public. Thus, the very ambiguity of any definition of the
public' or the 'average viewer' very realistically designates the
f���ra.ogef pote
ntial
action which producers of this type of art and culture
l
a : hc1tly assign themselves, and which determines their technical and
e r eri
C choices.
IS

,

m

e;

�e fOllOWing remarks by a

French television writer, author of some
Wenty novels,
recipient of the Prix [ntera/lie and the Grand prix du
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roman de I'Acadbnie Fra1Ujaise, bears this out: 'My sole ambition is to b
easily read by the widest possible public. I never attempt a "masterpiec I�
and I do 1I0t write /or intellectuals; I leave that to others. For mc, a g
, one that gnps you within the first three pages.'l.I It follows that
book IS
the
most specifIC charactenstl cs of middle-brow 3rt, such as reliance
immediately accessible technical processes and aesthetic effects Or t
systematic eXelusion of all p� (entialJy controversial themes, or tho�e liabl
, or that section of the public, derive from the
to shock this
soc;aI
conditions in which it is produced.

�
h'
:

Middle-brow art is the product of a productive system dominated by �
quest for onvestment profitability; this creates the need for the wid.,,'"'";
possible publoc. It. cannot,. moreover,. content. itself with seeking ..
II1tensl fy consumption within a determonate social class; II IS obliged
onent ItSelf towards a generalization of the social and cultural com�
tlon of thiS publoc. ThiS means that the production of goods, even whet
they are aimed at a specific statistical category (the young, womCilf
football fans, stamp collectors, etc.), must represent a kond of hi =
socia· I denomlnator. On the other hand, middle-brow art is most
the culmination of transactions and compromises among the varioat
categones of agents engaged in a technically and socially differentiated
field of production. These transactions occur not only between
trollers of the means of production and cultural producers - who lie
more or less locked into the role of pure technicians - but also bctwcell
different categories of producers themselves. The latter come to use· their
specific competencies to guarantee a wide variety of cultural interes1S
whole. Simultaneously reactivating the self-censorship engendered by the
vast ondustnal and bureaucratic organizations of cultural productioa
through invocation of the 'average spectator'.
In all fields of artistic life the same opposition between the twO modes
of production is to be observed, separated as much by the nature of thef
works produced and the political ideologies or aesthetic theories o
those who disseminate them as by the social composition of the publiCS
to which they are offered. As Bertrand Poirot-Delpech has observed.
'Apart from drama critics, hardly anyone believes - or seems to believerd
�hat th� various spectacles demanding qualification by the wo
, theatre , stili belong to a songle and identical art form. The potenDa!
publocs are so distinct; ideologies, modes of functioning, styles anndd
actors on offer are so opposed, inimical even, that professional rules a
solidarity have practically disappeared.'l5
.

l4

0
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Consigned by the laws of profitability to 'concentration' and to inregr3�
{ioll into world-wide 'show-business' production circuits, (he comme rci al
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in France survives today in three forms: French (or English, etc.)
fre
a
the '
of foreign shows supervised, distributed and, to some extent,
ons
s
r
Y'e 'ni zed by those responsible for the original show; repeats of the mOSt
g
or ss ful works for the traditional commercial theatre; and, finally,
e
suc
)ligent comedy for the enlightened bourgeoisie. The same dualism,
e
In
form of downright cultural schism, exists, i n Western Europe at
ing the
the musical sphere. Here the opposition between the artificially
ast, in
ported market for works of restricted scope and the market for
up
s
produced and d lstnbuted by the music-hall and
o mmerCi al work,
industry, is far more brutal than elsewhere.
ing
,ord
e

�:

:
�

�

beware of seeing anything more than a limiting parameter
One should
in the opposition between the two modes of production of
construction
goods, which can only be defined in terms of their relations
symbolic
a songle umverse one always finds the entire
with each other. Wlthon
works produced with reference to the
range of intermediaries between
one hand, and works determined by an intuitive
restricted market on theexpectatio
ns of the widest possible public on the
representation of the
other. The range might include avant-garde works reserved for a few
initiates within the peer-group, avant-garde works on the road to
consecration, works of 'bourgeois art' aimed at the non-intellectual
fractions of the dominant class and often already consecrated by the
most official of legitimizing institutions (the academies), works of
middle-brow art aimed at various 'target publics' and involving, besides
brand-name culture (with, for example, works crowned by the big
Ioterary prizes), imitation culture aimed at the rising petite bourgeoisie
(pop�larizing literary or scientific works, for example) and mass culture,
that IS, the ensemble of socially neutralized works.
In fact, the professional ideology of producers-for-producers and their
�pokespeople establishes an opposition between creative liberty and the
aws of the market, between works which create their public and works
�reated by their public. This is undoubtedly a defence against the
Ise�chantment produced by the progress of the division of labour, the
esta hshment of various fields of action - each involving the rendering
;X�rlClt of its peculiar functions - and the rational organization of
e� nlcal
means appertaining to these functions.
IS
no
mere chance that middle-brow art and art for art's sake are
bo � p
roduced by highly professionalized intellectuals and artists, and
at: b�th
charac
by the same valorization of technique. In the one
case hiS onentsterized
production towards the search for effect (understood
bath s effect produced
on the public and as ingenious construction)
and, i� the other, It onents
of form for its
producllon
towards
the
cult
Own
sake. The latter orientation is an unprecedented affirmation of the
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most characteristic aspect of professionalism and thus an affirrnatiOQ
rhe specificity and irreducibility of producers.
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This explains why certain works of middle-brow art may present form
al
characteristics predisposing them to enter into legitimate culruce. The f
t at producer� of Westerns have to work within the very strict cony
tl ons of a heavIly stereotyped genre leads them to demonstrate their highl
professl Onahzed techmcal virtuoSIty by continually referring back t
prevIous solutions - assumed [Q be know � - in the solutions they provide
,
problems, and they are continually bordering on pastiche 0
to canonical
parody of � r�vious authors, against whom they measure themselves.
genre contamlng ever more references to the history of that genre calls for
a second-degree reading, reserved for the initiate, who can only grasp the
�ork's ",uances and subtleties by relating it back to previous works. By
introdUCing subtle breaks and fine variations, with regard to assumed
expectations, the play of internal allusions (the same one that has always
been practised by lettered traditions) authorizes detached and distanced
perception, quite as much as first-degree adherence, and calls for either
erudite analysis or the aesthete's wink. 'Intellectual' Westerns are the
logical conclusion of these pure cinematographic language games which
assume, among their authors, as much the cinephile's as the cineaste's
inclinations.

�

which, in turn, stems from their very unequal power of
on
ati
r
coosecrion.26 The various kinds of cultural competence encountered in a
stlOsCociety derive their social value from the power of social discrimi
diaSS
cl , and from the specifically cultural rarity .conferred on them by
a[looposition In. the system f cuIturaI competencIes; th·IS system IS. more
the; integrated according to the social formation in question, but it is
or e�ss hiera rchized. To be unaware that a dominant culture owes its
alW� features and social functions - especially that of symbolically
(!l Ig3l1rimizing a form of domination - to the fact thar it is not perceived as
e h in short, to ignore the fact of legitimacy is either to condemn
SU�s�lf a class-based ethnocentrism which leads the defenders of
OOstricted culture to ignore the material foundations of the symbolic
of one culture by another, or implicitly to commit oneself to
d�minatiomnwhIch
a shameful recognition of the legitimacy of the
pop ulis culture betrays
effort to rehabilitate middle-brow culture. This
dom inantrelativisminisanaccomplished
distinct but objectively
cultural zed cultures in a class societybyastreating
if they were the cultures of such
hierarchi
perfectly independent social formations as the Eskimos and the Feu
giansP
Fundamentally heteronomous, middle-brow culture is objectively
condemned to define itself in relation to legitimate culture; this is so in
the field of production as well as of consumption. Original experimen
tation entering the field of large-scale production almost always comes
up against the breakdown in communication liable to arise from the use
of codes inaccessible to the 'mass public'. Moreover, middle-brow art
cannot renew its techniques and themes without borrowing from high
an or, more frequently still, from the 'bourgeois art' of a generation or
so earlier. This includes 'adapting' the more venerable themes or
sub jects, or those most amenable to the traditional laws of composition
m the popular arts (the Manichaean division of roles, for example). In
thIS sense, the history of middle-brow art amounts to no more than that
Imposed by technical changes and the laws of competition.
However agents may dissimulate it, the objectively established hier
archICal difference between the two productive systems continually
;mposes itself. Indeed, the practices and ideologies of consumers are
�t rgely determined by the level of the goods rhey produce or consume in
hIer
archy. The connoisseur can immediately discern, from such
;S
r ere
points as the work's genre, the radio station, the name of the
tpheatrnce
e,
gallery
or director, the order of legitimacy and the appropriate
o�� re to be adopt
in
case.
ed
each
e
between legitimate and illegitimate, imposing itself in
th� f�eldOppofOsitIon
symbolic goods with the same arbitrary necessity as the
di ti Cllon between
the sacred and the profane elsewhere, expresses the
o

:
�

.
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More profoundly, middle-brow art, which is characterized by tried and
proven techniques and an oscillation between plagiarism and parody
most often linked with either indifference or conservatism, displays one
of the great covert truths underlying the aestheticism of art for art'.
sake. The fact is that its fixation on technique draws pure art into
covenant with the dominant sections of the bourgeoisie. The latter
recognize the intellectual's and the artist's monopoly on the productiOD
of the work of art as an instrument of pleasure (and, secondarily, as an
instrument for the symbolic legitimation of economic or political
power); in return, the artist is expected to avoid serious maners, narody
social and political questions. The opposition between art for art's sake
and middle-brow art which, on the ideological plane, becomes trant"
formed into an opposition between the idealism of devotion to art and
the cynicism of submission to the market, should not hide the fact th.1l
the desire to oppose a specifically cultural legitimacy to the prerogative
of power and money constitutes one more way of recognizing th.1
business is business.
What is most important is that these two fields of productiollt
opposed as they are, coexist and that their products owe their
unequal symbolic and material values on the market to their un(,qU;
I
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different social and cultural valuation of two modes of production .
one a field that is its own market, allied with an educational
which legitimizes it; the other a field of production
a
function of external demand, normally seen as socially and culturasl �
qr
inferior.
This opposition between the two markets, between producers fQr
producers and producers for non-producers, entirely determines lilt
image writers and artists have of their profession and constitutes lilt
taxonomIC prInCIple accordIng to whICh they claSSify and hierarchilt
works (beginning with their . own) .. Producers for producers have
overcome the contradiction In their relationship With their (limited)
public through a transfigured representation of their social function,
whereas in the case of producers for non-producers the qUasi.
coincidence of their authentic representation and the objective truth of
the writer's profession is either a fairly inevitable effect or a prior
condition of the success with their specific public. Nothing could be
further, for example, from the charismatic vision of the writer's
'mission' than the image proposed by the successful writer previously
cited: 'Writing is a job like any other. Talent and imagination are not
enough. Above all, discipline is required. It's better to force oneself to
write two pages a day than ten pages once a week. There is one essential
condition for this: one has to be in shape, just as a sportsman has to be
in shape to run a hundred metres or to play a football match.'
It is unlikely that all writers and artists whose works are objectively
addressed to the 'mass public' have, at least at the outset of their career,
quite so realistic and 'disenchanted' an image of their function. None the
less, they can hardly avoid applying to themselves the objective image of
their work received from the field. This image expresses the opposition
between the two modes of production as objectively revealed in the
social quality of their public ('intellectual' or 'bourgeois', for example).
The more a certain class of writers and artists is defined as beyond the
bounds of the universe of legitimate art, the more its members arc
inclined to defend the professional qualities of the worthy, entertaininge
technician, complete master of his technique and metier, against th
uncontrolled, disconcerting experiments of 'intellectual' art.
.
There is no doubt, moreover, that the emergence of large collective
production units in the fields of radio, television, cinema and journahsme
as well as in scientific research, and the concomitant decline of th
intellectual artisan in favour of the salaried worker, entail a tra nsform.,;
tion of the relationship between the producers and their work. ThiS WI"
be reflected in his own representation of his position and function in ethll'e
social structure, and, consequently, of the political and the aesthely.
ideologies they profess. Intellectual labour carried out collectiv
within technically and socially differentiated production units, can nO
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itself
with
the
charismatic
aura
attaching
to
traditional
und
o
rr
u
s
er dent production. The traditional cultural producer was a master
lollg
ni delpemn eans of production and invested only his cultural capital, which
ofash � ' kely to be perceived as a gift of grace. The demystification of
\\'teIl�ctua l and artistic activity consequent on the transformation of the
In I conditions of production particularly affects intellectuals and
SOCItlS�S engaged in large units of cultural production (radio, television,
MJo rnalism ) . They constitute a proletaroid intelligentsia forced to expe
u ce the contradiction between aesthetic and political position-takings
e
(l �mi ng from their inferior position in the field of production and the
�t�jectiveIY conservative functions of the products of their activity.
POSITIONS AND POSITION·TAKINGS

The relationship maintained by producers of symbolic goods with other
producers, with the significations available within the cultural field at a
given moment and, consequently, with their own work, depends very
directly on the position they occupy within the field of production and
circulation of symbolic goods. This, in turn, is related to the specifically
cultural hierarchy of degrees of consecration. Such a position implies an
objective definition of their practice and of the products resulting from
it. Whether they like it or not, whether they know it or not, this
definition imposes itself on rhem as a fact, determining their ideology
and their practice, and its efficacy manifests itself never so clearly as in
conduct aimed at transgressing it. For example, it is the ensemble of
determinations inscribed in their position which inclines professional
Jazz or film critics to issue very divergent and incompatible judgements
destined to reach only restricted cliques of producers and little sects of
devotees. These critics tend to ape the learned, sententious tone and the
cult of erudition characterizing academic criticism, and to seek theore
tical, political or aesthetic security in the obscurity of a borrowed
language.28
s distinct from a solidly legitimate activiry, an activity on the way to
A
Iegltlm
ation
the
question
of
practitioners
with
continually
confronts
its
Its own legitimacy. In this way, photography - a middle-brow art
Situated midway between 'noble' and 'vulgar' practices - condemns its
prhcnnoners to create a substitute for the sense of cultural legitimacy
� Ich IS given to the priests of all the legitimate arts. More generally, all
ose marginal cultural producers whose position obliges them to
onquer the cultural legirimacy unquestioningly accorded to the con
professions expose themselves to redoubled suspicion by the
e�?arta tsedthey
can hardly avoid making to challenge its principles. The
c

s
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ambivalent aggression they frequently display towards consecrato
institutions, especially the educational system, without being abl e I)
offer a counter-legitimacy, bears witness to their desire for recogn iti to
and, consequently, to the recognition they accord to the educa tio
system.
All relations that a determinate category of intellectuals or artis ts ilia
establish with any and all external social factors - whether econ olllI'Ye
(e.g. publishers, dealers), political or cultural (consecrating authoriti
such as academies) - are mediated by the structure of the field. Th u
they depend on the position occupied by the category in question withiQ
the hierarchy of cultural legitimacy.
The sociology of intellectual and artistic production thus acquires its
specific object in constructing the relatively autonomous syste m o f
relations of production and circulation of symbolic goods. In doing this
it acquires the possibility of grasping the positional properties that an
category of agents of cultural production or diffUSion owes to its place
within the structure of the field. Consequently, it acquires the capacity
to explall1 those charactenstlcs which products, as posItion-takings, owe
to the positions of their producers within the system of social relations
of production and circulation and to the corresponding positions which
they occupy within the system of objectively possible cultural positions
within a given state of the field of production and circulation.
The position-takings which constitute the cultural field do not all
suggest themselves with the same probability to those occupying at a
given moment a determinate position in this field. Conversely, a
particular class of cultural position-takings is attached as a potentiality
to each of the positions in the field of production and circulation (that is,
a particular set of problems and structures of resolution, themes and
procedures, aesthetic and political positions, etc.). These can only be
defined differentially, that is, in relation to the other constitutive cultural
positions in the cultural field under consideration. 'Were I as glorious as
Paul Bourget,' Arthur Craven used to say, 'I'd present myself nightly In
music-hall revues in nothing but a G-string, and I guarantee you I'd
make a bundle.'19 This attempt to turn literary glory into a profita ble
undertaking only appears at first sight to be self-destructive and comica l
because it assumes a desacralized and desacralizing relationship with
literary authority. And such a stance would be inconceivable for anyoni
other than a marginal artist, knowing and recognizing the principles
cultural legitimacy well enough to be able to place himself outside the
cultural law ]O There is no position within the field of cultural prodU'd
tlon that does not call for a determinate type of position-takl l1g a 'l
which does not exclude, simultaneously, an entire gamut of theoretica l
possible position-takings. This does not require that possible 0
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position-takings be explicitly prescribed or prohibited. But one
e" ld beware of taking as the basis of all practice the strategies
shf conscious lY elaborated in reference to a never more than partial
ha
ess of structures. In this connection one might think, for
usn
cio
s
COnro p le, of the knowledge of the present and future structure of the
e"a u r market that is mobilized at the moment of a change in orienta
l.b
tiO i rela tions among agents and institutions of diffusion or consecra
l
.tl n are mediated by the field's structure. To the extent that the
O _ biguous marks of recognition owe their specific form to the
e er am relations (perceived and interpreted as they
are in accordance
e
ctiv
je
°
yith the unconscious schemes of the habitus) they contribute to form the
lI b jec tive representation which agents have of the social representation
of their pOSItion wlthlll the hierarchy of consecrations. And thiS
sem i-consc ious representation itself constitutes one of the mediations
through which, by reference to the social representation of possible,
proba ble or impossible position-takings, the system of relatively uncon
scious strategies of the occupants of a given class of positions is defined.
It would be vain to claim to assess from among the determinants of
practices the impact of durable, generalized and transposable disposi
tions, the impact of the perception of this situation and of the intentional
or semi-intentional strategies which arise in response to it. The least
conscious dispositions, such as those constituting the primary class
habitus, are themselves constituted through the internalization of an
objectively selected system of signs, indices and sanctions, which are
nothing but the materialization, within objects, words or conducts, of a
particular kind of objective structure. Such dispositions remain the basis
upon which all the signs and indices characterizing quite varied situa
tions are selected and interpreted.
In order to gain some idea of the complex relations between uncon
SCIOUS dispositions
and the experiences which they structure - or, which
m
� ounts to the same thing, between the unconscious strategies engen
,ered by habitus and strategies consciously produced in response to a
�tuanon designed in accordance with the schemes of the habitus - it will
e necessary to analyse an exam ple.
The man uscripts a publisher receives are the product of a kind of pre
s
eI cnon by the authors themselves according to their image of the pub
li her who
occupies a specific position within the space of publishers.
e auth ors� image of their publisher, which may have oriented the
prDdUCtlon,
po Itlons IS itself a function of the objective relationship between the
authors and publishers occupy in the field. The manuscripts
.,:
,;,oreover, coloured from the outset by a series of determinations
. Interesting, but not very commercial', or 'not very commercial,
cI uded

�
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�

�
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but interesting') stemming from the relationshci p between the
position in the field of production (unknown yo ung author, COllse,
author, house author, etc.) and the publishe r's position within
system of production and circulation ('commercial' publisher'
secrated or avant-garde). They usually bear the marks of the
ary whereby they came to the publisher (editor of a series, reader,
author', etc.) and whose authority, once again, is a function of
positions in the field. Because subjective inte ntions and unconscj
dIsposItions contribute to the efficacy of the objective structuresII1II
hlch they ar� adjusted, their interlacing tends to guide agents to t�
�natura
l nIChe m the structure of the field. It will be un derst
moreover, that publisher and author can only experience and inte;:::::
the pre-esta blrshed harmo�y achIeved and revea led by their m.eeting as .
mlrade ?� predestination: Are you happy to be publrshed by Editions de
Mmult? If I had followed my instincts, I would have gone there strai.
away . . . but I didn't dare; I thought they were too good for me . . . So l
frrst sent my manuscnpt to Publrsher X. What I Just said about X isn't
;ery kmd! They refused my book, and ,S? I took it to Minuit anyway '
How do you get on WIth the publrsher? He began by telling me a lot of
thmgs I hoped had not shown. Everything concerning time, coina..
dences.'J I
The publisher's image of his 'vocation' combines the aesthetic relaoy.
ism of the discoverer, conscious of having no other principle than thatof
defIance of all canonical principles, with the most complete faith in 3D
absolute " kind " of 'flair'. This ultimate a nd often indefinable principle
behmd hIs chOIces finds itself continually strengthened and confirmed br
hIs perceptIon of the selective choices of authors and by the representa
tions authors, critics, the public and other publishers have of his
function within the division of intellectual labour. The critic's situation
is hardly any different. The works she receives have undergone a process
of pre-selection. They bear a supplementary mark, that of the publishct
(and, sometimes, that of author of a preface another author or another
critic). The value of this mark is a function, 'once more, of the structUre
of objective relations between the respe tive positions of author, pub
Irsher and critic. It is also affected by the relationship of the critic to the
predommant taxonomies in the critical W'orld or in the field of restricted
production (for example, the nouveau roman, 'objectal literature', etc.)·
'Apart from the opening pages, which see-m to be more or less voluntar)'
pastiche of the nouveau roman, L'Aubl!7ge espagnole tells a fantasti'i
though perfectl y dear, story, whose d"",elopment obeys the logiC 0t
dreams rather than reality.''' So the critic, suspecting the young novehs
of having entered the hall of mirrors, enters there himself by describlnl
what he takes for a reflection of the- nouveau roman. Schonberl
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n
concert
by
given
a
the
of
occasio
'On
of
effect:
type
same
the
deScr"br eS"Is a critIC WIth a partICularly fme ear defmed a pIece for string
",y PUP lw hose harmony - as can be proved - was only a very slight
qU3rti°et ment of Schubert'S, as a product bearing signs of my influence.'
deve Ir such errors of identification are not rare, especially among the
Even vative' critics, they may also bring profit to the 'innovators': on
'conse�t of his position, a critic may find himself predisposed in favour
3CC�" kinds of avant-?arde; accordingly he may act as an initiate,
ofmm unicating the de�lphered revelation. back to the arnst frQm whom
.
CO ceived it. The arnst, m return, confrrms the CntlC m hIS vocatIon,
he re privileged interpreter, by confirming the accuracy of his de
of
Ih31
"ClPherment.
O n account of the specific nature of his interests, and of the structural
with
invested
objectively
rson
businesspe
a
as
position
his
of
y
guit
mbi
a power of cultural consecration, the publisher is more strongly
sodmeined than the other agents of production and diffusion to take the
n
ties objectively governing relations between agents into account
�egulariconsciou
s strategies. The selective discourse in which he engages
in his
with the critic, who has been selected not merely because of his influence
but also because of the affinities he may have with the work, and which
m3Y even go the length of declared allegiance to the publisher and his
entire list of publications, or to a certain category of authors, is an
extremely subtle mixture, in which his own idea of the work combines
with his idea of the idea the critic is likely to have, given the image he has
of the house's publications
Hence, it is quite logical and highly significant that what has become
the name of a literary school (the nouveau roman), adopted by the
authors themselves, should have begun as a pejorative label, accorded by
a traditionalist critic to novels published by Editions de Minuit. Just as
critics and public found themselves invited to seek the links that might
unite works published under the same imprint, so authors were defined
by this public definition of their works to the extent that they had to
define themselves in relation to it. Moreover, confronted with the
public's and the critics' image of them, they were encouraged to think of
�emselves as constituting more than simply a chance grouping. They
came a school endowed with its own aesthetic programme, its
eponymous ancestors, its accredited critics and spokespersons.
In short, the .most personal judgements it is possible to make of a
Work, even of one's own work, are always collective judgements in the
sense of position-takings referring to other position-takings through the
Int�mediary of the objective relations between the positions of their
�t ors within the field. Through the public meaning of the work,
rOugh the objective sanctions imposed by the symbolic market upon
to

The Field ot Cultural Production
the producers' 'aspirations' and 'ambitions' and, in particular
the degree of recognition and consecration it accords them, ;h
structure of the field interposes itself between producers and thei�
This. imposes a definition of thei r ambitions as either legitima lit
Illegitimate accordmg to whether their position objectively implIt' tes, lit
denies, their fulfilment.
Because the very logic of the field condemns them to risk their cuiluqj
salvation in even the least of their position-takings and to a
uncertainly, for the ever-ambiguous signs of an ever-suspended ele tq,
intellectuals and artists may experience a failure as a sign of electi�
over-rapid or too brilliant a success as a threat of damnation.
cannot ignore the value attributed to them, that is, the position thej
occupy within the hierarchy of cultural legitimacy, as it is continuaUy
brought home by the signs of recognition or exclusion appearing i n their
relations with peers or with institu tions of consecration.
For each position in the hierarchy of consecration there is a
responding relationship - more or less ambitious or resigned - to !he
field of cultural practices which . is, itself, hierarchized. An analysis of
artistic or mtellectual traJectones attests that those 'choices'
commonly imputed to 'vocation', such as choice of intellectual or artistic
specialization - author rather than critic, poet rather than novelist _
and, more profoundly, everything defining the manner in which oae
fulfils oneself in that 'chosen' speciality, depend on the actual and
potential position that the field attributes to the different categories of
agents, notably through the intermediary of the institutions of cultum
consecration. It might be supposed that the laws governing intellectual
or artistic 'vocations' are similar in principle to those govemintl
scholastic 'choices', such as the 'choice' of faculty or discipline. Such .
supposition would imply, for example, that the 'choice' of discipline be
increasingly 'ambitious' (with respect to the reigning hierarchy in the
university field) as one ascends towards those categories of students �IP
teachers most highly consecrated, scholastically, and most favouredthe
terms of social origin. Again, it might be supposed that the greaternate
scholastic consecration, mediated by social origin, of a determi Uf
category of teachers and researchers, the more abundant and ambirio
would be their production.
del
Among the social factors determining the functional laws of anyyfi'!d
of cultural production (literary, artistic or scientific), undoubtedl a
most important is the position of each discipline or specialization eadJ
the position of the different producers in the hierarchy peculiar t.o ns' 01
sub-fIeld. The migrations of labour power which drive large sectto ltJIII
producers towards the currently most consecrated scientific diSClOU
P
(or, elsewhere, artistic genre), and which are experienced as th p
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.I ed' by vocation or determined by some intellectual itinerary and
'inSeP \mputed to the effects of fashIOn, could be merely reconverSions
oft eod at ensuring the best pOSSible economic or SYm bolic return on a
altll mioate kind of cultural capital. And the sensitivIty necessary to
deter ut these movements of the cultural value stock exchange, the
sod 0ry requisite to abandoning well-worn paths for the most
.udpacor�une_seeming future, once more depend on social factors, such as
op ature of the capital possessed and scholastic and social origins with
Ithh:i� attendant objective chances and aspirations..33 Similarly, the inte
ones of researchers manifest 10 different types
categ
ent
differ
h
hic
ret �actice (for example, empirical research or theory) is also a
o P osite function. It is dependent, first, on the ambitions which their
°f ':pation and their scholastic success and, thus, their position in the
O;cipline's hierarchy allow them to form by assuring them of reasonable
d
success. Secondly, it. is a function of the objectively rec
�c anzces of
hierarchy of the very different matenal and symbolic profItS
ogn i edparticular
practices or objects of study are in a position to
which
procure.
If the relations which make the cultural field into a field of (intellec
only reveal their meaning and
tual, artistic or scientific) position-takings
function in the light of the relations among cultural subjects who are
holding specific positions in this field, it is because intellectual or artistic
position-takings are also always semi-conscious strategies in a game in
which the conquest of cultural legitimacy and of the concomitant power
of legitimate symbolic violence is at stake. To claim to be able to
discover the entire truth of the cultural field within that field is to
transfer the objective relations between different positions in the field of
CUltural production into the heaven of logical and semiological relations
of opposition and homology. Moreover, it is to do away with the
question of the relationship between this 'positional' field and the
CUltural field; in other words, it is to ignore the question of the
dependence of the different systems of cultural position-takings consti
tUting a given state of the cultural field on the specifically cultural
Interests of different groups competing for cultural legitimacy. It is also
to deprive oneself of the possibility of determining what particular
CUI tural
pOsiti
these
in
fulfil
they
functions
social
the
to
owe
on-takings
groups' strategies.
0n
quently, we can postulate that there is no cultural position
0
ta lng sethat
cannot be submitted to a double interpretation: it can be
related, On the
hand, to the universe of cultural position-takings
Con stltuent of theonespecifically
cultural field; on the other hand, it can be
inte eted as
a consciously or unconsciously oriented strategy elabora ted�
In relation to the field of allied or hostile positions.35 Research
)4

The Field of Cultural Production
starting from this hypothesis would doubtless find its surest
in a methodical analysis of privileged references. These would
conceived, not as simple indices of information exchanges (in parriC I �"
implicit or explicit borrowings of words or ideas), but as so U �
landmarks circumscribing, within the common battlefield, the s �
network of privileged allies and adversaries proper to each catego�
Of
producer.
138
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'Citatology' nearly always ignores this question, implicitly treatin g ref�.
Tences to an author as an index of recognition (of indebtedn ess Or
legitimacy). In point of fact this apparent function may nearly always be
associated with such diverse functions as the manifestation of relations of
allegiance or dependence, of strategies of affiliation, of annexation or of
defence (this is the role, for example, of guarantee references, ostentatioQs
references or alibi·references). We should mention here two 'ciratologislS'
who have the merit of having posed a question systematically ignortd:
'People quote another author for complex reasons - to confer meaning,
authority or depth upon a statement, to demonstrate familiarity with
other work in the same field and to avoid the appearance of plagiatising
even ideas conceived independently. The quotation is aimed at readers of
whom some, at least, are supposed to have some knowledge of the work
quoted (there would be no point in quoting i f this were nOt so) and to
adhere to the norms concerning what may, and what may not, be
attributed to it,'J6 When it is not immediately explicit and direct (as in the
case of polemical or deforming references), the strategic function of a
reference may be apprehended in its modality: humble or sovereign,
impeccably academic or sloppy, explicit or implicit and, in this case,
unconscious, repressed (and betraying a strong relationship of ambiva·
lence) or knowingly dissimulated (whether through tactical prudence,
through a more or less visible and na"t've will to annexation - plagiarism 
or through disdain). Strategic considerations may also stalk those quota
tions most directly oriented towards the functions commonly recogni zed
as theirs by 'citarology'. It suffices to think of what might be termed an a
minima reference, which consists in recognizing a precise and clearly
specified debt (by the full-length quotation of a sentence or an expression)
in otder to hide a far more global and more diffuse debt. (We should nore,
in passing, the existence of a maxima references, whose functions may
when the
vary from grateful homage to self-valorizing annexation
contribution of the quoter to the thought quoted, which, in this case, must
be prestigious, is fairly important and obvious.)
_

The construction of the system of relations berween each ofw!
categories of producers and competing, hostile, allied or neutral po o�er,
which are to be destroyed, intimidated, cajoled, annexed or won
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decisive ruptute, first, with naive citatology, since it does not
u rnond any but the most phenomenal relationships, and second
presbeY
gO
cular - with that supremely naive representation of cultural
i
art
Jnd u ;io n that takes only explicit references into account. How can we
od c
presence in Aristotle's texts to explicit references alone, or
to'S
pr
Pla
red uce Descartes in Leibniz's writings, of Hegel in those of Marx? We
th r f ere more generally of those privileged interlocutors implicit in
h
�
spe. itin gs of every producer, those revered antecedents whose thought
the \��res he has internalized to the point where he no longer thinks
s tr UC
they
where
point
the
to
them,
through
and
become
have
them
in
t
c
e eP
ate adve rsaries determining his thinking and imposing on him both
rn p e and the substance of conflict. Manifest conflicts dissimulate
�e ha
t �
llslts within the dissensus which defines the field of ideological
he on se
� tle in a given epoch, and which the educational system contributes to
u in g by inculcating an uncontested hierarchy of themes and
�
d
p ro ble s worthy of discussion. Given this, implicit references allow also
uction of that intellectual space defined by a system of
f�e constrreferences
appearing so natural, so incontestable that they are
common
never the object of conscious position-takings at all. However, it is in
relation to this referential space that all the position-takings of the
different categories of producers are differentially defined.
In addition to other possible functions, theories, methods and con
cepts in whatever realm are to be considered as strategies aimed at
installing, restoring, strengthening, safeguarding or overthrowing a
determinate structure of relationships of symbolic domination; that is,
they constitute the means for obtaining or safeguarding the monopoly of
the legitimate mode of practising a literary, artistic or scientific activity.
es a

,.

o

'

x

!1

·

c

m

How, fot example, could one fail to see that 'epistemological couples' (e.g.
general theory and empiricism, or formalism and positivism) are nearly
always covers for oppositions between different groups within the field?
Such groups are led to transform interests associated with possession of a
d�te�m i nate type of scientific capital, and with a determinate position
With in the scientific field, into epistemological choices. Is it not legitimate
to suppose that
there is a strategic intention (which may remain perfectly
uncon scious) lurking behind a theory of theory such as Merton's? Does
One not
better understand the raison d'elre of works by the 'high
Illet ? dologists', such as Lazarsfeld, as one realizes that these scholastic
cod� flCations of the rules of scientific practice are inseparable from the
�roJeCt of building a kind of intellectual papacy, replete with its interna
tiOnal Corps of vicars, regularly visited or gathered together in conci/ium
and charged with the exercise of rigorous and constant control over
common practice?

�

-

The Field of Cultural Production
By ignoring the systems of social relations within which
systems are produced and utilized, strictly internal interpretation
frequently condemns itself to the gratuitousness of an arbitrary
ism. In point of fact, an appropriate .construction of the object
analYSIS presupposes SOCiological analYSIS of the SOCial functions at tI..'"
basis of the structure and functioning of any symbolic systern. ;:e
semiologist, who claims to reveal the structure of a literary Or arti' �
work through so-called strictly internal analysis, exposes him Or he IIic
to a theoretical error by disregarding the social conditions underl�
the production of the work and those determmmg ItS functloni ng. · "
A field of cultural production may have achieved virtually cornpIe.t
autonomy in relation to external forces and demands (as in the case at
the pure sciences), while still remaining amenable to specifically Socio\o.
gical analysis. It is the job of sociology to establish . the external
. for a system of sOCIal relations of productIon, cIrculation and
conditions
consumption necessary to the autonomous development of science
art; its task, moreover, is to determine those functional laws whidl
characterize such a relatively autonomous field of social relations and
which can also account for the structure of corresponding syrnbolic:
productions and its transformations. The principles of 'selection' object
ively employed by the different groups of producers competing for
cultural legitimacy are always defined within a system of social relations
obeying a specific logic. The available symbolic position-takings ate,
moreover, functions of the interest-systems objectively attached to the
positions producers occupy in special power relations, which are the
social relations of symbolic production, circulation and consumption.
As the field of restricted production closes in upon itself, and affinns
itself capable of organizing its production by reference to its own
internal norms of perfection -excluding all external functions and social
or socially marked content from the work - the dynamic of competition
for specifically cultural consecration becomes the exclusive principlendlof
the production of works. Especially since the middle of the ninetee
century, the principle of change in art has come from within art itself, �
though history were internal to the system and as if the developmen �
forms of representation and expression were merely the product of T:t
logical development of axiomatic systems specific to the various artS·n.
explain this, there is no need to hypostatize the laws of this evolutio��)
a relatively autonomous history of art and literature (or of sCle
exists, it is because the 'action of works upon works', of W�
'or
stl
Brunetiere spoke, explains an ever-increasing proportion of artl
literary production. At the same time, the field as such explicatendS dICc:II
systematizes specifically artistic principles of the production a ea
evaluation of the work of art. The relationship, moreover, which
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of producer enjoys with its own production is more and more
determined by its relationship with the specifically artistic
�� aod norms inherited from the past, and which is, again, a
of its posItion m the structure of the field of production.
legitimacy
appears
to
be
the
'fundamental
norm',
to
ural
cult
r�u r' the language of Kelsen, of the field of restricted production. But
enI P ru d am en tal norm " as Jean Piaget has noted, 'is nothing other than
Ih ls
of
the
fact
that
society
expression
"recognizes"
the
normat
ct
tra
bs
Ihe a l u of this order' in such a way that it 'corresponds to the social
e
e a
" lvty of the exercise of some power and of the "recognition" of this
rea
'e or of the system of rules emanating from it'.J7 Thus, if the relative
pO\�nor my of the field of restricted production authorizes the attempt to
aUI,slruct a 'pure' model of the objective relations defining it and of the
e ra ctions which develop within it, one must remember that this
�:rmal construction is the product of the temporary bracketing-off of
Ihe field of restricted production (as a system of specific power relations)
from the surrounding field of the powet relations between classes. It
would be futile to search for the ultimate foundation of this 'funda
menIa l norm' within the field itself, since it resides in structures
governed by powers other than the culturally legitimate; consequently,
objectively assigned to each category of producer and its
Ihe fu nctions
products by its position in the field are always duplicated by the external
functions objectively fulfilled through the accomplishment of its internal
functions.
y
r
C.1lego vel y
e"clt� o s
Ir3d ' . 0
functl�
,
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Part II
-

-

Flaubert and the French
•

Literary Field

4
Is the Structure of Sentimental
Education an Instance of Social
Self-analysis ?
-

have several reasons for starting this series of lectures with an analysis
of Flaubert's Sentimental Education. First of all, it is one way for me to
pay p articular homage to my host Victor Brombert, who is, as everyone
knows, one of the most eminent Flaubert specialists. Secondly, I believe
that this fascinating and mysterious work condenses all those enigmas
that literature can put to those who wish to interpret it. A true example
of the absolute masterpiece, the novel contains an analysis of the social
space in which the author was himself located and thus gives us the
instruments we need for an analysis of him. Flaubert the sociologist
gives us a sociological insight on Flaubert the man. One Flaubert gives
us the means to understand the particular lucidity of the other as well as
the limits within which his writing is confined. This sociological content
not readil y apparent, and some may think that I, as interpreter, have
�serted or imposed it through my own reading of the text. In fact, as
de
ger
g
�
have said, it is a veiled revelation. It is only a shrouded,
�
ha -hiddenmight
ex�nt, to form which yields itself to our scrutiny or even, to some
the gaze of the author himself.
Y rea dtng of the text, which will explicitly mark out a real but
hi herto Implicit structure, will necessarily come as an oversimplifica
ti�n. It may seem to transform a story, a tale, into a sociologist'S model
where
exp unfo reseen adventure is replaced by the protocol of some
ental construction. To sharpen this contrast, which throws light
:h�,m"ter
ary effect as well as on the scientific effect, I would like to
Start
wa rd Y readtng, before coming to my model, a perfectly straightfor, traditional summary of Sentimental Education.
I

•

IS
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146 Flaubert and the French Literary Field
In Paris in the 1840s, student Frederic Moreau meets and falls
I'n
.
.
with Madame Arnoux, the wife of an art dealer who sells .
engravings in a shop in the Faubourg Montmartre.
vague aspirations to literary, artistic or social success and tries t
ac�eptance at the home of Dambreuse, a high-society banker. �.
pOinted by his reception, he falls back into self-doubt' idleness s l'�
and dayd rea,:TlS. H� f"�nds himself in the centre of a group of young
Martlnon, CISY, Senecal, Dussardler, Hussonnet, and it is while he�
"
guest at the Arnoux' home that his passion for Madame Arnou taq..
shape. He leaves Paris for a holiday at his mother's place in No�
where he meets the young Louise Roque, who falls in love with hi 1ii
precanous financial situation is improved by an unexpected inher�a'neti,
and he leaves once more for Paris.
But
there
he
is
disappointed
by
Madame
Arnoux
and
he
be
'
.mterested In' Rosanette, a courtesan who is Monsieur Arnoux's mistcOIIIcI
As com.mentators often remark, Frederic is torn between dive �
temptations, rebounding from one to the other. There is Rosanett�
the charms of a hfe of luxury; there is Madame Arnoux, whom he tria
In vain to seduce; and, finally, there is the wealthy Madame Dambreuse,
who may well help him to fulfil hiS society ambitions. After protraC!ld
hesitations and many changes of mind he returns to Nogent, determined
marry LOUIse Roque. But he leaves once more for Paris, what
Madame Arnoux agrees to a rendezvous. He waits in vain at the
appOinted time and place while batdes rage in the streets' for it is 22
February 1848. Disappointed and angered, he seeks consolation in the
arms of Rosanette.
While living through the revolution, Frederic regularly visits Rosa
nette and has by her a baby son who dies very shordy thereafter. He also
regularly VISitS the Dambreuses and becomes Madame Dambreuse'.
lover. After her husband's death, she even offers to marry him. But wiIhh
unaccustomed energy, he first breaks off with Rosanette and then wit
Madame Dambreuse. He cannot see Madame Arnoux again, since �se
left ParIS after her husband's bankruptcy. And so, bereft ofmthe
affewons and once again penniless, he returns to Nogent to al11
LOUise Roque, only to find that she has already married his friend
Deslauriers.
Fifteen years later, in March 1867' Madame Arnoux comes to visil
him. They declare their love for each other, recalling the past, and pat!
forever.
Two years later, Frederic and Deslauriers mull over the failure of theil'
111()51
lives. They have nothing left but memories of their youth, the to.
memorable of which, a visit to a brothel 'Chez la Turque'' is the epiof nrfIJ
of their failure: Frederic, who had the money, fled from the sight
,

to
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Sentimental Education 147
women, and Deslauriers, who had none, was obliged to
red
ffe
o
�,3nY But they both agree: 'It was there that we had the best of our
foJlO�'
livesh'Is very sketchy and oversim plified summary, borrowed for the
r fro m a school edition, was necessary to recall the gist of the novel,
�,3In was above all necessary to help point out the contrast between the
but It nerally accepted reading of the work and the one which becomes
ge
n1DS�b le when one grasps the sociological model of society and the
poss
ageing
that
Flaubert
social
brings
into
play.
of
ess
rp �uring this first lecture, I shall try to make this model
explicit, since it
reveal
the
structure
of
Sentimental Education and
to
me
to
illS
s�:refore enables us to understand the novel's logic as both story and
second lecture, I shall endeavour to explain Flauberfs real
�istOryn. Ininthe
SOCial space and how thiS position, structurally very Similar
pOsitio of our
main character, Frederic, tended, among othet things, to
that
give the author his peculiar perception of the social world depicted in the
it gave him a predisposition for perceiving and exposing with
novel, how
lucidity the structure of this world. I shall then attempt, in the
pecudliar
Ihir lecrure, to bring out more systematically the model of the field of
power and of the artistic field that is to be found, in a veiled form, in
Sentimelltal Education and to locate my method for the analysis of
literary works in the space of available models. The analysis of this novel
will have thus served as a literary, and hence more easily acceptable and
concrete, introduction to a sociological analysis of the literary field and
of literature itself. It will also have served as an introduction to a
sociological study of the relationships between the literary and sociolo
gical readings of a given text, and, hence, between sociology and
hterature.
The truth is that the sociologist himself cannot break out of the circle
Ihat he discovers in analysing· this novel. When Flaubert describes the
Structure of the field of power, he gives us the key necessary for the
comprehension of the novel which reveals this structure. In just the same
waYh the sociologist who describes this work of revelation gives the key
t� t e unde rstanding of his own understanding and to the understanding
�hethesoufreedom that he achieves in discovering the necessity which lies at
rce of his own lucidity.
le t us return to Sentimental Education. In this novel Flaubert presents
With
a
is
l
mode
this
of
nt
a
eleme
first
The
l.
ative
mode
gener
tfeiJ�esentation of the structure of the ruling class, or, as I put it, of the
i of POwer. The social space described in this work is organized
around two poles
represented on the one hand by the art dealer Arnoux
and on the
and
art
side,
one
the
On
euse.
Dambr
banker
other
the
by
Pol' On the other, politics and business. At the intersection of these
The Structure of
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Flaubert and the French Literary Field
two universes, at least at the beginning, before the revolution of 1 848'
there is only one character, Pere Oudry, a regular visitor at the
Dambreuses', but also invited, as neighbour, to the Arnoux'.
To reconstruct this social space, I simply noted methodically juSt wh o
attends the different meetings or gatherings or dinners. The Dambreuses
play host to anonymous, generically defined personalities, a fonner
minister, a priest of a large parish, two government officials, two
property owners, and well-known people from the realms of art, scien ce
and politics. The Arnoux invite more .or less famous artists, always
deSignated by theIr names, such as Dittmar, a painter, or Blaise,
portraitist. This is normal in a field in which one of the main stakes is to
become famous or to make a name for oneself, se (aire lin nom. The
receptions organized by Rosanette, the demi-mondaine, bring people
from these two worlds together. Her world, the demi·monde, is an
in-between, intermediate world. The two poles are totally opposed to
each other: on the one hand, money and luxury, on the other, money
devalued in favour of intelligence. On the one hand, serious, boring,
conservative conversation; on the other, readily obscene and always
paradoxical speech. While the Dambreuses serve the most expensive and
most classic of dishes (venison and lobster, accompanied by the best
wines, served in the finest of silver), chez Arnoux the more exotic the
dish, the better.
These two poles are completely incompatible, as is fire with water.
What is good at one pole is bad at the other, and vice versa. The writen
and artists cultivate disinterested intelligence, the gratuitous act, deli
berate poverty, all those things which characterize the artist's life; the
powerful and the monied worship money and power. But throughout
the whole space, all the lines of force converge on the pole of political
and economic power. And from the outset, the Dambreuses are clearly
indicated as the supreme pole of attraction for those with political and
sentimental ambitions. It is with the Dambreuses in mind that DeslaU
riers says to Frederic. 'Just think of it! A man with millions. See if yoer!�
can't get into his good books and his wife's as well. Become her lov f
Education may be read as an experimental novel in the true sense
,
er
w
o
p
the term. Flaubert first offers us a description of the field of dl�
within which he traces the movements of six young men, inclu g
Frederic, who are propelled in it like so many particles in a m a gnepi
field. And each one's trajectory - what we normally call the histor)'ftefd
his life - is determined by the interaction between the forces of thect°rY
and his own inertia, that is, the habitus as the remanence of a tra je
which tends to orient future trajectory.
The field of power is a field of latent, potential forces which playwup�
dl
i
d
any particle which may venture into it, but it is also a battlefiel
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Flaubert and the French Literary Field

The Structure of Sentimental Educaa on

can be seen as a game. In this game, the trump cards are the habit
us "
is to say, the acqui rements, the embodied, assim ilated properties, � 
sU a
elegance, ease of manner, beaury and so forth, and capital as su
ch t t
is, the inherited assets whic h define the possi bilities inher ent in the r a
leld.
These trump cards determine not only the sryle of play, but
als
success or failure in the game of the young people concerned, in
s
the whole process Flaubert calls education sentimentale. As if h
e
wished to expose to the field's forces a group of indiv idual s POSse ad
s'
in different combinations, those aptitudes which he cons iders the sl ng,
tr
cards in life and the prerequisites for social success, Flaub ert prese rnp
n
with a group of four young men, Frederic, Deslauriers, Mar tin
on
c.sy , with the addition of Hussonnet, who is alwa ys a little on the
ed
of things. Of noble birth, Cisy is very rich and disti ngui shed , but
laJ
intelligence and amb ition . Martinon is quite rich, quite good-looki
ng (
at least so he says ), quite intelligent and fiercely determined to succ
Deslauriers, Frederic's friend, is intelligent and is drive n by the
sarne
bu�n �ng deSIre for success, but he has neither money nor good
looks.
FrederiC, fmally, would seem to have all it takes: he is rich , charmi
ng
and mtellIgent; but he lacks determina tion.
In the game, whi ch take s plac e in the field of power, pow er itself
is
obvi ousl y the stake which has to be held or seized. Two disti nctions can
be drawn in relation to those who play the game, the first regarding their
inheritance, i.e. their trump cards, and the second regarding their
attitude towards their inhe ritance, that is to say, whether they possess
the fundamental dimension of the habitus, the determination to succeed.
There is thus an initia l line to be drawn between the upstarts, Deslau
riers and Hussonnet, who have no other resource than their determina
tion to succeed, and those who possess a certain inheritance. Among the
latter, there are the untroubled heirs, who accept their inheritance and
seek to preserve it, like the aristocrat Cisy, or to increase it, like the
swaggering bourgeois Martinon. But there is also the heir who, sO to
speak, refuses to inhe\it, that is, to be inherited by his inheritance, or to
do what he should to inherit, and that is Frederic.
With this polarized space the game is set up; with the description of
the young men's intrin sic properties, the winni ng trump cards are dea lt,
and the game may begin. For Flaubert, the interactions, the relatio nshl �5
of competition or conflict, or even the fortunate or unfortunate coin Cl'
dences which shape the different life histories concerned are merely .50
many opportunities to display the characters' essence as their life stories
unfold in the course of time. As the creator of the generative mode l frortl
which all the subsequent adventures derive, the novelist has never
obvio usly and totally entered into his role of divine creator. He end0
himse lf with the intl/ilus originarius, the generative intuit ion W�I�
according to Kant, distinguishes God's creative intuition from fln lre
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. n tu ition . I n fact, as if in some Leibnizian universe, eV6'ything is
n
huflla I actu, from the outset, to the Godlike creator-spect,tOr. The
n tn
ive
g
en' s trajectories and the different forms that love, m>ney an d
(I1
ung
all detetmi r ed by the
education
are
al
sentiment
one's
each
to
yo
ve
,ver g
o
in the field interacting with the embodied fOries of the
p
nt
ese
p
s
force en's habitus. In such a universe there is no room for cb1nce, an d
you
rombert is right to contradict Jean Bruneau I by sa)<ng: 'In a
VI Ct
d sa ppea r
gs,
,
of
meetin
chance
rule
the
to
ted
submit
rently
ppa
oove a
rtunities missed or taken, there is in fact no room at all fo r
ppo
aoces, 0
James, for whom the .novel read "like an epi i without
Henry
chance.
. " rightly noted th at everyth"109 10 It "h angs togeth er,, . '2 . '
alrin fact, in the enclosed and finite world of this novel, very i lmllar teo
10 which characters are trapped on an Island o r
novels
e
iv
detect
of
at
th
me isolated country manor, the twenty main characters b1ve every
ce of meeting each other, and therefore of fulfilling, in the course of
ImplIca 
some necessary and emmently foreseeable . adventure, all the
ne could
tions of the generative formula by which they are governed. O
thus take each of the young men and demonstrate that, as eise ntlah st
philosop hy would have it, his life story is nothing but the ful /l lment of
things already implied by his essence. For examp le, we learn � t the en d
of the first comparison of the five young men s trajectories that CI SY
would drop his law studies. And why should he ever finish them? After
those few adolescent years in Paris, traditionall y given ovlr to the
bohemian life in the company of people with heretical ways and Ideas,
he loses no time in getting back to the straight and narrow way which
leads him to the future, already implied by his past, that IS, to the
Country estate of his ancestors. He ends up as he should: 'sunk deep I n
religion and the father of eight children'.
.
shall not dwell on the detailed analysis that I have carn ed out
elsewhere concerning the opposition between Frederic and De! laurle rs. J
Th is opposition is manifold: between those who inherit possesSI Ons a n d
those who inherit only the desire for possessions, between those who
have capital without necessarily having the determination to p reserve or
In crease it and those who have the urge to succeed without havmg the
necessa ry capital; the opposition, in short, between bourgeOl a n d
�
.
petlt
·bo urgeois. As a case in point, during the VISit to the brothel Chez
la Turq
ue' Frederic who ran off had the money but lacked the
audaciry, �
hile Desl a'uriers, who w�uld have gone through w ith it, did
t have the money and was .obliged to follow Frederic's lead. Every
tha t happens to DeslaUriers IS mscrlbed 10 the structural relatIo n s I p between the bourgeoisie and the petite bourgeoisie.
.
.
n ls objective
ationsh
b
Ip
relationship takes the shape of a peculiar rel
etween
Deslauriers and Frederic, where the driving force is the former's
ho
peless desire to become Frederic the desperate hope of being someo ne
,

�
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I

�:�
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Flaubert and the French Literary Field
else. For Flaubert's characters, true examples of 'windowless
doorless monads' imprisoned within their own essential being, nothan.!
can happen that is not already written into the original formula. Tbi ��
true of those things which seem to come spontaneously from corn �
tion and interaction, such as the successive occasions on which Des�'
aU.
riers tries to usurp Frederic's place in the affection of MonsitlJf
Dambreuse or Madame Arnoux, or in Deslauriers' final marriage Wj
loUIse. ThIs urge to take another's place whIch leads to Identifying Wj:
another, to putting oneself in another's place, to taking oneself �or
another, lies at the very heart of petit-bourgeois pretension.
We should perhaps dwell on another case, that of Hussonnet, anoth
petit-bourgeois, whom Flaubert has some trouble in differentiating frO:
Deslauners. The two men are In fact at one ttme assocIated in SOllie
politico-literary undertaking, and they are always very close to each
other in their behaviour and their opinions, though the one tends rnore
towards literature and the other towards politics. Very early on,
Hussonnet had embarked on a literary career. He is a typical incarnation
of those bohemian souls whom Max Weber lumps together under the
title of proletaroid intelligentsia, who are always predestined to material
deprivation and intellectual disappointment. Year after year, Hussonnet
maintains a certain status as a literary gentleman, writing rejected
reviews and run-of-the-mill verse. As failures accumulate, as endlessly
cherished plans for a weekly paper follow an unsuccessful daily paper
down the drain, Hussonnet turns into an embittered bohemian ready
belittle all his contemporaries' effons in art or in revolutionary action.
He finally assumes a position as the recognized leading light in a group
of reactionaries; completely disillusioned, particularly with intellecrual
things, he is ready for anything, even for writing biographies of
industrial magnates, in order to gain a position of power within the
intellectual field. He does in fact end up obtaining the high-rankins
position from which he can dominate all the theatres and all the press.
and where he can give free rein to what you Americans magnificend,of
describe as his 'meatballism', that is, the anti-intellectual stanceres
dominated, underling intellectuals which found its exemplary expuch
sion as much in Zhdanovism as in National Socialist populism (s
comparisons are more than simple analogies, because they are based
the homology between different structures of the ruling class). the
But it is through Frederic that one can demonstrate most fully all eP
implications of Flaubert's model. An heir who does not wish to be tavek:
up by his inheritance and made what he is, i.e. a 'bourgeois', he wa I
between reproduction strategies which are all quite incompatible W f
one another. By persistently refusing to follow the normal cou rsme arsociological and biological reproduction, for example, through a
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Louise, he ultimately jeopardizes those chances of repro
ith
w
e
(laS ion that he does possess. At different stages his contradictory
d�C�ition s drive him towards each of the poles which dominate the
a""clal space m whIch he moves: he vaCIllates between an artistic or a
so iness career and, at the same time, between the two women
bUSresponding to these social stances, passionate love for Madame
a more reasoned affair with Madame Dambreuse. This
���ouxtioand
the mfalltble sIgn of a bemg Without gravity, lacking all the
IS
n
a
l
cil
, eigh t of character and seriousness, and hence incapable of offering the
:: t resistance to the forces of the field.
leasredenc uses hIS mherttance to defer and postpone the moment when
F actually inherit; his subjective indetermination tends to prolong
he will
.
whIch he eXIsts. Lackmg any Impetus of his
In
mdeclslon
of
e
Ihe statwhether it be the bourgeois
tendency to uphold an inherited
own, position or the petit-bourgeois
desire to attain such a position,
dominant the golden rule of the field of power,
trying to bring about the
he breaks
marriage of opposing extremes, the coincidentia oppositorum, by
attempting to maintain a position of untenable equilibrium between the
worlds. In fact, Frederic's sentimental education is nothing other
than a progressive apprenticeship in the impossibility of reconciling two
di fferent worlds: art and unalloyed passion on the one hand, money and
venal affection on the other. The story of his failures is nothing other
Ihan the enumeration of those unfortunate coincidences when the two
worlds, which he can bring together only to the extent that he keeps
them carefully apart, suddenly become entangled one with the other.
Owing to the duality of these distinct worlds, Frederic can, as Flaubert
says, lead the 'double life' which enables him to put off, for a time, any
lasting or binding decision (one has only to think of all those misun
derstandings which successively occur to Frederic's advantage or disad
vantage). But the risk of an accident, an unforeseen collision between
social possibilities, each of which would normally exclude the others, is
none the less inherent in the simultaneous existence of several separate
and distinct series. The most typical example of this role-switching is
°hganized by Martinon, something of a specialist in such matters. He
rows Madame Dambreuse into the willing arms of Frederic and, in the
rn�a nti me, courts and marries the Dambreuses' daughter, Cecile, thus
�n entlng Monsieur Dambreuse's fortune, which he had formerly hoped
a
hO �ta ln through Madame Dambreuse, who is finally disinherited by her
hs and at the very moment that Frederic inherits her from him. The
Pof enomenon of social ageing, with its correspondingly diminished range
O
S
possibilities, is none other than the series of successive and
nveceSSCIal
crises arising from the interplay of two incompatible unierses,ary
those of art and business.
The Structure of
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Flaubert and the French Literary Field
We can check our model by observing the trajecrory of Arnou�'
is, from the structural point of view, Frederic's exact double.
who occupies the intellectual pole of the field of power, is, like
a double-sided character who represents money and business in
world of an. As a member of the an industry, he is really at h...�..
neither with an, nor with industry; and it is his very vagueness whi�
with Frederic, leads to his downfall. 'His intelligence could neither .
high enough to attain the realm of art, nor remain bourgeois enoUPA,ltte
concentrate purely on the profit; so that the end he satisfied no.
and ruined himself in the process.' Like Frederic, he endeavoursOllt
postpone the unhappy fate that awaits him as the inhabitant of 18
incompatible universes, but he can do so only by endlessly plaYin�
do�b,le. �ame with an on the one hand and money on the other. �
Fredenc s case, life h,srory, taken as a process of sOCIal agemg, is tralll!
through a series of necessary reductions in the range of objective
possibilities. As far as ambition IS concerned, the OSCillation o.f the
pendulum from art (or even several ans) to money and back again tenck
ro diminish as time goes on; but Frederic nevenheless continues
oscillate between a position of power in the an world on the one haad
and, on the other, a position in the realm of upper administration aad
business under the wing of Monsieur Dambreuse. Sentimentally speak
ing, Frederic continues until the very end to swing widely betwfCII
amour (ou headlong passion, the art for art's sake of love - and
mercenary affairs. On the one hand we have Madame Arnoux, and
the other, Rosanette or Madame Dambreuse, not ro mention
who offers Frederic a haven in those moments when his srock is low.
To understand the losing game, the 'loser takes all' sort of game that
Frederic makes of his life, one must be aware of the correspondences
that Flaubert establishes between the different forms of love and the
different forms of art, as well as of the invened relationship between �ID
world of pure an and the world of business. The an game is, in fact, .
relation ro the business world, a losing game, a game of loser takes a(III!
The real winners are the losers: those who earn money and honours ve
was Flaubert who said 'honours bring dishonour'), those who achied.
on
wordly success surely jeopardize their salvation in the world beyerd
The underlying law of this paradoxical game is that it is ro one's int o '
to be disinterested: the advantage always falls ro those who seek n :
The love of an is an unreasoning love, at least when considered fro� ill
point of view of the everyday world, the normal world, as portray
the bourgeois theatre of the day.
ill
�
e
er
w
Flauben gives us a model of the different forms of love which
the process of being invented, as one can see, for example, by reading
efI
vie de boheme, and he makes it clear that the hisrorical inventi on o f n 'dI
forms of love, represented in the novel by Frederic's relationshi ps WI
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Sentimental Education 1 55
and Rosanette, is inseparable from the hisrorical
oux
Arn
e
�3da��n of new forms of love of art. A perfect homology exists
i�ven
forms of love and the forms of the love of an. The structure
een th e
bf[\t� relationship between the forms of love IS clearly revealed the
of e t the auction sale when Madame Dambreuse and Rosanette meet
scene a
himself
Frederic
finds
Arnoux.
Madame
by
left
objects
the
of
t
ro
in f ; between the woman who buys love, Madame Dambreuse, and
pla e
sells
it,
Rosanette,
and
between
the
two
who
forms
of
man
o
[he r�eois love, the legitimate wife and the mistress, which are comple
bOu
and hierarchized, like the monde and the demi-monde. It is
�e tary
that Frederic makes a statement of that pure love which, fixing on
e
r
e
transportS it beyond all price. There is a perfect homology
[
,
ct
je
b
I[\�
opposition between art for an's sake and bourgeois an. Just as
wi the
art for an's sake of love, so an for an's sake is the pure
re love is the term
'a work of an' is reserved exclusively for the object
jUve of art: the
�at has no price, which is never sold and which in any event is not
�reated to be sold. Through his unreasoning passion for Madame
fundamental
Arnoux, Frederic seeks ro apply to the field of power the
a losing
law of the anistic and literary fields: having chosen to play
game, he can do none other than lose; and he loses on all accounts,
because unlike pure art, pure love is necessarily sterile, and can never be
embodied through any act of creation.
It is in this equivalence between pure love and art for art's sake that
we perceive the real essence of F1auben's identification with Frederic. By
insisting on unreasoning passion and pure love, which turns upside
down the laws of the conventional world of business, money, business
men and mercenary women, Frederic reproduces the essential features in
the make-up of the modern anist, a new category invented by the
creation of an auronomous artistic field: the creation of a new art of
living that Routs the laws obtaining in the everyday world outside.
. Flaubert is undoubtedly one of those who contributed most ro the
InVention of the anist's life or, ro be more precise, the field of art, this
UoPSide-down world whose laws are the exact contrary of those in the
ry world and where the artist's very impotence is the mainspring
;o dina
h iS creative potency. Writing about impotence is perhaps for Flauben
One Way
grasping the truth of the very special potency which is
granted toofwriters
for
retrospective
writings.
This
capacity
and
their
pp
�n ropriation through the near-magical evocation of the past is rooted
potence, in the powerlessness to appropriate the present and things
phesIJnent.
We are not far from Proust, who understood Flauben's taste for
I
�' mdpsoerfect so well.
we return ro the phrase which, at the very end of the novel,
Conc� u
des
the comments of Frederic and Deslauriers about their un
ccessful visit
to the brothel: 'It was there that we had the best of our
The Structure of
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Flaubert and the French Literary Field
lives.' This tale of innocent impotence, this rout of naivete and
stands out, in retrospect, as a peak of achievement, a fulfilment. tu!itY.
it symbolically condenses Frederic's whole life story, that .n f�
extremely gratifying awareness of being in possession of a nu � b'e,tbt
possibilities among which he will not and cannot choose. If the II(
ends with the nostalgic account of this sort of initial scene, it is b castar,
like the prophecies and the premonitions of tragic drama, th : llat,
contains in coded form the entire future of the protagonists and of�
relationships to one another. The immediate possession of all t�"'Ir
possIbIlItIes, of all these possIble lIves, creates that uncertainty wh 'cb�
at the heart of the impotence, but it turns out to be a supreme fo: 1&
happiness that the writer carves out for himself when he man: 0(
through his writing, to 'live all human lives'. But, in the normal cour lies,
events, this revelation is always retrospective. 'It was there that weh:
the best of our lives.' Victor Brombert, who saw very clearly that thia
phrase holds as It were the key to SentImental Ed�c�tlOn, reminds us, in
the same connectIon, of the phrase WIth w� lch Fredenc ends his accoUQ[
of hIS relanonshlp WIth Madame Arnoux: Never mind, he says, we shaD
have loved each other dearly.' Because it goes against all the laws of the
ordinary world and ordinary love, pure love is experienced as a furwe
anterior, as an unrealized condition in the past. And, in the same way,
art, thIS power to create semblances of reality which are more real than
reality, is rooted in the artist's inability to face reality.
The relationship which blinds Frederic to Madame Arnoux, this
feeling to which all other earthly goals, and above all the striving after
power and money, are firmly subordinated, is the precise equivalent, ina
different sphere, of the feeling that the writer as defined by Flaubert
entertains in relation to his art. Frederic never quite achieves in real
experience the happiness of his dreams; he is impassioned by a 'nostal"
and ineffable yearning' through the evocation of images of the mistresses
of former kings; he conspires, through his clumsiness, his indecision or
his fastidiousness, with those strokes of fate which come to delay or
impede the fulfilment of his desires and his ambitions. One could quote
twenty passages from the Correspondence where Flaubert himself saYS
precisely this. For example: 'There are many things which leavehl�ch
unperturbed when I see them or when others talk of them, but W, but
arouse me, irritate me, or cut me to the quick, if I speak about them
above all, if I write about them myself.' Or, and again I quote: 'Wh;
one IS at gnps WIth lIfe, one perceIves it badly, the suffenng o r of
outlaW
an
enJoyment
IS
too
keen.
For
me,
the
artist
is
a
monstrosity,
nature. ,
]tC
f
m
proble
This is a far cry from the usual way of stating the
.ol :nd
relanonshlp between the wrIter and his hero as well as of the socIa
156
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ncy and impotence which is, beyond all doubt, one of
ote
p
I
5e,,�ae t'S central obsessions ' In fact, Flaubert takes his distance from
fla��de .� who is one of his own possibilities, and from his impotence, his
free sl:e ess and his indifference, in the very act of writing Frederic's
ind " For we know that one of the aspects of Frederic's impotence is
hi tot ca nnot write. But Flaubert does not stop at affirming his own
tha �I1�y by objectifying impotence; he also objectifies the principle .of
polt mbolic power of obJecnftcanon. He perceIves It m the mcapaclty
th Sr�Lsal to possess in naked simplicity, if you will allow me . the
either women or money or power, and he also obJecnfles
n,
ssio
e�r��ric's relationships with the structure of the field of power which
d this Impotence and, although he does not say It, behmd hIS
r." � bephin
objectify
this
impotence
to
in a novel.
r
owe
ol;n the character of Frederic, Flaubert expresses
the generative formula
n
at the foundation of his fictional work. This formula is a
1�hichonlies
of a twofold refusal, which favours a relationship of
lati shipg distance
with the social world. This relation .of double
�bj ectifyin
of
refusal is clearly eV Idenced m the frequent appearance m hIS workand
Henry
schemes:
serve
generative
as
which
characters
of
pairs
hose
t in the first Sentimental Education, Frederic and Deslauriers,
Jules
Pellerin and Delmar in the second. The same formula explains Flaubert's
ti aste for antithesis and symmetrical constructions, especially noticeable
n Bouvard et Pichuchet, and his liking for parallel antithesis, for
criss-crossed trajectories which lead so many of his characters from one
end of the field of power to the other, with all the ensuing train of
sentimental recantations and correlative political reversals. But the
clearest proof of the existence of this generative formula is given in the
outlines of novels published by Madame Durry and particularly in the
one entitled The Friend's Vow. The structures that are overlaid and
hidden, as the writer works and shapes his initial intuition, are now
perfectly visible, and we can follow the criss-crossed trajectories of no
fewer than three pairs of antithetical characters.
d' A good example of the double refusal leading to a stance of
lIUSIoned social aloofness can be seen in Flaubert's use of free
ISl
repOrted speech and quotation. Quotation, in Flaubert's hands, is
elJlInently ambiguous and can be taken as either a token of approval or a
�gnal of derision, and this phenomenon demonstrates quite well the
a
which Flaubert may veer from hostility to identification. This
ai b·,n
r ll Ivalence is perceptible when Flaubert, in his Dictionnaire des idees
singles out the expression tanner contre, to thunder against
s��ues,.
trailleth lng. One cannot help thinking that Flaubert himself falls into the
agaPl oStf th'thundering against the bourgeois propensity for thundering
n mgs or persons.
The Structure of
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This aloofness from the social world, the origins of which We .
analyse later, meant that Flaubert was clearly predisposed to prOd1NiQ
the vIew of the SOCIal space that he puts before us 10 Sentim""Utt
Education. One could call it a sociological view of things, except
th
differs from a sociological analysis by its specifically literary form. Siat�It
this form paradoxically conceals the underlying structure that it rev�
- a paradox borne out by the fact that the structure is perfectly obvio
as soon as it is pointed out - it has remained unnoticed so far. III
The sociological reading, which abruptly unveils the structure that th
literary text unveils while still veiling it, runs uncomfortably COunter toe
the lIterary approach; and more often than not it gives rise to hostil
reacnons, smce It IS consIdered somewhat vulgar. In such a case, insteade
of waxmg mdlgnant and putting the reactIOn down to ingrained
reSIstance to scientific analysis, the sociologist should try to understand
the grounds for such behaviour: he should try to grasp the difference
between literary expression and scientific expression, which comes to
lIght when a fICtIonal work is translated in scientific terms. For the
sociologist lays bare a truth that the literary text will reveal only in
veiled terms, that it will say only in such a manner as to leave it unsaid,
that IS, by means of neganon, of Verneinung, as Freud uses the term. By
so domg, he also uncovers the fact that the specific quality of literary
expression consists precisely of this negation, this Verneinung, that is
operative in literary form. This way of withholding things which is
characteristic of the literary view of life is the thing which, above and
beyond the aesthetic function it fulfils, enables an author to reveal truths
that would otherwise be unbearable.
No doubt you have been wondering whether Flaubert knowingly
constructed the model that I have found in his novel. In fact, literary
fiction is undoubtedly, for the author and his reader, a way of making
known that which one does not wish to know. It is in this light that one
should consider all those fictional conventions of the novel as a garnc
which defines what we call realism. The appearance of reality which
satisfies the need to know is in fact achieved by that semblance of realit)'
which allows the reader to ignore the real state of things, to refuse to see
things as they really are. The sociological reading of a text breaks the
spell by breaking the tacit complicity that binds author and reader
together in the same relationship of negation with regard to the reaht)'
indicated in the text. Such a reading, although i t reveals a truth that t�e
text says, but in such a way as not to say it, does not reveal the teXr s
own truth; and it would be completely erroneous if it claimed to give the
entire truth contained in a text which owes its specificity precisely to the
fact that it does not say what it says in a way a scientific text would .saY
it. It is doubtless the form, the literary form in which literary objecnfIca158
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es place, which enables the most deeply buried and the. most
,10"1 takidden
truth to emerge: indeed, the form constitutes the veIl that
[ Yh
e1ows author and reader to hide from themselves (as well as from
s�f
�I ) this repressed truth (in this case, the structure of the field of
othweer� and the model of social ageing). This no doubt explains how it
phoapPens that literature so often reveals, by means of negation or
ung" truths which social sciences, with theIr promethean amblein
e
y rll
,[ " cannot qUIte grasp.
l°The charm of literature lies to a great extent in the fact that, unlike
, according to Searle, It deals WIth senous matters WIthout askmg.
Cls .ebe"cetake
'
I'ICence It
d
h
f
,
h
completely
seriously,
It
is
t
e
act
wntmg
an
t
e
n
t�ants for negated, disavowed confession that bestows on the author
f and his reader a negated, unavowed understand109, whICh IS no
�imselhalf
understanding but rather an understandmg whICh IS at once
ere null.
In his Critique of Dialectical Reason, Same says of h,s
tal and
Marx, 'I understood everything, and I understood
�f st readings ofis the
understanding of life that we get through readmg
nothing.' Such
novels: we understand everything and we understand nothmg. If
all human
th rough writing and reading one can, as Flaubert says, 'lIve
lives', this is only because they are ways of not IIvlOg those lIves. And we
have to learn everything again from scratch when we actually expenence
those situations we have lived through a hundred times in the pages of
novels.
Flaubert the novelist of novelistic illusion, reveals the essence of this
illusion, I; life as in novels, the romantic characters - and novelists
among them - are perhaps those who take fiction seriously, not, as has
been suggested, ro escape reality and flee to imaginary worlds, but
because, like Frederic, they simply cannot take reality seriously, because
they cannot come to grips with the present as it presents itself, the
insistent and therefore terrifying present as it stands. The smooth
running of all social mechanisms, whether in the literary field or in the
field of power, depends on the existence of the iI/usia, the interest, the
InVestment, in both economic and psychological senses (this mvestment
called Besetzung in German and 'cathexis' in English). But Fredenc IS
amman who cannot throw himself into any of the games WIth art or
oney that society produces and proposes to its members. His bovarism
a flight into unreality motivated by his inability to take realIty
seriously , to take seriously the stakes in so called serious games. The
nOvelistic illusion which in its most radical form, as with Don Quixote
and Emma Bovary, go�s so far as to abolish completely the frontier
between reality and fiction, seems to be powered by the fact that realIty
IS experienced as an illusion. If such illusions or delusions thrive above
all i n adolescence, and if Frederic seems a perfect example of this age, it
The Structure of
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Flaubert and the French Literary Field
is perhaps because the entry into adult life, that is, into one or anothtr Of
the social games that society asks us to invest in, does not always '
the most obvIous thIng to do. Frederic, like all difficult adolescen ,
serves as a formidable analyst of our deepest relationships with so "
To objectify romantic, fictional illusion� and above all, the relatio��hr'
wIth the so-called real world on whIch It hInges, IS to be reminded th P
the realIty agaInst whIch we measure all our imaginings is merely tb!
recognIzed referent for an (almost) unIversally recognIzed Illusion.
Flaubert says all this without saying it, and it is quite understand bl
that we understand without understanding. One is reminded of Pro: t
comment: 'A work that is st�mped :-vith theories is like an object tha� �
stili stamped wIth ItS prIce. That IS to say, there is something vulgar
about brIngIng to the surface of a literary work its underlying theories
And yet, one should go all the way and try to make explicit the theoty of
the lIterary effect, of the novel's charm that is contained within th
analysIS of the effect that the sociological analysis exerts upon a litera;
text. The novelIstic VISIon SImulates and dissimulates reality; in the very
act of gIVIng It, It wIthdraws It. The form of the lIterary creation by
whIch wrIters are able to say whatever the formal conventions of the day
allow them to say IS Itself a mask; It brtngs unreality to what it presents
as reality. Li,terary charm lies in this double game: 'Quae plus latent,
plus placent, saId SaInt Bernard. The more a work hides, the greater the
pleasure. The mOre the writings are able to suggest, veiling what they art
unveIlIng, the greater is the specifically literary effect that they produce
and that the objectification tends to destroy.
Literary charm lies in a relationship of veiled revelation between an
historical form and an historical content or context. The 'eternal charm'
that Marx himself felt obliged to confer at least to Greek art may be
understood in purely historical terms. It appears when what the veiled
revelation reveals IS an invariant historical structure, as, in the particular
case of Sentimental Education, the srructure of the field of power that
every adolescent (at least every bourgeois adolescent) must confront, in
1 848 as well as in 1 968.
These are my initial reflections on Sentimental Education. Since the
novel only reveals the structure of the society which it expresses in a
dIsguised fashion, in the next lecture we shall have to come back to thee
direct, frankly sociological analysis of the structure of the field of powchr
and of the literary field in which Flaubert himself took shape and whi
lIes behInd hIS representation of this structure.
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scheme which, as
what I have termed Flaubert's formula,rt'sthehabgenitusera, tive
is at the basis of the
the fundamental structure of Flaube world. In sum
, on the one hand,
Flaubertian construction of the social
Flaubert's sociology, meaning the sociology which he producwhes;ichonhetheis
gy of
other, the sociology of Flaubert, meaning the sociolo
h elements for the
the object. If it is true that the former furnishes us wit
the structure of
latter, we must first of all submit it to the test. What isgen
?
the social space in which the Flaubertian project was eraintedord
to
In my opinion, the approach the analyst should take ciple ofer his
understand Flaubert's position, and thus uncover the prin
work, is precisely the opposite of Same's approach in The Family Idiot.
work
Generally speaking, Same seeks the genetic principle of Flaubert's
In the individual Gustave, in his infancy, in his first familial experiences.
l
Using the method outlined in the chapter of the Critique of Dialectica
Reason entitled 'Questions of Method', Sartre hopes to discover a
mediation between social structures and the work. He finds this
mediation thanks to a method of analysis which integrates psychoana
lysis and sociology in a social psychology of Flaubert, and which, as
eVIdenced by the title, accords an enormous role to Flaubert's posItIon In
hIS family and to the experiences associated with the relationships
between Flaubert, his father and his older brother.

Flaubert and the French Literary Field
One may credit Same with having reintroduced the social dimens'
into intra-familial relations: the relationship to the father or the Ol�
brother is one of the probable careers which are proposed to Flaubert
and thus to the space of social possibles available to him. Neverthel�
we do not abandon the point of view of the individual; or indeed, when
we do, It IS to leap, In one motIon, Into the ,socIety' taken In its entiret
(vol. 2 of The Family Idiot). Thus we have on the one hand ay
macro-sociology, and on the other a social micro-psychology, without a
relation between the two ever being rruly established.
We find here something that happens to all who attempt a sociol
gical analysis of literary creation; it is as much the case with Lukacs :
Goldmann as with Adorno in relation to Heidegger, among so man r
others. This is also what makes one doubt the possibility of a truY
so�iology of literary creation. Same's merit is that, with his character�
Istlcally mad energy, he pushed the paradigm to its limits, setting the
considerable resources of his talent and culture to the task of attempting
to account totally for a creative proJect as a function of SOCIal variables.
And I believe he failed (even if he brings interesting ideas to the
psycho-sociology of Flaubert's family experience).
Thus, we must completely reverse the procedure and ask, not how a
writer comes to be what he is, in a sort of genetic psycho-sociology, but
rather how the position or 'post' he occupies - that of a writer of a
particular type - became constituted. It is only then that we can ask if
the knowledge of particular social conditions of the production of what
I have termed his habitus permits us to understand that he has succeeded
in occupying this position, if only by transforming it. The genetic
structuralism I propose is designed to understand both the genesis of
social structures - the literary field - and the genesis of the dispositions
of the habitus of the agents who are involved in these structures.
This is not self-evident. For example, historians of art and literature,
victims of what I call the illusion of the constancy of the nominal,
retrospectively transport, in their analyses of cultural productions prior
to the second half of the nineteenth century, definitions of the writer and
the artist which are entirely recent historical inventions and which.a
having become constitutive of our cultural universe, appear to uS asert
given. The invention of the writer and the artist, to which Flaub se
himself greatly contributed, is the end result of a collective enterpn
which is inseparable from ( 1 ) the constitution of an autonomous literal')'.
field, independent of or even opposite to the economic field (e.g
bohemian vs bourgeois), and (2) the constitution of a tactical positioll
within the field (e.g. artist vs bohemian).
.
What do I mean by 'field'? As I use the term, a field is a separate soeO"f
universe having its own laws of functioning independent of thosd as
politics and the economy. The existence of the writer, as fact an
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from
the
existence
inseparable
of
the
literary
field
as
an
is
e
vaI u �omous universe endowed with specific principles of evaluation of
auacrorices and works. To understand Flaubert or Baudelaire, or any
p,.rrlrer major or minor, is first of all to understand what the status of
er'consists of at the moment considered; that is, more precisely, the
rlr
'V al conditions of the possibility of this social function, of this social
S���onage. In fact, the invention of the writer, in the modern s'!nse of the
Perm, is inseparable from the progre.sslve invention of a particular SOCIal
r arne, which I term the Izterary fIeld and whIch IS constituted as It
geS ablishes its autonomy, that IS to say, ItS speCIfIC laws of functioning,
r n the field of power.
irhi
w To pro vide a preliminary idea of what I mean by that I will make use
f the old notion of the 'Republic of Letters', of which Bayle, in his
historique et critique, had announced the fundament al
�ictionnaire
is what reigns in the Republic of Lerrers. This Republic is
law: 'Liberty free
empire is that of truth and reason;
an extremely state. In it, the only
about
and under their auspices, war is naively waged against just fathers
anybody. Friends must protect themselves from their friends,
from children, fathers-in-law from sons-in-law: it is a century of iron. In
it everyone is both ruler and subject of everyone else.' Several funda
mental properties of the field are enunciated in this text, in a partly
normative, partly positive mode: the war of everyone against everyone,
that is, universal competition, the closing of the field upon itself, which
causes it to be its own market and makes each of the producers seek his
customers among his competitors; the ambiguity, therefore, of this
world where one may see, according to the adopted perspective, the
paradise of the ideal republic, where everyone is at once sovereign and
subject, or the hell of the Hobbesian battle of everyone against everyone.
But it is necessary to make the definition somewhat more precise. The
literary field (one may also speak of the artistic field, the philosophical
f,eld, etc.) is an independent social universe with its own laws of
functioning, its specific relations of force, its dominants and its domi
nated,
and
so
forth.
to
Put
another
way,
to
speak
of
'field'
is
recall
that
hterary works are produced in a particular social universe endowed with
particular institutions and obeying specific laws. And yet this observa
tion runs counter to both the tradition of internal reading, which
Considers works in themselves independently from the historical condi
tions in which they were produced, and the tradition of external
e�p hcation, which one normally associates with sociology and which
re ates the works directly to the economic and social conditions of the
moment.
his
I
a vague social background nor even a milieu
:lIstlquefieldlikeis aneither
universe of personal relations between artists and
titers (perspectives
adopted by those who study 'influences'). It is a
a
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veritable social universe where, in accordance with its particu
there accumulates a partIcular form of capital an d where rei lar.
atlOQs
. Iar type are exerted. Th,' s univ. er
force f a partlcu
entirely speCIfic struggles, notably concerning the quessetioisnthofe
who IS part of the Universe, who. is a real writer and who is Kn,o,
Important fact, for the mterpretatlon of works' is that this au not.
socI. aI unIv' erse "functio. ns somewhat ilk. e a prISm
. which reIfratonorn -n....
externa I determmatlon: demographlC. , economIc. or political ts e -. ,
alway.s retranslated accordmg to the specific logic of the fie events
by thIs mtermed,ary that they act on the logic of the develd, and It.�II
lopment Of
works.
To know Flaubert (or Baudelaire or Feydeau), to un
work, IS thus to understand, first of al l, what this entirely derstand hit.
universe IS,. WIth customs as organIzed and mysterious special sociII
pnmltlve tnbe. It ls to understand, in the first place, how as those of '
relation to the field of power and, in particular, in it is defined i
fundamental la w of thIS Universe, which is that of econ relation to �
Without going into detail at this point in the analysis, omy and p w r.
that the ilterary f,eld IS the economic world reversI w ill mere� �
fundamental Ia w of thIS speclf.c un iverse, that of ed; that is, tit!
whICh estabils. hes a negative correlation between tediSinterestedness,
fmancl. al) success and properly artistIc value, IS the invemporal (notably
economIc exchange: The. artistic field is a universe ofrsbee of the law of
production dlstmgulshes Itself from the production of th lief. Cultural
obJects that It must produce not only the object in its e mOSt common
also the value of thIS obJect, that IS, the recognition of ar materiality, but
Th,s IS mseparable from the production of the artist tistic legitimacy.
artist or wnrer, 10 other words, as a creator of value. or the writer as
mean109 of the artist's signature would thus be in orA reflection on the
der.
In the second place,. this autonomous field, a kind of
Corner of madness wlthm the field of power, occupi coin de folie or
es a dominated
position In the field. Those who enter this completely pa
game partIcIpate 10 dommatlon, but as dominated ag rticular sociarale
neIther dommant, plam and SImple, nor are they dom ents: theythey
want to beileve at certam moments of their history). Rat inated (aocs upy
a dommated position the dominant class, they arher,owthey cof a
dommated form of power at the interior of the sphere e poners. This
structurally contradIctory position is absolutely crucial foof unwer tand·
mg the positions taken by writers and artists, notably in strrug dersin the
gles
SOCIal world.
Dominated among the dominant, writers and artists are placed in a
precanous poSItIOn whIch destmes them to a kind of objective, therefore
sub/ectlve, mdetermmatlon: the image which others, notably the doml'
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the field of power, send back to them is marked by the
hin
wit
which is generated 10 all soclenes by bemgs . defymg
n,fIl,nbtlVS alencelassific
ations.
The
wnter
or
the
mtellectual
IS
en/omed
to
a
on
coflltllle st�tuS, which is a bit suspect: as possessor of a dominated weak
. If somewhere between th e two roIes
.
h,mse
douber, he is obliged to situate
v
,
o
pr presen!ed in medieval tradition, by the orator, symboilc counter
e h ° the bellator' charged with preaching and praying, with saying
,veig t
and
good' with consecrating or condemning by speech,
.
he true and the
.
,�es �o
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f
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d
an
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from
freed
character
a
' ,he fool,
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d yt e
ces,
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consequen
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"
o'
wh l�asure of breaking the rule or of shocking. Every ambiguity of the
puor�e�n intellectual is inscribed in the character of the fool: he IS the ugly
rn
the
or
warns
who
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bit
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and
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occupy
they
on
i
posit
srrong proportion of individuals who possess all the properties of the
dominant class minus one: money. They are, ,f I may say, . parents
pallures or 'poor relatives' of the great bourgeOIs dynasnes � anstocrats
already ruined or 10 declme, members of stigmatized mmonnes ilke Jews
or foreigners. One thus discovers, from the first moment, that IS, at the
level even of the social position of the ilterary and arnstlc field 10 the
field of power, a property which Same discovered within the do",'estlc
unit and in the particular case of Flaubert: the wnter IS the poor
reiative', the idiot of the bourgeois family.
.
of power leads
The sttuctural ambiguity of their position in the fIeld
writers and painters, these 'penniless bourgeois' in Pissarro's words, to
maintain an ambivalent relationship with the dominant class wlthm the
field of power, those whom they call 'bourgeois', as well as WIth the
dominated, the 'people'. In a similar way, they for?, an ambIguous
of their own position in social space and of their SOCIal function:
Ithmage
is expla ins the fact that they are subject to great fluctuation, notably 10
the area of politics (for example, when the centre of gravIty of the fteld
shIfted towards the left in 1 848 one notes a general swmg towards
'social art': Baudelaire, for insta�ce, speaks of the childish or 'puerile
Utopia of art for art's sake' and rises up in violent terms against pure art
(see De I't.cole pai'enne, 1 85 1 ).
.
The characteristics of the positions occupIed
by mtellectuals
and
'
artISts in the field of power can be specified as a funcnon
of
the
positions
they occupy in the literary or artistic field. In other words, the position
of the literary field within the field of power affects everythmg that
'5

0
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occurs within the latter. In order to understand what artists and ", .�
can say or do, .one must always take into account their membershi
dominated UnIverse and the greater or lesser distance of this unP Of,
from that of the dominant class, an overall distance that varieslv�
dIfferent periods and SOCIeties and also, at any given time, with var�
positions wIthin the Itterary field. One of the great principl O!II
differentiation within the literary field, in fact, lies in the relatio:��
towards the structural position of the field, and thus of the writer -:"P
different positions within the literary field favour; or, if one prefe��
the different ways of realIZIng thiS fundamental relationship, that 1' �
the different relationships with economic or political power, and 'N5,.111
the dominant fraction, that are associated with ti)ese different pOsiti ilh
Thus the three positions around which the literary field is organ:
between 1 830 and 1 850, namely, to use the indigenous labels, 'social
art', 'art for art's sake' and 'bourgeois art', must be understood first
so . many particular forms of the generic relationship which uni�
wnrers, dominated-dominant, ro the dominant-dominant. The Dal";
of social art, republican and democratic like Pierre Leroux, Louis Blanc
or Proudhon, or liberal Catholics like Lamennais and many others who
are now completely �nknown, condemn the. 'egotistical' art of the
partIsans of art for art s sake and demand that Itterature fulfil a social
political function. Their lower position within the literary field, at the
intersection of the Itterary field with the political field doubtlea
maintains a circular causal relationship with respect to their solidarity
with the dominated, a relationship that certainly is based in part
hostlltty rowards the dominant within the intellectual field.
The partisans of 'bourgeois art', who write in the main for the theatre,
are. closely and directly tied to the dominant class by their lifestyle and
their system of values, and they receive, in addition to significant
material benefIts (the theatre is the most economically profitable of
Itterary actIVIties) all the symbols of bourgeois honour notably the
Academy. In painting, with Horace Vernet or Paul Delaroche, in
literature with Paul de Kock or Scribe, the bourgeois public is presented
with an attenuated, softened, watered-down version of RomanticiSIILt
The restoration of 'healthy and honest' art is the responsibility of �ha
has been called the 'school of good sense': those like Ponsard, EmIle
Augier, Jules Sandeau and, later, Octave Feui}let, Murger, Cheru buliczve,
Alexandre Dumas fils, Maxime Ducamp. Emile Augier and Octa
FeUillet, whom Jules de Goncourt called the 'family Musset', and whZIe?JIId
Flaubert detested even more than Ponsard, subject the most fren
Romanticism to the tastes and norms of the bourgeoisie, celebrant ,
mamage, good manage'!'ent of property, the honourable placemen the
children in life. Thus, Emile Augier, in L 'Aventuriere, combines
166
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and Musset with praise of morality
Hugo
of
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iscenc
remin
.
nral
e
sent lrmily life, a satire on courtesans and condemnation of love late in
alinfed. a
l
but
centra
a
y
occup
sake
art's
for
of
art
ers
defend
the
S
'fhU ally ambiguous position in the field which destines them to feel
r
stru�t u oub led intensity the contradictions that are inherent in the
wlt ' du oUS position of the field of cultural production in the field of
bg
,
a'" �r Their position in the field compels them to think of themtoselves
P�\�h� aesthetic as well as the politic,al level, i � .opposition the
?bourgeois artists',. homologo�s to the . bO,urgeOls In �he .Ioglc of th;
,
s
boor
ltst
socla
the
to
and
s
l
artist
SOCia
the
to
sition
Oppo
in
and
fi,eId
to the 'bohemians', homologous to the 'people'.
FI�ubert's words, orsucce
the
to
ding
accor
usly,
taneo
simul
or
y
ssivel
felt
are
cts
i
confl
ch
� al climate. As a result, the members of this group are led to form
ic
t
li
�
Pontradictory images of the groups they oppose as well as of themselves.
the social world according to criteria that are first of all
�ividing, upa proc
ess that leads them to cast the 'bourgeois', who are
aesthetic
d by the material problems of
closed to art, and the 'people', imprisone
ed class, they can simultaneously
everyday existence, into the same scorn
working class or with a new
or successively identify with a glorified ples:
'I include in the word
aristocracy of the spirit. A few exam
bourgeo is, the bourgeois in work ing smocks and the bourgeois in frock
coats. We, and we alone, that is the cultured, are the people, or to put it
better, the tradition of humanity' (letter to George Sand, May 1867) .
'All must bow before the elite: the Academy of Sciences must replace the
Pope.'
Brought back towards the 'bourgeois' when they feel threatened by
the bohemians, they can be prompted by their disgust for the bourgeois
Or the bourgeois artist to procla im their solida rity with all those whom
the brutality of bourgeois interests and prejudices rejects or excludes:
the bohemian, the young artist, the acrobat, the ruined noble, the
'good-hearted servant' and especially, perhaps, the prostitute, a figure
who is symbolic of the artist's relationship to the market.
Their disgust for the bourgeois, a customer who is at the same time
Sought after and scorned, whom they reject as much as he rejects them,
fed, in the intellectual field, the first horizon of all aesthetic and
Political conflicts, by disgust for the bourgeois artist, that disloyal
ois
hoornn petitor who assures for himself immediate success anda bourge
our by denying himself as a writer: 'There is something thousand
es rnore dangerous than the bourgeois,' says Baudelaire in his
�rnItno
sltes esthetiques, 'and that is the bourgeois artist, who was created
the other.'
;ft CoISrne between the artist and genius, who hides each from
remarkable that all the partisans of art for art's sake, with the
l

IS
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exception of Bouilhet and Banville, suffered resounding defeat III' lilt
theatre, lIke Flaubert and the Goncourts, or that, like Gaulier �
Baudelaire, they kept librettos or scripts in their portfolios.) SIl\(d
�
the scorn shown at other times by the professionals of artistic ena�
vour, the partisans of art for art's sake, towards the literary pr leta
who are Jealous of their success, inspires the image that they ha� of�
'populace'. The Goncourts, in their journal, denounce 'the ryr:lilly!be0(
the brasseries and of bohemian life over all real workers' and
Flaubert to the 'great bohemians', like Murger, in order to j usti :i�
conviction that 'one must be an honest man and an hono benIt
bourgeois in order to be a man of talent'. Placed at the field's ce:::,: of
gravity, they lean towards one pole or the other according to the St t
the forces .outside the field and their indirect consequences Withi� e:
field, shifting towards polmcal commitment or revolutionary syl\( a.
thles 10 1 848 and towards mdlfference or conservatism under �
Second Empi reo
This double rejection of the two opposing poles of social space and of
the literary field, rejection of the 'bourgeois' and of the 'people' at the
same time a rejection of :bourgeois art' and 'social art', is continually
mamfested 10 the purely lIterary domain of style. The task of writing is
expenenced as a permanent struggle against two opposing dangers: 'I
alternate between the most extravagant grandiloquence and the most
academic platitudes. This smacks alternatively of Petrus Borel and
Jacques Delille' (to Ernest Feydeau, late November/early December
1 857); 'I am afraid of falling into a sort of Paul de Kock or of producing
Chateaubriandized Balzac' (to Louise Co let, 20 September 1 8 5 1 ) ; 'What
I am currently writing runs the risk of sounding like Paul de Kock if 1
don't impose some profoundly literary form on it' (to Louise Colet, 13
September 1 852). In his efforts to distance himself from the two poles of
the literary field, and by extension of the social field, Flaubert comes to
refuse any mark, any distinctive sign, that could mean support, �r,
worse, membership. Relentlessly hunting down commonplaces, that 15,es
those places in discourse in which an entire group meets and recognizing
itself, and idees w,ues, generally accepted ideas that go without saY ut
for all members of a group and that one cannot take up withceo a
affirming one's adhesion to the group, Flaubert seeks to produ
.I
socially utopian discourse, stripped of all social markers.
The need to distance oneself from all social universes goes hand��
hand with the will to refute every kind of reference to the audien
expectations. Thus Flaubert writes to Renan about the 'Prayer onge f
Acropolis': 'I don't know whether there is a more beautiful paWO\�t
prose in French! It's splendid and I am sure that the bourgeoiS thel
understand a bit of it! So much the better!' The more artists affirm
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produce works which contain and impose their own
o
S
o
n tt�e p o int where they are incapable of appropriating these works for
toemselves. As Ortega y Gasset observes: 'by its very existence new art
tchom els the bon bourgeois to admit who he is: a bon bourgeois, a
Poo unworthy of aesthetic feelings, deaf and blind to all pure beauty'
P"�e Dehumanization of Art). The symbolic revolution through which
(1:. tS free themselves from bourgeois demands and define themselves as
9�[1S le masters of their art while refusing to recognize any master other
t e �otheir art - this is the very meaning of the expression 'art for art's
th�e' has the effect of eliminating the market. The artist triumphs over
s� 'bourgeois' in the struggle to impose aesthetic criteria, but by the
t �e token rejects him as a potential customer. As the autonomy of
S � l ral production increases, so does the time-lag that is necessary for
tu impose the norms of perceptions they bring along. This
�yorks tobetween supply and demand tends to become a structural
time-lag
ic of the restricted field of production, a very special
characteristworld
in which the producers' only customers tend to be their
economic
own competitors.
Thus the Christ-like mystique of the artiste maudit, sacrificed in this
world and consecrated in the next, is nothing other than the retransla
tion of the logic of a new mode of production into ideal and ideology: in
contrast to 'bourgeois artists', assured of immediate customers, the
partisans of art for art's sake, compelled to produce their own market,
are destined to deferred economic gratification. At the limit, pure art,
like p ure love, is not made to be consumed. Instant success is often seen,
as with Leconte de Lisle, as 'the mark of intellectual inferiority'. We are
indeed in the economic world reversed, a game in which the loser wins:
the artist can triumph on the symbolic terrain only to the extent that he
loses On the economic one, and vice versa. This fact can only reinforce
the ambivalence of his relationship to the 'bourgeois', this unacceptable
�nd unobtainable customer. To his friend Feydeau who is attending his
Wife, Flaubert writes: 'You have and will have some good
YPalng
lntlngs, and you will be able to do some good studies. You'll pay for
�hem dearly . The bourgeois hardly realize that we are serving up our
ht art to them. The race of gladiators is not dead: every artist is one of
. He entertains the public with his death throes.' This is a case of
nOem
t letti ng oneself become caught up in the mithridatizing effect created
b
a ; .oU r depe ndence on literary bombast. Gladiator or prostitute, the
agtlSt Invents himself in suffering, in revolt, against the bourgeois,
e/�nlnostmlCmoney, by inventing a separate world where the laws of
necessity are suspended, at least for a while, and where value
is Ot measu
red by commercial success.
o

and
y
r
O
,0 tO O
f eval uation, the greater their chances of pushing the 'bourgeois'
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That being said, one cannot forget the economic conditions of tb
distancing of oneself from economic necessity that we call 'disin terest lit
ness'. The 'heirs', as in Sentimental Education, hold a decisive adva nt t4.
in a world which, as in the world of art and literature, does not prov�
immediate profits: the possibility that it offers for 'holding out' in
absence of a market and the freedom it assures in relation to ur
g
needs is one of the most important factors of the differential success
the avant-garde enterprise and of its unprofitable or, at least, v
long-term investments. 'Flaubert', observed Theophile Gautier to
deau, 'was smarter than us. He had the wit to come into the worl d Wi
money, something that is absolutely indispensable to anyone who wanlS
to get anywhere in art.' I n short, it is still (inherited) money that assures
freedom from money. In painting as in literature, the most innovatiVe
enterprises are the privilege of those who have inherited both the
boldness and the insurance that enable this freedom to grow . . .
Thus we come back to the individual agents and to the personal
characteristics which predispose them to realize the potentialities
inscribed in a certain position. I have attempted to show that the
partisans of art for art's sake were predisposed by their position in the
intellectual field to experience and to express in a particularly acute way
the contradictions inherent in the position of writers and artists in the
field of power. Similarly, I believe that Flaubert was predisposed
through a whole set of properties to express in exemplary fashion the
potentialities inscribed in the camp of art for art's sake. Some of these
characteristics are shared by the whole group. For example, the social
and educational background: Bouilhet, Flaubert and Fromentin are SODS
of famous provincial doctors; Theodore de Banville, Barbey d'Aurevilly
and the Goncourts are from the provincial nobility. Almost every one of
them studied law, and their biographers observe that, for several, the
fathers 'wanted a high social position for them' (this opposes them to the
partisans of 'social art' who, especially after 1 850, come in large P�
from the middle class and even the working classes, while the 'bourgeoIS
artists' are more often from the business bourgeoi sie).
In the position within social space of what was at the time termed
capacites - that is, the 'liberal professions' - one can see the principle 0
particular affinities between writers issuing from that position and
for art's sake which occupies, as we have seen, a central position I n
eP
literary field: les capacites occupy an intermediary position betwe
economic power and intellectual prestige; this position, whose oc
pants are relatively well endowed with both economic and cu lto e.
capital, constitutes a kind of intersection from which one can conrI Oohe
t
With roughly equal probabilities, towards the pole of bus ,"ess. orhas.
pole of art. And it is truly remarkable to see how Ach i lle-Cleap
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father, invested simultaneously in the education of his
fl� n an d in real estate. .
re
. relation established between les capacttes and the other
ective
obj
' ns of the dominant class (not to mention the other classes)
fr� d ess oriented the subconscious dispositions and the conscious
se nr ations of Flaubert's family and of Flaubert himself With respect
rep e va rious positions that could be explored. Therefore, i n Flaubert's
(0 ,espondence one can only be struck by the precocious appearance of
rical precautions, which are so charactenstlc of hiS relation to
( oratoand through
which Flaubert, then ten years old, distances
ng
f from commonplaces and pompous formulae: 'I shall answer
sel
'
r letter and, as some practical jokers say, I am setting pen to paper to
YO i te to you' (to Ernest Chevalier , 1 8 September 1 8 3 1 ) ; 'I am setting pen
IV' paper (as the shopkeeper says) in order to answer your letter
shopkeeper again says)' (to Ernest Chevalier , 1 8 July
(
nctu aI l Y (as the
'As the true shopkeeper says, I am sitting down and I a m setting
pen to paper to write to you' (to Ernest Chevalier , 25 August 1 83 8 ) .
The reader of The Family Idiot discovers, not without s urprise, the
same stereotyped horror of the stereotype in a letter from Dr Achille
Clfoph as to his son in which the ritualistic considerations - here not
devoid of intellectual pretension - on the virtues of travel suddenly take
on a typically Flaubertian tone, with vituperation against the shop
keeper: Take advantage of your travel and remember your friend
Montaigne who reminds us that we travel mainly to bring back the
mood of nations and their mores, and to "rub and sharpen our wits
against other brains". See, observe, and take notes; do not travel as a
shopkeeper or a salesman' (29 August 1 840). This programme for a
literary journey, so extensively practised by writers and, in p a rticular, by
the partis ans of art for art's sake, and perhaps the form of the reference
to Montaigne ('your friend'), which suggests that Gustave shared his
literary tastes with his father, attests that if, as hinted by Sartre,
Fla ubert's literary 'vocation' may have had its origin in the 'paternal
curse' and in the relationship with his elder brother - that is, i n a certain
div ision of
the work of reproduction - it met very early o n with the
nderstanding and the support of Dr Flaubert who, if one can believe
t IS letter
and, among other indications, the frequency of h i s references
Poets in his thesis, must have been not insensitive to the prestige of the
Iterary enterp
rise.
But this is not all. At the risk of seeming to push the search for an
e
XPla nation a bit far, it is possible, starting from Sartre's analysis, to
pOint
a St OUt the homology between the objective relationship that tied the
as 'poor relation' to the 'bourgeois' or 'bourgeois artist' and the
r '
a lion sh,
p that tied Flaubert, as the 'family idiot', to his elder brother,
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That being said, one cannot forget the .economic con �itions of tb
distancing of oneself from economic necesSIty that we call dlsmterest
ness'. The 'heirs', as in Sentimental Education� hold a decIsive adv an ta
ae
m a world which, as m the world of an and hteratu e, does not p rov
�
icle
Immediate profits: the posslblhty that It offers for holdmg out' in the
absence of a market and the freedom it assures in relation to u rgen
needs is one of the most Important factors of the differential success otf
the avant-garde enterprise and of its unprofitable or, at least, v
long-term investments. 'Flaubert', observed Theophile Gautier to
deau, 'was smarter than us. He had the wit to come into the world With
money, something that is absolutely indispensable to anyone who wants
to get anywhere in art.' In short, it is still (inherited) money that assu rea
freedom from money. In painting as in literature, the most innovative
enterprises are the privilege of those who have inherited both the
boldness and the insurance that enable this freedom to grow . . .
Thus we come back to the individual agent� and to the personal
characteristics which predispose them to realize the potentialities
inscribed in a certain position. I have attempted to show that the
partisans of art for art's sake were predisposed by their position in the
intellectual field to experience and to express in a particularly acute way
the contradictions inherent in the position of writers and artists in the
field of power. Similarly, I believe that Flaubert was predisposed
through a whole set of properties to express in exemplary fashion the
potentialities inscribed in the camp of art for art's sake. Some of these
characteristics are shared by the whole group. For example, the social
and educational background: Bouilhet, Flaubert and Fromentin are sons
of famous provincial doctors; Theodore de Banville, Barbey d'Aurevilly
and the Goncourts are from the provincial nobility. Almost every one
them studied law, and their biographers observe that, for several, the
fathers 'wanted a high social position for them' (this opposes them to the
partisans of 'social art' who, especially after 1 850, come in large pa!,
from the middle class and even the working classes, while the 'bourgeoIS
artists' are more often from the business bourgeoisie).
In the position within social space of what was at the time term ed
capacites - that is, the 'liberal professions' - one can see the pn nclple
particular affinities between writers issuing from that position and art
for art's sake which occupies, as we have seen, a central positio n In the
literary field: les capacites occupy an intermediary position betwee�
economic power and intellectual prestige; this position, whose oc
pants are relatively well endowed with both economic and cu ltu
capital, constitutes a kind of intersection from which one can contln e
with roughly equal probabilities, towards the pole of busmess, o rhas.
pole of art. And it is truly remarkable to see how Achille-Cleop
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rt'S father, invested simultaneously in the education of his
be
fl a ren and in real estate.
objective relation established between les capacites and the other
tions of the dominant class (not to mention the other classes)
ess oriented the subconscious dispositions and the conscious
btl
dOU
resentations of Flaubert's family and of Flaubert himself with respect
vario us positions that could be explored. Therefore, in Flaubert's
rrespo ndence one can only be struck by the precocious appearance of
o ratorical precautions, which are so characteristic of his relation to
vriting, and through which Flaubert, then ten years old, distances
h · rnself from commonplaces and pompous formulae: 'I shall answer
ur letter and, as some practical jokers say, I am setting pen to paper to
Yvr ite to you' (to Ernest Chevalier, 1 8 September 1 8 3 1 ) ; 'I am setting pen
paper (as the shopkeeper says) in order to answer your letter
punctually (as the shopkeeper again says)' (to Ernest Chevalier, 1 8 July
1 835); 'As the true shopkeeper says, I am sitting down and I am setting
pen to paper to write to you' (to Ernest Chevalier, 25 August 1 838).
The reader of The Family Idiot discovers, not without surprise, the
same stereotyped horror of the stereotype in a letter from Dr Achille
C1eophas to his son in which the ritualistic considerations - here not
devoid of intellectual pretension - on the virtues of travel suddenly take
on a typically Flaubertian tone, with vituperation against the shop
keeper: 'Take advantage of your travel and remember your friend
Montaigne who reminds us that we travel mainly to bring back the
mood of nations and their mores, and to "rub and sharpen our wits
against other brains". See, observe, and take notes; do not travel as a
shopkeeper or a salesman' (29 August 1 840). This programme for a
litera ry journey, so extensively practised by writers and, in particular, by
Ihe partisan s of art for art's sake, and perhaps the form of the reference
10 Montaigne ('your friend'), which suggests that Gustave shared his
hterary tastes with his father, attests that if, as hinted by Sartre,
Fl aubert ' s literary 'vocation' may have had its origin in the 'paternal
urse' and in the relationship with his elder brother - that is, in a certain
IVISlon of the work of reproduction - it met very early on with the
u ndersta nding and the support of Dr Flaubert who, if one can believe
I h lette
r and, among other indications, the frequency of his references
Poets in his thesis, must have been not insensitive to the prestige of the
Ile ra ry enterp rise.
Ut this is not all. At the risk of seeming to push the search for an
e B
p
px Iana tlOn a bit far, it is possible, starting from Sartre's analysis, to
ln t O Ut the homology between the objective relationship that tied the
a
as 'poor relation' to the 'bourgeois' or 'bourgeois artist' and the
atlonship that tied Flaubert, as the 'family idiot', to his elder brother,
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and through him - the clear objectification of the most probable ca
for their category - to his class of origin and to the objective fu 1!er
implied by that class. We would therefore have an extraordina fe
superimposition of redundant determinations. When Sartre evokes ry
relationship that Flaubert main�ains with his family milieu, the chil
and the mIsunderstood student s resentment, he seems to descri be the
relationship that the segment of artists and writers maintains with th
dominant fractions: 'He is outside and inside. He never ceases t
.
In so far as It mamfests Itself to him as h·
demand that thIS bourgeoIsIe,
family milieu, recognize and integrate him.'2 'Excluded and compr
mlsed, vIctim and accomplice, he suffers from both h , s exclusion and h i
complicity.'J To evoke. the. relationship that Gustave maintained with hi
brother AchIlle, an objective realization of the objective probability of a
career attached to his 'category', is to evoke the relationship of the
partisans of art for art's sake with the 'bourgeois artists', 'of whom they
sometimes envied the success, the resounding fame, and also the
profits':' 'It's the older brother Achille, covered with honours, it's the
stupid young heir who is satisfied with an inheritance that he does not
deserve, it's the solemn physician reasoning at the bedside of a dying
patient whose life he cannot save, it's the ambitious person who wants
power but will be satisfied with the Legion d'honneur . . . This is what
Henry will become at the end of the first Education: "the future belongs
to him, and those are the people who become powerful and influen
tial" .'5
One could ask what has been gained by proceeding as I have, from the
opposite side of the most common approach: instead of starting from
Flaubert and his particular oeuvre, I went directly to the space in which
he was inserted, I tried to open the biggest box, the field of power, in
order to discover what the writer was about, what Flaubert was as a
writer defined by a predetermined position in this space. Then, in
opening the second box, I tried to reconstitute this dominated-dominant
in the literary field, where I found a structure homologous to that of the
field of power: on one side the 'bourgeois artists', dominated-dominants
with the emphasis on the dominant, and on the other side 'social art',
dominated-dominants with emphasis on the dominated; between the
two, art for art's sake and Flaubert, dominated-dominants with nO
emphasis on either side, in a state of equilibrium, unstable between the
two poles. Finally, I examined the initial position of Gustave in social
space and discovered, I believe, the immobile trajectory which, starting
from the position of equilibrium between the two poles of the field .of
power that is represented by the position of the physician, directed hIm
to occupy this position of equilibrium in the literary field. This long
aside was not superfluous, I believe, since it permitted the observation
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many properties which one could be tempted to attribute to the
tn t u l a r characteristics of Flaubert's history, as was done by Sartre,
pra r 'ns cri bed in the position of 'pure' writer.
a
hat we have learned through this analysis also accounts for
ert'S quasi-miraculous lucidity. If Flaubert was able to produce a
b
u
fla si_obj ective representation of social space of which he was himself
rod uct, it is because the position he never ceased to occupy in this
p
t ce from the very outset, and the tension, even the suffering associated
s? h the indetermlnatton whICh defmes It, promotes a pam(ul luctd,ty,
Wit
.
.
a refusa I to beIong to
.ince it is rooted 10 powerlessness, converted mto
s or the other group situated at one or the other of the poles of this
on e
The objectifying distance, close to Frederic's contemplative
ce.
a
sPdifference, which enables Flaubert to produce a global vision of the
in which he is situated, is inseparable from the obsession of
owerIessness which is associated with the occupation of neutral
positions where the forces of the fteld are neutralized.
.
Flaubert's trajectory is, one might say, an Aufhebung of what IS
involved in Frederic's position: Flaubert has passed from an indeter
minate state, close to Frederic's, in the field of power, to a homologous
position in the literary field. And if Flaubert was able to project on to
Frederic his own experience of the adolescent's indetermination situated
at the neutral point of the field of power, it is because he was able to
situate himself, through art for art's sake, in a homologous position
within the literary field, but from which he could realize the objectiviza
tion of his past position. It is indeed easy to find in young Flaubert's
CorrespOl,dence, or even in his first works, all the traits of Frederic's
indetermination: 'I am left with all the major roads, the well-trodden
paths, the clothes to sell, the employment possibilities, a thousand holes
that get plugged up with imbeciles. I shall therefore be a "plug"
[bouche-trou] in society. I'll do my duty, I'll be an honest man, and
everything else, if you want, I'll be like somebody else, respectable, just
like everybody else, a lawyer, a doctor, a sub-prefect, a notary public, an
atto rney, a judge, as stupid as anyone else, a man of the world or a
government official, which is even more stupid. Because one has to be
somethi ng, and there is no middle of the road solution. Well, I have
ch ose n, I have made up my mind, I'll study law, which far from opening
up all opportunities, directs you to nothil,g' (to Ernest Chevalier, 23 July
1839 ).
This description of the space of the positions objectively offered to the
bOurgeois adolescent of the 1 840s owes its objectivistic rigour to an
:ndifference, a lack of satisfaction and, as Claudel used to say, an
Im patience with limits', which are hardly compatible with the magical
ex perience of the 'vocation': ' I will pass my bar examination , but I
a
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scarcely think I shall ever plead in court about a party-wall or on be h
..
rich
a
by
cheated
upstart. When �
of some poor paterfamilias
speak to me about the bar, saying "This young fellow will make
trial lawyer", because I'm broad in the shoulders and have a boo .
voice, I confess it turns my stomach. I don't feel myself made for s
completely materialistic, trivial life' (to Gourgaud-Dugazon, 22 Jan

�

1 842).
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�
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So, the status of the writer devoted to pure art, situated at eq
distance from the two polar positions, also appears as a means
holding on to the refusal to belong, to hold and to be held, whicla
characterIzed the young Gustave. Pure art transforms Frederic's 'in aq
ive passion' into a wilful position, a system: 'I no longer want to
associated with a review, or to be a member of a society, a club, or 11\
academy, no ,!,ore than to be a city counsellor or an officer in the
nanonal guard (to LOUIse Colet, 3 1 March 1 853); 'No, sacre nom de
Dieu!, no!, I shall not attempt to publish in any review. It seems to IIIe
that, under present conditions, to be a member of anything, to join any
. organizatIOn, any assoCi anon or small club [boutique), or eva.
offiCial
to take a title no matter what it might be, is to lose one's honour, 10
debase oneself, since everything is so low' (to Louise Colet, 3-4 MaJ

':
�

1 853).

Again at the risk of seeming to push the analysis too far, I should Iikc
to describe finally what appears to be the true principle of the
relationship between Flaubert and Frederic, and the true function of the
work of writing through which Flaubert projected himself, and pro
jected a self through and beyond Frederic's character. What is at stake in
this relationship is the inescapable social genesis of a sovereign position
which proclaims itself free of any determination. And what if social
determinations which encourage distance vis-a-vis all determinations
did exist? What if the power that the writer appropriates for himself
through writing were only the imaginary inversion of powerlessness?
What if intellectual ambition were only the imaginary inversion of the
failure of temporal ambitions? It is evident that Flaubert never ceased 10
ask himself whether the writer's scorn for the 'bourgeois' and the wordly
possessions of which they are the prisoners does not owe somethlD� 10
the resentment of the failed 'bourgeois' who transforms his failure InlaOt
elective renunciation; unless it is the 'bourgeois' who, by keeping hiJII
a distance, enable the writer to distance himself from them. .
ke
Flaubert knew all too well that flights into the imaginary, Just li
revolutionary declarations, are also ways to seek refuge from powerI
ness. One can return now to Frederic who, at the apex of his traJ ect�
in the Dambreuses' salon, reveals, through his disdain for his . f,lart
revolutionary friends, his conviction that the artistic or revol ution
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tions are nothing but refuges from failure - the same Frederic who
,001
feels more intellectual than when his life goes wrong. It is when he
e
ne ed with Monsieur Dambreuse's reproach for his actions or by
is ame Dambreuse's allusions to Rosanette's coach that, surrounded
�4a bankers, he defends the positions of the intellectual in order to
bY e u e : ' I don't give a damn about business!'
l
cO r wou ld appear that Fla�bert was ?ot able to forget the negative
,vocanon , free of all determmanon. The
s
wrIter
hiS
of
lons
inat
m
de�er nt of writing enables him to abolish all determinations which
me
nr
a
h
n
e
e rhe constituent partS of social existence: 'This is why I love Art. It's
cau se at least there, in the world of fictions, everything can happen;
ne is at the same time one's king and one's people, active and passive,
icrim and priest. No limits; humanity is a jokester with little bells that
one jingles at the end of one's sentence, like a street performer at the end
ol his foot' (to Louise Colet, 15-16 May 1 852); 'The only way to live in
peace is to leap in one motion above humanity and to have nothing in
mon with it, except to gaze upon it.' Eternity and ubiquity are the
com
divine attributes the pure observer appropriates for himself. 'I could see
orher people live, but a life different from mine: some believed, some
denied, others doubted, and others finally were not at all concerned by
rhese matters and went about their business, that is, selling in their
shops, writing their books, or declaiming from their podiums.'6
Bur Selltimental Education is there to prove that Flaubert never forgot
Ihar the idealist representation of the 'creator' as a 'pure' subject who is
inscribed in the social definition of the writer's metier is rooted in the
slerile dilettantism of the bourgeois adolescent, temporarily freed from
social determinations, and is magically realized in the ambition, that
Flaubert himself professed, to 'live like a bourgeois and think like a
demi god'.
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rel ated as a function of the same system of intellectual cor
e
t
'n
I
1
3 d n ates and points of reference. .
scholars do not escape th.s logIC, and here I would like to
Lite ra ry I find to be the space of possible ways of analysing cultural
ra ct what
et ks by attempting to render its theoretical presuppositions more
,,0 licit . In order to exhaust the possibilities of the method, which
et bl ishes the existence of an intelligible relation between the position
eS gs (the choice among the possibles) and the positions in the social
kin
a
; eld, I should present the sociological elements which are necessary in
' case for the understanding of how different specialists are distri
3ch
uted among these approaches, why, among the different possible
methods, they choose certain ones over others. But I will not do so,
even though it would not be the most difficult task to undertake ( I
have outlined such a relational framework in my analysis of the
Ba rthes-Picard debate in Homo Academicus). '
A well-known initial division is that which opposes internal or formal
readings (Saussure was wont to speak of 'internal linguistics') and
external readings, or, to use the words of Schelling and Cassirer,
'tautegorical' as opposed to 'allegorical' interpretations. The first trad
ition, in its most ordinary form, is that practised by lectores, that is,
literature professors of all countries. To the degree that it is supported
by all the logic of the university institution - the situation is even clearer
in philosophy - it does not need to be constituted in the body of a
particular doctrine and can remain as doxa. New Criticism, whose merit
is having provided it with an explicit expression, has merely constituted
an explicit theory from the presuppositions of the 'pure' reading of
'pure' literature based on the absolutization of the text. The historically
constituted presuppositions which are inherent to 'pure' production notab ly in the case of poetry - also find expression in the literary field
IIself, in England with the T. S. Eliot of The Sacred Wood and in France
With the Nouvelle revue franqaise, and notably Paul Valery. From this
pe rspective cultural works are temporal and pure forms demanding a
internal reading that excludes all references to determinations or
hurely
ISton cal functions, which are seen as reductive.
In fact, if one insists on giving a theoretical basis to this formalist
trad ition which, as such, is independent of foundations, since it is rooted
the institutional doxa, one can move in two directions: on the one
the neo-Kantian tradition of symbolic forms or, more generally,
the tradItions which seek to discover universal anthropological
Str ture
s, such as Mircea Eliade's comparative mythology or Jungian
a
r a chela rdian psychoanalysis, which academic hermeneutics easily
b
tr ow and eagerly combine; on the other hand, the structuralist
Itlon. In the fIrst case, through a tautegorical reading whi ch relates
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Fields of cultural production propose to those who are involved in them
a space of possibles that tends to orient their research, even without their
knowing it, by defining the universe of problems, references, intellectual
benchmarks (often constituted by the names of its leading figures),
concepts in -ism, in short, all that one must have in the back of one's
mind in order to be in the game. This is what differentiates, for example,
the professionals from the amateurs or, to use a painter's idiom, the
'na'ifs' (the 'Douanier' Rousseau is a 'naif' painter, that is, a 'painter as
object' who is constituted as a painter by the field). This space of
possibles is what causes producers of a particular period to be both
situated and dated (the problematic is the historical outcome of the
specific history of the field) and relatively autonomous in relation to the
direct determinations of the economic and social environment. Thus, for
example, in order to understand the choices of contemporary directors
[metteurs en scene], one cannot be satisfied with relating them to e
economic conditions of the theatre, subventions, receipts, or even to
expectations of the public. Rather, one must refer to the entire history 0
production since the 1 880s, during which time the universe of the po�n
under discussion - that is, the constitutive elements of theatr.':,
production about which any director worthy of the name would have
take a position - came into being.
. ops
ry
ctl
fun
agents,
This space of possibles, which transcends individ ual
ora
as a kind of system of common reference which causes contemp o b e
directors, even when they do not consciously refer to each other, t are
objectively situated in relation to the others, to the extent that they
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works only to themselves, critics seek to rediscover the universal f
of poetic or lIterary reason, ahlstoncal structures which are at the o
b
.
of a poetic
construction of the world. This position, perhaps becaus
untenable, IS hardly expressed as such, although It pervades all invese .
tions of an 'esssence' of the poetic, of the symbol, of metaphor, an '"
_
on.
The structuralist solution is intellectually and socially more Powe
SOCIally, It has taken over mternalIst doxa and bestowed a scientific
rfuI.
to internal reading as a formal stripping, a dismantling of atem 3111a
texts. Breaking with neo-Kantian universalism, structuralist herm
tiCS treats cultural works (language, myths and, by extension, worb
art) as structured structures without a structunng subject, which, a(
liite
the Saussurean concept of langue, are pamcular hlstoncal realizati
and must therefore be deciphered as such, but without any reCOurseOlll
to
an external hermeneutics, that is, without reference to the social
economic conditions of the production of the work or the production
the producers of the work (su�h as the educational system). Refusing aU
forms of formalIst unIversalIsm, structuralism, as Levi-Strauss says
clearly m OppositIon to ElIade and comparative mythology, seeks to
extract the specific code proper to myth, that is, to a historical tradition,
.
or, m the case of lItera
ture, to a single work, treated as a small private
myth. But It m fact evades not only the question of the social conditions
of the works under consideration - one forgets, for example, that the
formalism that frees works from the most visible historical determina
tions is itself a historical invention - but also the fact that by analysing
an Isolated work, a sonnet by Baudelaire, for example, in the case of
Jakobson and Levi-Strauss (while it is the ensemble of Baudelaire's
poems that would provide a number of keys for analys is), it also avoids
the fundamental question of the delim itation of the corpus, for example,
the body of poetic works of Baudelaire's contemporaries.
In fact, structuralism has 'taken' so well in the academic world, in
spite of certain quarrels between the Ancients and the Moderns, such
the debate between Picard and Barthes, who harbour an underlYIng
agreement regarding the essential details, only because it has given an
aggiornamento to the old tradition of internal reading so dear to the
lector academiC/IS. However, one could profit more or perhaps bettd
from the structuralist tradition if one posed the question of the
referred to abOve. Michel Foucault has produced what appears to me
be the only ngorous formulation (with that of the Russian form ahsts)
structuralism in relation to the analysis of cultural works.
Foucault's symbolic structuralism retains from Saussure what is no
e
doubt essential, that is, the primacy of relations: 'Langue, says Sa u ss 1f
in a language that is quite close to that of the Cassirer of Substanzbe�
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is fotm and not substance.' Awate that a work
not exist by Itself, that IS, outSIde relationshIps of mterdep� ndence
unite It to other works, MIchel Foucault gIves the name fIeld of
h
,vh egic possibilities' to the .'regulated system of differences and disper
SIC
in whIch each mdlvldual work defmes itselF But - and m thIS
with
'
n
,
t he is very close to semiologists such as Trier and the use they
e
p
res
made of the idea of the 'semantic field' - he refuses to look outside
field of discourse' for the explanatory principle of each of the
in the field. What cultural producers have in common is a
I
em of common references, a common framework; in short, what I
a refer red to as the 'space of possibles'.
But Fouca ult, faithful in this to the Saussurean tradition and to its
bsolute division between internal and external linguistics, affitms the
bsolute autonomy of this 'field of strategic possibilities', of this
ipis/eme, and he quite logically challenges as a 'doxological illusion' the
claim of finding in what he calls the 'field of polemic' and 'the
divergencies of interests or mental habits among individuals' (I cannot
heip but feel singled out . . . ) the explanatory principle of what happens
in the 'field of strategic possibilities'. Put another way (and here lies the
bou ndary between orthodox structuralism and the genetic structuralism
I am proposing), Michel Foucault transfers into the 'paradise of ideas', if
I may put it this way, the oppositions and antagonisms which are rooted
in the relations between the producers and the consumers of cultural
works. Obviously, it is not a question of denying the specific determina
tion which the space of possibles exerts, since one of the functions of the
notion of the relatively autonomous field, endowed with its own history,
is to account for that determination. Nevertheless, it is not possible to
treat cultural order, the episteme, as an autonomous and transcendent
system, if only because one is forbidden to account for changes which
can unexpectedly take place in this separated universe, unless one
attributes to it an immanent capacity suddenly to transform itself
th rough a mysterious form of Hegel's Selbstbewegung. (Like so many
the rs, Foucault succumbs to that form of essentialism or, if one prefers,
etlshl sm, that is manifested so clearly in other domains, notably in
mathema tics: one should follow Wittgenstein, who recalls that mathe
IIIatl. cal
truths are not eternal essences born whole from the human
b
r ln, but rather are historical productions of a certain type of historical
Ia our
undertaken in that peculiar social world called the scientific
r,
Ield. )
l
f he same criticism is valid against the Russian formalists. Like
ult, who drew from the same source, they consider only the system
o Uca
Ii works, the network of relationships among texts, or in/ertextuality.
ence, like Foucault, they are compelled to find in the system of texts
Funk tio nsbegriff,
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itself the basis of its dynamics. Tynjanov, for example, explicitly a fEi
that all that IS hterary can be determmed only by the prior conditio ""
the hterary system (Foucault says the same thmg for the sCiences). ;S Of
the process of banahzatlon or debanahzation, they create a k·nd�
natural law of poetic change analogous to an effect of mechanit. Of(
a
deterioration.
By considering the relationship between the social world and Works
culture m terms of ref/ectlon, external analYSIS, m contrast, directl I. Of
these works to the social characteristics (the social origins) o r ��
authors or of the groups for whom they were really or POtentia�Iy
destined and whose expectations they are intended to meet. In w
seems to me the best case, the analYSIS that Sartre carried OUt �
respect to F l aubert, the biographical method exhausts itself in seeki;.
g
the characteristics of the author's individual existence the explanat
principles that can only be revealed by considering the literary mi::';
cosm in wh ich his career is realized.
Statistical analysis is not much more productive� since it often applies
to preconstTucted populations prinCIples of claSSIfication that are them
selves preconstructed. To give such an analysis the minimum of rigour
one should on the one hand study, as Francis Haskell has done ro:
painting, the history of the process through which the lists of authors on
which the statistician works are constructed, that is, the process of
canonization and hierarchization that leads to the delimitation of the
population of canonical writers at any given moment in time. On the
other hand, one should study the genesis of the systems of classification,
names of periods, schools, genres and so forth that are actually the
instruments and the stakes of struggle. Without carrying out such a
critical genealogy, one risks coming to a research conclusion that is buc a
statement of the real problem, for example, the limits of the population
of writers, that is, of those who are recognized by the most consecrated
writers as deserving to call themselves writers (the same thing holds f�r
historians or sociologists). Moreover, without carrying out an analySIS:
of the real divisions of the field, one risks destroying true examples 0
cohesion, by the effect of the groupings imposed through the 10glC.OPS
statistical analysis, thereby destroying the true statistical relationshICIfiC
that a statistical analysis armed with an understanding of the spe
.SIS
structure of the field could apprehend.
But the studies that are most typical of the external mode of analyt �
are those of Marxist inspiration, which with authors as differeog h�
Lukacs or Goldmann, Borkenau (on the origins of mechanistic thoU
Antal (on Florentme pamtmg) and Adorno (on Heidegger) attempUtI r
relate works to the world view or the social interests of a partlC �e
social class. It is taken for granted in this case that understa ndloS
1 80
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group
social
the
of
view
world
the
understanding
is
that
s
mean
,,,or sed to have expressed itself through the artist acting as a sort of
sOeP£� m. One ought to examine the presuppositions, all extremely naive,
fil hese imputations of spiritual mhemance, whICh can always be
the supposition that a group can act directly, as final cause
ofred°( ced to, on
declared
the
is
example,
(for
work
the
of
production
the
on)
cti
(fun
the
exists,
one
where
,
of
addressee
true
work?).
the
ancier
But
fin
ic
artls(
eper level, supposing that one manages to determine the social
a deons
that
work,
and the 'interests' that it
the
of
cti
r,on ' or expresses, would is,onethehavegroups
advanced the least bit an un
es
v
e
;e;standing of the structure of the work? To say that religion is 'the
m of the people' does not tell us much about the structure of the
iu
O�igious message, and, anticipating the logic of my exposition, this
:tructu re is the prerequisite for the fulfilling of its function, if it has one.
It is against this form of reduction, which I call the short circuit effect,
ped the theory of the field. Exclusive attention to function
Ihat I develointernalist
tradition, notably structuralism, was doubtless
(which the
wrong in neglecting) leads one to ignore the question of the internal
logic of cultural objects, their structure as languages. At a deeper level,
however, it leads one to forget the groups that produce these objects
(priests, lawyers, intellectuals, writers, poets, artists, mathematicians,
etc.), for whom they also fulfil functions. It is here that Max Weber and
his theory of religious agents is of great help. While it is to his credit that
he reintroduces the specialists, their particular interests, that is, the
functions that their activities and products - religious doctrines, juri
dical corpora, etc. - fulfil for them, he does not perceive that intellectual
worlds are microcosms that have their own structures and their own
laws. It is these microcosms that I have called fields and whose general
laws of operation I have attempted to describe.
In fact, if one is to profit fully from the reintroduction of the
specialists, one must apply a relational or, if one prefers, a structural
"'ode of thought to the social space of the producers: the social
.crocosm that I call the literary field is a space of objective relation
�,IpS
among positions that of the consecrated artist and that of the
h'tlste maudit, for example - and one can only understand what
ppens there if one locates each agent or each institution in its
�
, atlonships with all the others. It is this peculiar universe, this
�
p epubhc of Letters', with its relations of power and its struggles for the
rvation or the transformation of the established order, that is the
b:ese
SIs tor the strategies of producers, for the form of art they defend, for
h
I
sp:c� "ances they form, for the schools they found, in short, for their
.'
r
External determinants - for example, the effect of
eeonornlc"terests.
Crises, technical transformations or political revolutions
s

_

r
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which the Marxists invoke can only have an effect through e
transformations in the structure of the field. The field exerts an re uI�
fe
refraction (much like a prism) and it is only when one knows its � Of
s
laws of operation (its 'refraction coefficient', i.e. its degree of aut PetiIit
that one can understand what is happening in the struggles et
poets, between the partisans of social art and the defenders of a weea.
art's sake, or, in a broader sense, in the relationships amo ng ert for
between the novel and the theatre, for example, when one passes r n�
OIll a
conservative monarchy to a progressive republic.
What happens to the works in all of this? Along the way, haven 't
lost what the more subtle defenders of an internal reading had cont�
buted? The logic of operation of fields tends to make the diffe ri
possibles that constitute the space of possibles at a given moment in
seem mtrmslcally, logically mcompatlble, when they are indeed incolll
patlble, but only from a socIOlogical perspective (such is the case �
example, of the different methods I have examined as well as of
positions of the literary and artistic fields that they propose to analyse)
The logic of the struggle and the division into opposing camps which
differ with respect to the possibles that are objectively offered - to the
point where each one sees or wishes to see only a tiny fraction of the
space - makes options that are logically compatible seem irreconcilable.
Since each camp exists through opposition, it is unable to perceive the
limits that are imposed on it by the very act through which it is
constituted. This is very clear in the case of Foucault, who, in order 10
set up what I call the space of possibles, finds it necessary to exclude the
social space of which that space is the expression. Very often, as here,
the social antagonisms underlying theoretical oppositions and the
interests connected to these antagonisms form the only obstacle 10
getting beyond and to synthesis.
Retaining what has been gained through the notion of intertextuality,
that is, the fact that at each moment the space of works appears as a field
of position-takings which can only be understood relationally , as tn a
system of phonemes, that is, as a system of differential discrepanCl
one can form the hypothesis - a heuristic tool confirmed throu
analysis - of a homology between the space of creative works, the field
of position-takings and the space of positions in the field of productlOOi
Thus several fundamental problems, and first of all the problem
change, find themselves at once resolved. For example, the Im pe by
behind the process of 'banalization' and 'de-banalization' des cn bed ul
the Russian formalists is not inscribed in the works themselveshb is
rather in the opposition between orthodoxy and heresy WhlC ilS
constitutive of all fields of cultural production and which takes 00
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. ",ati c form in the religious field . . It is s:gni �icant that W� ber,
of religi on, sp�aks also of , ban� hzatlon or routlntzatlon and
5re�k
_ba nal iz atlon' or de-routlntzatlon with regard to the respective
of de ns of priesthood and prophets. The process that carnes works
of the struggle among agents who, as a function of
product
the
'
g
9100
sition in the field, of their specific capital, have a stake in
(heir P 3tion, that is, routine and routinization, or in subversion, that is,
cooserV
n to sources, to an original purity, to heretical criticism and so
r
g retu
the direction of change depends on the state of the
t certain that
e of possibilities (stylistic, for example) that is offered by history
5 5 that dete rmines what is possible and impossible at a given moment
,
. hin a particular fIeld. But It IS no less certam that It also depends on
interests (often totally disinterested) that orient agents - as a
u c tion of their position vis-a-vis the dominant pole or the dominated
ole of the field - towards more open and more mnovatlve posslblhtles,
towa rds the most secure and established possibilities, towards the
newest possibilities among those which are already socially constituted,
or even towards possibilities that must be created for the first time.
The science of cultural works has as its object the correspondence
between two homologous structures, the structure of the works (i.e. of
genres, forms and themes) and the structure of the literary field, a field
of forces that is unavoidably a field of struggle. The impetus for change
cu ltural works - language, art, literature, science, etc. - resides in the
struggles that take place in the corresponding fields of production. These
struggles, whose goal is the preservation or transformation of the
establis hed power relationships in the field of production, obviously
have as their effect the preservation or transformation of the structure of
Ihe field of works, which are the tools and stakes in these struggles.
.liteThe strategies of the agents and institutions that are engaged in
rary struggles, that is, their position-takings (either specific, e.g.
styl istic, or not, e.g. political or ethical), depend on the position they
occupy in the structure of the field, that is, on the distribution of specific
S ll)bolic capital, institutionalized or not ('celebrity' or recognition) and,
t rOugh the mediation of the dispositions constituting their habitus
Whlch are relatively autonomous with respect to their position), on the
egree to which it is in their interest to preserve or transform the
uctu re of this distribution and thus to perpetuate or subvert the
i
b Stin g ru les of the game. But, through the stakes of the struggle
tween the dominants and the challengers - the questions over which
t ey con
the leg front each other - these strategies also depend on the state of
itim ate problematic, that is, the space of possibilities inherited
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from previous struggles, which tends to define the space o f p .
position-takings and thus orient the search for solutions and, as a r
eslllt,
the evolution of production.
This is why - if [ may be permitted a parenthesis and a reflexive I
back on what [ am trying to do - it is so important, if one is to h ave
a�
of freedom from the constraints of the field, to attempt to explor
limits of the theoretical box in which one is imprisoned. This i
view, is the principal function of theoretical culture: to pro;ide
means for knowing what one is doing and for freeing oneself frorn oL.
naivete associated with the lack of consciousness of one's bounds
speak today on the literary fact is, whether one knows it or not, wh�th 0
one wishes it or not, to place oneself or to be placed with respeer to a
space of possibilities that is the product of a long, partly repetitiv
history or, more precisely, a long struggle among theories and theoreti
cians, writings and writers, readings and readers.
The relation that is established between the available positio ns and
the position-takings does not entail a mechanistic determination. AU
agents, writers, artists or intellectuals construct their own creative
project according, first of all, to their perception of the available
possibilities afforded by the categories of perception and appreciation
inscribed in their habitus through a certain trajectory and, secondly, 10
their predisposition to take advantage of or reject those possibilities in
accordance with the interests associated with their position in the game
To summarize a complex theory in a few phrases: to the extent that they
occupy a position in a specific space, that is, in a field of forces
(irreducible to a mere aggregate of material points), which is also a field
of struggle seeking to preserve or transform the field of forces, authors
only exist and subsist under the structured constraints of the field (e.g.
the objective relations that are established between genres). They affinn
the differential deviation which constitutes their position, their point of
view - understood as the perspective from a given point in the field - �
assuming, actually or virtually, one of the possible aesthetic positions 111
the field (and thus assuming a position in relation to other positions). By
being well situated - and writers or artists have no choice but to slruate
themselves - they distinguished themselves, even without search ing fO
distinction. By entering the game, they tacitly accept the constra mtS a
the possibilities inherent in that game (which are presented not In t
form of rules, but rather as possible winning strategies).
Id's
The difference, the differential deviation, is the principle of the be gh
structure as well as of its process of change, which occurs thro o
.
struggles for speCifiC stakes, themselves produced by the struggles eS
matter how great the autonomy of the field, the result of these stru wet
is never completely independent of external factors. Thus, the po
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.tl nships between the 'conservatives' and the 'innovators', the
rel a o" and the heretical, the old and the new, are greatly dependent
orth sta te of external struggles and on the reinforcement that one or
e
00 t
find from without - for example, for the heretical, in the
h er ma y new clienteles, whose appearance is often linked to
of
nce
e
g
eIT'e r es in the educational system. Thus, for example, the success of the
chang
ession is t revolution would undoubtedly have been impossible
the emergence of a public of young artists [Ies rapins J and
''' s who were shaped by an 'overproduction' of diplomas.
r er
" o illustrate this programme of research in a concrete fashion, it
be necessary to present an in-depth description of a given state of
field. At the risk of appearing simplistic or dogmatic, I will
ry
era
lit
t
erely rouch on a few of the main features of the literary field in France
the 1880s, a period when the structure of the literary field was
definitively establtshed as we know It today.
During this period, the opposition between art and money, which
strUctu res the field of power, is reproduced in the literary field in the
form of the opposition between 'pure' art, symbolically dominant but
economically dominated - poetry, that exemplary incarnation of 'pure'
art, is not saleable - and commercial art, in its two forms, boulevard
theatre, which brings in high profits and bourgeois consecration (the
Academy), and industrial art: vaudeville, the popular or serialized novel
[ret/illeton], journalism, cabaret. There is thus a chiasmatic structure,
homologous with the structure of the field of power, in which, as we
k now, the intellectuals, rich in cultural capital and (relatively) poor in
economic capital, and the owners of industry and business, rich in
economic capital and (relatively) poor in cultural capital, are in opposi
lion: On the one hand, a maximal independence with regard to the
demands of the market and the exaltation of values of disinterestedness;
On the other, direct dependence rewarded with immediate success, with
respect to bourgeois demands, in the case of theatre, petit-bourgeois or,
Indeed, working-class demands in the case of vaudeville or the serialized
n vel. This being the case, we have here all the recognized characteristics
°h the opposition between two sub-fields practically closed in on
t em selves, the sub-field of restricted production, which constitutes its
market, and the sub-field of large-scale production (see Figure 5 ) .
vertically and overlapping with this principal opposition,
ne fi nds a secondary opposition as a function of the social quality of
th
III W ork s and the social quality of the corresponding audiences. At the
ore autonomous
pole, this opposition holds between the consecrated
av t g
d n - arde (for example, in the 1 8 80s, the Parnassians and, to a lesser
th e Symbolists) and the avant-garde that is either emerging or
e (tha t is, ageing but not consecrated). At the more heteronomous
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economic capital; CC

=

cultural capital

Figure 5

pole, the opposition is less clear and appears mainly as a function of the
social qualiry of audiences - opposing, for example, the boulevard
theatre to vaudeville and all forms of 'industrial' art.
Until about 1 8 80, the main opposition is partially superimposed on
the opposition between genres, that is, between poetry and theatre,
while the ' novel, a more 'dispersed' genre, occupied an intermediate
position. The theatre, which on the whole was situated in the sub-field
of large-scale production (one should recall the theatrical failures of the
partisans of art for art's sake) breaks up following the appearance of a
new character on the scene, the director, notably Antoine and Lugne
Poe who, by their very opposition, led to the rise of the whole space of
possibles which would be manipulated by the subsequent history of the
theatre sub-field.
Thus we have a two-dimensional space and two forms of struggle and
history. On the one hand, in the horizontal dimension of the 'cross',
artists in the pure and commercial sub-fields are engaged in struggles
+

+

+ and - measure specific capital

Figure
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ni ng the very definition of the writer and the status of art and
r
e
c
con Thro ugh this contention they engage in the struggle for the
�rt IS itio n of the dominant principle of domination which opposes the
i(11Pe ectuals of the restricted field to the 'bourgeois', who act through
InI
'ntermediary of bourgeois intellectuals. On the other hand, in the
'
he
t al dimensions of the 'cross', and at the more autonomous pole, i.e.
er c
restricted sub-field, there are struggles between the con
the
•
in
,.,t ed avant-garde and the new avant-garde.
se rat
n fact, art history acknowledges and recognizes only the restricted
b-field ; consequently, the representation of the field and its history are
toned. The endless changes within the field of production for
du cers arise from the very structure of the field, that is, from the
p nchron ic OpposItions between antagonIstic pOSitions, based on thelf
gree of artistic consecration or, if one prefers, the position within the
structu re of the distribution of specific capital of recognition. This
osition is strongly correlated with age - the opposition between
psymbol ically) dominant and dominated, between orthodox and here
(
tical, tends to take the form of a permanent revolution of the 'young'
against the 'old', and the 'new' against the 'outmoded'.
Since they originate in the very structure of the field, changes within
the restricted field are largely independent of the external changes which
may seem to determine them because they accompany them chronolo
gical/y. This is true even when such internal changes owe their subse
quent consecration mainly to an encounter between independent series
of causes (in accordance with the formula Cournot uses to define
chance) . It is the struggle between the dominant and the aspirants,
between those who hold titles (of writers, philosophers, scholars, etc_)
and their challengers, as one would say in the boxing world, that
constitutes the history of the field. The social ageing of authors, schools
and works results from the struggle between those who have made their
mark (by producing a new position in the field) and who are fighting to
persi st (to become classics), and those who cannot make their own mark
Without pushing into the past those who have an interest in eternalizing
present state of affairs and in stopping the course of history.
the struggles within each genre which oppose the consecrated
ant-ga rde to the new avant-garde, the latter is compelled to question
t e Ve ry foundatio
n of the genre through a return to sources and to the
of its origins. As a consequence, the history of poetry, the novel or
atre tends to appear as a continuous process of purification through
Ich each of these genres, at the end of a thorough reappraisal of itself,
its pnnc
tples and its presuppositions, finds itself reduced to the most
e ta"bf, ed quintessence. Thus, the series of poetic revolutions against fully
hsh ed poetry which has marked the history of French poetry since
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Romanticism tends to exclude from poetry all that makes up th
'poetic': the more standard forms, the alexandrine, the sonnet, the p�
itself - in short, the poetic 'run-of-the-mill'; but also rhetorical figures,
comparisons, metaphors, or even predIctable feelongs, lYricISm, effusion,
and psychology. Similarly, the history of the novel tends to exclude the
'novelistic': Flaubert, with his dream of a 'book about nothing', and the
Goncourts, with their ambition of a 'novel with no adventures, WithOut
plot, and without vile entertainment', have indeed contributed to the
Goncourts' project of purging the novel of 'novelistic' devices, of 'killing
the novelistic'. This project, which we can trace from Joyce to Claude
Simon, by way of Faulkner, has brought about the invention of a 'pure'
novel, devoid of a linear story, as well as any prete �ce of reflecting
realoty, and whIch denounces Itself as mere f, ction. FIOally, 10 SImilar
fashion, the history of mise ell scene increasingly tends to exclude all
that is 'theatrical' and ends up with a deliberately illusionist, and
therefore illusory, perspective of the comical illusion.
Paradoxically, in those fields which are the site of a permanent
revolutioll, the avant-garde producers are determined by the past even in
their innovations which aim to go beyond it, and which are inscribed, as
in the original matrix, in the space of possibles, which is immanent in the
field itself. What happens in the field is more and more dependent on the
specific history of the field, and more and more independent of external
history; it is therefore more and more difficult to infer or to anticipate
from the knowledge of the state of the social world (economic, political
situation, etc.) at any given moment.
Another consequence is that the relative autonomy of the field is more
completely achieved in works owing their formal properties and their
value only to the structure, thus to the history of the field, further
disqualifying interpretations which, through a short circuit, go directly
from what happens in the world to what happens in the field. Just as
there is no longer any space, on the side of production, for the naif
painters, except in the role of artists as objects (one should contrast here
'Douanier Rousseau' and Marcel Duchamp), there is no longer any
space for first-degree na"ive perception: the work created according
the logic of a strongly autonomous field calls for a differential an
distinctive perception, attentive to any deviations with respect to other
contemporary or past works. It follows paradoxically that the adeq uat
consumption of this art, which is Ihe product of a permanent break WIt
history and with tradition, tends to become completely historical: th
condition for delectation is awaren ess and knowledge of the space
possibles from which the work emerged, its 'contribution', which ca n
understood only through historical comparison.
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The epistemological problem posed to science by the existence of
, u re ' artS (and 'formalist' theories clarifying their principles) is thus
lved: it is in history that one finds the principle of freedom with
so
e
r ect to history, and a social history of the autonomization process (of
sp
hich I have just given an outline) can account for freedom with regard
'social context', which any attempt to relate directly to social
a rhe
t
on ditio ns of the moment cancels out through the very act of explana
ion. The challenges issued to sociology by formalist aesthetics con
cerned only with form, be it in production or in reception, are overcome:
the refu sal that the formalist ambition opposes to any kind of historici
zation lies in its ignorance of its own social conditions of possibility or,
",are precisely, in its omission of the historical process during which the
social conditions of freedom from external determinations were consti
tuted, that is, the relatively autonomous field of production that makes
pu re aesthetics possible. The foundation of this independence with
respect to historical conditions which stands out in the works issuing
from pure attention to form resides in the historical process which has
given rise to an autonomous universe.
Having thus rapidly evoked the structure of the field, the logic of its
functioning and its changes (we should also have talked about relation
ships with the audience), we still have to describe the relationships
among the individual agents, thus their habitus, and the forces of the
field, which are objectified in a trajectory and a work. In contrast to
ordinary biographies, the trajectory describes the series of positions
successively occupied by the same writer in the successive states of the
literary field, it being understood that it is only in the structure of a field
that the meaning of these successive positions can be defined: journal
editorships, publishing with a certain 'house', membership of particular
groups or associations. It is within each state of the field, defined by a
particular configuration of the structure of the possibles, that the
dispositions linked to a certain social origin orient practice towards one
Or another of the 'possibles' offered as a function of the position which is
Occupied and of the more or less clearly avowed feeling of success or
fail ure associated with it. Most often this takes place through a
completely unconscious process (the habitus as a 'feel for the game'
eXcludes and bypasses any calculation). Since I do not have the time to
go Into the detail of th� dialectic between positions and dispositions,
Su ffICe it to say that we observe an extraordinary correspondence
between
the hierarchy of positions (e.g. of genres and, within genres, of
tyles) and the hierarchy of social origins, therefore, of associated
.
ISPOSltlO
ns. Just one example: within the 'popular' novel which, more
Often than any category of novel, is abandoned to writers issuing from
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dominated classes and women writers, we find yet another hierarc
h
terary
t
h
reatments that distance themselves most from the genre or
are seml:parodic - an excellent example of which can be fou n d
Apol hnaJre 's favourite novel, Fantomas - are the work of relativ i
more Pri VIleged writers. Trajectories thus appear as abruptly determine
d
In rea hty as they are in Sentimental Education.
But I would not want to conclude without explicitly asking a questio
that I have not ceased to ask implicitly throughout these three lecturesn.
What do we gain through this particular approach to the work of art? b
n worth reducing and destroying, in short breaking the spell of the work
In order to account for it and to learn what it is all about?
The resolutely historicist vision which leads one to a rigorOIll
understanding of the historical conditions of the emergence of trans
hlsrorIcal logic, as in art or science, has as its first effect the extrication
of critical discourse from the Platonic temptation to produce essences _
of the h tera ty, or the poetic, or, in another domain, of mathematics, etc.
The analytical study of essences, of which so many 'theoreticians' are
gUIlty (nota bly with respect to 'literariness', the Russian formalists and
Jakobson, so well versed in phenomenology and eidetic analysis, or,
wl �h regard to 'pure poetry' or 'theatricality', so many others, from
Bremond and Artaud), are only re-using, without knowing it, the
h , storical production of the slow and very gradual work of purificaticm
whIch I evoked a moment ago and which, in each of the genres - poetry,
novel, theatre - accompanied the autonomization of the field of
production: from purification to purification, the struggles of which the
fIeld of production is the site gradually contributed to the isolation of
the specIfic principle of the poetic, theatrical, or novelistic effect, leavilll
only a kl Od of highly concentrated extract (such as in Ponge's poetry,
for example) of the properties most apt to produce the effect of the
genre under consideration - in the case of poetry, the effect of
'de-routlnization', the ostranenie of the formalists' and this without
recourse to techniques socially designated as 'poetic'.'The restricted fidd.
of production, or rather the historical process which takes hold in it, IS
the veritable 'hair-splitter' .
But wha t have we gained, other than the slightly perverse pleasure of
d ,. senchan tment, in reducing to history what demands to be lived as
� bsolute. experience, immune to the contingencies of historical genCS1
The action of works upon works', of which Brunetiere spoke, can o� Y
take place through the intermediation of authors. And their strate.sr
owe their form and content to the interests associated with the pOSlnO
which they occupy in the structure of a very specific game. HistorY call
produce trans-historic universality only by instituting social unlversCS

Principles for a Sociology of Cultural Works
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"hi ch, by the effect of the social . alchemy of their specific laws of
nc tionlng, tend to extract the subhmated essence of the universal from
o
often merciless clash between particular Interests. This realistic
e
h
r 's n, which transforms the production of the universal into a collective
io
V terprise, subject to certain rules, appears to me in the end more
e ass u ring and, if I may say so, more human than the belief in the
arismatic virtues of pure interest in pure form.
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Flaubert's Point of View

The break necessary to establish a rigorous science of cultural works is
something more and something other than a simple methodological
reversal. It implies a true conversion of the ordinary way of thinking and
living the intellectual enterprise. It is a matter of breaking the narcissistic
relationship inscribed in the representation of intellectual work as a
'creation' and which excludes as the expression par excellence of
'reductionist sociology' the effort to subject the artist and the work of
art to a way of thinking that is doubly objectionable since it is both
genetic and generic.
It would be easy to show what the most different kinds of analysis of
the work of art owe to the norms requiring that works be treated in and
for themselves, with no reference to the social conditions of their
production. Thus in the now-classic Theory of Literature, Rene Wellek
and Austin Warren seem to advocate 'an explanation in terms of the
personality and the life of the writer'. In fact, because they (no doubt
along with most of their readers) accept the ideology of the 'man of
genius', they are committed, in their own terms, to 'one of the oldest and
best-established methods of literary study' - which seeks the explana
tory principle of a work in the author taken in isolation (the uniqueness
of a work being considered a characteristic of the 'creator'). I In fact, thIS
explanatory principle resides in the relationship between the 'space' of
works in which each particular work is situated and the 'space' of
authors in which each cultural enterprise is constituted. Similarly, when
Same takes on the project of specifying the mediations through which
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sociery determined Flaubert, the individual, he attributes to those factors
rhat can be perceived from that point of view - that is, to social class as
refracted through a family structure - what are instead the effects of
generiC factors influencing every writer in an artistic field that is itself in
a subordinate position in the field of power and also the effects specific
[0 all writers who occupy the same position as Flaubert within the
a rtistic field.
It is through the theory of the pro;et originel that Same, following his
logic as far as it will go, brings out one of the basic assumptions of every
form of literary analysis: that which is inscribed in the expressions of
everyday life, and in particular in the many appearances of 'already',
'fro m then on', 'from his early years on', scattered through biographies.
These ordinary expressions assume that each life is a whole, a coherent
ensemble oriented in a given direction, and that it cannO[ be understood
except as the unitary expression of a subjective and objective intention,
visible in the subject's every experience, even and especially the earliest
ones. Both the retrospective illusion, which establishes final events as the
ends of initial experiences or behaviour, and the ideology of predestina
tion, which credits exceptional individuals with divine foresight, tacitly
assume that life is organized like a story, that it moves from an origin,
understood as a point of departure and also as a first cause, or better yet,
as a generative principle, and that the term of a life is also its goal. It is
this philosophy that Same's pro;et originei makes explicit by posing the
explicit consciousness of determinants implied in a social position as a
principle of all existence.
Analysing the essentialist philosophy exemplified for him by Leibni
,ian monadology, Sartre observed in Being and Nothingness that this
philosophical position abolished chronology by reducing it to logic.
Paradoxically, Same's own philosophy of biography produces the same
kind of effect but starting from an absolute beginning - in this case, the
'discovery' established by an act of originating consciousness.' Sartre is
amon g those who, in Martin Luther's terms, 'sin bravely': we can be
grateful to him for bringing out so clearly the philosophy that supportS
methodologies as diverse as the 'man and his work' monographs that
follo wed the lead of Gustave Lanson, textual analyses applied to a single
fragment of a given work (such as Jakobson and Levi-Strauss's analysis
of Baudelaire's 'Les Chats') or even the various enterprises of social
h Istory of art or literature which, in trying to account for a work starting
fro m psychological or social variables for a single author, are doomed to
passover the essential. A genetic sociology alone can grasp the essential,
that is, the genesis and the structure of the specific social space in which
the 'creative project' was formed.
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THE LITERARY FIELD IN FLAUBERT'S TIME

This method centres on three elements as necessary and as neces
.
tied to each other as the three levels of social reality that they grasp:s ",ly
analYSIS of the position occupIed by the artistic or lIterary field ' t,
the field of power and the evolution of that position over time; sew III
the structure of the literary field, that is, the structure of the obj nd,
relations between the positions occupied by actors .or groups com pe e
l
for lIterary legItimacy at a gIven moment; and fmally, genesis
of
the
dIfferent producers' habI tus.

;:
�
�

:

The Literary Field and the Field of Power

The relationships that tie the literary field to the field of power raise
question of the autonomy of the literary field with respect to those th
wh
hold polIncal or economIc power and , more specifically, the particul
ar
form of thIS dependence. In Flaubert's time the relationship between the
producers of culture and dominant social groups was nothing like what
it was in previous centuries, whether we consider direct dependence on
an individual who commissions a work or loyalty to an official o
r
unofficial patron of the arts. Henceforth we are dealing with a sort of
structural subordination that obtained very uneq ually and very diffe
rently for different authors according to their position in the field. This
subordination was primarily established through two intermediaries.
On the one hand , the market worked either directly, through sales and
so on, or indirectly, through the new jobs produced by journalism,
publishing and all the forms of what Sainte-Beuve called 'industrial
literature'. On the other hand , the enduring connections, founded on
affinities of lifestyle and values, through the salons in particular, tied at
least some kind s of writers to certain segments of high society and served
to guide state subventions of the arts. This subtly hierarchical world of
the salon helped structure the literary field and ensure exchange between
those in power and the most conformist or the most prestigious writers.
A circular causal relationship tied the development of the market to
the influx of a significant population of impecunious young men from
the lower-class Parisian milieux and, especially, from the provinces, wh?
came to Paris hoping for careers as writers or artists - careers that unnl
then had been reserved for the aristocracy or the Parisian bourgeoisie.
Despite the many new positions created by economic develop ment.
neither manufacturing nor the civil service could absorb all those with
hIgher education.] Versed in the humanities and rhetoric but deVOId O
the fmanclal means or the social influence needed to make the most 0f

=
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cla ims , the newcomers found themselves pushed back towards
Ihe u s literary professions and, for the artists among them, towards the
"� ric professions glonfIed by the salon. Endowed with all the prestige
a((\ m anticism, these profeSSIOns had the added advantage of requIrIng
(a
f
ono cademiC qu ali fication.
hese structu ral changes were undoubtedly a major determinant of
e growing independence of the artIstic and lIterary fIelds and the
h
r or esp onding transformation of the relationshIp between the world of
c
literature and the world of political power. However, we ought
nd
t
(
a
guard against reducing this fundamentally ambiguous process to its
naring effects, as did Raymond Williams who, in analysing the
� Iish Romantics, simply forgot that this process had liberating effects
a well . This new freedom, moreover, proVIded the very pnnclple of the
" w dependence - in, for example, the possibility for what Max Weber
a\led the 'proletaroid intelligentsia' to make a living, however preca
from all the minor jobs tied to 'industrial literature' and journal
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ism.

From this unprecedented gathering of so many young men hoping to
live off art and separated from the rest of society by the lifestyle that they
were in the process of inventing, there arose a veritable society within
society. Even if, as Robert Darnton has shown, this society within a
society can be traced to the eighteenth century, in the mid-nineteenth
century this new social reality appeared absolutely extraordinary and
without precedent. Not surprisingly, it raised all sorts of questions, even
and indeed especially among its members. An ambiguous reality,
'b ohemia' prompted ambivalent feelings among its most ardent advo
cates. In the first place, it defied classification. Close to the 'people'
whose poverty it often shared, bohemia was separated from the poor by
the lifestyle in which it found social definition and which, however
ostentatiously opposed to bourgeois norms and conventions, situated
bohemia closer to the aristocracy or to the upper bourgeoisie than to the
petite bourgeoisie or the 'people'. All this is no less true for the most
destitu te members of bohemia, who, secure in their cultural capital and
In their
authority as arbiters of taste, could get at discount the
OUtrageous sartorial splendours, the gastronomic indulgences, the
affairs and liaisons - evetything for which the 'bourgeois' had to pay full
Prtce.
Bohemia never ceased changing as its numbers increased, and its
celebrity attracted these impoverished young men who around 1 848
:nade up the 'second bohemia'. In contrast to the romantic dandies of
olden bohemia' in the 1 830s epitomized by Gerard de Nerval, this
ohemia of Henry Murger (Scenes of Bohemian Life, 1 848) and
Champfle ury, the self-proclaimed leader of the realists, constituted a

�
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veritable reserve intellectual army, directly subject to the laws
tbe
market and often constrained to take a second J· ob that frequ en t10yf�
at. all. In fact the two bohemias coex·ISted :"'41
no Iterary connectIons
�. .
.
.
WIth dI fferent socIa weIght. The true 'proletaroid intellectu I s ' ' VIII
often so impoverished that they took themselves as their su . II>�
ende? up inventing what was called 'realism '. These 'pe nnile
1Id
geOls , as Plssarro called them, bet what money they had on
bia
enterprIse, knowlllg they were sure to lose in the short term b t�.
hopeful of glory .in the long term. In their divided or double h�� (er
· tua,
these aspIrIng wrIters had already adapted to the position of beIn
�
�
dominated fraction of the dominant class. This contradictory osl t
J
destined them to a sort of objective and therefore subjective in etel'llli
�.
nacy, whIch was never mOre visible than in the simultaneo US t
o
.
succeSSIve
fI ucruatI. ons 0f th elr
· reI ationships with the authorities.
The relatIonshIps that these writers and artists maintained with th
e
narke
t
dou
no
bt
contrI
buted
to
rheIr
ambIv
alent
repres
entation of the
:
,
general publIc , at once fasclllatlllg and despised in which they mIx
. ....
.....
'
.
�p th e ,'bourgeOls ens aved to the vulgar cares of commerce and the
people stultIfIed by labour . ThIs double ambiv alence induced
ambIguous Image of their Own position in society and of their s
functIon - whence theIr conspIcuous oscillation in politics and their
tendency to. slIde towards the pole of the field momentarily in the
stronger posItIon. Thus when the centre of gravity of the field moved to
the left durmg the last years of the July Monarchy, and in the midst of a
general slIde toward 'social art' and socialist ideas Baudelaire talked
about the 'puerile utopia of an for art's sake' and 'protested violendy
agalllst pure art. Under the Second Empire, without adhering openly to
the regIme and sometImes, lIke Flaubert, even broadcasting their disdain
for the man whom Hugo dubbed 'Napoleon the Little', a good many of
the most promment wrIters assiduously frequented one or another of the
salons held by the important members of the Imperi al courr.
In the absence of true legitimating institutions specifica lly designed for
the valldanon of prestIge (the university, for example, carried virtually
no weIght III the lIterary field), the political world and the Emperor's
famIly exercIsed dIrect control over the literary and artistic field through
sanctIons on publishin g (indictment, censorship and so on) and also
through materIal or symbolic benefits (pensions, positions, honorific
dIStIllCtIOns). Salons were not only places where like.minded writers a nd
arrlsts could meet those in power. They were also legitimating institu
tIons through which those in power exerred their control over rhe
IIltellectual world. The salon guests, for their part, acted as verita ble
lobbIes to control the disbursement of various symbolic or marerIal
rewards.
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world as a field, nam ely , the fact that all those who cla ellence,
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These concessions to ant i-bourgeois val ues on the part of these
bourgeois authors confirm the patent imp oss ibil ity of overlooking the
fundamental law of the field since writers apparently the furrhest
removed from arr for art's sake acknowledged that law, if on ly in the
somewhat shamefaced or ostentatiously aggressive mode of their
transgress ions. Condemned for this sub-standard success, these writers
have purely and simply been written ou t of literary history. Bu t they
were full members of the nineteenth-century an wo rld , not on ly because
th ey themselves were marked by their pa rticipation in the literary field
bu t also because their very existence mo dified the functioning of that
fiel d.
even being aware of
ut
ho
wit
oes
vet
se
the
e
ors
e
Th
end
o
ts
wh
lys
ana
.
It, sin ce
they know onl y those authors from the past recognized by
htera ry history as worrhy of recognition, are destined to an intrinsically
vIcIou s-circula r form of explanation and understanding. They can only
. r,
reglste
unaware, the effects of these authors they do not know on the
au th ots that they clai m to analyse and whose refusals they take up on their
oWn aCCO Unt. They thus preclude any grasp of what, in their very works,
IS th
e ind irect product of these refusals. Thi s is never clearer than in the
case
of a writer like Flaubert who was defined by a whole series of
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refusals or, more precisely, by an ensemble of dou ble negat
opposed antagonistic doubles of styles or authors: thus his io s �
Romanticism and realism, of Lamartine no less than Champflre Usat
euty.

1 ':I�

t

Of

The Position of Art for Art 's Sake within the Literary
Field

A preliminary ma ppi ng of the field that was gradually fixed
183 0 and 1 850 dlstongUlshes three lea din g positions, nam ely becw
'socia I a�
. art ,. Th ese categorie
art for art 's sa ke ' and 'bourgeols
s are of court''
highly debatable, given the status of the intellectual field
as a !'e
battlefield over taxonomy. They nevmheless have the inc
onte or
virtue of recallo ng that, on a fIeld stili on the process of institu
onternal posItions mUSt f,rst be understood as so ma ny specif tion,
ica
the genen c posltlon of writers (or of the literary field within the tions of
political
fIeld). Or, If on e prefers, as so ma ny forms of the objective
relationsh .
to temporal po,:"er. Although writers as such belonged
domonated fractIon of the domonant class, there was within
con
tensIon among writers, between those who tended towards siderable
the domi
nant pole of the literary field, those located at the do mi nated
pole and
those on between.
At the dominated po le of the literary field, the advocates of
social an
had their ho ur of glory jus t before and after February 1 84 8. Rep
u
cans, Democrats or Socialists, like Proudhon and also, though bli
markedly, George Sand, or again libe ral Catholics like Lamenn less
ais, aU
denounced the 'egotistical' art of art for art 's sake and demanded that
literature fulfil a social or political function. Thes� writers were struc
turally very Close to the 'second boh em ia' of Murger and company, oe at
least close to the 'realist' tendency that began to characterize that part of
bohemia in the 1 850s for which Champfleury became the theoretician.
Other writers can be tied to this position, like the 'worker-poetS'
sponsored by George San d. Their inferior position in the field fostered a
relationship of circular causality with their solidarity with respect to �e
domonant social mil ieux . In effect, this attitude can be link ed to their
provincial and/or working-class background, not onl y directly, as they
themselves wanted to believe and have everyone else believe, through �e
soli darity and fidelity of the group, but also ind irectly, through thelf
domonated position within the field of production to which they were
assigned by their background.
. es of
At the opposite pole of the literary field, the representativ
'bourgeois art', who wrote in the mai n for the theatre were closely a nd
directly tied to the dominant social mili eux as much by'their backgroUndf
as by their lifestyle and valu es. This affinity was the very principle 0
.
thelt
· success on
· a genre that presupposed immediate comm uOl can�
,
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auth or and public and assured these writers not only significant
ee
w
ber a benefits (the theatre was by far the most remunerative literary
!I en
( 3t t ) but also all the tokens of success in the bourgeois world and,
3C[lV ' the Academy. These writers presented their bourgeois public a
a Y
t
o
n dl e;ized form of Romanticism, a revival of 'healthy
and honest' art
.
.
bOW
.
b
the
zany
aspects
0
omantlClsm
to
f
R
ordinated
ourgeOls
sub
. Ch
V
hI
, s and tastes, glorified marriage, careful management of property,
odrm
.h
· b ecame more emph atlc
· wit
abl ish ment of children. MoraI·Izong
est
an
who claimed to help transform the world by a realistic
fils
s
um
D
problems
of
the
bourgeoisie
(money,
marriage,
f
the
prostitu
o
n
o
i
c
l
dep
[IOn, and so on). Against Baudelaire's proclamation of the separation of
3rt and morality, Dumas insisted in the preface of his play, Le Fils
rel ( 1 858) ' that 'all literature that does not have in mind perfectabil"atll
· an a borted, un h eaI thy
It. y, m oralizin g,. the ideal, in a word, the use ful, IS
literature that IS b orn dead, .4
.
.
located
outside
these
two
opposong
posItions
gradually
The writers
. vented what was called 'art for art's sake'. Rather than a position
ady for the taking, it was a position to make. Although it existed
potentially within the space of the eXlstong positions, Its occupants had
to invent, against the established positions and agaonst theIr occupants,
everything that distinguished this position from all the others. They had
to invent that social personage without precedent - the modern artist,
fu ll-time professional, dedic�ted to his work, indifferent to the exigen
.
cies of politics as to the injunctions of morality, and recogmzlng
no
jurisdiction other than the specific norm of art. Through thIS they
invented pure aesthetics, a point of view with universal applicability,
with no other justification than that which it finds in itself. The
occu pants of this central yet contradictory position were destined to
oppose the established positions and thereby to attempt to reconcile the
i rreconcilable. Against bourgeois art, they wanted ethical freedom, even
transgress ion, and above all distance from every institution, the state,
the Academy, journalism. But this desire for freedom did not mean that
they accepted either the careless abandon of the bohemians who invoked
this same freedom in order to legitimate transgressions devoid of
prope rly aesthetic consequences or simple regression into what they
denounced as 'vulgar'. In their concern to situate themselves above
ordina ry alternatives, these advocates of pure art deliberately imposed
on themselves an extraordinary discipline that opposed the easy way out
taken by all their adversaries. Their independence consisted in the freely
chosen but
total obedience to the new laws which they invented and to
whIoch they proposed to subject the Republic of Letters.
Baudelaire's own aesthetic principle resided in the double breach on
whICh he based his position, at the price of an extraordinary strain,
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manifest notably in the paradoxical display of singularity in his d .
life. His hatred of debased forms of Romanticism had a lot to do a lly
his denunciation of improvisation and lyricism in favour of workWIth
study. Ar the same time, Baudelaire's refusal of facile breache a lld
s
decorum lay behind his determination to be both contentious of
methodical even in the mastery of freedom contained in the 'cul t o lld
the
multiplied sensation'.
Flaubert was also situated in this geometric locus of contraries al
with a number of others who were all different from each other a�d
.
never formed a real group: Theophlle
Gautier, Leconte de Lisle, Barbq.
d'Aurev illy, to name the best known. I shall cite only one exempla
expressIOn of these double refusals, whIch, In their general form, cou
be formulated as follows: 'I loathe X (writer, style, theory, school), but
loathe Just as much the opposIte of X.: Whence the discord among allI
those who reJected RomantiCIsm, whIch Flaubert put so succinctly .
'Everyone thinks that I am in love with realism, whereas I execra te i;
For I started on this novel [Madame BovaryJ out of hatred of realism :
Bur I loathe just as much false idealism, which has us hoaxed these
days.'5
This key formula, which simply translates the contradictory proper
ties of the position in the field, allows us to comprehend the principle
behind diverse particularities in the behaviour of those who occupy this
position. First of all, their political neutrali.ty, associated with the refusal
of any kind of commitment or any kind of preaching, whether glorifying
bourgeois values or instructing the masses in republican or socialist
principles: their horror of 'the bourgeois', in which they included,
according to Flaubert, 'the bourgeois in working smocks and the
bourgeois in frock coats',6 was sustained, within the field, by the
execration of the 'bourgeois artist', who secured/guaranteed his own
short-term success and bourgeois honours by denying himself as a
writer. But their scorn as professionals for the literary proletaria t
prompted by their very exacting conception of artistic work also no
doubt lay at the heart of the image they had of the 'populace' .
This 'concern to keep distant from all social sites implied the refusal to
be guided by the public's expectations. Thus Flaubert, who pushed thIS
indifference further than anyone else, reproached Edmond de Gonco urt
for having addressed the public directly in the preface to his novel, Les
Fre res Zemganno, to explain the aesthetic intentions of the work: ' Wh�
do you need to talk directly to the public? It is not worthy of our secrets
( CC, vol. 8, p. 263 ). The more rhe arrist asserted himself as an artist
asserting his autonomy, the more he turned 'the bourgeois' into t s
' bourgeois', the philistine. This symbolic revolution, whereby atOst
emancipated themselves from bourgeois standards by refusing to
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n owledge any master other than their art, had the effect of making
k
�c m arket disappear. In the very moment that they defeated the
�hbeu rgeois' in their struggle to master the sense and the function of
O
activity, they eliminated the bourgeois as a potential customer.
a rtisti c antinomy of modern art as a pure art showed up clearly in the
d thi s
at, as the autonomy of cultural production increased, the interval
th
t
�
f tim e necessary for works to impose their norms also increased.
o This temporal gap between supply and demand tended to become a
S ru ctural characteristic of the field of restricted production. In this
a ti _ eco no mic economy fixed at the pole that was economically domi
ate d but symbolically dominant - with Baudelaire and the Parnassians
or poetry, with Flaubert for the novel - producers could end up, at least
in the short term, with only their competitors for customers. 'Bourgeois
a rtists' were assured of an immediate clientele. The producers of
commercial literature who worked on commission, like the authors of
vaudeville entertainments or popular novels, could live well off their
earnings and at the same time earn a secure reputation as socially
concerned or even as socialist (like Eugene Sue). Quite to the contrary,
the tenants of pure art were destined to deferred gratification. Some, like
Leconte de Lisle, went so far as to see in immediate success 'the mark of
intellectual inferiority', while the Christ-like mystique of the artiste
maudit, sacrificed in this world and consecrated in the next, was
undoubtedly the idealized or professionalized retranscription of the
specific contradiction of the mode of production that the pure artist
sought to establish. It was in effect an upside-down economy where the
artist could win in the symbolic arena only by losing in the economic one
(at least in the short term) and vice versa.
In a very paradoxical manner this paradoxical economy gave full
weight to inherited economic properties and in particular to private
income . In more general terms, the state of the field of production
dete rmined the probable effects of the properties of individual actors,
eIther objectively, as with economic capital and private income, or
subj ectively, as in the habitus. In other words, the same dispositions
engender very different, even antagonistic, positions, according to the
State of the field. In short, it was still (inherited) money that assured
freedom from money. A private fortune also conferred objective free
dom with respect to the authorities and those in power, which was often
the condition of subjective freedom, thereby enabling 'pure' writers to
aVoid the compromises to which they were particularly exposed.
Thus, only after characterizing the different positions within the
Iterary field is the analyst able to confront the individual actors and the
pe rsonal properties predisposing them more or less to realize the
POtential inscribed in their positions. It is striking that on the whole the
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adherents of art for art's sake, who were objectively very close to ea ch
other by virtue of their political and aesthetic attitudes and who, thOUgh
not really a group, were tied by bonds of mutual esteem and someti mes
friendship, followed similar social trajectories. Flaubert was the son o f
well-known provincial doctor; Baudelaire was the son of an offi
manager in the upper house of parliament who had ambitions f
D
becoming a painter, and he was the step-son of a general; Barbey
d'Aurevilly and the Goncourt brothers came from the provincial no

bility.
To account more fully for the particular affinity that tied writers frorn
this background of the 'liberal professions' [les capacites] as they used to.
say in Flaubert's time, to pure art, we can invoke the fact that the
occupants of these central positions within the political field who.
endowed with just about equal amounts of economic and Cultu rai
capital, wavered (like Frederic in Sentimental Education) between the
two poles of business and art and were therefore predisposed to occupy
a homologous position in the literary field. Thus the dual orientation of
Flaubert's father, who invested both in the education of his children and
in real estate, corresponds to the indetermination of the young Flaubert,
faced with various equally probable futures. Everything happened as if
his position in his family and the position of this family in the political
field predisposed Flaubert to experience at their strongest the force of
the contradictions inscribed in the position of the writer and in the
position of the pure artist, where these contradictions attained their
highest degree of intensity.

�

FLAUBERT'S POINT OF VIEW

So far, having grasped very partially the specificity of Flaubert, the
analysis has remained generic. It has not engaged the logic specific to the
work. We can almost hear Flaubert object: 'Where do you know a critiC
who worries about the work in itself? There are all kinds of analyses of
the milieu where the work was produced and the causes that brought It
about; but unknowing poetics [poetique insciente] where does it cOllie
from? its composition, its style? the author's point of view? Never!' (Cc,
vol. 6, p. 8). To accept the challenge, one must take Flaubert literally
and reconstruct the artistic point of view from which the 'unknoWIRS
poetic' was defined which, as a view taken from a given point within an
artistic space, characterized that point of view. More precisel y, It I
necessary to reconstruct the space of the actual and potential a ttls"
iS
position-takings in relationship to which Flaubert constructed h

�
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istic project. This space, it may be supposed, is homologous with the
of positions within the field of production outlined above.
When Flaubert undertook to write Madame Bovary or Sentimental
the space of possibilities
£dllcation, he situated himself actively within
the field. To understand these choices is to understand the
by
red
ffe
o
of
lff
I erential SignIf,cance that charactenzed them wlthm the UnIversethe
choices. In choosing to write these novels, Flaubert risked
ssible
PO
feri or status associated with a minor genre. Above all, he condemned
m self to take a place within a space that was already staked out with
mes of authors, names of sub-genres (the historical novel, the serial,
ond so on) and names of movements or schools (realism) . Despite
alzac's prestige, the novel was indeed perceived as an inferior genre.
The Academle Fran�alse was so SUSP'C'OUS of the novel that It waited
uotil 1 863 to welcome a novelist as such, and when it finally did so, it
chose Octave Feuillet, the author of novels full of aristocratic characters
and elevated sentiments. In the manifesto of realism that was their
preface to Germinie Lacerteux ( 1 865), the Goncourts felt obliged to
claim for 'the Novel' (a necessary capital letter) the status of a 'great,
serious form'.? But the genre already had its history and its foundin g
fathers. There were those claimed by Flaubert himself, like Cervantes,
and also those in every educated mind, like Balzac, Musset or Lamar
tine. When Flaubert started to write Madame Bovary there was no
novelist 'in view', and one found lumped together Feuillet, Murger,
Barbey d' Aurevilly, Champfleury and a good many others, second-raters
who are completely forgotten today but who were best-sellers at the
time. In this mixed-up world Flaubert knew how to recognize his own.
He reacted vehemently to everything that could be termed 'genre
literature' - his own analogy with genre painting - that is, vaudeville,
Dumas -type historical novels, comic opera and other works that flat
tered the public by tossing back its own image in the form of a hero
psychologically rooted in the daily life of the petite bourgeoisie (CP, vol.
2, p. 358). He reacted just as fiercely to the idealisti c platitudes and
sentimental effusions in novels like those of the eminently successful
FeUillet.
. But these reactions did not put Flaubert in the realist camp, who, like
hun, contested the first group but who defined themselves against all the
Importa nt professional writers, among whom Flaubert counted himself.
HI S designation as leader of the realist school after Madame Bovary's
sUccess, which coincided with the decline of the first realist movement,
Illade Flaubert indignant: 'Everyone thinks that I am in love with
realism, whereas I execrate it . . . But I loathe just as much false
Idealis m.' This
crucial formula once again reveals the principle of the
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totally paradoxical, almost 'impossible' position that Flaubert Was
about to create for himself, thereby presenting himself as unclassifia ble
The space of positions adopted by the writer that the analyst mus;
reconstitute does not appear as such to the writer himself. Otherwise
these choices would have to be interpreted as conscious strategies of
distinction. The space appears from time to time, and in a fragmen tary
state, in the moments of doubt concerning the reahry of the d.fferenct
that the writer claims, in his work, and beyond any explicit search for
originaliry. But the threat to artistic identity is never as strong as when
alterity assumes the guise of an encounter with an author who occupies
an apparently nearby position in the field. This indeed happened when
Flaubert's good friend Louis Bouilhet drew his attention to a novel by
Champfleury then appearing as a serial and whose subject - adultery in
the provinces - was very close to that of Madame Bovary (CP, vol. 2,
pp. 562-3). There Flaubert undoubtedly found an opportumry to asse"
his difference and to become aware of the principle of that differenct,
that is, the sryle or, more exactly, a certain inimitable relationship in his
tone between the refinement of the sryle and the extreme platitude of the
subject, which he shared with the realists or with the Romantics or with
the authors of vaudeville entertainments or, in certain cases, with all
three at once.
'Write well about mediocrity' (CP, vol. 2, p. 429). This oxymoron
condenses Flaubert's whole aesthetic programme and tells a good deal
about the impossible situation in which he put himself in trying to
reconcile opposites, that is, exigencies and experiences that were ordi
narily associated with opposite areas of social space and of the literary
field, hence socio-Iogically incompatible. In fact, on the lowest and most
trivial forms of a genre held to be inferior Flaubert imposed the most
exacting demands that had ever been advanced for the noblest genre 
poetry. The very enterprise challenged the established mode of thought
that set prose against poetry, lyricism against vulgarity, and it did so by
banning that sacrilege represented by the mixture of genres. At the tlm
the enterprise seemed like folly: 'To want to give to prose the rhyth m 0
verse (but keeping it very much prose), and to want to write about
ordinary life as one writes history or the epic (without denaturing the
subject) is perhaps an absurdity. That's what I wonder sometimes. But
perhaps it's also a grand undertaking and very original!' (CP, vol. 2 , p.
287).
He was indeed putting himself in an impossible situation, and in fact,
the whole time he was working on Madame Bovary, Flaubert neve
stopped talking about his suffering, even his despair. He felt like a
performing a real tour de force compelled to 'desperate gymnastiCs .
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roached his 'fetid' and 'foul' material for keeping him from 'bawling
ep
r ' lyri c themes. He waited impatiently for the time when he could once
ut
drink his fiJI of stylistic beaury. But above all, he repeated over and
�gai nagain
that he d.d nor, strictly speaking, know what he was doing
ver
and that it would be the product of an unnatural effort, unnatural for
in any case. The only possible assurance when confronting the
�i1l1 inkable
was the feeling of a tour de force implied by sensing the

unth
i1l1 m ense effort involved. ' I will have written the real, and that is rare'
(CC, vol. 3, p. 268). The questioning of forms of thought by the
sy1l1 bolic revolution, along with the absolute originality of what that
questioning engendered, had as its counterpart the absolute solitude
i1l1plied by the transgression of the limits of the thinkable for a mode of
thought that had become its own measure.
In fact, this mode of thinking cannor expect that minds which are
stru ctured according to those very categories it questions think the
unth inkable. It is striking how the judgements of critics, applying to
works the principles of division that those works have demolished,
invariably undid the inconceivable combination of opposites by reduc
ing it to one or the other of the opposite terms: thus the critic of
Madame Bovary who deduced the vulgariry of the style from the
vulgarity of the objects. Others stressed content, related Madame
Bovary to Champfleury's novel on the same subject, and put Flaubert
and Dumas fils in the same boat. Then there were those who, more
attentive to tone and sryle, placed Flaubert in the line of formalist poets.
What made Flaubert so radically original, and what confers on his
work an incomparable value, is his relationship, albeit negative, with the
whole literary world in which he acted and whose contradictions and
problems he assumed absolutely; so that the only chance of grasping and
accou nting for the singularity of his creative project is to proceed in
exactly the reverse direction of those who sing the litany of Uniqueness.
By historicizing him we can understand how he tore himself away from
the strict historiciry of less heroic fates. The originaliry of the enterprise
onl y emerges if, instead of annexing him consciously or unconsciously to
One Or another prestigious position in today's literary field (like the
nOuveau roman) and to make him an inspired (if unfinished) precursor,
th.s project is reinserted as completely as possible in the historically
con st.tuted space within which it was constructed. In other words,
tak 'ng the point of view of a Flaubert who had not become Flaubert, we
try to discover what
he had to do and wanted to do in a world that was
t yet transformed by what he in fact did, which is to say, the world to
ch
fa .ha we refer him by treating him as a 'precursor'. In effect, the
r world keeps us from understanding, among orher things, the
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extraordinary effort that he had to make, the exceptional resist
that he had to surmount, beginning within himself, in order to pr ee.
and impose that which, largely because of him, we now take for gran
Flaubert is really there, in this world of relationships that shoUldIIc:t
explored one by one, in their symbolic and social dimension. At
t
same time, he is unquestionably beyond that world, if only beca u se he
active integration of all these partial relationships implies going bey
the given. By locating himself in the geographical locus of all persPeq
ives, which is also the point of highest tension, Flaubert put himself so
speak in the position of pushing to their highest intensity all th
questions posed by and in the field. He �as able to act fully on all the
e
.
. offered by the
resources Inscnbed In the space of pOSSIbIlitIes
field.
Sentimental Education undoubtedly offers the best example of th
is
confrontation with all the relevant positions. The subject situates the
novel at the intersection of the Romantic and realist traditions: on the
one hand, Musset's Confession of a Child of the Century and Alfred de
Vigny's Chatterton, but also the so-called intimate novel that antici
pated the realist novel and the thesis novel; on the other hand, the
second bohemia, whose Romantic intimate diary eventually turned inlO
the realist novel, especially when, with the novels of Murger aud
Champfleury, it recorded the often sordid reality of these artiscs'
existence. By taking on this subject, Flaubert confronted not only
Murger and Champfleury, but also Balzac, and not only A Great Man 0(
the Provinces in Paris or A Prince of Bohemia, but also The Lily of tilt
Valley. The great ancestor is explicitly present in Deslauriers' advice 10
Frederic: 'Remember Rastignac in The Human Comedy.' By giving the
reference to Deslauriers, the petit-bourgeois par excellence, Flaubert
authorizes us to see in Frederic what is clear ftom everything else in the
novel, namely, that he is the 'counterpart' of Rastignac - not a faiJ�
Rastignac, or an anti-Rastignac, but the equivalent of Rastignac m
another world. In fact, Frederic opposes Rastignac within the universe
of another possible world, which really exists, at least for the critiCS,
also for any writer worthy of the name who masters the space .
possibles well enough to foresee how what he is doing risks putting h�
in relationship with other creative projects which are liable to divert
intentions. Take as proof this note of Flaubert's: 'Watch out for The . 's
of the Valley.' Nor could he avoid thinking about Eugene Fromen
Dominique, and especially about Sainte-Beuve's Volupte. 'I W •
g
Sentimental Education for Sainte-Beuve, and he died without rea din
line of it' (CC, vol. 6, p. 82).
e
th
d
an
Moreover, by assuming the impassivity of the paleontologIst
e
th
f
refinement of the Parnassian poet in order to write the novel 0 ba'
,
modern world, and without pushing aside any of the eventS
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natel y divided literature and politics, Flaubert broke up a whole
o
i
s
S
pa s of obligatory associations which tied the 'realist' novel with
riff-raff', or 'democracy', or 'vulgar' subjects and a 'low' style.
'ht' thereby broke the solidarities founded on the adherence to one or
I'l
er of the constitutive terms of these opposites. Thus Flaubert
tenced himself to disappoint, even more than with Madame Bovary,
se who expected literature to demonstrate something, the partisans
novel as much as the defenders of the social novel.
f he moral
Th is series of ruptures explains better than the conjuncture the cold
ception that the book received. It took place at the deepest level of
� nknowing poetics'. The work on form was undoubtedly the instru
ment of anamnesis, which was . both favoured and limited by the
denegatio n Imphed by formahzatlon. The work IS not the effU SIOns of
subject - there is a vast difference between Flaubert's objectification
projection of Frederic that critics have seen. Nor is the work a
and the
pure document, as some of his supposed disciples seemed to think. As
Flau bert complained to George Sand, 'Goncourt is happy when he picks
up in the street a word that he can stick in a book and I am content when
I have written a page without assonance or repetition' (CC, vol. 7, p.
281). And if the work can reveal the deep structures of the social world
the mental worlds in which those structures were reflected, it is
the work of formalization gave the writer the opportunity to
work on himself and thereby allowed him to objectify not only the
positions in the field and their occupants that he opposed, but also,
the space that included him, his own position.
It is not by chance that this project was realized with Sentimental
Education, this Bildungsroman in the literal sense of the term, in an
un equ alled effort by the writer to objectify his own intellectual expe
nences and the determinants that weighed on those experiences, begin
nlOg with those tied to the contradictory position of the writer in the
political field. In the obsessive chiasmic structure (dual characters,
cro ssed trajectories and so on) and in the very structure of the
rel ati ons hips between Frederic and the other main characters of Sent
'�ental Education, Flaubert objectified the structure of the relationship
a t tied him, as a writer, to the political field: or, which comes down to
I e sa me thing, to the positions in the literary field homologous to those
In the polit
ical field.
'lb
ere is therefore a relationship of circular causality between his
s
cl al pOSition and his exceptionally lucid consciousness of that posi
t ° If
esta his work as a writer could take him beyond the incompatibilities
as r -"shed in things - in groups, schools and so on, and also in minds 
to �n�lples of vision and division, perhaps it was because, in contrast
reden c's passive indeterminacy, the active refusal of all the determi-
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nants associated with a given position in the intellectual field, to b'
he was inclined by his social trajectory and the contradictory pro �
that were the pnnclple of that trajectory, predIsposed him to a br rtitt
view of the space of possibles and hence to a more complete use o der
° the
freedom inherent in its constraints.

�
:

THE INVENTION OF PURE AESTHETICS

The logic of the double refusal, and the break that the primacy given
form Imploed with the half·break effected by realism, provi des to
principle for the invention of pure aesthetics accomplished by Flau
In an art Ioke the novel (and In about the same degree as in pai ntin
where Manet ach I eved a comparable revolution), which seemed p ",
destined for a simple , nai've search for the illusion of reality. Realism�
effect was a partial, and failed;revolution. It did not really question
tendency to mIx aesthenc value and moral (or social) value which
.
continued to gUIde
cnncal J udgements. If realism questioned the
existence of an objective hierarchy of subjects, it was only to reverse that
hIerarchy out of a desire for rehabilitation or revenge, not to do away
WIth It. For thIS reason real,sm was recognized by the social milieux chat
it represented rather than by the more or less 'low' or 'vulgar' way of
representing them. Murger himsel f was perceived as a realist because he
represented 'common subjects', heroes who dressed poorly, spoke
disrespectfully about everything and were utterly ignorant of proper
behaviour.
By breaking this privileged tie with a specific category of objectS,
Flaubert generalized and radicalized the partial revolution of realism.
Like Manet confronted with a similar dilemma , he painted both
bohemia and high society. If the pure gaze might accord special interest
to objects socially designated as hateful or despicable (like Baudelaire's
carrion) because of the challenge that they represented, it remai ned
totally unaware of all the non-aesthetic differences between objects, and
it could find in bourgeois worlds, by virtue of their privileged tie to
bourgeois art, a particular opportunity to assert its irreducibility.
An aesthetic revolution could only occur aesthetically. It was not
enough to establish as beautiful whatever official aesthetics excluded or
to rehabilitate modern, 'low' or 'mediocre' subjects. It was necessary to
assert through form ( , write well about mediocrity') the power of art to
constitute everything aesthetically, to transmute everything into I oterar
beauty, through writing itself. 'For this reason there are neither beautltht
nor ugly subjects and one could almost establish as an axiom, takI ng .ng
point of view of pure Art, that there are no subjects, style by itsel f bel
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of seeing things' (ep, vol. 2, p. 3 1 ). The alternative
manner
ute
sol
�b
cnncs tried to restrict Flaubert
whICh
to
realosm
and
malism
JO
for
n
bet",e anet as well) was patently absurd. Because he mastered the
(and dem ands of form, he could assert almost without limitation the
hest
ig
h
of form to establish aesthetically any reality whatsoever.
revoluti on of the gaze, and the rupture of the bond between .ethics
that revolunon, effected a total conversIon of
by
d
implie
ics
thet
aes
d
an
revolution, whIch led to the aesthenclzanon of the artlsnc
This
Ie
stY
li e
only be half accomplished by the realists of the second
'
could
e
l
It e ty �
emi ' enclosed within their petit-bourgeois ethos, partly because
l implic ations of that revolution. The
ethica
the
accept
not
did
e
t y
of social art saw very clearly the ethical foundations of the
cates
d
a
l perversion of a literature
ethica
the
nced
denou
They
tics.
aesthe
neW
and close to an ap h rod"ISlac, ; th ey attack ed th e
h t was 'venereal
cal
� ' gers of ugliness and filth', who united 'moral ignominy' and 'physi
cadence'; and they were especially indignant about the method and
the artifice in this 'cold, reasoned, thoroughly researched depravatlOn'.8
This literature was deemed scandalous because of its perverse compla
cency, but also because of cynical indifference to in,famy and to scanda
itself. Thus an article on Madame Bovary and the phYSIOlogIcal novel
reproached Flaubert's pictorial imagination for 'enclosing itself in the
material world as if in a v·ast studio peopled WIth models who In h,s eyes
all have the same value'.9
It is certain that the pure gaze that had to be invented (and not, as is
the case today, simply put into action), at the price of breaking the ties
between art and morality, required an attitude of impassivity, indiffe
rence, aloofness and even cynical extravagance. Although it never
excluded a good deal of posturing (Baudelai re), this attitude presup
posed very particular dispositions, associated with positions and trajec
tories that favoured distance with respect to the social world. This
dista nce was the opposite of the double ambivalence, based on horror
and in fascinatio n, of the petit-bourgeois towards the 'bourgeois' and
Ihe 'peop le': thus, for example, Flaubert's violent anarchisti c tempera
men t, his sense of transgression and jokes, along with the distance that
leI him bring the most beautiful aesthetic effects out of the simple
descriptio n of human misery. This aestheticism pushed to its limits
lended toward a kind of neutralism, even ethical nihilism.
This freedo m with respect to the moral and humanitarian conformity
Ihat con
strained 'proper' people was no doubt responsible for the
ProfOu nd unity of the habitues of Magny's restaurant: Flaubert, Turge
nev, Sai nte-Beu ve and Taine. Between literary anecdotes and obscene
ories, they affirmed the separation of art and morality. Thi s was also
.
e fo un
dation o f the affinity with Baudelaire which Flaubert Invoked In
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�nts.

a letter when he was writing Salammb6: 'I'm getting to the dark t
We're starting to walk around in the intestines and burn the
e
Baudelaire will be satisfied' (CP, vol. 3, p. 80). The aristocr a�.
aestheticism stressed here i n the provocative mode was revealed atic
lOrt
Il
discreetly and no doubt more authentically in a judgement of Ii
'why does he display such a silly morality which diminishes hi go:
much? why the Academie? the cliches! the imitation, etc.' (CP, vol . 2 p
, .
330 ).

�O
S

This distance from all social positions favoured by formal e1aborati
was inscribed by that elaboration in the literary work itself: whence
merciless elimination of all received ideas, of all cliches, and of all the
other stylistic features that could mark or reveal adherence to one or
another position; whence also the methodical use of free indir a
discourse which leaves indeterminate, or as indeterminate as possi b
the relationship of the narrator to the facts or characters in the narrativ '
But nothing is more revelatory of Flaubert's point of view than th�
characteristic composition of his works, and in particular of Sentimental
Education, a novel criticized from the beginning for not being structured
or for being poorly organized. Like Manet somewhat later, Flaubert
abandoned the unifying perspective, taken from a fixed, central point of
view, which he replaced with what could be called, following Erwin
Panofsky, an 'aggregated space', if we take this to mean a space made of
juxtaposed pieces without a preferred point of view. I n a letter to
Huysmans about his recently published novel, Flaubert wrote that
'Missing from The Vatard Sisters, as from Sentimental Education, the
falseness of a perspective! There is no progression of effect' (CC, vol. 8,
p. 224). Thus his declaration to Henry ceard about Sentimental
Education: 'It's a condemned book, my good friend, because it doesn't
go like that: and joining his long, elegant yet robust hands, he made a
pyramid.'10
In itself the refusal of the pyramid construction, that is, an ascending
convergence toward an idea, a conviction, a conclusion, contains a
message, and no doubt the most important one: a vision, not to say .'
philosophy, of history in the double sense of the word. As a bou rgeoIS
who was vehemently anti-bourgeois and completely devoid of any
illusions about the 'people' (though Dussardier, sincere and disinterested
plebeian, is the only shining figure in Sentimental Education), Flaube
preserves in his absolute disenchantment an absolute conviction, wh'
he
concerns the work of the writer. Against preachers of every sort, h
asserted, in the only consistent way possible, without phrases and by t.
very structure of his discourse, his refusal to give the reader the decepoY f
satisfactions offered by the false philistine humanism of the sell ers 0
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n. It is here, in this narrative with no beyond, in this narrative that
o
i
iJlU u nts itself, in the irreconcilable diversity of its perspectives, in the
r' erse from which the author has deleted himself but remains, like
l
un noza's god, immanent and co-extensive with his creation - it is here
we find Flaubert's point of view.
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on

A rt

8
outline of a Sociological Theory
of Art Perception
-

1

Any art perception involves a conscious or unconscious deciphering
operation.
.

1.1 An act of deciphering unrecognized as such, immediate and
adequate 'comprehension', is possible and effective only in the special
case in which the cultural code which makes the act of deciphering
possible is immediately and completely mastered by the observer (in the
form of cultivated ability or inclination) and merges with the cultural
code which has rendered the work perceived possible.
Erwin Panofsky observes that in Rogier van der Weyden's painting
The Three Magi we immediately perceive the representation of an
apparitio n, that of a child in whom we recognize 'the Infant Jesus'. How
do we know that this is an apparition? The halo of golden rays
sUrrounding the child would not in itself be sufficient proof, because it is
�lso found in representations of the nativity in which the Infant Jesus is
real ' . We come to this conclusion because the child is hovering in
mid-air without visible support, and we do so although the representa
tiOn would
scarcely have been different had the child been sitting on a
Pillow (as in the case of the model which Rogier van der Weyden
roba bly used). But one can think of hundreds of pictures in which
urna n beings, animals or inanimate objects appear to be hovering in
' d-air, contrary to the law of gravity, yet without giving the impression
o belng apparitions. For instance, in a miniature of the Gospels of Otto
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in the Staatsbibliothek, Munich, a whole town is represented in t
h
the
persons
taking
part
in
empty
space,
while
middle of an
the action
standing on the ground. This actually is a real town, where
resurrection of the young people shown in the foreground took place
,
in a split second and almost automatically, we recognize the aerial
as an apparition, whereas we see nothing miraculous abou t the ci
floating in the air, it is because 'we are reading "what we see " accordi ty
g
to the manner in which the objects and events are expressed by f r
o
more
precisely,
when
we deCipher
under varying historical conditions';
a
miniature of c.1 000 AD, we unconsciously assume that the empty spa
serves merely as an abstract, unreal background instead o f form ing pa
of an apparently natural, three-dimensional space, in which the superna_
tural and the miraculous can appear as such, as in Rogier van de
Weyden's painting. I
Since they unconsciously obey the rules which govern a particular
representation of space when they decipher a picture constructed
according to these rules, the educated or competent beholders of Our
societies can immediately apprehend as a 'supernatural vision' an
element which, by reference to another system of representations in
which the regions of space would be in some way 'juxtaposed' or
'aggregated' instead of being integrated into a single representation,
might appear 'natural' or 'real'. 'The perspective concept', says Panofs
ky, 'makes it impossible for religious art to enter the realm of magic . . .
but opens to it a completely new realm, that of the "visionary" in which
the miracle becomes an experience immediately perceived by the be
holder, because supernatural events burst into the apparently natural
visible space which is familiar to him, and thus enable him truly to
penetrate into the essence of the supernatural.
The question of the conditions that make it possible to experience the
work of art (and, in a more general way, all cultural objects) as at once
endowed with meaning is totally excluded from the experience itsel f.
because the recapturing of the work's objective meaning (which may
have nothing to do with the author's intention) is completely adequate
and immediately effected in the case - and only in the case - where the
culture that the originator puts into the work is identical with the cultu re
or, more accurately, the artistic competence which the beholder bnnS
to the deciphering of the work. In this case, everything is a matter
t
course and the question of the meaning, of the deciphe nng of
meaning and of the conditions of this deciphering does not anse.
Il l ,
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1 .2 Whenever these specific conditions are not fulfilled ,.
derstanding is inevitable: the illusion of immediate comprehenSIOn e ce
e
to an illusory comprehension based on a mistaken code.J I n the abs
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e perception that the works are coded, and coded in another code,
rh
f
o
unconsciously applies the code which is good for everyday percep
e
on
the deciphering

of familiar objects, to works in a foreign
for
rl n
i on. There is no perception which does not involve an unconscious
r r d ti
and it is essential to dismiss the myth of the 'fresh eye', considered a
cOde
rtu e attributed to naivete and innocence. One of the reasons why the
ss educated beholders in our societies are so strongly inclined to
Jernand a realistic representation is that, being devoid of specific
categories of perception, they cannot apply any other code to works of
cholarly culture than that which enables them to apprehend as
ea ningful objects of their everyday environment. Minimum, and
appa rently immediate, comprehensIOn, . acceSSible to the Simplest
observers and enabling them to recogOlze a house or a tree, snll
pre supposes partial (unconscious) agreement between artist and be
holder concerning categories that define the representation of the real
rhat a historic society holds to be 'realistic' (see note 4).

�
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1 .3 The spontaneous theory of art perception is founded on the
experie nce of familiarity and immediate comprehension - an unrec
ognized special case.
1 . 3 . 1 Educated people are at home with scholarly culture. They are
consequently carried towards that kind of ethnocentrism which may be
called class-centrism and which consists in considering as natural (in
other words, both as a matter of course and based on nature) a way of
perceiving which is but one among other possible ways and which is
acquired through education that may be diffuse or specific, conscious or
unconscious, institutionalized or non-institutionalized. 'When, for
instance, a man wears a pair of spectacles which are so close to him
physically that they are "sitting on his nose", they are environmentally
more remote from him than the picture on the opposite wall. Their
proximity is normally so weakly perceived as to go unnoticed.' Taking
Heidegger's analysis metaphorically, it can be said that the illusion of
the 'fresh eye' as a 'naked eye' is an attribute of those who wear the
spectacles of culture and who do not see that which enables them to see,
any more than they see what they would not see if they were deprived of
What enables them to see.1 . 3 . 2 Conversely, faced with scholarly culture, the least sophisti
Cated are in a position identical with that of ethnologists who find
th emSelv es in a foreign society and present, for instance, at a ritual to
h lch they do not hold the key. The disorientation and cultural
hndness of the less-educated beholders are an objective reminder of the
bj eCtive truth that art perception is a mediate deciphering operation.
I nce the
information presented by the works exhibited exceeds the

�
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deciphering capabilities of the beholder, he perceives them as dev oi d of
signification - or, to e more ,precl se, .of structuratlon and organi za tion
- because he canno t decode them, I.e. reduce them to an mtell igible
form.
1 . 3 .3 Scientific knowledge is distinguished from na"ive experience
(whether this is shown by disconcertment or by immediate comprehen_
sion) in that it involves an awareness of the conditions perm itti ng
adequate perception. The object of the science of the work of art is th at
which renders possible both this science and the immediate comprehen_
sion of the work of art, that is, culture. It therefore includes, implici tly at
least, the science of the difference between scientific knowledge and
na"ive perception. 'The na"ive "beholder" differs from the art historia n in
that the latter is conscious of the situation.'5 Needless to say, there
would probably be some difficulty in subsuming all the genui ne an
historians under the concept Panofsky defines in an excessively normat_
ive fashion.

�

2

Any deciphering operation requires a more or less complex code which
has been more or less completely mastered.
2 . 1 The work of art (like any cultural object) may disclose significa
tions at different levels according to the deciphering grid applied to it;
the lower-level significations, that is to say the most superficial, remain
partial and mutilated, and therefore erroneous, as long as the higher·
level significations which encompass and transfigure them are lacking.
2. 1 . 1 According to Panofsky, the most na"ive beholder first of all
distinguishes 'the primary or natural subject matter or meaning which
we can apprehend from our practical experience', or, in other word
'the phenomenal meanin g which can be subdivided into factual an ,
s
expressi onal'. This apprehension depends on 'demonstrative concept
which only identify and grasp the sensible qualities of the work (thiS
t
the case when a peach is described as velvety or lace as misty ) or
e
emotional experience that these qualities arouse in the beholder (wh
colours are spoken of as harsh or gay). To reach 'the secondary
ep
matter which presupposes a familiarity with specific themes or con
as transmitted through literary sources' and which may be call e ( e
'sphere of the meaning of the signified' [region du sens du signt(le
must have 'appropriately characterizing concepts' which go beyon rIS(pc
simple designation of sensible qualities and, grasping the stY
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teristics of the work of art, constitute a genuine 'interpretation' of
ch arac
it. Within this secondary stratum, Panofsky distinguishes, on the one
hand , 'the secondary or conventional meaning, the world of specific
th emes or concepts manifested in images, stories and allegories' (when,
for instance, a group of persons seated around a table according to a
certain arrangement represents the Last Supper), the deciphering of
wh ich falls to iconography; and, on the other hand, 'the intrinsic
meaning or content', which the iconological interpretation can recapture
only if the iconographical meanings and methods of composition are
treated as 'cultural symbols', as expressions of the culture of an age, a
nation or a class, and if an effort is made to bring out 'the fundamental
principles which support the choice and presentation of the motifs as
well as the production and interpretation of the images, stories and
allegories and which give a meaning even to the formal composition and
to the technical processes'.6 The meaning grasped by the primary act of
deciphering is totally different according to whether it constitutes the
whole of the experience of the work of art or becomes part of a unitary
experience, embodying the higher levels of meaning. Thus, it is only
starting from an iconographical interpretation that the formal arrange
ments and technical methods and, through them, the formal and
expressive qualities, assume their full meaning and that the insufficien
cies of a pre-iconographic or pre-iconological interpretation are revealed
at the same time. In an adequate knowledge of the work, the different
levels are articulated in a hierarchical system in which the embodying
form becomes embodied in its turn, and the signified in its turn becomes
significant.
2.1.2 Uninitiated perception, reduced to the grasping of primary
.
is a mutilated perception. Contrasted with what might be
Significations,
called - to borrow a phrase from Nietzsche - 'the dogma of the
Imm aculate perception', foundation of the Romantic representation of
artistic experience, the 'comprehension' of the 'expressive' and, as one
might say, 'physiognomical' qualities of the work is only an inferior and
mu tIlated form of the aesthetic experience, because, not being sup
ported, controlled and corrected by knowledge of the style, types and
cul tural symptoms', it uses a code which is neither adequate nor
peci fic. It can probably be agreed that inward experience as a capacity
emo tional response to the connotation (as opposed to denotation) of
e work of art is one of the keys to art experience. But Raymond Ruyer
Very discerningly contrasts the significance, which he defines as 'epi·
'tic', and the expressiuity, which he describes as 'protopathic, that is to
d Y more pnmItIve, more blurred, of the lower level, linked with the
le
c ncep halon, whereas the signification is linked with the cerebral
Ortex' .
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2. 1 .3 Through sociological observation it is possible to reve
al,
effectively realized, forms of perception corresponding to the

differ n
t
levels which theoretical analysis frames by an abstract distinction .
cultural asset, from cookery to dodecaphonic music by way of Y
t
Western movie, can be an object for apprehension ranging from
t
simple, actual sensation to scholarly appreciation. The ideology of
the
'fresh eye' overlooks the fact that the sensation or affection stimu la
te
by the work of art does not have the same 'value' when it constitutes d
th
whole of the aesthetic experience as when it forms part of an adequa e
expe"ence of the work of art. One may therefore distinguish, throu
abstraction, two extremes and opposite forms of aesthetic pleas ur
separated by all the intermediate degrees, the en;oyment which acco :
pames aesthetic perceptIon reduced to SImpl e aisthesis, and the delig
ht
procured by scholarly savouring, presupposing, as a necessary
but
insuff,c,ent cond,tion, adequate deciphering. Like painting, perception
of painti ng IS a mental thing, at least when it conforms to the norms
of
perception imman ent in the work of art or, in other words, when the
beholder's aesthetic intention is identified with the objective intention of
the work (which must not be identified with the artist's intention).
2. 1 .4 The most uninitiated perception is always inclined to go
beyond the level of sensations and affeCtions, that IS to say aisthesis pure
and SImpl e: the assim ilatory interpretation which tends to apply to an
unknown and foreign universe the availa ble schemes of interpretation,
that IS, those which enable the familia r universe to be apprehended as
having �eaning, becomes essential as a means of restoring the unity of
an Integrated perception. Those for whom the works of scholarly culture
speak a foreign language are condemned to take into their perception
and their appreciation of the work of art some extrinsic categories and
values - those which organize their day-to-day perception and guide
their practical judgement. The aesthetics of the different social classes
are therefore, with certain exceptions, only one dimension of their ethics
(or better, of their ethos): thus, the aesthetic preferences of the lower
middle class appear as a sytematic expression of an ascetic disposition
which is also expressed in other spheres of their existence.
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2.2 The work of art considered as a symbolic good (and not as an

economic asset, which it may also be) only exists as such for a perso�
who has the means to appropriate it, or in other words, ro decipher It.
2.2. 1 The degree of an agent's art competence is measu red by the
degree to which he or she masters the set of instruments for the
appropriation of the work of art, available at a given time, that is to say,
the interpretation schemes which are the prerequisite for the appropr. a•

n

.l.ll

the prerequisite for the deciphering
of art capital or, in other words,
.
.
.
moment.
f works 0 f art 0 ffered to a gIven sOCIety at a gIven
2 . 2 . 1 . 1 Art competence can be provisionall y defined as the prelimin
nowledge of the possible divisions into complementary classes of a
3ry k
erse of representations. A mastery of this kind of system of
u0 iv
la ssification enables each element of the universe to be placed in a class
essa rily determined in relation to another class, itself constituted by
ec
0"
the art representations consciously or unconsciously taken into
onsideration which do not belong to the class in question. The style
prope r to a period and to a social group is none other than such a class
defined in relation to all the works of the same umverse wh.ch It
ex cludes and which are complementary to it. The recognition (or, as the
art historians say when using the vocabulary of logic, the attribution)
proceeds by successive elimination of the possibilities to which the class
is - negatively - related and to whICh the posslb.ltty whICh has become a
reality in the work concerned belongs. It is immediately evident that the
unce rtainty concerning the different characteristics likely to be attri·
buted to the work under consideration (authors, schools, periods, styles,
subjects, etc.) can be removed by employing different codes, functioning
as classification systems; it may be a case of a properly artistic code
which, by permitting the deciphering of specifically stylistic character·
istics, enables the work concerned to be assigned to the class formed by
the whole of the works of a period, a society, a school or an author
(,that's a Cezanne'), or a code from everyday life which, in the form of
prev ious knowledge of the possible divisions into complementary classes
of the universe of signifiers and of the universe of signifieds, and of the
correlations between the divisions of the one and the divisions of the
other, enables the particular representation, treated as a sign, to be
assigned to a class of signifiers and consequently makes it possible to
know, by means of the correlations with the universe of signifieds, that
the corresponding signified belongs to a certain class of signifieds ('that's
a fores t').8 In the first case the beholder is paying attention to the
man ner of treating the leaves or the clouds, that is to say to the stylistic
Indications, locating the possibility realized, characteristic of one class of
Works, by reference to the universe of stylistic possibilities ; in the other
case, she is treating the leaves or the clouds as indications or signals
associated, according to the logic set forth above, with significations
tra nscendent to the representation itself (,that's a poplar', 'that's a
Sto rm').
2.2. 1 .2 Artistic- competence is therefore defined as the previous
knowledge of the strictly artistic principles of division which enable a
representation to be located, through the classification of the stylistic
(10
.
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indications which it contains, among the possibilities of repreSentati OQ
constituting the universe of art and not among the possibilities o
f
representation constituting the universe of everyday objects Or the
universe of signs, which would amount to treating it as a mel
t
monument, i.e. as a mere means of communication used to transmit ,
transcendent signification. The perception of the work of art in a tru ly
aesthetic manner, that is, as a signifier which signifies nothing other than
itself, does not consist of considering it 'without connecting it with
anything other than itself, either emotionally or intellectually', in short
of giving oneself up to the work apprehended i n its irreducible singu lar_
ity, but rather of noting its distinctive stylistic features by relating it to
the ensemble of the works forming the class to which it belongs, and to
these works only. On the contrary, the taste of the working classes is
determined, after the manner of what Kant describes in his Critique of
judgement as 'barbarous taste', by the refusal or the impossibility (one
should say the impossibility-refusal) of operating the distinction be
tween 'what is liked' and 'what pleases' and, more generally, between
'disinterestedness', the only guarantee of the aesthetic quality of con
templation, and 'the interest of the senses' which defines 'the agreeable'
or 'the interest of reason': it requires that every image shall fulfil a
function, if only that of a sign. This 'functionalist' representation of the
work of art is based on the refusal of gratuitousness, the idolatty of
work or the placing of value on what is 'instructive' (as opposed to what
is 'interesting') and also on the i mpossibility of placing each individual
work i n the universe of representations, in the absence of strictly stylistic
principles of classification.9 It follows that a work of art which they
expect to express unambiguously a signification transcendental to the
signifier is all the more disconcerting to the most uninitiated i n that, like
the non-figurative arts, it does away more completely with the narrative
and descriptive function.
2.2. 1 .3 The degree of artistic competence depends not only on the
degree to which the available system of classification is mastered , but
also on the degree of complexity or sublety of this system of classifi ca
tion, and it is therefore measurable by the ability to operate a fairly large
number of successive divisions in the universe of representatio ns and
thus to determine rather fine classes. For anyone familiar only with the
principle of division into Romanesque art and Gothic art, all Goth IC
cathedrals fall into the same class and, for that reason, remain indisttnct,
whereas greater competence makes it possible to perceive diffe rences
to
between the styles of the 'early', 'middle' and 'late' periods, or e ven
recognize, within each of these styles, the works of a school or even of
architect. Thus, the apprehension of the features which consti tute r
peculiarity of the works of one period compared with those of anoth
.
S
period or, within this class of the works of one school or group of artl
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rnpa red with another, or again, of the works of one author compared
,0th other works of his or her school or period, or even a particula r
"'
rk of an author compared with his work as a whole - such
of redundancies, that is, from
'v p rehension is indissoc iable from that
e grasping of typical treatments of the pictorial matter which deterine a style: in short, the grasping of resemblances presupposes ImpliCit
r ex plicit reference to the differences, and vice versa.
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3 The art code as a sytem of possible principles of division into
,� rnplementary classes ? f the universe of representation � offered to a
rticula r society at a given time IS In the nature of a SOCial institution.
a
p
2.3.1 Being an historically constituted system, founded on social
real ity, this set of instruments of perception whereby a particular
society, at a given time, appropriates artistic goods (and, more generally,
cultu ral goods) does not depend on individ ual wills and consciousnesses
and forces itself upon individ uals, often without their knowledge,
definin g the distinctions they can make and those which escape them.
Every period arranges artistic representations as a whole according to an
institutional system of classification of its own, bringing together works
which other periods separated, or distinguishing between works which
other periods placed together, and individ uals have difficulty in imagin
ing differences other than those which the availab le system of classifica
tion allows them to imagin e. 'Suppose', writes Longhi, 'that the French
naturalists and impressionists, between 1 860 and 1 880, had not signed
their works and that they had not had at their side, like heralds, critics
and journa lists as intelligent as Geoffroy or Duret. Imagin e them
forgotten, as the result of a reversal of taste and a long period of decline
in erudite research, forgotten for a hundred or a hundred and fifty years.
What would happen first of all, when attention was again focused on
them ? It i s easy to foresee that, in the first phase, analys is would begin
by distinguishing several entities in these mute materials, which would
be mOre symbo lic than historic al. The first would bear the symbo lic
name of Manet, who would absorb part of Renoir 's youthful produc
tion, and even, I fear, a few works of Gervex, without counting all those
of Gonzales, Morizot and the young Monet. As to Monet in later years 
he also having become a symbol - he would engulf almost the whole of
Sisl ey, a good share of Renoir, and worse still, a few dozen works of
BOUdin, several of Lebourand, several of Lepine. It is by no means
Impossible that a few of Pissarro's works and even, unflattering
recompense, more than one of Guillaum in, might in such . a case be
attrib uted to Cezanne.' 1 0
Still more convincing than this kind of imaginary variation, Berne
Jo ffroy 's historical study on the successive representations of the work
of Caravaggio shows that the public image that the individuals of a
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specified period form of a work is, properly speaking, the product of th
e
Instruments of perception, h,storIcally constituted, and therefore histo
rIcally changing, whIch are supplied to them by the society to which th
ey
belong: 'I know well what is said about attribution disputes: that th
ey
have nothing to do with art, that they are petty and that art is great .
.
,
The Idea that we form of an artist depends on the works attributed '
to
him and, whether we would or not, this general idea of him colours O
Ur
,
' wor ks. ' I I Thus, the history of the instruments �
vIew 0 f each 0f h IS
perception of the work is the essential complement of the history of t
Instruments for production of the work, to the extent that every work IS,
'
so to speak, made twice, by the originator and by the beholder' or
rather, by the society to which the beholder belongs.
2.3.2 The modal readability of a work of art ( for a given society in a
,
gIven
perIod) varIes according to the divergence berween the code which
the work under consIderation objectively requires and the code as an
h,stOrIcally consmuted institution; the readability of a work of art for a
particul ar indIvIdu al varies according to the divergence between the
more or less complex and subtle code required by the work, and the
competence .of the individu al, as defined by the degree to which the
socIal code, Itself more or less complex and subtle, is mastered. Thus, as
BOrIS de Schloezer observes, each period has its melodic schemes which
cause the individu als to apprehend immedi ately the structure of the
successIons of sounds in conformity with these schemes: 'Nowadays we
need some instruction to appreciate the Gregorian chant, and many
medIeval monodIes seem no less baffling than a melodic phrase of Alban
Berg. But when a melody enters easily into frameworks to which we are
accustomed, there is no longer any need to reconstruct it, its unity is
there and the phrase reaches us as a whole, so to speak, in the manner of
a chord. In this case, it is capable of acting magical ly, again like a chord,
or a gong stroke; If on the other hand it is a melody whose structure is
no longer In conformity with the schemes sanctioned by tradition the
tradition of the Italian opera, that of Wagner or the popular song the
syntheSIS IS sometimes difficult to make.' ' '
2.3.3 Since the works forming the art capital of a given society at a
,
gIven
time call for codes of varying complexity and subtlety, and are
therefore likely to be acquired more Or less easily and more or less
rapidly by institutionalized or non-institutionalized training, they are
charactemed by different levels of emission, so that the previ o US
proposItIon (2.3.2) can be reformulated in the following term s: the
readabdlty of a work of art for a particular individual depends on the
dIVergence between the level of emission,13 defined as the degree of
intrinsic complexity and subtlety, of the code required for the work, and
the level of reception, defined as the degree to which this individual
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e or less adequate to the code
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com pletely 'out of their depth' (cf. 1 .3.2 abo ve).
2.3.4 It follows that to increase the readability of a work of art (or
) and
of a collection of works of art such as those exhi bited in a museum
e, it is
to reduce the misunderstanding which results from the divergenc
possible either to lower the level of emis sion or to raise the level of
receptio n. The only way of lowering the level of emission of a work is to
provide, together with the work, the code according to which the work
is coded, in a discourse (verbal or graphic), the code of which is already
mastered (par tially or completely) by the receiver, or which contin
uously delivers the code for deciphering, in accordance with the model
of perfectly rational pedagogic communication. Incid enta lly, it is ob
vious that any action tending to lower the level of emission helps in fact
to raise the level of reception.
2.3.5 In each period, the rules defining the readability of contempor
ary art are but a special application of the general law of readability. The
readability of a contemporary work varies prim arily according to the
relationship which the creators main tain, in a given period, in a given
society , with the code of the previous period. It is thus possible to
distinguish, very roughly, classical periods, in which a style reaches its
own perfection and which the creators exploit to the point of achieving
and perhaps exhausting the possibilities provided by an inherited art of
inv enting, and periods of rupture, in which a new art of inventing is
invented, in which a new generative grammar of forms is engendered,
OUt of joint with the aesthetic traditions of a time or an environment.
The divergence berween the social code and the code required for the
Works has clearly every chance of being less in classical periods than in
perio ds of rupture, infinitely less, especially, than in the periods of
Con tinued rupture, such as the one we are now living through. The
transformation of the instruments of art production necessarily precedes
the transformation of the instruments of art perception and the transfor
I llati on of the modes of perception cannot but operate slowly, because it
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is a matter .of uprooting a type of art competence (the product of th
e
mternallzatIon of a socIal code, so deeply Implanted in habits a
d
memories that it functions at a subconscious level) and of substi tu /
n
another for it, by a new process of internalization, necessarily long n
difficult. " I n periods of rupture, the inertia inherent in art competen
(or, if preferred, in habitus) means that the works produced by mea ns
mstruments of a new type are bound to be perceived '
art productIOn
.
.Or
.
·
of perception, precisel
a certam time, by means 0f 0Id mstruments
those against which they have been created. Educated people, wh
belong to culture at least as much as culture belongs to them, are alwa
given to applying inherited categories to the works of their period and
Ignorm�, for the same reason, the Irreducible novelty of works which
carry WIth them the very categories of their own perception (as opposed
to works which can be called academic, in a very broad sense, and which
only put mto operation a code, or, rather, a habitus which already
exists). Everything opposes the devotees of culture, sworn to the
worshIp of the consecrated works of defunct prophets, as also the priests
of culture, devoted, like the teachers, to the organization of this worship
to the cultural prophets, that is to say the creators who upset the routin;
of ritualized fervour, while they become in their turn the object of the
routine worship of new priests and new devotees. If it is true, as Franz
Boas says, that 'the thought of what we call the educated classes is
controlled essentially by those ideals which have been transmitted to us
by past generations', I S the fact remains that the absence of any an
competence is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for the
adequate perception of innovative works or, with stronger reason, for
the production of such works. Naivete of the artistic gaze can here be
only the supreme form of sophistication. The fact of being devoid of
keys is in no way favourable to the understanding of works which
require only that all the old keys be rejected so as to wait for the work
itself to deliver the key for its own deciphering. As we have seen, this is
the very attitude that the most uninitiated, confronted by scholarly art,
are least inclined to take up (d. 2.2. 1 .2). The ideology according to
which the most modern forms of non-figurative art are more directly
accessible to the innocence of childhood or of ignorance than to the
competence acquired by a training which is considered as deforming,
like that of the school, is not only refuted by the facts; 16 although the
most innovative forms of art only yield their message first to a few
virtuosi (whose avant-garde positions are always explained partly by the
position they occ�py in the intellectual field and, more generally, in the
SOCIal structure), ' the fact is that they demand a capacity for breakong
with all the codes, beginning obviously with the code of everyday lofe,
and that this capacity is acquired through association with workS
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h to the extent that it is perc� ived,
Since the work of art onl y exists as suc
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essible to those who are disposed to
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3.3
(d.
ioll
inct
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, It bem g
approp riate them because they attribute a value to them
means to
understood that they can do this only if they have the
which,
appropriate them. Consequently, the need to appropriate goods
received the
like cult ura l goods, only eXist as such for those who hav e
school,
means to appropriate them from their family environment and
sfied as
can appear onl y in those who can satisfy it, and It can be sati
soon as It appears.
-

It follows on the one hand that, unlike 'primary' needs, the
'cultural need' as a cultivated need increases in proportion as it is
satisfied, because each new appropriation tends to strengthen the
mastery of the instruments of appropriation (d. 3.2. 1 ) and, conse
quently, the satisfactions attached to a new appropriation; on the other
hand, it also follows that the awareness of deprivation decreases m
proportion as the deprivation increases, individuals who are most
completely dispossessed of the means of appropriating works of art
being the most completely dispossessed of the awareness of thIS diS
Possession.

3.1

3.2 The disposition to appropriate cultural goods is the product of

ge neral or specific education, institutionalized or not, which creates (or
cultivates) art competence as a mastery of the instruments for appropria
tio n of these goods, and which creates the 'cultural need' by giving the
.
Illeans to satisfy it.
3.2.1 The repeated perception of works of a certain style encourages
the unco nscious internalization of the rules that govern the production
of these works. Like rules of grammar, these rules are not apprehended
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as such, and are still less explicitly farmulated and capable af bel.
ng
farmulated: for instance, lovers af classical music may have neIt
· h�
awareness nar k nawledge af the laws abeyed by the saund-maki ng al
l
to. which they are accustomed, but their auditive education is such th
t
having heard a daminan t chard, they are induced urgently to awai t t ,
e
toniC which seems to. him the 'natural' resalutian af this chard, and the
have difficulty In apprehending the Internal caherence af music fou nde
an other pnnclples. The uncanscious mastery af the instruments
of
appropnatlan which are the baSIS af familiarity with cultural work .
l
acquired by slaw familiarizatian, a long successian af 'l ittle perCePtia s,
: n t e sense In which Lelbnlz uses the expressIOn. ConnOIsseurship is an
art which, hke the art a f thinkin g ar the art of living, can nat be
Imparted enmely In the form af precepts ar instructian, and apprentice_
ship to It presuppases the equivalent of prolanged cantact between
.
disciple and initiate In tradltlanal educatian, i.e. repeated cantact with
the work (ar with warks of the same class). And, just as students or
diSCiples can IIneonsewllsly absarb the rules af the art - includi ng those
which are nOt expilCJ tly known to. the initiates rhemselves by giving
themselves up to It, excluding analys is and the selectian af elements of
exemplary conduct, so art-lavers can, by abanda ning themselves in
same way to. the wark, intern alize the principles and rules af its
canstructlan wlthaut there ever being brought to their cansciousness
and farmulated as such. This constitutes the difference between the att
theorist and the cannoisseur, who. is usually incapable of explicating the
principles an which hiS Judgements are based (cf. 1 .3.3). In this field as
In athers (learnin g the grammar af ane's native tongue, for instance),
school education tends to encaurage the cansciaus reflectian af patterns
of thought, perceptian ar expression which have already been mastered
uncansclOusly by farmulating explicitly the principles of the creative
grammar, far examp le, the laws of harmony and caunterpoint ar the
.
rules a f plctona
l camposition, and by providing the verbal and cancep
tual matenal essential far naming differences previously experienced in a
.
purely intUItive way. The danger af academicism is abviously inherent in
any ratlonailzed teaching which tends to mint, within ane doctri nal
bady, precepts, prescriptians and farmulae, explicitly described and
taught, more often negative than positive which a traditianal education
imparts in the farm of a habitus, directly 'apprehended 11110 illtllitll, as a
global style nat susceptible to analyt ical breakdown.
3.2.2. Familiarizatian by repeated perceptians is the privi leged
made af acquiring the means of apprapriating works af art because the
wark af art always appears as a concrete individuali ty which never
allows Itself to be deduced from principles and rules defining a styl e. As
d
IS seen from the facts in the case of the musical work, the mast exa ct an
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t take the place af the
best informed discursive translatians canno
�ecu tion, as a h,c et mille reailzatlan of the indIVI dual farm, which IS
la; the cansciaus ar uncanscious mastery af the
farmu
al'
to
ible
Y
uc
d
re
r
ence
rin ciples and rules af the production of thiS form enables ItS caher
pnd necessity to be apprehended by a symmetrical reconstructian af the
dual wark to. the
reato r's canstructian but, far from reducing the indivi
rs passible the perceptian and apprecia
general nature af a type, it rende
rather, of each executian,
tion of the originality af each actualizatian ar,
and rules accarding to which it was
iples
princ
the
to
n
relatia
n
i
res the twafald feeling
s
prod uced. Althaugh the wark af art alway procu
inventive, mast impro
o f the unparalleled and the inevitable, the mast
vised and the mast ariginal salutians can always be understaad, post
reS /lim, in terms af the schemes of thaught, perceptian and actian (rules
to. the
of campasition, thearetical problems, etc.) which have given rise
tech nical ar aesthetic questians to which this work correspands, at the
same time as they guide the creator in the search far a salution
irreducible to. schemes and, thereby, unpredictable yet nane the less in
accardance, a posteriari, with the rules af a gram mar af farms. The
ultimate truth af the style af a period, a schaal ar an autha r is nat
conta ined as a seed in an ariginal inspiratian, but is defined and
redefined continuausly as a significatian in a state af flux which
constructs itself in accardance with itself and in reactian against itself; it
is in the cantinued exchange between questians which exist anly far and
thraugh a mind armed with schemes af a specific type and mare ar less
innavative salutians, abtained through the applicatian af the same
schemes, but capable af transfarming the initial scheme, that this unity
of style and af mean ing emerges which, at least after the event, may
appear to have preceded the warks heralding the final autcame and
which transforms, retraspectively, the different maments af the tem
poral series into simpl e preparatory autlines. I f the evalutian af a style
(of a periad, a school ar an authar) does not appear either as the
auto nomaus develapment af an essence which is uniqu e and always
Identical with itself, ar as a cantinuous creation af unpredictable
novelty, but as a progressian which excludes neither leaps farward nor
turnin gs back, it is because the creator's habitus as a system af schemes
consta ntly guides chaices which, thaugh nat deliberate, are nane the less
sYStem atic and, without being arranged and arganized expressly in
rel atio n to. a final gaal, are none the less bearers af a kind af finality
Which will be revealed anly post (estllm. The auto-constitution af a
system of warks united by a set af significant relatianships is accampl
Ished in and thraugh the associatian of cantingency and mean ing which
IS un ceasingly made , unma de and remade accarding to principles which
are all the more canstant because they are completely uncanscious, i n
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.
and through the permanent transmutation which introduces the aCCl•
dents of the history of techniques into the history of style while mak
them meaningful in and through the invention of obstacles and diffi c
ties whICh are as If evoked on behalf of the very principles of th .
solution and of which the short-term counter-finality may concea a
.
higher finality.
3.2.3 Even
. . when the educational institution makes little provisl· for art trammg proper (as is the case in France and many oth
countrIes), even when, therefore, it gives neither specific encouragement
· · · nor a b0 dy 0f concepts specifically adapted to th
to cu I tura I activItIes
plastic � rts, It tends on the one hand ro inspire a certain familiarity
confernng a feelmg of belongmg to the cultivated class - with the wo Id
of art, in which people feel at home and among themselves as
appomted addressees of works whICh do not deliver their message to the
fIrst-comer; and on the other to mculcate (at least in France and in the
majOrIty of European countries, at the level of secondary education) a
cultllJated dIspOSItIon as a durable and generalized attitude which
ImplIes recognItion of the value of works of art and the ability to
approprIate them by means of generic categories.'8 Although it deals
almost exclUSIvely with lIterary works, in-school learning tends to create
on the one hand a transposable inclination to admire works approved by
. and to love certain works or, rather,
the school and a duty to admIre
certam classes of works whICh gradually seem to become linked to a
certain educational and social status; and, on the other hand, an equally
generalIzed and transposable aptitude for categorizing by authors, by
genres, by schools and by periods, for the handling of educational
. of literary analysis and for the mastery of the code which
categorIes
governs the use of the different codes (d. 2.3.5), giving at least a
tendency to acqUIre eqUIvalent categories in other fields and to store
away the typical knowledge which, even though extrinsic and anecdotal,
makes pOSSIble at least � n elementary form of apprehension, however
madequate It may be. I Thus, the fIrSt degree of strictly pictonal
competence shows Itself 1. 0 the mastery of an arsenal of words making It
possible to name differences and to apprehend them while naming them:
these are the proper names of famous painters da Vinci, Picasso, Van
Gogh -: whICh function as generic categories, because one can say about
any pamtmg or non-figurative object 'that suggests Picasso', or, about
any work recall 1 09 nearly or distantly the manner of the Florennne
es, like
categori
aInter,
'that
looks
like
a
da
Vinci';
there
are
also
broad
p
t�e ImpreSSIonIsts , (a school commonly considered to include Ga ugIn,
Cezanne and Degas), 'the Dutch School' 'the Renaissance'. It IS
n
'
particularly significant that the proportion of subjects who thin k i
d
terms of schools very clearly grows as the level of education rises an
e
that, more generally, generic knowledge which is required for th
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nsfer of
But the best proof that the general principles for the tra
the practices of
training also hol d for school tra inin g lies in the fact that
one
one single ind ivid ual and, a fortiori, of ind ivid ual s belonging to
ute
social category or hav ing a specific level of education, tend to constit
ture very
a system, so that a certain type of practice in any field of cul
probabl y imp lies a corresponding type of practice in all the other fields;
thus, frequent visits to museums are almost necessa rily associated with
ndance at
an equal am oun t of theatre-going and , to a lesser degree, atte
concerts. Sim ilar ly, everything seems to ind icate that knowledge and
p references tend to form into constellations that are strictly link ed to the
level of education, so that a typical structure of preferences in pai ntin g is
mOSt like ly to be link ed to a structure of preferences of the same type in
rnusic or literature.20
3.2 . 4 Owing to the particular status of the work of art and the
specifi c logic of the tra inin g which it imp lies , art education which is
reduced to a discourse (his tor ical , aesthetic or other) on the works is
necessa rily at a secondary leve l;2 1 like the teaching of the native tongue,
hter ary or art education (tha t is to say 'the hum ani ties ' of traditional
educatio n) necessarily presupposes, without ever, or hardly ever, being
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organized in the light of this principle, that individuals are endoWed
wIth a prevIously acquired competence and with a whole capital o
f
experience unequally distributed among the various social classes (visiq
,to museums or monuments, attending concerts, lectures, etc.).
3,2.4.1 I n the absence of a methodical and systematic effort, involv_
,
,
109 the mobil,zation of all avaIlable means from the earliest years o
f
school onwards, to procure for all those attending school a direct
contact with the works or, at least, an approximate substitute for th at
experience (by show109 reproductions or readmg texts, organizing visiq
to museums or playing records, etc.), art education can be of full benefit
only to th <:>se who owe the competence acquired by slow and impercep
tible famil,arization to their famIly mIlieu, because n does not explicitly
gIve to all what It ImpliCItly demands from all. WhIle It is true that only
the school can gIve the contmuous and prolonged, methodical and
uniform training capable of mass productioll, i f I may use that expres_
sion, of competent individuals, provided with schemes of perception
thought and expression which are prerequisites for the appropriation of
cultural goods, and endowed with that generalized and permanent
inclination to appropriate them which is the mark of devotion to
culture, the fact remains that the effectiveness of this formative action is
directly dependent upon the degree to which those undergoing it fulfil
the preliminary conditions for adequate reception: the influence of
school activity is all the stronger and more lasting when it is carried on
for a longer time (as is shown by the fact that the decrease of cultural
activity with age is less marked when the duration of schooling was
longer), when those upon whom it is exercised have greater previous
competence, acquired through early and direct contact with works
(which is well known to be more frequent always as one goes higher up
the social scale22) and finally when a propitious cultural atmosphere
sustains and relays its effectiveness.23 Thus, humanities students who
have received a homogeneous and homogenizing training for a number
of years, and who have been constantly selected according to the degree
to which they conform to school requirements, remain separated b y
systematic differences, both in their pursuit of cultural activities and ,n
their cultural preferences, depending upon whether they come from ,"
more or less cultivated milieu and for how long this has been so; thel
knowledge of the theatre (measured according to the average num ber 0
plays that they have seen on the stage) or of painting is greater if theIr
father or grandfather (or, a fortiori, both of them) belongs to a hIgher
occupational category; and, furthermore, if one of these variables (the
category of the father or of the grandfather) has a fixed value, the oth r
tends, by itself, to hierarchize the scores.24 Because of the slowness oft
acculturation process, subtle differences linked with the length of tutl
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rh at rhey have been in contact with culture thus continue to separate
'n div iduals who are apparently equal with regard to SOCIal success and
ven educational success. Cultural nobility also has its quarterings.
3.2. 4.2 Only an institution like the school, the specific function of
wh ich is methodically to develop or create the dispositions which
produ ce an educated person and which lay the foundations, quantitat
ively and consequently qualitatively, of a constant and intense pursuit of
culture, could offset (at least partially) the initial disadvantage of those
who do not receive from their family circle the encouragement to
undertake cultural activities and the competence presupposed in any
dis course on works, on the condition - and only on the condition - that
ir employs every available means to break down the endless series of
cumulative processes to which any cultural education is condemned, For
if the apprehension of a work of art depends, in its intensity, its modality
and in its very existence, on the beholders' mastery of the generic and
specific code of the work, i.e. on their competence, which they owe
partly to school training, the same thing applies to the pedagogic
communication which is responsible, among its other functions, for
transmitting the code of works of scholarly culture (and also the code
according to which it effects this transmission). Thus the intensity and
modality of the communication are here again a function of culture (as a
system of schemes of perception, expression and historically constituted
and socially conditioned thinking) which the receiver owes to his or her
family milieu and which is more or less close to scholarly culture and the
linguistic and cultural models according to which the school effects the
transmission of this culture. Considering that the direct experience of
works of scholarly culture and the institutionally organized acquisition
of culture which is a prerequisite for adequate experience of such works
are subject to the same laws (d. 2.3.2, 2.3.3 and 2.3.4), it is obvious
how difficult it is to break the sequence of the cumulative effects which
cause cultural capital to attract cultural capital. In fact, the school has
only to give free play to the objective machinery of cultural diffusion
without working systematically to give to all, in and through the
ped agogical message itself, what is given to some through family
Inheritance - that is, the instruments which condition the adequate
reception of the school message - for it to redouble and consecrate by its
app rova l the socially conditioned inequalities of cultural competence, by
treating them as natural inequalities or, in other words, as inequalities of
gIfts Or natural talents.

�

3.3

Charismatic ideology is based on parenthesizing the relationship,
eV Ident
as soon as it is revealed, between art competence and education,
Wh ' ch alone is capable of creating both the disposition to recognize a
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value in cultural goods and the competence which gives a meaning to
this disposition by making it possible to appropriate such goods. Si nCe
their art competence is the product of an imperceptible familiarization
and an automatic transferring of aptitudes, members of the privileged
classes are naturally inclined to regard as a gift of nature a cultu ral
heritage which is transmitted by a process .of unconscious training. Bu t,
.
In addItIon, the contradIctions and amb,guItIes of the relationshIp which
the most cultured among them maintain with their culture are both
encouraged and permitted by the paradox which defines the 'realization'
of culture as becoming natural. Culture is thus achieved only by
negating itself as such, that is, as artificial and artificially acquired, so as
to become second nature, a habitus, a possession turned into being; the
virtuosi of the judgement of taste seem to reach an experience of
aesthetic grace so completely freed from the constraints of culture and SO
little marked by the long, patient training of which it is the product that
any reminder of the conditions and the social conditioning which have
rendered it possible seems to be at once obvious and scandalous (d.
1 .3 . 1 ). It follows that the most experienced connoisseurs are the natural
champions of charismatic ideology, which attributes to the work of art a
magical power of conversion capable of awakening the potentialities
latent in a few of the elect, and which contrasts authentic experience of a
work of art as an 'affection' of the heart or immediate enlightenme nt of
the intuition with the laborious proceedings and cold comments of the
intelligence, ignoring the social and cultural conditions underlying such
an experience, and at the same time treating as a birthright the virtuosity
acquired through long familiarization or through the exercises of a
methodical training; silence concerning the social prerequisites for the
appropriation of culture or, to be more exact, for the acquisition of art
competence in the sense of mastery of all the means for the specific
appropriation of works of art is a self-seeking silence because it is what
makes it possible to legitimatize a social privilege by pretending that it is a
gift of nature.25
To remember that culture is not what one is but what one has, or
rather, what one has become; to remember the social conditions which
render possible aesthetic experience and the existence of those beings 
art lovers or 'people of taste' - for whom it is possible; to remember that
the work of art is given only to those who have received the means to
acquire the means to appropriate it and who could not seek to possess It
if they did not already possess it, in and through the possession of mea ns
of possession as an actual possibility of effecting the taking of posses
sion; to remember, finally, that only a few have the real possibili ty 0
benefitting from the theoretical possibility, generously offered to all,. of
taking advantage of the works exhibited in museums - all this is to bn ng
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light the hidden force of the effects of the majority of culture's social
uses.
The parenthesizing of the social conditions which render possible
cu ltu re and culture become nature, cultivated nature, having all the
ap pea rances of grace or a gift and yet acquired, so therefore 'deserved',
is the precedent condition of charismatic ideology which makes it
possi ble to confer on culture and in particular on ' ove. of a �t' the
ail-important place whIch they occupy In bourgeOIs soclOd,cy . The
bourgeoisie find naturally in culture as cultivated nature and culture that
has become nature the only possible principle for the legitimation of
the ir privilege. Being unable to invoke the right of birth (which their
cla ss, through the ages, has refused to the aristocracy) or nature which,
according to 'democratic' ideology, represents universality, i.e. the
gro und on which all distinctions are abolished� or the aesthetic virtues
which enabled the first generation of bourgeOIs to Invoke their mem,
(hey can resort to cultivated nature and culture become nature, to what
is sometimes called 'class', through a kind of tell-tale slip, to 'education',
in the sense of a product of education which seems to owe nothing to
education,26 to distinction, grace which is merit and merit which is
grace, an unacquired merit which justifies unmerited acquisitions,
that is to say, inheritance. To enable culture to fulfil its primary
ideological function of class co-optation and legitimation of this mode
of selection, it is necessary and sufficient that the link between culture
and education, which is simultaneously obvious and hidden, be for
gotten, disguised and denied. The unnatural idea of inborn culture, of
a gift of culture, bestowed on certain people by nature, is insep
arable from blindness to the functions of the institution which
ensures the profitability of the cultural heritage and legitimizes its
transmission while concealing that it fulfils this function. The school
in fact is the institution which, through its outwardly irreproachable
verdicts, transforms socially conditioned inequalities in regard to
culture into inequalities of success, interpreted as inequalities of gifts
Which are also inequalities of merit.27 Plato records, towards
the end of The Republic, that the souls who are to begin another life
mUSt themselves choose their lot among 'patterns of life' of all kinds
and that, when the choice has been made, they must drink of the
Water of the river Lethe before returning to earth. The function which
Plato attributes to the water of forgetfulness falls, in our societies,
O n the university which, in its impartiality, though pretending to
recognize students as equal in rights and duties, divided only by
�nequalities of gifts and of merit, in fact confers on individuals degrees
Ju dged according to their cultural heritage, and therefore according to
their social status.
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By symbolically shifting the essence of what sets them apart frolll
other classes from the economic field to that of culture, or rather, b�
adding to strictly economic differences, namely those created by the
simple possession of material goods, differences created by the posses.,
sion of symbolic goods such as works of art, or by the pursuit of
symbolic distinctions in the manner of using such goods (economic Or
symbolic), in short, by turning into a fact of nature everything which
determines their 'value', or to take the word in the linguistic sense, thei r
distinction - a mark of difference which, according to the Littre, sets
peopl e apart from the c? mmon herd 'by the characteristics of elegance,
,
nobilIty and good form - the privIleged members .of bourgeOIs sociery
replace the dIfference between two cultures, h,storiC products of social
conditions, by the essential difference between two natures, a natural ly
cultivated nature and a naturally natural nature.28 Thus, the sacraliza_
tion of culture and art fulfils a vital function by contributing to the
consecration of the social order: to enable educated people to believe in
barbarism and persuade the barbarians within the gates of their own
barbarity, all they must and need do is to manage to conceal themselves
and to conceal the social conditions which render possible nOt only
culture as a second nature in which society recognizes human excellence
or 'good form' as the 'realization' in a habitus of the aesthetics of the
ruling classes, but also the legitimized dominance (or, if you like, the
legitimacy) of a particular definition of culture. And in order that the
ideological circle may be completely closed, all they have to do is to find
in an essentialist representation of the bipartition of society into
barbarians and civilized people the justification of their right to condi
tions which produce the possession of culture and the dispossession of
culture, a state of 'nature' destined to appear based on the nature of the
men who are condemned to it.
If such is the function of culture and if it is love of art which really
determines the choice that separates, as by an invisible and insuperable
barrier, those who have from those who have not received this grace, it
can be seen that museums betray, in the smallest details of th eir
morphology and their organization, their true function, which is to
strengthen the feeling of belonging in some and the feeling of exclu sion
in others.29 Everything, in these civic temples in which bourgeois soci etY
deposits its most sacred possessions, that is, the relics inherited fro m a
past which is not its own, in these holy places of art, in which the chose n
few come to nurture a faith of virtuosi while conformists and boguS
devotees come and perform a class ritual, old palaces or great histOrl
t
homes to which the nineteenth century added imposing edifices, bUI
often in the Greco-Roman style of civic sanctuaries, everything cO
,
bmes to mdlCate
that the world of art is as contrary to the world
st
everyday life as the sacred is to the profane. The prohibition agai n
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(o uching the objects, the religious silence which is forced upon visitors,
(he p uritan a sceticism of the facilities, always scarce and uncomfortable,
(he almost systematic refusal of any instruction, the grandiose solemnity
of the decoration and the decorum, colonnades, vast galleries, decorated
ceilin gs, monumental staircases both outside and inside, everything
seems done to remind people that the transition from the profane world
(0 the sacred world presupposes, as Durkheim says, 'a ger.uine meta
morphosis', a radical spiritual change, that the bringing together of the
world s 'is always, in itself, a delicate operation which calls for precau
(ion and a more or less complicated initiation', that 'it is not even
pos sible unless the profane lose their specific characteristics, unless they
, o
mselves
and
some
degree
become
sacred
to
some
extent
to
.3
(he
Alth ough the work of art, owing to its sacred character, calls for
part icular dispositions or predispositions, it brings in return its con
secration to those who satisfy its demands, to the small elite who are
self- chosen by their aptitude to respond to its appea\.
The museum gives to all, as a public legacy, the monuments of a
splendid past, instruments of the sumptuous glorification of the great
figures of bygone ages, but this is false generosity, because free entrance
is also optional entrance, reserved for those who, endowed with the
ability to appropriate the works, have the privilege of using this freedom
and who find themselves consequently legitimized in their privilege, that
is, in the possession of the means of appropriating cultural goods or, to
borrow an expression of Max Weber, in the monopoly of the handling
of cultural goods and of the institutional signs of cultural salvation
(awarded by the school). Being the keystone of a system which can
function only by concealing its true function, the charismatic representa
tion of art experience never fulfils its function of mystifying so well as
when it resorts to a 'democratic' language:3 1 to claim that works of art
have power to awaken the grace of aesthetic enlightenment in anyone,
however culturally uninitiated he or she may be, to presume in all cases
to ascribe to the unfathomable accidents of grace or to the arbitrary
bestowal of 'gifts' aptitudes which are always the product of unevenly
dist ributed education, and therefore to treat inherited aptitudes as
personal virtues which are both natural and meritorious. Charismatic
Ideol ogy would not be so strong if it were not the only outwardly
Irrepro achable means of j ustifying the right of the heirs to the inheri
tan ce without being inconsistent with the ideal of formal democracy,
and if, in this
particular case, it did not aim at establishing in nature the
Sale right of the bourgeoisie to appropriate art treasures to itself, to
pp ropria te them to itself symbolically, that is to say, in the only
egltlmate manner,
in a society which pretends to yield to all, 'democra
"cally ',
the relics of an aristocratic past.32
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9
Manet and the
Institutionalization of Anomie

The modern paInting movement which was born in France around
1 8 70-80 can only be understood if one analyses the situation in and
against which it developed, that is, the academic institution and the
conventional style which is a direct expression of it, and also if one
resolutely avoids the alternatives of depreciation or rehabilitation
governing most current debates.
This text represents the first stage of an analysis of the symbolic
revolution brought about by Manet and, after him, by the Impression
ists. 1 The contradictions introduced by the numerical increase of the
population of established painters and unknown artists contributed to
the overthrow of the social structures of the academic apparatus
(ateliers, salons, etc.) and the mental structures associated with it. This
morphological explosion favoured the emergence of an artistiC and
literary milieu which was highly differentiated and ready to encou rage
the task of ethical and aesthetic subversion that Manet was ro bri ng
about.
ch
To understand the collective conversion of modes of thought whi
n
led to the invention of the writer and the artist through the constituOO
of relatively autonomous universes, where economic necessiti es a
t
(partially ) suspended, one has to go beyond the limits imposed by .
gJb e
unintelh
remains
essential
The
and
es
abilities.
specialiti
of
division
o
ary
liter
single
a
of
limits
the
within
as long as one remains enclosed
oU
artistic tradition. Since advances toward autonomy were brough t ab nt
re
at different moments in both universes, in conjunction with dIffe nt
e re
economic and morphological changes and with reference to diff
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powers, such as the Academy and the market, writers were able to take
adv a ntage of the artists' achievements, and vice versa, in order to
in crease their independence.
The main obstacle to comprehension lies in the fact that what is to be
understood is a symbolic revolution, analogous to the great religious
rev olutions, and also a successful symbolic revolution. From this
revol ution in the way we see the world emerged our own categories of
perception and judgement, which we now commonly use to produce and
com pre hend representations. The illusion which causes the representa
tion of the world born of this symbolic revolution to appeat ob
vious - so obvious that through a surprising reversal it is the scandal
caused by Manet's works which has become an object of surprise,
indeed of scandal - prevents us from seeing and understanding the work
of collective conversion that was necessary to create a new world of
which our eye itself is the product. The social construction of an
autonomous field of production, that is, a social universe able to define
and impose the specific principles of perception and j udgement of the
natural and social world as well as of literary and artistic representations
of this world, goes hand in hand with the construction of a properly
aesthetic mode of perception, which places the source of artistic
'creation' in the representation and not in the thing represented. This
mode never asserts itself as fully as in its capacity to give aesthetic form
to the base or vulgar objects of the modern world. The social history of
the genesis of this quite peculiar social world in which are produced and
reproduced two mutually sustaining 'realities' - the work of art as an
object of belief, and the critical discourse on the work of art - enables us
to give the concepts commonly used to differentiate or designate genres,
schools, styles etc., which a certain theoretical aesthetic desperately
attempts to constitute into ahistorical or transhistorical essences, their
only possible foundation: the historicity, which is historically necessi
tated without being historically necessary, of an historical structure.
THE ACADEMIC GAZE
To

aCCOunt for academic art, one can adopt, as is usually done, a
hIsto rical perspective and relate its major characteristics to the condi
ons of its genesis. Born during the French Revolution with David (who
rew from the teachings of the Academy of Rome2) and adjusted to the
ta ste of the new
social strata of notables emerging from the Revolution
and the Empire, academic art defined itself by a rejection of eighteenth
�entury aristocratic art, which was most often held in suspicion for
mo ralis tic' reasons, and by a reaction against Romanticism, that is,

�
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against the first affirmations of the autonomy of art and, above all, o
f
the exaltation of the artist's persona and the absolutization of his point
of view.
The taste for eighteenth-century painting had developed during the
Revolution for historical as well as aesthetic reasons. However, it was
no longer sought out at the beginning of the new century, after the
restoration of classical norms during the Revolution and the Empite
except by a few eccentric collectors (among whom was Balzac's her�
cousin Pons, whose gift of a fan painted by Watteau was met with
indifference by some bourgeois who were not even familiar with the
painter's name). As Francis Haskell demonstrates, Watteau's popula rity
rises again under the July Monarchy, and the supposed ancestor of
Delacroix and the Romantics appears to the guardians of academic
order to be a threat to David's principles and to the religious an d
political order. The paradoxical revival of the taste for the eighteenth_
century French school of painting during the Second Republic can only
be understood in relation to the nationalism of Republicans , who were
anxious to restore the prestige of the French tradition. None the less it
seems that these heterodox tastes were more frequent among the
aristocrats than the nouveaux riches, such as the Pereire brothers, who
had been advised in the composition of their collection by Theodore
Thore, one of the first historian-dealers (bankers, businessmen and high
government officials exerted considerable power over the Salon, where
their tastes were known - the paintings they had purchased were
exhibited with their name on them - and recognized by the exhibitors'
very orientation and by the jury's choices). But generally speaking, the
classical canons are so powerful that even Dutch art, which enjoyed a
great reputation, is still seen through the norms of academic perception
which impede an understanding of the continuity between Ruysdael and
Theodore Rousseau or Corot J How is it possible not to see that nothing
is more radically opposed to the inner gaze Michael Fried talks about in
relation to eighteenth-century painting than the exaggerated exterio riry
of nineteenth-century historical paintings?' Furthermore, it is quite clea r
that the valorization of academic art is inscribed in the cultu ral
restoration undertaken after the crises of the Revolution and the Em pire,
through which political regimes, seeking legitimacy, attempted to re
create a consensus around an eclectic culture of a juste milieu. But on e
can also, without negating the aforementioned argument, undertake
structural explanation of this art by relating it to the institutl ona
,
conditions of its production: its aesthetic is inscribed (to the poin t th a
tiC
one can practically deduce it) in the logic of functioning of a sclero
academic institution.
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The system's whole functioning is dominated by the existence of a
steady succession of concours or competitions with honorific awards,
the most i mportant being the annual Grand Prix competition, which
rewarded the victor with a sojourn in the Villa Medicis. It is therefore
no t surprising once again to find all the characteristics of institutions
subj ected to this logic, like the preparatory classes to the grandes
ecoles5: the incredible docility that it assumes and reinforces in students
wh o are maintained in an infantile dependency by the logic of competi
tio n and the frantic expectations it creates (the opening of the Salon
gives rise to scenes of pathos), and the normalization brought by
col lective training in the ateliers, with their initiation rites, their
hierarchies linked as much to seniority as to competence, and their
curricula with strictly defined stages and programmes.
I was at first delighted to discover the analogy between the ateliers
and preparatory classes in the writings of such a well-informed specialist
as Jacques Thuillier: 'And the sort of artistic khagne [preparatory
schools] represented by the ateliers of Leon Coigniet, Ingres or Gleyre,
which were simple preparatory classes without any administrative link
to the Ecole, were perhaps more important for the future of French art
than the Ecole's own teachings and the Grand Prix laureates.'6 But I
cannot accept the role that, because of his failure to analyse his own
representation of preparatory classes, Jacques Thuillier makes it play in
the process of rehabilitation through which he seeks to annul the
inversion of the scale of values brought about by Manet and Impression
ism. Even if it has the merit of establishing a raison d'etre instead of
condemning without analysis, the 'comprehensive' point of view, which
is suitable when it is a question of defending an institution, is no better
than the hostile or polemical perspective when it is a question of
IInderstanding. The unanalysed relation to the object of analysis (I refer
here to the homology of position between the analyser and the analysed,
the academic master) is at the origin of an essentially anachronistic
comprehension of this object, which will in all likelihood note only those
IOstitutional characteristics which are most directly opposite to the
representation rejected - for example, the relatively democratic recruit
ment of L'Ecole des Beaux-Arts or the interest of conventional painters
In socia l problems - and will, on the contrary, allow all the character
IStICS which would permit an understanding of the works in the truth of
the" social genesis to escape unnoticed.
Pure products of the Ecole, the painters emerging from this training
P ocess are neither artisans, like those of previous ages, nor artists like
ose who are attempting to prevail against them. They are masters in
t e true sense of the word. Differing greatly from the modern conception
•
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of the artist, these painters do not have a 'life' worth telling,
celebratIng, but rather a career, a well-defined succession of honours,
from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts to the Institute, by way of the hierarch
of awards gIven at the Salon exhibitions. Like any competition, whi
traInS the candIdate through failures (preferably repeated) as much
successes, the Prix de Rome was itself a progressive conquest: one wou
attaIn the second pnze, then one year later (like Alexandre-Charles
GUIllemot In 1 808, Alexandre-Denis-Joseph Abel in 1 8 1 1, etc.), two
years I�ter (ltke Fran��Is Edouard Picot in 1 8 13 ) or even three years
later (ltke L. V. L. Palltere In 1 8 1 2), the first prize. And it was the sarne
WIth awards gIven on the occaSIon of the Salon: thus Meisson'
received a third-class medal in 1 840, the following year a second-cl
medal, two years later a fIrst-class medal, the great medal in 1 855 and
the medal of honour in 1 867.7. One thus understands Degas's �itty
.
remark before a paIntIng of MeISSOnIer depICtIng a soldier aiming h'IS
. .
n fle : 'Guess what he �' s aImIng at: th e Salon medal.' And one sees more
. Implted by thIs relentless
clearly all that IS
climb up the academic ladder
If one realtzes that even a painter as consecrated as I ngres is severely
Judged when he refuses to exhibit works at the Salon after 1 834,
'
because one of his paintings had been refused.
Often coming from families belonging to artistic professions (in any
case more often than the ImpreSSIonIsts), the academic painters have to
,!ndergo and overcome t�e whole long series of trials devised by the
Ecole: the atelters preeanng them for the competitions,8 the competi
tIons themselves, the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, the Ecole de Rome. The
'!'ost consecrated painters among them competed all their lives for the
Ecole's laurels, which they themselves award in their turn in their
capacity as professors or jury members: throughout his life Delaroche
maIntaIne d one of the '!'ost important ateliers; Gerome kept his atelier,
set up In 1 865 at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, for more than thirty- nine
years and In It he unflInchIngly taught the academic tradition.9 Trained
through imitation of their master and occupied in training masters in
.
.
th eIr own Image, 10 they never completely escape from the Ecole's grasp,
the necessIty of whICh they deeply internalize through subjects which are
In appearance purely technical or aesthetic but which have submission
to the a,cademic institution as an underlying principle.
The Ecole, that is, the state, guarantees their value, by guaranteei ng,
.
Itke paper money, the value of the titles that they receive and confer. II
also guarantees the value of their products by assuring them of a near
monopoly of the only existing market, the Salon (so that the sym bohC
e
revblutIon � whICh breaks up this preferential relationship with Ih
.
market, WIll have altogether real effects by producing a price collapse)
r
In thIS sense, one can say, along with Eugenio d'Ors, that classical art, o
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least academic art, is a state-sanctioned art. I I There is a total
co incidence between official success and specific consecration, between
[e mpo ral and artistic hierarchies, and thus acclaim by the official
in sta nce of approbation, where the highest artistic authorities hob-nob
with the representatives of political power, is the exclusive measure of
val ue. The painter is trained through his whole apprenticeship to
experience this approbation in these terms, and he perceives admission
[0 the Salon, the prizes, election to the Academy and official commis
sions not so much as simple means. of 'making a name for oneself', but
rather as attestations of his value, genuine certificates of artistic quality.
Thus Ingres, having just been elected ro the Academy, 'intends to make
him self worthy of his great and new artistic fortune by surpassing his old
works, by transcending himself. He will look for the subject that will
personalize the great principles that are indissoluble in his eyes: the
True, the Beautiful, the Good. A composition which will recount,
illustrate, and deify human grandeur.' I 2 The artist is a high-level civil
servant of Art who quite naturally exchanges its action of symbolic
consecration for unprecedented temporal recognition ( for the first time,
living art attains parity with the most prized works of the past: 57 per
cent of French paintings sold between 1 838 and 1 857 were signed by
living artists, as opposed to 1 1 per cent between 1 737 and 1 756).'3 As
Sloane observes, 'The ideas of moral grandeur which attached to the
person of the king and his government were extended, in part, to apply
to the art which was, so to speak, at their service. Irrespective of the
quality of the results produced, a certain nobility was conferred upon
any art which was related to these governmental ideas. Nationalism,
love of France herself, respect for authority vested in the ruling power,
and a desire to root the greatness of France deep in the past were all
factors contributing to the undeniable strength of the academic
system.'l4
From the characteristics of the academic institution, which holds the
monopoly of the production of painters and of the evaluation of their
products, one can deduce properties of academic painting: academic art
IS a scholastic art which undoubtedly represents the historical quin
tessence of the typical productions of 'homo academicus'Y This is the
art of the teacher, and it is his function as a teacher that grants him a
tatutory authority guaranteed by the institution (much like the priestood In the religious order); it is above all an art of execution which, in
far as it implements an already established model of accomplishment
ased on the analysis of past masterpieces, can and must show its
VI rtu osity only in terms of its technique and the historical culture that it
can deploy. Trained in the school of copying, instructed in the respect of
Present and past masters, convinced that art arises from obedience to
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canons, and especially to the rules which define legitimate topics of
paIntIng and legitimate ways of treating them, the academic painters
when gIven the choIce, d,rect theIr research more towards litera
ry
content than towards purely pictorial invention.
It is significant that they themselves produce copies or variatio
which are scarcely different from their most successful paintings (thi
two In the case of Landelle's Femme fellah which received great accla'
at the 1 866 salon) , 6 and the good copies .� re judged almost equal to t
ongIn � 1 paIntIng, , as eVIdenced by theIr place of honour in priva
collectIons, museums and provincial churches. The painters' assjgn
role of executant IS seen through the precision of commissions entrusted
to them. 'Although showered with royal favors, Horace Vernet Con_
st� n tly had to accept paInstakIng demands. Asked to paint the Fete de la
,
Federation,
Couder was ob" �ated to completely redo his painting in
order to take LoUIS PhilIppe s remarks Into account since he was
witness to the event and was concerned with the painting's historica
accuracy." 8 Jacques Letheve reproduces the extraordin arily precise
Instructions for a statue which was supposed to be erected in Toulon to
celebrate the 'spirit of Navigation': 'The statue holds in her right hand
the helm whIch steers the sea shell on which the statue is set. The left
arm, bending forward, holds a sextant, etc.' Along the same lines,
Landelle, one of the most famous and honoured painters of the
nIneteenth century, who was commissioned in 1 859 to depict the visit of
the Empress at the saint-Gobain factory, could not get most of his
subjects to sit for him, and at the last moment he had to accept changes
imposed by the Empress.19
The cult of technique treated as an end in itself is inscribed in the
scholastic exercise seen as the solution to a scholastic problem or to an
arb l tranly Imposed subject which, deriving entirely from a scholastic
mode of thought, only exists as a problem to be solved, often at the price
of an enormous amount of work (Bouguereau was nicknamed Sisy
phus). This cult is responsible for what Gombrich calls 'the error of the
too well made'. The icy perfection and the indistinguish able unreality of
works which are too skilful - both brilliant and insignificant by dint of
impersonalityZO - characterize these virtuoso competition pieces, whi ch
seek less to say something than to show that it is well said thus lead ing
to a SOrt of 'expressionism of execution', as Joseph Lev� nson says in
relation to Chinese painting.Z I The seal of the institution is impressed on
all the works, even those which may appear to be the most felicitOUS
(such as Flandrin's Thesee reconml par son pere or Boulanger' s Recon
s
naissance d'Ulysse par fryclee), in the form of concessions or feat
undertaken to please a jury known for its hostility towards all origi nah tY
•
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and desirous of finding visible proof of the mastery of the techniques
(aug ht by the Ecole.
But even when valued as a feat, technique always remains subordi
nated to expressive intention and to what is called the effect. A result of
a long effort by the Academy to promote the painters' social status by
(ra nsfo rming them into learned men and humanists, the master's very
dignity is identified with the intellectual aspect of the work: 'To see
nature is a formula that the slightest examination reduces almost to the
proportions of nonsense. If it is only a question of opening your eyes,
any body can do it. Dogs too can see. The eye is undoubtedly the still of
which the brain is the receptacle, but one must know how to use it . . .
One must learn how to see.'22 The primacy given to content and to the
disp lay of a literary culture coincides perfectly with an aesthetic of the
con tent, and therefore of readability, which confers a transitive, purely
referential,' function on the painting, which is 'a historical subject
requiring a clear exposition',n as Boime would have it. The work should
com municate something, a meaning transcending the pure play of forms
and colours which merely signify themselves, and it should do so clearly.
Expressive invention turns towards the search for the most significant
gestures, which are appropriate for enhancing the characters' feelings,
and towards the production of the most eye-catching effects. For
painters as well as for conservative critics, 'literary values are an
essential element in great art, and the main function of style is to make
(hese values clear and effective for the observer'.z4 A stylistic conse
quence of the primacy thus conferred on the 'subject' is that most
expressive areas of the painting, where the dramatic interest is concen
trated, are privileged both in the execution and in the act of reading, to
Ihe detriment of 'those gloomy areas' where, as Feneon used to say, '[the
painter] ought not to have allowed his boredom to detain him' (and
which Manet will bring back into favour).
In short, this 'readerly' painting is intended to be 'read' rather than
'seen '.2S It calls for a scholarly decoding based on a literary culture,
precisely the one that was taught before the French Revolution in Jesuit
schools and afterwards in the lycties, and which was dominated by
classical languages and literatures.z6 Thus is minimized the gap which
PUre painting will create between the artist and the 'bourgeois', who can
rely on the classics for the content and, for the technique, on successive
lSlts to the salons (after 1 8 1 6). This learned reading, which is aware of
. IS ton cal and literary allusions and is thus very close to academic
Interpreta tions of classical texts, looks for history in the work but
WIthout attempting to resituate the work in history, as would the
Percep tion demanded by modern art. This reading arms itself with a
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histDrical cu ltu re in order to read the work
as a historically
hIstory, but It Ignores the perception wh
ich is based on a
knowledge of the history of styles an d mann
ers in order to situate
painting, th r? ugh the pla y of ptoperly
pictorial comparisons
dlstIncttons, In the specIfIc hIstory of pa
inting. The eternity
academic hu ma nis m sees as its do ma in, de
voted to the cu lt .of
topics an d stylistic procedures, causes the
ide a of rarity associated
antiquIty to be absent from the ac ad em
ic un iverse thus all ow ing
. ,
.
paIntIng
by Horace Vernet to attain a va lu e highe '
r than one by Titia n
.
HIstory IS one of the most effICIent way
s to put reality at a distance,
, eahz
to
produce an effect of Id
lO
n
an
d
sp
idtualization, an d thus pa ra
_
dOXIcally to create eternity.�� A hlst
onclzatlon which sanctifies
and
dereallzes contnbutes, with the tech
nical formalism which impos
es
gradations between colours an d th
e continuous relief of forms,
to
prDducIng the ImpreSSIOn of cold ex
teriority that academic pa in tin
gs
Impart. In fact, thIs Im p ess on IS asso
ciated, on the one ha nd , with
� :
what
,
Schlegel ca lle d pantomIme , that IS,
the theatrical nature of the person
_
ages � hich is onnected with the CD
ncern to represent the un represen
�
t_
able, the soul " no bl e feehngs an d ev
erythIng else that comprises that
,
whICh IS noral an d, O the other
ha nd , with what the same Schleg
:
?
el
called the ha berdashery , I.e. the clu
msy an d al l too obvious reconstruc
tion of the dress an d accessories of
the period.28 The unreal scenery of
anCIent Cl vl hzatlons can therefore
authorize, through the combined
vi rtues of exotIcIsm and cultural consec
ration, a ty pi ca lly academic form
of erotIcIsm (s�ch as a bordello scen
e by Gerome w hi ch becomes, by
vi rtue of styhstlc neutrahzatlon an d
the title, a Greek Interio r).29 The
Onent, whIch Ignores the most ag
gressive forms of urban ci vi lization
al lo w s pa in ters to discover the past
in the present (ju st as it allows then:
to aVOId the taboo of modern cloth
ing as well as the traditional peasa nt
world, wIth ItS costumes which ar
e as timeless as its customs).30 Far
fro m beIng the product of a dire
ct dependency an d submissiDn, the
.
affInIty or complicity between this
.orderly pa in tin g which is hierati c,
ca lm serene an d has modest an d
gentle colours, no bl e .outlines and
�
Ideahzed an d fixed figures - an d the
sDcial an d mDral .order it seeks to
m ain ta in Dr restore is born from th
e specific logic of the ac ad em ic order,
an d fro m the relations of depend
ence in an d through in dependen ce
.
whICh lIn k It to. the political Drder.3
1
The concern with readability an d th
e search for technical virtuDsitY
cDmbine to favDur the aesthetic .of
the 'finished', wh ich , as prDD f of
In tegrIty an d dIscretion, also fulfils all
the demands an d ethical expecta
tions Inscnbed in the academic positiDn
. The taste for the finished never
expresses itself mDre clearly than wh
en confronted by wDrks which,
because they do. not adhere to. the majDr
imperative of academic rigo ur,
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uch as DelacrDix's La . Liberte, CDurbet's Les Baigneuses or Manet's
.
ly mpia, appear phYSICally Dr mDrally unclean, that IS, dIrty and
dest at the same time. These wDrks are also easy, and thus less than
t1. 11(11
e t in their intention - for integrity and cleanliness are one and the
and through a sort of contamination, in their subject. Thus,
e
(11
a
s
.of the level of art, writes: 'The
Dele'cluze, i amenting the lowering
. to pursue. '32
. has made th e career easIer
of
color
for
draWIng
itution
bst
su
.
50 (11 e purely stylistic properties (the fInIsh, c1eanlmess, the pnmacy of
d raw ing and line) are loaded with ethICal Imphcatlons, nDtably the
t Ds/scheme of facility, whICh leads to the perception of certaIn
torial manners as being inspired by the search for rapId success at the
S of all the
east cost, thus tending to project the sexual connDtatlOn
.
. d .a blect
'
If.
ltSe
paInte
e
h
t
to
on
'facile'
the
of
tiDns
aesthetic condemna
.
And it is undoubtedly because of thIS ethICal dIspOSItion that the
antinomy of this aesthetic is put aSIde or Ignored. Indeed, technIcal
virtuDSity, which is, along with the exhIbition of culture, the only
accepted demonstration of mastery, can .only be accomphshed thr�ugh
' ts own negation. The finish rids the paIntIng of all marks of worK, of
nanifattura (such as the brush stroke w ich, according to Ing�es, m ust
nDt be visible, or the touch whICh, as Delecluze wntes In Les debats, , nD
matter how .one controls or uses it, is always a sIgn of Infenonty In the
art of painting'), and even of the pictoria.1 matenal (the pnvllege
conferred on line in relation to CDlour, whICh IS deemed SUSpICIOUS
because of its near carnal seductiveness, is well known), in sum, of all
the appearances of professional specifics. The finish is responsible � at the
end of this SDrt of self-destructIve accomphshment, for transformIng the
painting into a literary work, like any other (ut pictura poesis) requiring
the same deciphering as poetry.
.
. .
To. deepen this analysis of the fundamental prInCIples of academIC art
one can recall the initial criticisms of Manet, who, In hIS revolutionary
nDvelty, functions as an analyser, forcing critics to clarify the demands
and presuppositions, most often tacit, of the academIC vISIon. FIrst,
eve rything regarding technique: convinced that Manet IS totally Igno
.
ran t .of the art of painting, critics take pleasure In hlghhghtln
g hIS
.
.
defects, speaking for instance of an 'almost .chIldIsh
Ignorance of the
fu nda mentals .of drawing';33 they perceIve thIS style of paInting, whICh
ban ishes middle-range values, as being 'flat' (which led to Balcon's
cre ator to be compared to a house painter)3. and most of all they
tirelessly lament his lack .of finish. 'Manet believes he IS makIng
pai ntings but in reality he only brushes in sketches,' says Albert Wolff In
1 8 69; 35 a� Dther says that Manet makes fun of the jury by sending barely
Ou tlined sketches;36 according to a third, in 1 876 Manet does not hnIsh
Wha t he has started thrDugh sheer InCDmpetence;;7 yet an .other cntlC, the
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same year, accuses him of finishing nothing.JS In 1 874 Malla rrne•
defends him against this never-ending stream of accusations.J9 If II<
cannot agree with Alfred Boime, when, while reformulating the argu
ment already advanced by the Salon's critics, he puts forwa rd a
hypothesis (already suggested by J. C. Sloane40) which aims to negate
the ImpressIonist revolunon by showing that It only consIsted in taking
the sketches of academIc paInters and presennng them as finishe
d
works,4 1 we can use his analysis to describe the significance of the change it
brought about in the eyes of the critics.
For the academic tradition, the sketch is distinct from the painting, JUSt as
the impression, which is appropriate to the initial, private phase of artistic
work, is distinct from the invention, a labour of reflection and intelligence
carried out in obedience to the rules and supported by scholarly, and
especially historical, research. Knowing all the moral values that were
associated with the teaching of drawing, and particularly the value given to
the patient and minutely detailed work leading to a 'pictorial display of
,
laborious and diligent application 42 ('They tau ht us to finish, before
lj
they taught us to compose', says Charles Blanc4 ), one understands that
the members of the Academy were only able to see, in the independent
artists' more direct and immediate style, the sign of an unfinished
education, a subterfuge used to give themselves airs of originality while
sparing themselves the long apprenticeship provided and approved by
the Academy.<4 In fact, the freedom to express the direct impression in
the final, public work - until then reserved to the sketch, a private,
indeed intimate, moment - appears as an ethical transgression, a form
of facility and carelessness, a lack of the discretion and self-effacing
manner that is incumbent on the academic master. Through the process
of idealization, the finish is in effect what makes the work impersonal
and universal, that is, universally presentable, as in the case of the orgy
of Romains de la decadence, an austere and heavily censored painting
which is designed to arouse the ascetic delights of scholarly decoding
and whose form, by dint of technical coldness, in some way cancels its
substance. The rupture with academic style implies a rupture with the
lifestyle that this implies and transmits. We can thus understand
Couture's remark to Manet, regarding his Buveur d'absinthe, which was
refused exhibition at the 1 8 5 1 Salon: 'An absinthe drinker! Can one
create such an abomination? But my poor friend, it is you who are the
absinthe drinker, it is you who have lost all moral sense! ,4S
By imposing on his work a construction whose intention is not to hel P
in the 'reading' of a meaning, Manet dooms the academic eye, used t?
,
seeing a painting as a narrative, as a dramatic representation of a 'stor)'
s
Th
t.<6
to a second, undoubtedly more fundamental, disappointmen
)
for Paul Mantz, the critic of the Gazette des Beaux-Arts Uuly 1 8 6 ,

�
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Manet unquestionably has something to say, but, as if wanting to leave
th e spectator in a state of expectation, he refuses to say itY Manet, like
co urbet, was often reproached for presenting 'base' subjects and
especi ally for treating them in a cold, objective manner, without having
them mean something. This criticism reveals that the painter is expected
to express, if not a message then at least a feeling, preferably of a h igher
na ture, and that aesthetic propriety comes from a sort of moral
propriety, since, as Joseph Sloane has well shown, the hierar�hy of
.
subj ects IS based on an evaluanon of their moral and spiritual Impor
ta nce 'for mankind in the general scheme of things' ('A hero was higher
in such a scale than a banker or a street sweeper, and this was a fact
which the artist was supposed to bear in mind in his painting').
Here we find the third criticism, which reveals the link between the
aboli tion of h ierarchies and the attention devoted to form: the source of
all of Manet's mistakes, says Thore in 1 868, is a 'sort of pantheism
which values a head no more than a slipper [and] which sometimes even
attaches more importance to a bouquet of flowers than to the face of a
woman' (as did Degas in La femme et Ie bouquet). All the 'defects'
srressed by the critics originate in the gap between the academic eye,
which is attentive to meanings, and pure painting, which is artentive to
forms. Thus Thore observed that in Zola's porrrait, the head attracted
lirtle atrention, lost as it was in rhe modulations of rhe colour scheme.<s
Likewise, in 1 869 Odilon Redon criticized Maner for sacrificing the man
and his ideas to pure technique: since he is only interested in the
interplay of colours, his characrers are deprived of 'moral vitality' and
Zola's portrait is more a sriII life rhan the expression of a human being.
The crirical disarray reaches its peak in rhe face of paintings, such as
L 'Execution de Maximilien, which abolish all forms of drama and erase
any sort of narrarive, psychological or historical relation between the
objects, and especially the characrers, which are thus linked only by the
relations of colours and values. The unbearable lack of meaning leads
eirher ro indignant condemnation, when it is perceived as intentional, or
ro rhe arbitrary projecrion of a different meaning.< 9 Thus Castagnary,
despire rhe fact that he is known for his actions in favour of new works
and artisrs, insists on seeing Whisrler's La dame blanche as 'the bride on
rhe morrow', 'that disturbing moment when the young woman ques
rlons herself and is astonished ar no longer recognizing in herself the
Virginity of the nighr before', because he refuses to believe the painter
who rold him that he wanted to perform a tour de force by painting
:Vhi tes on whites; comparing the work to Greuze's La cruche cassee, he
I nrerprers it as an allegory.so Moreover, in relation to Manet's Balcon,
rhe same critic wonders wherher the two women depicted are sisrers or
wherher they are mother and daughter, since he sees a contradiction in
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the fact that one is seated in order to look at the street, while the other is
putting on her gloves as if about to take leave.5 1 We thus see how th e
critics and writers who are most open towards the new art of painting
still stubbornly persist in j udging it as if they were readers attentive to
the theme.
THE MODEL: FROM NOMOS TO THE INSTITUTIONALIZATION
OF ANOMIE

Academic art, produced by teachers who are accustomed to associati ng
their own dignity as well as that of their activity with the affirmation of
their historical and literary culture as well as with the manifestation of
their technical virtuosity, is thus entirely organized around communicat
ing a morally, that is to say, socially, edifying, and therefore hier
archical, meaning. It is subject to explicit rules and codified principles
which have been drawn up ex post, by teachers and for the purposes of
teaching, from an academically defined c!lrpus of past works (Dela
roche's famous painting, intended for the Ecole des Beaux-Arts' Hemi
cycle, catalogues and magnifies these works from the past). Concerned
above all with readability, academic art authorizes as its official
language the legal and communicative code which is imposed as much
on the conception as on the reception. Codified gestures: uplifted arms,
open hands with clenched fingers to express despair, a threatening index
finger to show condemnation, an open palm to express surprise or
admiration, etc. Conventional symbols: blue skies, grey roads, green
fields, skins with a 'flesh' tone, etc. Composition with a rigid perspect
ive. A stereotyped definition of beauty through, for example, the ideal of
regu I a r featu res.
Through the Academy and its masters, the state imposes the principle
of vision and legitimate division in questions of the figurative represen
tation of the world, the artistic nomos which rules the production of
legitimate images (through the production of producers, legitimized to
produce these representations). This principle is itself a dimension of the
fundamental principle of vision and legitimate division that the sta ,
which holds the monopoly of legitimate symbolic violence, has t
power to impose universally within the limits of its jurisdiction . App h
f
to the world of art, the monopoly of nomination a creative act 0
designation which gives existence to what it designates in acco r an
with its designation - takes the form of a state monopol y 0 t a
production of producers and legitimate works or, in other wo rds, a
monopoly of the power to say who is a painter and who is not, wh at "
ns
painting and what is not. In concrete terms, through the inStl tutl
IY
charged with controlling access to the corporation, the state's mon oP
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of the production of producers takes the form of a process of certifica
tion or, if one prefers, a process of consecration through which the
producers are authorized - in their own eyes as well as in those of all
legitimate consumers - as legitimate producers, known and recognized
by everyone. Thus the state, rather like a central bank, creates the
c rea tors, guaranteeing the credit or fiduciary currency represented by
the title of duly accredited painter.
In the symbolic work that the Academy must continuously accomp
lish in order to impose the recognition of its own value as well as the
sym bolic and economic value of the products it guarantees, and in order
to institute the belief that great painting is that of the present, the
Academy has a considerable advantage compared to other institutions
such as England's Art Journal. As a means of averting the threat that any
differen t kind of art or artistic canon could represent to its monopoly
(and consequently to the extraordinarily high prices attained by acade
mic painters) - and especially Romantic painting which, as Francis
Haskell notes, revives a certain style from the eighteenth century,
notably that of Watteau, and professes the same indifference towards
Antiquity - the Academy, through the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, where its
members teach, and through competitions like the Prix de Rome, which
it organizes, can control the production of legitimate producers and
exclude or excommunicate the ones who might be tempted by heretical
models. At any rate, through the jury (which it appoints) the Academy
can forbid them access to the market, since it has the power to decide
who is admitted to the Salon, which accredits the painter and assures
him a clientele. This logic of defending the profession pertains to all the
Other professions (lawyers, doctors, university professors, etc.), whose
permanence in a situation of privilege depends on their capacity to
main tain control over the mechanism designed to assure their reproduc
tion , that is, their capacity to recognize, in the double sense of
Identifying and consecrating, the legitimate members of the profession.
For such professions, whose symbolic capital and, consequently,
economic capital cannot tolerate a great influx and a great dispersion,
the threat comes from numbers. Either the de facto or de ;ure numerus
clal/sUS disappears, substituting open competition for a competition
hmited to a chosen few (for example, state commissions go to a small
mlO ority of painters), or the superfluous producers - that is, all those
th at the mechanism controlling entrance to the profession (in this case,
t he competitions) excludes from the status of producer and, conse
Uen tly, from production - succeed in producing their own market and,
Ittle by little, their own mechanism of consecration.
I n fact, the Academy's monopoly rests on a whole network of
ill Utually reinforcing beliefs: the painters' belief in the legirimacy of the
IUry and
its verdicts, the state's belief in the jury's efficacy, the public's
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belief in the value of the academic imprimatur (which is similar to th
effect produced by the designer's label), to which the Academy contri�
butes (notably In the matter of prices). As these interlocking beli efs
gradually collapse, they drag down wIth them the symbolic capital that
they underpin. It IS not easy to establish whIch were the decisive trigg rs
of this sort of bankruptcy of the central bank of symbolic capital in �e
art world. One may doubt, however, that the individual or collective
exh,bltlons .or the artIsts' and critics' never-ending criticism of the j u
;?
r
changes
In
its
composition
might
have
struck,
as
J.
Letheve
sugges
�
'
.
Irreparable blows to the public's trust'. For this institution which '
the last analysis, gets its authority from the state, the fa;al blo": i�
doub�less the one dealt by the state: the 1 863 creation of the Salon des
�efuses, whIch constitutes a dIsavowal of the admissions jury and th
Ecole des Beaux-Arts, which is 'wounded in its dignity as the guardian o�
the true and exclUSIve princIples of beauty'/z in June of the same year,
the. concentration of all authority to deal with the organization of
artIstIc life In the hands of the administration (that is, the ministry of the
Imperial Household and the Fine Arts); and, finally, in November 1 884,
the dec�ee whIch deprived the Academy of the power to oversee teaching
at the Ecole des Beaux-ArtS and at the Villa Medicis.
Knowing that the entire logic of the academic institution supposed the
organizatIon of competition, one understands how the ever-increasing
numbers of candidates - which its very success had helped to attract to
the Academy from among the products of a rapidly expanding system of
secondary education - could have created conditions propitious for the
success of a revolutionary challenge [mise en questionj:5) the prolifer
ation of superfluous producers favours the growth, outside and then
against the inStitutIon, of a negatively free artistic milieu bohemia
which will be at one and the same time a social laboratory for the
modern artists' new thinking and lifestyle, and the market where bold
artistic Innovation and the art de vivre will find the indispensable
minImum of symbolic gratifications. This process, whose starting point
IS u.ndoubtedly the numerical effect, culminates in the development of a
critical situatIon within the institution which tends to favour a critical
break with the institution itself and above all to the successful
institutionalization of this break. As it c�ases to ope:ate as a hierarchical
apparatus controlled by a professional body, the universe of the
producers of art-works slowly becomes a field of competition for the
monopoly of artistic legitimation. From now on no one can claim to be
an absolute holder of the nomos, even if everyone has claims to the title.
The constitution of a field is, in the true sense of the word, an
institutionalization of anomie. This is a truly far-reaching revol uti on
wh , ch, at least In the realm of the new art in the making, abolishes all
_
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10
The Historical Genesis of a Pure
Aesthetic

Let us begin with a paradox. It has occurred to some philosophers (I
have in mind Arthur Danto) to ponder the question of what enables one
to distinguish between works of art and simple, ordinary things, and to
suggest with unflinching sociologistic daring (which they would never
accept in a sociologist) that the principle of this ontological difference
must be sought in an institution. The art object, they say, is an artefact
whose foundation can only be found in an artworld, that is, in a social
universe that confers upon it the status of a candidate for aesthetic
appreciation. I What has not yet occurred (although one of our post
modernists will surely come to it sooner or later) is for a philosopher 
one perfectly 'worthy of the name' - to treat the question of what allows
us to distinguish a philosophical discourse from an ordinary one. Such a
question becomes particularly pertinent when, as in the case here, the
philosopher, designated and recognized as such by a certain philoso
phical world, grants himself a discourse which he would deny (under the
label of 'sociologism') to anyone like the sociologist, who is not a part of
the philosophical institution ,z
The radical dissymmetry which philosophy thus establishes in its
relationship with the human sciences furnishes it with, among other
things, unfailing means for masking what it borrows from them. In fact,
it seems to me that the philosophy labelled post-modern (by one of those
n
labelling devices until now reserved for the artworld), merely readoptS I
a denied form (i.e. in the sense of Freud's Verneinung), not only certaI n
of the findings of the social sciences but also of historicist philosophY
t
which is, implicitly or explicitly, inscribed in the practice of th es
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scie nces. This masked appropriation, which is legitimized by the denial
of borrowing, is one of the most powerful strategies yet to be employed
by philosophy against the social sciences and against the threat of
reia tivization that these sciences have held over it. Heidegger's ontologi
zation of historicity is, indisputably, the model for this operation.3 It is a
strategy analogous to the double ieu which allows Derrida to take from
social science (against which he is poised) some of its most characteristic
instruments of 'deconstruction'. While opposing to structuralism and its
notio n of 'static' structure a 'post-modernized' variant of the Bergsonian
criti que of the reductive effects of scientific knowledge, Derrida can give
himself the air of radicalism. He does this by using, against traditional
lite rary criticism, a critique of binary oppositions which goes back, by
way of Levi-Strauss, to the most classical analysis of 'forms of classifica
tions ' so dear to Durkheim and Mauss.'
But one cannor win at all the tables, and the sociology of the artistic
institution which the 'deconstructor' can carry out only in the mode of
Vemeinung is never brought to its logical conclusion: its implied critique
of the institution remains half-baked, although well enough done to
arouse delicious shudders of a bogus revolution ,s Moreover, by claiming
a radical break with the ambition of uncovering ahistorical and ontolo
gically founded essences, this critique is likely to discourage the search
for the foundation of the aesthetic disposition and of the work of art
where it is truly located, namely, in the history of the artistic institution.
THE ANALYSIS OF ESSENCE AND THE ILLUSION OF THE ABSOLUTE

What is striking about the diversity of responses which philosophers
have given to the question of the specificity of the work of art is not so
much the fact that these divergent answers often concur in emphasizing
the absence of function, the disinterestedness, the gratuitousness, etc. of
the work of art/ but rather that they all (with the possible exception of
Wittgenstein) share the ambition of capturing a transhistoric or an
ahistoric essence. The pure thinker, by taking as the subject of reflection
his Or her own experience - the experience of a cultured person from a
certain social milieu - but without focusing on the historicity of that
reflection and the historicity of the object to which it is applied (and by
co nsidering it a pure experience of the work of art), unwittingly
establishes this singular experience as a transhistorical norm for every
aes thetic perception. Now this experience, with all the aspects of
SI ngula rity that it appears to possess (and the feeling of uniqueness
probably contributes greatly to its worth), is itself an institution which is
the product of historical invention and whose raison d'etre can be
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reassessed only through an analysis which is itself properly historical
Such an analysis is the only one capable of accounting simultaneou sl
for the nature of the experience and for the appearance of universa lity
which it procures for those who live it, naively, beginning with the
.
phIlosophers who subject It to their reflections unaware o f its SOcial
conditions of possibility.
The comprehension of this particular form of relationship with the
work of art, whIch IS an ,mmed,ate comprehension, presupposes the
analyst'S self-understanding of himself - an understanding which can be
submitted neither to simple phenomenological analysis of the lived
experience (inasmuch as this experience rests on the active forgetting of
the h,story of whIch It IS a product), nor to the analysis of the language
ordmanly used to express thIS expenence (masmuch as it too is the
h l stoncal product of a process of dehistoricization). Instead of Durk.
heim's saying 'the unconscious is history', one could write 'the a priori is
history'. Only if one were to mobilize all the resources of the social
sciences would one be able to accomplish this kind o f historicist
actualization of the transcendental project which consists of
reappropriating, through historical anamnes is, the product of the entire
historical operation of which consciousness too is (at every moment) the
product. In the individua l case this would include reappropriating the
dispositions and classificatory schemes which are a necessary part of the
aesthetic experience as it is described, naively, by the analysis of essence.
What is forgotten in self-reflective analysis is the fact that although
appearing to be a gift from nature, the eye of the twentieth-century art
lover is a product of h istory. From the angle of phylogenesis, the pure
gaze, capable of apprehending the work of art as it demands to be
apprehended (i.e., in itself and for itself, as form and not as function), is
inseparable from the appearance of producers of art motivated by a pure
artistic intention, which is itself inseparable from the emergence of an
autonomous artistic field capable of formulating and imposing its own
ends against external demands. From the side of ontogenesis, the pure
gaze is associated with very specific conditions of acquisitio n, such as
the early frequenting of museums and the prolonged exposure to
schooling, and to the skhole that it implies. All of this means that th e
analysis of essence which overlooks these conditions (thus universaliz ing
the specific case) implicitly establishes as universal to all aesthetiC
practices the rather particular properties of an experience which is the
product of privilege, that is, of exceptional conditions of acquisition .
.
What the ahistorical analysis of the work of art and of the aesthetIC
experience captures in reality is an institution which , as such, enjoys a
kind of twofold existence, in things and in minds. In things, it exists ,n
the form of an artistic field, a relatively autonomous social universe

y
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wh ich is the product of a slow process of constitution. In minds, it exists
in the form of dispositions which were invented by the same movement
th rough which the field, to which they immediately adjusted themselves,
was invented. When things and minds (or consciousness) are immedia
tely in accord - in other words, when the eye is the product of the field
to which it relates - then the field, with all the products that it offers,
appears to the eye as immediately endowed with meaning and worth.
This is so clearly the case that if the extraordinary question of the source
of the art-work's value, normally taken for granted, were to arise at all,
a special experience would be required, one which would be quite
exceptional for a cultured person, even though it would be, on the
contrary, quite ordinary for all those who have not had the opportunity
to acquire the dispositions which are objectively required by the work of
art. This is demonstrated by empirical research and is also suggested by
Danto, for example.7 Following a visit to an exhibit of Warhol's Bril/o
Boxes at the Stable Gallery, Danto discovered the arbitrary character, ex
instituto as Leibniz would have said, of the imposition of the value
created by the field through an exhibit in a place which is both
consecrated and consecrating.
The experience of the work of art as being immediately endowed with
meaning and value is a result of the accord between the two mutually
founded aspects of the same historical institution: the cultured habitus
and the artistic field. Given that the work of art exists as such (i.e. as a
symbolic object endowed with meaning and value) only if it is appre
hended by spectators possessing the disposition and the aesthetic
competence which are tacitly required, one could say that it is the
aesthete's eye which constitutes the work of art as a work of art. But one
must also remember immediately that this is possible only ro the extent
that aesthetes themselves are the product of a long exposure to
attworks .8 This circle, which is one of belief and of the sacred, is shared
by every institution which can function only if it is instituted simulta
neously within the objectivity of a social game and within the disposi
tions which induce interest and participation in the game. Museums
could bear the inscription: Entry for art lovers only. But there clearly is
no need for such a sign, it all goes without saying. The game makes the
.I/usio, sustaining itself through the informed player's investment in the
game. The player, mindful of the game's meaning and having been
created for the game because he was created by it, plays the game and by
play ing it assures its existence. The artistic field, by its very functioning,
creates the aesthetic disposition without which it could not function.
SpeCifically, it is through the competition among the agents with vested
Interests in the game that the field reproduces endlessly the interest in the
game and the belief in the value of the stakes. In order to illustrate the
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operation of this collective endeavour and give an idea of the numero us
acts of delegation of symbolic power and of voluntary or forced
recognition through which this reservoir of credit (upon which th e
creators of fetishes draw) is engendered, it will suffice to recall the
relationship among the various avant-garde critics who consecrate
themselves as critics by consecrating works whose sacred value is barely
perceived by cultured art lovers or even by the critic's most advanced
rivals. In short, the question of the meaning and the value of the work of
art, like the question of the specificity of aesthetic judgement, along with
all the great problems of philosophical aesthetics, can be resolved only
within a social history of the field, along with a sociology of the
conditions of the establishment of the specific aesthetic disposition (or
attitude) rhat rhe field calls for in each one of its stares.
THE GENESIS OF THE ARTISTIC FIELD
AND THE INVENTION OF THE PURE GAZE

What makes the work of art a work of art and nor a mundane thing or a
simple utensil? Whar makes an artist an artist and nor a craftsman or a
Sunday painter? What makes a urinal or a wine rack that is exhibited in
a museum a work of art? I s ir the fact thar they are signed by Duchamp,
a recognized artisr (recognized first and foremost as an artisr) and not by
a wine merchant or a plumber ? If the answer is yes, then isn'r this simply
a matrer of replacing the work-of-art-as-fetish with the 'ferish of the
name of the masrer'? Who, in other words, created rhe 'creator' as a
recognized and known producer of ferishes? And whar confers its
magical or, if one prefers, its ontological effectiveness upon his name, a
name whose very celebrity is rhe measure of his claim to exist as an artist
and which, like the signature of the fashion designer, increases the value
of rhe objecr upon which it is affixed' That is, what constitures rhe
stakes in quarrels of attribution and the authority of the expert? Where
is one to locate the ultimate principle of the effect of labelling, or of
naming, or of theory? (Theory is a particularly apt word because we are
dealing with seeing - theorein - and of making others see.) Where does
this ultimate principle, which produces the sacred by introdu cing
difference, division and separation, reside?
Such questions are quite similar in type to those raised by Ma u�S
when, in his Theory of Magic, he pondered the principle of mag'C
effectiveness, and found that he had to move back from the insrru ment
used by the sorcerer to the sorcerer himself, and from there to the behe
o
held by his followers. He discovered, little by little, that he had t
s
confront the entire social universe in whose midst magic evolves and '
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ed. Likewise, in the infinite regress in search of the primary cause
p ractis
and ultimate foundation of the art-work's value, one must make a
s imi lar move. And in order to explain this sort of miracle of transubstan
riation (which is at the very source of the art-work's existence and
which, although commonly forgotten, is brutally recalled through
s rrokes of genius Ii la Duchamp), one must replace the ontological
question with the historical question of the genesis of the universe, that
is, the attistic field, within which, through a veritable continuous
creation, the value of the work of art is endlessly produced and
reproduced.
The philosopher's analysis of essence only records the product of the
real analysis of essence which history itself performs objectively through
rhe process of autonomization within which and through which the
artistic field is gradually instituted and in which the agents (artists,
critics, historians, curators, etc.) and the techniques, categories and
concepts (genre, mannerisms, periods, styles, erc.) which are character
isric of this universe are invented. Certain notions which have become as
banal and as obvious as the notion of artist or of 'creator', as well as the
words which designate and constitute them, are the product of a slow
and long historical process. Art historians themselves do not completely
escape the trap of 'essentialist thought' which is inscribed in the usage 
always haunted by anachronism - of historically invented, and therefore
dated, words. Unable to question all that is implicitly involved in the
modern notion of artist, in particular the professional ideology of the
uncreated 'creator' which was developed during the nineteenth century,
and unable to make a break with the apparent object, namely rhe artist
(or elsewhere the writer, the philosopher, the scholar), in order to
consider the field of production of which the artist (socially instituted as
a 'creator') is rhe product, art historians are not able to replace the
ritualistic inquiry concerning the place and the moment of the appear
ance of rhe character of the artist (as opposed to the crafrsman) with the
question of the economic and social conditions underlying the establish
ment of an artistic field founded upon a belief in rhe quasi-magical
powers attributed to the modern artist in the most advanced states of the
field .
It is not only a matter of exorcising what Benjamin called the 'fetish of
rhe name of the master' in a simple sacrilegious and slightly childish
Inv ersion - and whether one wishes it or not, the name of the master is
indeed a ferish. It is a question of describing the gradual emergence of
the entire set of social conditions which make possible the character of
the artist as a producer of the fetish which is the work of art. In other
words, it is a matter of constituting the artistic field (which includes art
an alysts , beginning with art historians, even the most critical among
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them) as the locus where the belief in the value of art and in the a nis
power of valua ble creation is conti nually produced and reprodu 's
ce
This woul d Yield not only an Inventory of the artist's indices i
autonomy (such as those revealed through the analy sis of contracts,
t e
presence of a signature, or affirmations of the artist's specific co
m
tence, or the recourse In case of a dispute to the arbitration by peePe_
etc.), but also an inventory of the signs of the autonomy of the
fie
Itself, such as the emergence of the entire set of the specific institut
io
which are a necessary condition for the functioning of the economy
cultural goods. These Inclu de: places of exhib it (galleries, museu
ms,
etc.) , institutions of consecration or sanction (academies, salons,
etc.)
Instances of reproduction of producers and consumers (art schools,
etc.)
and specialized agents (dealers, cnrics, art historians, collectors, etc.),
all
of whom are endowed With the dispositions objectively required by
the
field and the speCific categones of perception and appreciation,
which
are irreducible to those In common use and which are capable
of
.
I mposing a speCifiC measure of the valu e of the artist and of
her
products. As long as pain ting is measured by surface units and duration
of production, by the quantity and price of the materials used (gold
or
ultra mar ine), the artist-painter IS not radi cally different from a house
painter. That is why, among all the inventions which accompany the
emergence of the field of production, one of the most significant is
prob ably the elaboration of an artistic language. This involves first
esta blish ing a way of nam ing painters, of speaking abou t them and
abou t the nature of their work as well as of the mode of remuneration for
their work, through which is established an autonomous definition of
properly artistic valu e irreducible to the strictly economic valu e and also
a way of speaking abou t painting itself, of pictorial techniques, using
appropnate words (often pairs of adjectives) which enable one to speak
of plctonal art, the manifattura, that is, the indIv idua l style of the
painter whose eXistence it socia lly constitutes by nami ng it. By the same
logiC, the discourse of celebration, notably the biography, also plays a
determining role. This is prob ably due less to what it says about painters
and their work than to the fact that the biography establishes the artist
as a memorable character, worthy of historical account, much like
statesmen and poets. (It is known that ennob ling comparisons ut
pictura poesis - contribute to the affirmation of the irreducibi lity of
pictorial art, at least for a time and until they become a hindra nce.) A
genetic sociology should also include in its model the action of the
producers themselves and their claim to the right to be the sole judges of
plctonal production, to produce, themselves, the criteria of perception
and appreciation for their products. Such a sociology should also take
into account the effect - on themselves and the image they have of thelt
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duction, and thus on their production itself - of the image of
o
r
P
their production that comes back to them through the
'hemselves and
yes of the agents engaged in the field - other artists, but also critics,
ents, collectors. (One can assume, for example, that the interest in
cketch es and cartoons shown by certain collectors since the quattrocento
as only helped to contribute to the artists' exalted view of their own
worth.)
Thus, as the field is constituted as such, it becomes clear that the
'su bject ' of the production of the art-work - of its value but also of its
meaning - is not the producer who actually creates the object in its
mate riality, but rather the entire set of agents engaged in the field.
Among these are the producers of works classified as artistic (great or
minor, famous or unknown), critics of all persuasions (who themselves
are established within the field), collectors, middlemen, curators, etc., in
short, all who have ties with art, who live for art and, to varying degrees,
from it, and who confront each other in struggles where the imposition
of not only a world view but also a vision of the arrworld is at stake, and
who, through these struggles, participate in the production of the value
of the artist and of art.
If such is, in fact, the logic of the field, then one can understand why
'he concepts used to consider works of art, and particularly their
classifications, are characterized (as Wittgenstein has observed) by the
most extreme indeterminacy. That is the case with genres (tragedy,
comedy, drama, the novel), with forms (ballad, rondeau, sonnet,
sonata), with periods or styles (Gothic, baroque, classica l) or with
movements (Impressionist, Symbolist, Realist, Naturalis t). One can also
understand why confusion does not diminish when it comes to concepts
used to characterize the work of art itself and the terms used to perceive
and to appreciate it (such as the pairs of adjectives beautiful or ugly,
refined or crude, light or heavy, etc.) which structure the expression and
the experience of the work of art. Because they are inscribed in ordinary
language and are generally used beyond the aesthetic sphere, these
categories of judgements of taste which are common to all speakers of a
shared language do allow an apparent form of commu nication . Yet,
desp ite that, such terms always remain marked - even when used by
professiona ls - by an extreme vagueness and flexibility which (again as
has been noted by Wittgenstein) makes them completely resistant to
esse ntialist definition.9 This is probably because the use that is made of
these terms and the meaning that is given to them depend upon the
specifi c, historically and socially situated points of view of their users Poin ts of view which are quite often perfectly irreconc ilable. lo In short,
One can always argue about taste (and everyone knows that confronq
hons regarding preferences play an important role in daily conversation)
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then it is certain that communication in these matters takes place only
with a high degree of misunderstanding. That is so precisely because the
commonplaces which make communication possible are the same ones
that make it practically ineffective. The users of these topics each give
different, at times diametrically opposed, meanings to the terms that
they oppose. Thus it is possible for individuals holding OPPOSing
positions within a social space to be able to give totally opposed
meanings and values to adjectives which are commonly used to descri be
works of art or mundane objects. The example of the adjective soigne
comes to mind. It is most frequently excluded from 'bourgeois' taste
probably because it embodies the taste of the petit-bourgeois. I I Situated
within the historic dimension, one could go on drawing endless lists of
notions which, beginning with the idea of beauty, have taken on
different, even radically opposed meanings in the course of various
periods or as a result of artistic revolutions. The notion of 'finish' is one
example. Having condensed into one term the closely linked ethical and
aesthetic ideals of academic painting, this notion was later banished
from art by Manet and the Impressionists.
Thus the categories which are used in order to perceive and appreciate
the work of art are doubly bound to the historical context. Linked to a
situated and dated social universe, they become the subject of usages
which are themselves socially marked by the social position of the users
who exercise the constitutive dispositions of their habitus in the
aesthetic choices these categories make possible.
The majority of notions which artists and critics use to define
themselves or their adversaries are indeed weapons and stakes in the
struggle, and many of the categories which art historians deploy in order
to treat their subject are nothing more than skilfully masked or
transfigured indigenous categories, initially conceived for the most part
as insults or condemnations. (Our term 'categories' stems from the
Greek kathegoresthai, meaning to accuse publicly.) These comba tive
concepts gradually become technical categorems upon which - thanks
to genesis amnesia - critical dissections, dissertations and academIC
theses confer an air of eternity. Of all the methods of entering such
struggles - which must be apprehended as such from the outside in order
to objectivize them - the most tempting and the most irreproacha ble I S
undoubtedly that of presenting oneself as a judge or referee. Such a
method involves settling conflicts which in reality are not settled , and
giving oneself the satisfaction of pronouncing verdicts - of declari ng, for
instance, what realism really is, or even, quite simply, of decreelnS
r
(through decisions as innocent in appearance as the inclusi on o
exclusion of so-and-so from a corpus or list of producers) who . IS a.
artist and who is not. This last decision, for all its apparent POSltl VIStl
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i nnocence, is, in fact, all the more crucial because one of the major
sta kes in these artistic struggles, always and everywhere, is the question
of the legitimate belonging to a field (which is the question of the limits
of the world of art) and also because the validity of the conclusions,
notab ly statistical ones, which one is able to establish a propos a
u niverse depends on the validity of the category a propos of which these
con clusions were drawn.
If there is a truth, it is that truth is a stake in the struggle. And
although the divergent or antagonistic classifications or judgements
made by the agents engaged in the artistic field are certainly determined
or directed by specific dispositions and interests linked to a given
position in the field, they nevertheless are formulated in the name of a
claim to universality - to absolute judgement - which is the very
negation of the relativity of points of view. 1 2 'Essentialist thought' is at
work in every social universe and especially in the field of cultural
production - the religious, scientific and legal fields, etc. - where games
in which the universal is at stake are being played out. But in that case it
is quite evident that 'essences' are norms. That is precisely what Austin
was recalling when he analysed the implications of the adjective 'real' in
expressions such as a 'real' man, 'real' courage or, as is the case here, a
'real' artist or a 'real' masterpiece. In all of these examples, the word
'real' implicitly contrasts the case under consideration to all other cases
in the same category, to which other speakers assign, although unduly so
(that is, in a manner not 'really' justified), this same predicate, a
predicate which, like all claims to universality, is symbolically very
powerful .
Science can do nothing but attempt to establish the truth of these
struggles over the truth and capture the objective logic according to
which the stakes, the camps, the strategies and the victories are
determined. Science can attempt to bring representations and instru
ments of thought - all of which lay claim to universality, with unequal
chances of success - back to the social conditions of their production
an d of their use, in other words, back to the historical structure of the
field in which they are engendered and within which they operate.
Accordi ng to the methodological postulate (which is constantly vali
dated by empirical analysis) of the homology between the space of the
Position-takings (literary or artistic forms, concepts and instruments of
an alysi s, etc.) and the space of the positions occupied in the field, one is
d to historicize these cultural products, all of which claim universality.
Ut hlstoricizing them means not only (as one may think) relativizing
them by recalling that they have meaning solely through reference to a
determined state of the field of struggle; it also means restoring to them
necessity by removing them from indeterminacy (which stems from a
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false eternalization) in order to bring them back to the social cond itio
ns
of their genesis, a truly generative definitionY Far from leading tO
historicist relativism, the historicization of the forms of thought wh
C
we apply to the historical object, and which may be the product of t
t
object, offers the only real chance of escaping history, i f ever so sma
.
Just as the Oppositions whIch structure aesthetic perception are n
Ot
given a priori, but are historicall y produced and reproduced, and JUSt
as
they are inseparable from the historical conditions which set them
motion, so it is with the aesthetic disposition The aesthetic disposi ti
:
whIch establIshes as works of art objects socIally desIgnated for its Use
and applIcatIOn (sImult aneous ly extending its activity to aesth etic
competence, WIth ItS categones, concepts and taxonomies) is a prod uct
of the entire hIstory of the fIeld, a product which must be reproduced b
each potential consumer of the work of art, through a specific app:e
tlceshlp. It suffIces eIther to observe the aesthetic disposition's distribu _
tion throughout hIstory (with those critics who, until the end of the
mneteenth century, have defended an art subord inated to moral values
and didactic functions), or instead to observe it within society today, in
order to be convmced that nothmg IS less natural than the disposition to
adopt towards an art-work - and, more so, towards any object - the
sort of pure aesthetic posture described by essentialist analysis.
The invention of the pure gaze is realized in the very movement of the
.
fIeld
towards autonomy. I n fact, without recalling here the entire
argument, one could maintain that the affirmation of the autonomy of
the principles of production and evaluation of the art-work is insepar
able from the affirmation of the autonomy of the producer, that is, the
fIeld of production. Like pure painting, which, as Zola wrote a propos
Manet, is meant to be beheld in itself and for itself as a painting - as a
play of forms, values and colours - and not as a discourse, in other
words, mdependently from all references to transcendent meanings, the
pure gaze (a necessary correlate of pure painting) is a result of a process
of purification, a true analysis of essence carried out by history, in the
course of successive revolutions which, as in the religious field, alwa ys
lead the new avant-garde to challenge orthodoxy _ in the name of a
return to the rigour of beginnings - with a purer definition of the gen re.
Poetry has thus been observed to purify itself of all its accesso ry
properties: forms to be destroyed (sonnet, alexandrine), rhetorical
figures to be demolished (simile, metaphor), contents and sentimenrs to
be banished (lyricism, effusion, psychology) in order to reduce itsel f lIttle
by little, following a kind of historical analysis, to the most speci ficallY
poetic effects, like the break with phonosemantic parallelism .
I
In more general terms, the evolution of the different fields of cultu ra
f
production towards a greater autonomy is accompanied by a so rt 0
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reflective and critical return by the producers upon their own produc
rion, a return which leads them to draw from it the field's own principle
and specific presuppositions. This is, first, because the artists, now in a
position to rebuff every external constraint or demand, are able to
affirm their mastery over that which defines them and which properly
belongs to them, that is, the form, the technique, in a word, the art, thus
instituted as the exclusive aim of art. Flaubert in the domain of writing
and Manet in painting are probably the first to have attempted to
im pose, at the cost of extraordinary subjective and objective difficulties,
the conscious and radical affirmation of the power of the creative gaze,
capable of being applied not only (through simple inversion) to base and
vulga r objects, as was the aim of Champfleury's and Courbet's realism,
but also to insignificant objects before which the 'creator' is able to
assert his quasi-divine power of transmutation. 'tcrire bien Ie mediocre.'
This Flaubertian formula, which also holds for Manet, lays down the
autonomy of form in relation to subject matter, simultaneously assign
ing its fundamental norm to cultured perception. Attribution of artistic
status is, among philosophers, the most generally accepted definition of
aesthetic judgement, and, as could be proven empirically, there is no
cultured person today (which means, by scholastic canons, no one
possessing advanced academic degrees) who does not know that any
reality, a rope, a pebble, a rag peddler, can be the subject of a work of
art, who does not know, at the very least, that it is wise to say that such
is the case, as an avant-garde painter, an expert in the art of confounding
the new aesthetic doxa, made me observe. In fact, in order to awaken
today's aesthete, whose artistic goodwill knows no limit, and to
te·evoke in him artistic and even philosophical wonder, one must apply
a shock treatment to him in the manner of Duchamp or Warhol, who,
by exhibiting the ordinary object as it is, manage to prod in some way
the creative power that the pure aesthetic disposition (without much
conside ration) confers upon the artist as defined since Manet.
The second reason for this introspective and critical return of art unto
itself is the fact that, as the field closes upon itself, the practical mastery
of the specific knowledge - which is inscribed in past works, recorded,
codi fied and canonized by an entire body of professional experts in
cOnve rsation and celebration, along with literary and art historians,
exegetes and analysts - becomes a part of the conditions of access into
the field of production. The result is that, contrary to what is taught by a
naive relativism, the time of art history is really irreversible and it
presents a form of cumulativeness. Nothing is more closely linked to the
Sp ecific past of the field, including subversive intention - itself linked to
a State of the field - than avant-garde artists who, at the risk of
ap pearing to be 'naive' (in the manner of Douanier Rousseau or of
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Brisset) must inevitably situate themselves in relation to all the preceding
attempts at surpassing which have occurred in the history of the fiel d
and within the space of possibilities which it imposes upon the newly
arrived. What happens in the field is more and more linked to the field's
specific history and to it alone. It is therefore more and more difficult to
deduce it from the state of the general social world at any given time ( as
a certain 'sociology', unaware of the specific logic of the field, claims to
do). Adequate perception of works - which, like Warhol's Brillo Boxes
or Klein's monochromatic paintings, owe their formal properties and
their value only to the structure of the field and thus to its history - is a
differential, diacritical perception: in other words, it is attentive to
deviations from other works, both contemporary and past. The result is
that, like production, the consumption of works which are a product of
a long history of breaks of history, with tradition, tends to beco me
historical through and through, and yet more and more totally dehistori_
cized. In fact, the history that deciphering and appreciation put into play
is gradually reduced to a pure history of forms, completely eclipsing the
social history of the struggles for forms which is the life and movement
of the artistic field.
This also resolves the apparently insoluble problem that formalist
aesthetics (which wishes to consider only form in the reception as well as
the production of art) presents as a true challenge to sociological
analysis. I n effect, the works that stem from a pure concern for form
seem destined to establish the exclusive validity of internal reading
which heeds only formal properties, and to frustrate or discredit all
attempts at reducing them to a social context, against which they were
set up. And yet, to reverse the situation it suffices to note that the
formalist ambition's objection to all types of historicization rests on the
unawareness of its own social conditions of possibility. The same is true
of a philosophical aesthetics which records and ratifies this ambitio n.
What is forgotten in both cases is the historical process through which
the social conditions of freedom from 'external determinations' get
established; that is, the process of establishing the relatively autonomous
field of production and with it the realm of pure aesthetics or pure
thought whose existence it makes possible.
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EDITOR 'S INTRODUCTION: PIERRE BOURDIEU
ON ART, LITERATURE AND CULTURE
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Distinction, pp. 6, 7. On Distinction, see Nicholas Garnh am 'Bourdieu's
Distinction', Sociological Review, 34 (May 1 986), pp. 42J-33; also
Bannett M. Berger, 'Review Essay: Taste and Domination' American
'
journal of Sociology, 9 1 :6 (May 1986), pp. 1445- 53.
Bourdieu, 'The Genesis of the Concepts of Habitus and Field', trans.
C� anna Newman, in SociocriticiStn, 2, Theories and Perspectives, 2
(Pittsburgh, Pa., and Montpellier: International Institute for Sociocriricism,
(December 1 985), pp. 1 1-12 and esp. p. 12, n. 1 .
The idea of the seminars, which included among their participants
scholars such as Jean-Claude Chambotedon, Christophe Charle, Jean
LoUIS Fabl3nJ, Pierre-Michel Menger and Remy Ponton, among others,
was to apply concepts developed in other areas of research, namely those of
.
'£ield' and 'habitus', to the whole of literary, artistic and intellectu al
production in nineteenth century France using a common card file elabo
�ated specifically for this purpose. Studies growing out of these semina rs
Include, among others, Christophe Charle, La crise litterair� a fepoque du
.
natura/zsme: roman, theatre, po!;tique (Paris: Presses de " Ecole Norm alt
Superieure, 1 979), Naissance des 'intel/ectllels ', 1880-1 900 (Paris: Minu it,
1990) and Les ilites de la Repllbliqlle (1 880-1900) (Paris: Fayard, 1987);
Jean-Louis Fabiani, Les philosophes de la Repllblique (Paris: Min Ult,
1 988); Remy Ponton, 'Le champ litteraire de 1865 a 1 905', doctoral
dissertation Ecole des Haures Etudes en Sciences Sociales Paris 1 977. For
a 'Bourdieusian' study of the French artistic field in [h'e late ' nineteenth
century, see Dario Gamboni, La plume et Ie pinceatt: Oddon Redan et la
liltiratllre (Paris: Minuit, 1989). Although not dealing with the sa me
nme-fra � e, see also Pierre-Michel Menger's Le paradoxe du musicien: ��
.
composlteur, Ie me/omane et fEtat dans /0 societe conlemporaille (Paris
_
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Flammarion, 1983) and Anna Boscherti, The Intel/ectllal Enterprise: Sartre
and 'Les Temps Modernes', trans. Richard C. McCleary (Evanston, III.:
Northwestern University Press, 1 989).
See the preface to The Logic of Practice (pp. 1-2 1 ) for an account of
Bourdieu's early intellectual influences, his ethnographic studies and his
break with structuralism. The anempt to come to terms, in one way or
another, with phenomenology and various forms of objectivist approaches
to society, ranging from Marxism to structuralism, informed the work of a
whole generation of French intellectuals, including Roland Barthes, Michel
Foucault and Jacques Derrida.
Bourdieu's discussion of this dichoromy occurs in many different forms
throughout his work. For a systematic elaboration, see The Logic of
Practice, especially the introduction and chs. 1-2 (pp. 25-5 1 ) . For a
somewhat less rigorous formulation, see "Fieldwork in Philosophy . . . " "
in In Other Words, esp. pp. 8-14.
V. N. Volosinov, Marxism and the Philosophy of Language, trans. L.
Matejka and I. R. Titunik (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1986), pp. 49ff. Volosinov contrasts 'individualistc subjectivism' with
'abstract objectivism', which corresponds roughly to structural linguistics.
In the French intellectual field in which Bourdieu came of age, the
paradigmatic figures of subjectivism and objectivism were Jean-Paul Sartre
and Claude Levi-Strauss, respectively. For Bourdieu's account of his
gradual distancing from Levi-Strauss, see the preface to The Logic of
Practice. For this critique of Sarrre's hilosophy of action and his subjectiv
ist theory of society, see Olltline 0 a Theory of Practice, pp. 73-6, and
'The Imaginary Anthropology of Subjectivism ', which is chapter 2 of The
Logic of Practice (pp. 42-5 1).
The Logic of Practice, p. 135.
Distinction, p. 483.
Olltline of a Theory of Practice, p. 73.
'I wanted, so to speak, to reintroduce agents that Levi-Strauss and the
structuralists, among them Althusser, tended to abolish, making them into
simple epiphenomena of structure. And I mean agents, not subjects. Action
is not the mere carrying out of a rule, or obedience to a rule. Social agents,
in archaic societies as well as in ours, are not automata regulated like
clocks, in accordance with laws they do not understand' (In Other Words,
p. 9).
Ibid., p. 14.
Bourdieu, 'Posrface', in E. Panofsky, Architecture gothique et pensee
scolastiqlle, trans. P. Boutdieu (Paris: Minuit, 1967; 2nd rev. edn. 1970),
pp. 133-67. This volume includes translations of two essays by Panofsky,
'Abbor Suger on the Abbey Church of Saint-Denis' and 'Gothic Architec
ture and Scholasticism'. Bourdieu actually uses the term 'habitus' in an
essay published the previous year which represents his initial anempt to
outline theoretically the concept of intellectual field. See 'Intellectual Field
and Creative Project', in Michael F. D. Young, ed., Knowledge and Control
(London: Collier Macmillan, 1 97 1 ), pp. 1 61-88. The translation first
appeared in Social Science Information, 8:2 ( 1 968). The original French
version, 'Champ intellectuel et projet createur' appeared in Les temps
modernes (November 1 966), pp. 865-906.
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1 7 'The Genesis of the Concepts of Habitus and Field', pp. 12-14 at p. 1 4.
1 8 The Logic of Practice, p. 53; Outline of a Theory of Practice, p. 72.
1 9 The Logic of Practice, p. 54.
20 See Bourdieu, 'Intellectual Field and Creative Project'.
2 1 'The Genesis of the Concepts of Habitus and Field', pp. 1 6-17. See p
Bourdieu, 'Legitimation and Structured Interests in Weber's Sociology of
Religion', trans. C. Turner, in Scott Lash and Sam Whimster, eds, Max
Weber: Rationality and Modernity (London: Allen & Unwin, 1 987)
pp. 1 19-36. (Originally published in French as 'Une interpretation de I�
theorie de 13 religion selon Max Weber', Archives europeennes de sOciolo_
gie, 1 2 : 1 ( 1 971), pp. 7-26.)
22 The essays in Bourdieu's Language and Symbolic Power (Cambridge:
Polity, 1 9 9 1 ) provide a rigorous analysis of various uses of linguistic
capital in diverse linguistic markets.
23 In Other Words, pp. 22, 1 1 1 .
24 The citation is from Distinction, p. 2. In an earlier and more abstract
formulation, Bourdieu and Jean-Claude Passeron describe cultural capital
as 'the cultural goods transmitted by the different family PAs [pedagogical
actions], whose value qua cultural capital varies with the distance between
the cultural arbitrary imposed by the dominant PA and the cultural
arbitrary inculcated by the family PA within the different groups or classes'
(Reproduction in Education, Society and Culture, p. 30).
25 Outline of a Theory of Practice, p. 1 83. Some of the 'New Historicists'
have taken up much of Bourdieu's terminology, with frequent references to
'symbolic power', 'symbolic violence', 'symbolic capital', 'symbolic profit'
and so forth. See, for example, H . A. Veeser's 'Introduction' to The New
Historicism (New York, London: Routledge, 1 989), pp. ix-xvi.
26 'The Genesis of the Concepts of Habitus and Field', p. 1 8 ; Brubaktr,
' Rethinking Classical Theory', pp. 747-8.
27 In this sense, Bourdieu's model has clear affinities with 'depth hermen
eutics', which comprises three levels of analysis: ( 1 ) social·historical
analysis, which concerns the 'social and historical conditions of the
production, circulation and reception of symbolic forms'; (2) discursive
analysis, or the analysis of the structure and internal organization
of symbolic forms; and (3) interpretation/reinterpretation, which involves
the 'creative construction of possible meaning'. See J. B. Thompson,
Ideology and Modern Culture: Critical Social Theory in the Era of Mass
Communication (Cambridge: Polity; Stanford: Stanford University Press,
1990), pp. 281-9 1 .
28 In Other Words, p. 147 (emphasis added).
. a.
mlZ
29 Alain Viala discusses multiple components of the process of autono
tion in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century France in Natssanc.e d. e
recrivain: sociolog;e de la litterature a rage classique (Paris: Mmult,
1985).
.1Y
vl
hea
Smith,
30 This is essentially the argument that Barbara Hernstein
e
indebted to Bourdieu, makes in Contingencies of Value: AlternattV
Perspectives for Critical Theory (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Untverslry
Press, 1 988).
d
3 1 Bourdieu refers specifically to Mircea E1iade's comparative mythologY n f
Jungian or Bachelardian psychoanalysis, but one might think as wel 0
.
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Northrop Frye's 'archetypal criticism', which has had a major impact on
North American literary criticism. See N. Frye, Anatomy of Criticism: Four
Essays (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1 957).
Bourdieu takes issue specifically with the Foucault of The Archaeology of
Knowledge ( 1 969) and other texts of the late 1 960s, in which he at least
temporarily sets aside the institutional analysis evident in Madness and
Civilization ( 1 96 1 ) and Birth of the Clinic ( 1 963) and focuses on autono·
mous discursive systems. Clear affinities (and obvious differences) exist
between Bourdieu and other aspects of Foucault's work, but will have to
wait another occasion for full elaboration. See H. L. Dreyfus and P.
Rabinow, Michel Foucault: Beyond Structuralism and Hermeneutics, 2nd
edn. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1 983), pp. xxiv-xxv, 79-100.
Also P. Bourdieu, 'Le plaisir de savoir', Le Monde, 27 June 1984, pp. 1 , 10.
For Foucault, see: The Archaeology of Knowledge, trans. A. M. Sheridan
Smith (New York: Pantheon, 1972); Madness and Civilization: A History
of Insanity in the Age of Reason, trans. Richard Howard (New York:
Pantheon, 1 965); The Birth of the Clinic: An Archaeology of Medical
Perception, trans. A. M. Sheridan Smith (New York: Vintage Books,
1 975).
Jakobson, cited by L. M. O'Toole and A. Shukman, ' A Contextual
Glossary of Formalist Terminology', in Russian Poetics in Translation, 4
( 1 977), p. 17. Also V. Erlich, Russian Formalism: History - Doctrine (The
Hague: Mouton, 1 955), p. 172.
See P. Steiner, Russian Formalism: A Metapoetics (Ithaca: Cornell Univer
sity Press, 1 984), pp. 108-10.
Homo Academicus, p. xvii.
An example of the former is Robert Escarpit, who uses statistical regulari·
ties as explanatory factors. See Escarpit, Sociology of Literature, trans.
Ernest Pick (Painesville, Ohio: Lake Erie College Series, vol. 4, 1 965),
especially part 2. The latter tendency is exemplified in art criticism by
Frederick Antal, who suggests that the patrons' 'outlook on life was the
ultimate factor determining the emergence of interrelations of the various
styles'. See Florentine Painting and its Social Background (London: Kegan
Paul, 1 947), p. 274.
For Lucien Goldmann see, for example, The Hidden God, trans. Philip
Thody (New York: The Humanities Press, 1 964) and Towards a Sociology
of the Novel, trans. Alan Sheridan (London: Tavistock, 1986).
See Christophe Charle, 'Situation du champ litteraire', Litterature, 44
(December 1 9 8 1 ) , pp. 8-20, esp. p. 10.
Ibid., p. 1 3 .
M . M . Bakhtin, Speech Genres and Other Late Essays, trans. V . W.
McGee, ed. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist (Austin: University of
Texas Press, 1 986), p. 2.
Borrowing from Bourdieu, Alain Viala speaks of the 'prismatic effects'
exerted by the field: 'By prisms I mean those mediations, those realities, at
?nce translucent and deformative that are formed by the literary codes,
Institutions, and fields interposed between the social referent and the text
as well as between the work and its readers - those realities that determine
�eaning.' Among the prisms Viala outlines are ( 1 ) institutions of literary
lIfe, (2) sociopoetics, (3) theme, fashion and tradition, (4) trajectories, (5)
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the psychology of the author and (6) language. See A. Viala, 'Prismatic
Effects', in Philippe Desan, Priscilla Parkhurst Ferguson and Wendy
Griswold, eds, Literature and Social Practice (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1 989), pp. 256-66 at p. 256. Also Viala, Naissance de
l'icrivain, esp. pp. 7-1 1 .
Homo Academicus, pp. 1 15-1 8 .
Edward W. Said, The World, the Text, and the Critic (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1 983; London: Faber, 1 984), p. 1 74.
For a critique of Said, see Tony Bennett, Outside Literature ( London, New
York: Routledge, 1 990), esp. pp. 1 97-205.
L. A. Montrose, 'The Poetics and Politics of Culture', in Veeser, The New
Historicism, pp. 15-36 at p. 1 7.
One hears an echo of Bourdieu, furthermore, when Stephen Greenblan
writes that 'the work of art is the product of a negotiation between a
creator or class of creators, equipped with a complex, communally shared
repertoire of conventions, and the institutions and practices. In order to
achieve the negotiation, artists need to create a currency that is valid
for meaningful, mutually profitable exchange . . . normally measured in
pleasure and interest' (5. Greenblatt, 'Towards a Poetics of Culture', in
Veeser, The New Historicism, pp. 1-14, citation from p. 12).
For an incisive critique of New Historicism, see Vincent P. Pecora, 'The
Limits of Local Knowledge', in Veeser, The New Historicism, pp. 243-76;
also essays by E. Fox-Genovese, R. Terdiman, Frank Lentricchia and Jane
Marcus in the same volume.
Perhaps the most compelling arguments for a rearrangement of the canon
has come from feminist critics, who have quite correctly exposed the
male-dominated power relations implicit in the canon. For a cogent
discussion of the debate over canonicity, see John Guillory, 'Canonical and
Non-canonical: A Critique of the Current Debate', ELH, 54:3 (Fall 1 987),
pp. 483-527.
In the 'Postscript' to Distinction, esp. pp. 494-5.
P. Bourdieu and A. Darbel, with Dominique Schnapper, L'amour de ['art,
les musees d'art et leur public (Paris: Minuit, 1 966), rev. ed. L'amour d'art,
les musees d'art europeens et leur public ( 1 969). Published in English as
The Love of Art: European Art Museums and their Public, trans. Carohne
Beattie and Nick Merriman (Cambridge: Polity; Stanford: Stanford Uno
versity Press, 1 990).
The Love of A rt, p. 1 4.
Ibid., pp. 62-3.
See, for example, P. Bourdieu, 'Cultural Reproduction and Social Rep r 
ducrion', in Knowledge, Education and Cultural Change: Papers m t e
Sociology of Education, ed. Richard Brown (London: Tavistock, 1 973 ),
pp. 7 1 -1 1 2 at p. 73.
Cited in Distinction, p. 490.
Distinction, p. 7.
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THE FIELD OF CULTURAL PRODUCTION

Or any other kind of field; art and literature being one area among others
for application of the method of object-construction designated by the
concept of the field.
Since it is not possible to develop here all that is implied in the notion of the
field, one can only refer the reader to earlier works which set out the
conditions of the application in the social sciences of the relational mode of
thought which has become indispensable in the natural sciences (P.
Bourdieu, 'Structuralism and Theory of Sociological Knowledge', Social
Research, 35:4 ( 1 968), pp. 681-706) and the differences between the field
as a structure of objective relations and the interactions studied by Weber's
analysis of religious agents or by interactionism (P. Bourdieu, 'Une
interpretation de la sociologie religieuse de Max Weber', A rchives
europeennes de sociologie, 1 2 : 1 ( 1 97 1 ), pp. 3-2 1 ).
M. Foucault, ' Reponse au cercle d'epistemologie', Cahiers pour I'analyse, 9
( 1 968), pp. 9-40.
Ibid., p. 29.
Ibid., p. 37.
See in particular S. J. Tynjanov and R. Jakobson, 'Le probleme des etudes
litteraires et linguistiques', in T. Todorov, ed., Thiorie de la litterature
(Paris: Seuil, 1 965), pp. 1 3 8-9; I. Even-Zohar, 'Polysystem Theory',
Poetics Today, 1 : 93 ( 1 979), pp. 65-74; V. Erlich, Russian Formalism (The
Hague: Mouton, 1 965).
In this (and only this) respect, the theory of the field could be regarded as a
generalized Marxism, freed from the realist mechanism implied in the
theory of 'instances'.
H. S. Becker, 'Art Worlds and Social Types', American Behavioral
Scientist, 1 9:6 ( 1 976), pp. 703-19 at p. 703. See also H. S . Becker, 'Art as
Collective Action', American Sociological Review, 39:6 ( 1 974),
pp. 767-76.
Becker, 'Art Worlds and Social Types', pp. 703-4.
Cf. H. Hanson, 'The Education of the Orchestra Musician', in H.
Swoboda, ed., The American Symphony Orchestra (New York: Basic
Books, 1 967), especially pp. 104-5.
M. Weber, Ancient judaism (Glencoe, III.: Free Press, 1 952).
The status of 'social art' is, in this respect, thoroughly ambiguous.
Although it relates artistic or literary production to external functions
(which is what the advocates of art for art's sake object to about it), it
shares with art for art's sake a radical rejection of the dominant principle of
hierarchy and of the 'bourgeois' art which recognizes it.
The specific, and therefore autonomous, power which writers and artists
possess qua writers and artists must be distinguished from the alienated,
heteronomous power they wield qua experts or cadres - a share in
domination, but with the status of dominated mandatories, granted to
them by the dominant.
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T� us, writer� and artists �ho 3re 'se�ond-rank.' in terms of the specifi
.
crltena may Invoke populism and social 3rt to Impose their reign On thc
'leading intellectuals' who, as has happened in China and elsewhere w
'l
protest against the disparity between the revolutionary ideal and t
reality, i.e. the reign of functionaries devoted to the Party. See M. Godma e
Literary Dissent in Communist China (Cambridge, Mass.: Harva
University Press, 1 967).
Throughout this passage, 'writer' can be replaced by 'artist', 'philosophe
'
'intellectual', etc. The intensity of the struggle, and the degree to which
t
takes vIsible, and therefore conscIOUS, forms, no doubt vary according t
the g,enre and according �o the rarity of t�e specific competence each gen r
,
,
. dIfferen
requIres In
t penods, I.e.
accord 109 to the probability of 'unfair
competition' or 'illegal exercise of the profess ion'. (This no doubt explai ns
why the tntellectual fIeld, WIth the permanent threar of casual essayism is
one of the key areas in which to grasp the logic of the struggles wh ich
pervade all fields.)
Only just over a third of the writers in the sample studied by Remy POnton
had had any higher education, whether or not it led to a degree. See R
�onton, 'Le champ litteraire de 1 865 a 1 905' (Paris: Ecole des Haute;
Etudes en Sciences Sociales, 1 977), p. 43. For the comparison between the
literary field and other fields, see C. Charle, 'Situation du champ litteraire'
'
Litterature, 44 ( 1 9 8 1 ) , pp. 8-20.
For an analysis of the play of homologies between producers, intermedia.
r� es (newspapers and critics, gallery directors, publishers, etc.) and catego
,
nes of audIence, see P. Bourdieu, 'The Production of Belief', ch. 2 in this
volume.
See P. Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement o( Taste,
trans. RIChard NICe (Cambndge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1984),
pp. 397-465.
This Struggle can be observed as much in the literary field as in the artistic
field (with the opposition between 'pure' art and 'bourgeois' art) and in
each genre (with, for example, the opposition between avant-garde theatre
and 'middle brow' boulevard theatre).
See R. W. Lee, Ut pictura poesis: The Humanistic Theory o( Painting (New
York: W. W. Norton, 1 967); F. Bologna, Dolle arte minori all' industrial
design: storia di un' idealogia (Bari: Laterza, 1 972).
See D. Gamboni, 'Redon ecrivain et epistolier', Revue d'art ( 1 980) ,
pp. 68-7 1 , and 'Remarques sur la critique d'art, I'histoire de I'arr et Ie
champ artistique a propos d'Odilon Redon', Revue suisse d'art et
d'archeologie, 2 ( 1 982), pp. 57-63.
C: Charle, La crise litleraire a /'epoque du naturalisme (Paris: Presses de
l'Ecole Normale Superieure, 1 979), p. 37.
Ibid., esp. pp. 27-54; Ponton, 'Naissance du roman psychologique ', Acte5
de 10 recherche en sciences sociales, 4 ( 1 975), pp. 66-8 1 .
From 1 876 to 1 880, Zola campaigned systematically in his regular dra ma
reviews for the coming of a new theatre. It is remarkable that the birth of a
theatrical sub· field was immediately anended by field·effects: Paul Fort'S
Theatre d'art et de /,Oeuvre was constituted 'both on the model of the
Theatre libre and against it (and Naturalism was "flayed on the stage of (�e
Thiatre d'art")'. See B. Dorr, 'Vers un nouveau theatre', in HistOtre
litteraire de la France, vol. 5 (Paris: Editions Sociales, 1 977), pp. 6 1 5 , 6 t 9.
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This ambiguity lies at the heart of studies in art history which claim to
characterize the work - and the world view expressed in it - in terms of the
group which commissions and consumes, pays and receives.
M. Faure, 'L'epoque 1900 et la resurgence de my the de Cythere', Le
mouvement social, 1 09 ( 1 979), pp. 1 5-34.
Ponton, 'Le champ lineraire de 1 865 a 1 905', pp. 223-8.
J . L. Fabiani, 'La crise du champ philosophique ( 1 8 80-1 9 1 4): contribu
tion a I'histoire sociale d,:! systcme d'enseignement', doctoral dissertation
(Paris: Ecole des Hautes Etudes Sciences Sociales, 1 980), p. 100.
Ponton, 'Le champ litteraire de 1 865 a 1 905', p. 206. An exemplary
expression of a field-effect converted into an explicit project can be seen in
this declaration of Zola's: 'Anyway, if I have time, I will do what they
want!' U. Huret, Enquiite sur I'evolution litteraire (Vanves: Thot, 1 982),
p. 1 60; first published Paris: Charpentier, 1 89 1 ). In other words: I myself
will perform the suppression of NaturalIsm, I.e. of myself, whICh my
adversaries vainly seek to perform.
Cited by Fabiani, 'La crise du champ philosophique', p. 82 . .
Zola does not fail to point out this discrepancy between positional age and
'real' age: 'In their dallying with stupidities, with such futilities, at such a
grave moment in the evolution of ideas, all these young people, all between
thirty and forty, remind me of nutshells bobbing on Niagara Falls! The fact
is, they have nothing beneath them but a gigantic, empty pretension!' (cited
by Huret, Enquiite sur l'tivolution litteraire, p. 1 58) .
See P. Lidsky, Les ecrivains contre 10 commune (Pans: Maspero, 1 970),
pp. 26-7.
.
' a�d
In every field, the dominant h ave an 'Interest "In continuity, 1'de�tIty
reproduction, whereas the dominated, the newcomers, are for dIscontInuity, rupture and subversion.
.
accordance with the logiC
In
occur
re
therefo
ions
generat
n
betwee
ns
Divisio
specific to the struggles which characterize each field (so that oppositions
formed in the literary field cannot properly be extended to the whole SOCIal
field - as was often done in late nineteenth-century France, i.e. at a time
when the opposition between the generations tended to be generalized to
the whole literary field. See R. Wohl, The Generation 0( 1 91 4 (Camb ndge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1 979).
V. Shklovsky, Sur 10 theorie de 10 prose ( Lausanne: L' Age d'Homme,
1 973), p. 24.
On the question of returns and Duchamp's approach to it, see 'The
Production of BelieP (ch. 2 in this volume).
The perception called for by a work produced in accordance with the logic
of the field is a differential, distinctive perceptIon, attentive to the
differences, the deviations from what is normal, usual, modal at the
moment in question, i.e. from other works, both contemporary and,
especially, past ones - in short, a historical perception.
The limiting case is that of products with no recognized producer, raw arr
(of naifs, madmen, children, etc.) which is entirely 'produced' by a sort of
impresario (e.g. Dubuffet).
This was said in so many words by a Symbolist poet questioned by Huret:
'In all cases I consider the worst Symbolist poet far superior to any of
the writers 'enrolled under the banner of Naturalism' (Huret, Enquete
sur ('evolution litteraire, p. 329). Another example, less forrhright but
.
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closer to the experience which really inflects choices: 'At fifteen ' natUr
e
rells a young man whether he is cur out to be a poet or should be
tent with mere prose [/a simple prose)' (ibid., p. 299, emphasis ad d '
.
It IS clear what the shift from poetry to the novel means for some
°oe
who has strongly internalized these hierarchies. (The division into casre
separated by absolute frontiers which override real continuities
d
o�e�la�pings p,roduces everywhere - e.g. in the relationships betW n
dISCIplines, phIlosophy and the social sciences, the pure and appli d
SCiences, etc. - the same effects, certitudo sui and the refusa l 0
demean oneself, etc.)
40 T e painters still had to win their autonomy with respect to the writers
WIthout whom they would perhaps not have succeeded in freeing them:
selves from the constramts of the bureaucracies and academicism.
4 1 To those who seek to trace a direct relationship between any producers and
the group from whIch they draw [heir econom Ic support, it has to be
. of a relatively autonomous field
pOInted out that the logIC
means that one
can use the . resources provided by a group or institution to produce
products deliberately or unconsciously directed against the interests Or
values of that group or institution.
42 It goes without saying that freedom with respect to institutions can never
�e �rul'y in�titutionalized. This contradiction, which every arrempt to
InstltutIon allZe heresy comes up against (it is the antinomy of the Reformed
, seen clearly in the ambivalent image
Church), IS
of institutional acts of
�on�ecr,ation, and not only those performed by the mOst heteronomous
institutions, such as academies (one thinks of Sartre's refusal of the Nobel
Prize).
4 3 Although I realize that theoretical warnings count for little against the
sOCIal dnves which IOduce simplistic, apologetic or terroristic use of
more-or-Iess scientific-seeming reference to 'father's occupation' it seems
useful to condemn the inclination - in which the worst advers ries and
acolytes too easily find common ground - to reduce the model that is
proposed to the mechanical and mechanistic mode of thinking in which
Inherited capital (internalized In hab,tus, or objectified) determines the
posl,tlon <?ccupled, which in turn directly determines position-takings,
44 Socral traJectory or constructed biography is defined as the set of successive
to
�ovements of an age� t in � structured (hierarchized) space, itself subject
d�spl,ace�ents and distortions, or, more precisely, in the structure of the
dIStributIon of the different kinds of capital which are at stake in the field,
e�onomic capital and the specific capital of consecration (in its different
kinds). These movements, which define social ageing are of twO orders.
They may be limited to one sector of the field and lie al ng the same axisof
.
consecration,
10 which case agemg IS marked by a positive, zero or negative
accumulation of specific capital; or they may imply a change of sector and
,
the reconve,rslon
of one kind of specific capital into another (e ,g, the cas� ?f
the SymbolISt poets who moved Into the psycholog ical novel) or of speCIfic
capltai mto economic capital (in the case of shifts from poetry to the 'novel
of manners' or the theatre or, still more clearly' to cabaret or serial ized
fiction).
45 A, Cassagne, La Theorie de ['art pour ['art en France chez les demiers
romafltiques et les premiers realistes (Geneva: Slatkine Reprints, 197 9),
pp. 75ff. Originally published Paris, 1 906.
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E. de Goncourt and j. de Goncourt, Manette Salomon (Paris: Union
generale d'editions, 1 979), p. 32.
The solidarity which is built up, within artistic groups, between the richest
and the poorest is one of the means which enable some impecunious artists
to carry on despite the absence of resources provided by the market.
See M. Rogers, 'The Batignolles Group: Creators of Impressionism', in M.
C. Albrecht et aI., eds, The Sociology of Art and Literature (New York:
Praeger, 1 970).
Similarity of position, especially when defined negatively, is not sufficient
to found a literary or artistic group, although it tends to favour rapproche
ment and exchanges. This was the case, for example, with the advocates of
'art for art's sake', who were linked by relations of esteem and sympathy
without actually forming a group. Gautier received Flaubert, Theodore de
Banville, the Goncourt brothers and Baudelaire at his Thursday dinner
parties. The rapprochement between Flaubert and Baudelaire stemmed
from the near simultaneity of their early works and their trials. The
Goncourts and Flaubert much appreciated each other, and the former met
Bouillet at Flaubert's home. Theodore de Banville and Baudelaire were
long·standing friends. Louis Menard, a close friend of Baudelaire, Banvil le
and Leconte de Lisle, became one of the intimates of Renan. Barbey
d'Aurev illy was one of Baudelaire's most ardent advocates. Whereas they
were close acquaintances, these writers were little seen in high society since
their high degree of professionalization limited their social intercourse (see
Cassagne, La Theorie de I'art pour I'art, pp. 1 3 0-4).
'The Decadents did not mean to sweep away the past. They urged
necessary reforms, conducted methodically and prudently. By contrast, the
Symbolists wanted to keep nothing of our old ways and aspired to create
an entirely new mode of expression' {E. Reynaud, La Milee symboliste,
vol. I (Paris: La Renaissance du livre, 1 9 1 8), p. 1 1 8, cited by J. jurt,
'Symbolistes et Decadentes, deux groupes litteraires paralleles', mimeo
( 1 982), p. 1 2 (emphasis added).
Ponton, 'Le champ litteraire de 1 865 a 1905', pp. 299ff; jurt, 'Symbolistes
et Decadentes', p. 1 2.
The opposition between Mallarme and Verlaine is the paradigmatic form
of an opposition which was gradually constituted and more and more
strongly asserted through the nineteenth century - that between the
professional writer, occupied full-time by his research and conscious of his
mastery, and the amateur writer, a bourgeois dilettante who wrote as a
pastime or hobby, or a frivolous, impoverished bohemian. At odds with the
bourgeois world and its values, the professional writers, in the first rank of
whom are the advocates of 'art for art's sake', are also set apart in countless
ways from the bohemian sub-culture, its pretension, its incoherences and
its very disorder, which is incompatible with methodical production.
Flaubert mUSt be cited: 'I maintain, and this should be a practical dogma
for the artistic life, that one must divide one's existence into two parts: live
like a bourgeois and think like a demi·god' (Correspondence, cited by
Cassagne, La Theorie de I'art pour I'art, p. 307). And the Goncourt
brothers: 'Literature is conceived only in silence and as it were in the sleep
of the activity of the things and facts around one. Emotions are nOt good
for the gestation of the imagination. One needs regular, calm days, a
bourgeois state of one's whole being, a grocer's tranquillity, to give birth to
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the grand, the tormented, the poignant, the pathetic . . . Those who spe d
themselves in passion, in nervous agitation, will never write a book Il
passion' Uournal, cited by Cassagne, La Theorie de I'art pour I'art, p. 3 08 f
This OppOSItl �� betwee� the two ca�egones �f WrIters IS no doubt th '
,
antagonisms, which were particularly rnan,_,£
source of specIfically political
fested at the time of the Commune.
Cited by Cassagne, La Theorie de I'art pour I'art, p. 2 1 8 .
Ponton, 'Le champ litteraire de 1 865 a 1 905', pp. 69-70.
An example of this is the case of Anatole France, whose father's unusu
al
.
position as a Pans bookseller enabled hIm to acquire a socIal capital and a
famollanry WIth the world of letters which compensated for his Iow
economic and cultural capital.
Ponton, 'Le champ litteraire de 1 865 a 1 905', p. 57.
�. Vernois, 'La fin de la pastorale', in Histoire lit/eraire de la France (Paris ..
Editions Soclales, 1 977), p. 272.
Cited in ibid., p. 272.
'As described by Champfleury (a Realist novelist, a friend of Courbet and
Cladel), the Brassene Allemande de Paris, where Realism emerged as a
movement was a Protestant village where there reigned rustic manners and
,'
a frank gaiety.
The leader, Courbet, was a "journeyman" he went around
shaking hands, he talked and ate a great deal, strong a �d stubborn as a
peasant, the very opposite of the dandy of the 1 830s and '40s. His
behaviour in Paris was deliberately popular; he ostentatiously spoke
patois, he smoked, sang and joked like a man of the people. Observers were
Impressed by the plebeian, domestic familiariry of his technique . . . Du
Camp wrote that he painted "like a man polishing boots" , (M. Schapiro
'Caucber et I'imagerie populaire', in Style. artiste et societe (Paris: Galli :
mard, 1 982), p. 293).
Cladel, cited by Ponton, 'Le champ litteraire de 1 865 a 1 905', p. 98. To
assess how much the regionalist novel, the paradigmatic expression of one
of r,he forms of the regionalist - and, more generally, populist - enterprise,
denves from being the product of a negative vocation, one would have to
compare systematically all those who ended up writing populist novel,
after such a trajec[Qry with those who are exceptions, such as Eugene Le
Roy, a mino r civil servant in the Perigord who passed through Paris, author
, du Frau ( 1 895) and Jacquou Ie Croquant ( 1 899), etc., and
of Le MouJm
especially Emile Guillaumin, a sharecropper in the Bourbonnais and author
of La Vie d'un simple ( 1 904).
Schapiro, 'Courbet et I'imagerie populaire', p. 299.
Ibid., p. 3 1 5ff.
Ponton, 'Le champ litteraire de 1 865 a 1 905', p. 73.
Dort, 'Vers un nouveau theatre', p. 6 1 5 .
Ibid., p. 6 1 7. In terms of the same logic, Ponton (,Le champ litterai re de
1 865 a 1 905', pp. 80-2) observes that among the boulevard playw right"
dIrectly s� bJected to the financial sanction of bourgeois taste, write rs from
the working classes or petite bourgeoisie are very strongly unde rrep r�
sented, whereas they are more strongly represented in vaudeville, a c�rnJC
genre which gives more scope for the easy effects of farcical or salacIOUS
the auth,?rs
scenes and
that
also
for
a
sort
of
semi-critical
freedom
and
.
,
. �
who write for both boulevard theatre and vaudeville have charactenstJ
intermediate between those of specialists in each genre.
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S. Mallarme, 'La musique et les lettres', in Oeuvres completes (Paris:
Gallimard (Pleiade), 1 945), p. 647. On this text and the reading put
forward by Heinrich Merkl, see Jurt, 'Symbolistes et Decadentes'.
2

THE PRODUCTION OF BELIEF

From now on, the inverted commas will indicate when the 'economy' is to
be understood in the narrow sense in which economism understands it.
2 The 'great' publisher, like the 'great' art dealer, combines 'economic'
prudence (people often poke fun at him for his 'housekeeping' ways) with
intellectual daring. He thus sets himself apart from those who condemn
themselves, 'economically' at least, because they apply the same daring or
the same casualness both in their commercial business and in their
intellectual ventures (not to mention those who combine economic impru
dence with artistic prudence: 'A mistake over the cost-prices or the print
runs can lead to disaster, even if the sales are excellent. When Jean-Jacques
Pauvert embarked on reprinting the Littre [multi-volume dictionary] it
looked like a promising venture because of the unexpectedly large number
of subscribers. But when it was about to be published, they found there had
been a mistake in estimating the cost-price, and they would be losing fifteen
francs on each set. Pauvert had to abandon the deal to another publisher'
(B. Demory, 'Le livre a I'age de I'industrie', L'Expansion, October 1 970,
p. 1 1 0).
It becomes clearer why Jerome Lindon commands the admiration of
both the big 'commercial' publisher and the small avant-garde publisher:
'A publisher with a very small team and low overheads can make a good
living and express his own personality. This requires very strict financial
discipline on his parr, since he is caught between the need to maintain
financial equilibrium and the temptation to e,xpand. I have great admira
tion for Jerome Lindon, the director of Les Editions de Minuit, who has
been able to maintain that difficult balance throughout his publishing life.
He has been able to promote the things he liked, and nothing else, without
being blown off course. Publishers like him are needed to give birth to the
nouveau roman, and publishers like me are needed to reflect the varied
facets of life and creation' (R. Laffom, Editeur (Paris: Laffont, 1 974),
pp. 29 1-2).
'It was during the Algerian war, and I can say that for three years I lived
like an FLN militant, at the same time as I was becoming a publisher. At
Editions de Minuit, Jerome Lindon, who has always been an example for
me, was denouncing torture' (F. Maspero, 'Maspero entre tous les feux',
Nouvel Observateur, 1 7 September 1 973).
3 This analysis, which applies in the first instance to new works by unknown
authors, is equally valid for 'underrated' or 'dated' and even 'classic'
works, which can always be treated to 'rediscoveries', 'revivals' and
're-readings' (hence so many unclassifiable philosophical, literary and
theatrical productions, of which the paradigm is the avant-garde staging of
traditional texts).
4 It is no accident that the art trader's guarantor role is particularly visible in
the field of painting, where the purchaser'S (the collector's) 'economic'
I
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investment is incomparably greater than in literature or even the theat
Raymonde Moulin observes that a contract signed with a major gallery e.
a commercial value and that, in the eyes of the amateurs, the dealer is 't S
guarantor of the quality of the works' (R. Moulin, Le March. de
peinture en France (Paris: Minuit, 1967), p. 329).
I t goes without saying that, depending on the position in the field o
f
production, promotional activities range from overt use of publicl'
techniques (press advertisements, catalogues etc.) and economic a
symbolic pressure (e.g. on the juries who award the prizes or on the criti
to the haughty and rather ostentatious refusal to make any concessi ons )
to
the 'world', which can, in the long run, be the supreme form of valu
e
imposition (only available to a few).
The ideological representation transfigures real functions. Only the pub

lisher or dealer, who devotes most of hiS time to It, can organize and
rationalize the marketing of the work, which, especially in the case of
painting, is a considerable undertaking, presupposing information (as to
the 'worthwhile' places in which to exhibit, especially abroad) and materi al
means. But, ab�ve all, he alone, acting as a go-between and a screen, can
enable the producer to maintain a charismatic, i.e. inspired and 'disinter
ested', image of himself and his activity, by sparing him the tasks associat.d
with the market, which are ridiculous, demoralizing and ineffective
(symbolically at least). (The writer's or painter's craft, and the correspond
ing images of them, would probably be totally different if the producers
had to market their products personally and if they depended directly, for
their conditions of eXistence, on the sanctions of the market or on agencies
which know and recognize no other sanctions, like 'commercial' publishing
firms.)
In reply to those who might seek to refute these arguments by invoking a
cosy picture of solidarity between 'fellow producers' or 'colleagues', one
would have to point to all the forms of 'unfair competition', of which
plagiarism (more or less skilfully disguised) is only the best known and th.
mOSt visible, or the violence - purely symbolic, of course - of th.
aggressions with which producers endeavour to discredit their rivals (d.
the recent history of painting, which offers countless examples, one of the
most typical, to cite only the dead, being the relationship between Yves
Klein and Piero Manzoni).
These arguments take further and specify those which I have put forwa rd
with reference to haute couture, in which the economic stakes and the
disavowal strategies are much more evident (see P. Bourdieu and Y.
Delsaut, 'Le Couturier et sa griffe: contribution a une theorie de la magie',
Actes de la recherche en sciences sociales, 1 Uanuary 1975), pp. 7-36), and
philosophy; in the latter case the emphasis was placed on the contribution
of interpreters and commentators to the misrecognition-recognition of the
work (see P. Bourdieu, 'L'ontologie politique de Martin Heidegger', Actes
de la recherche en sciences sociales, 5-6 (November 1 975), pp. 1 09-56) .
The present text does not aim to apply knowledge of the general propertIeS
of fields that have been established elsewhere to new fields. Rather, it seeks
to bring the invariant laws of the functioning and transformation of fields
of struggle to a higher level of explicitness and generality by compa n. ng
several fields (painting, theatre, literature and journalism) in which the
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different laws do not appear with the same degree of clarity, for reasons
which have to do either with the nature of the data available or with
specific properties. This procedure conrrasts both with theoreticist formal
ism, which is its own object, and with idiographic empiricism, which can
never move beyond the scholastic accumulation of falsifiable propositions.
A couple of examples, chosen from among hundreds: 'I know a painter
who has real quality as regards skill, material, etc., but for me the stuff he
turns out is totally commercial; he manufactures it, like bars of soap . . .
When artists become very well-known, they often tend to go in for mass
production' (gallery director, interview). Avant-gardism has often nothing
to offer to guarantee its convictions beyond its indifference to money and
its spirit of protest: 'Money doesn't count for him; even beyond the notion
of public service, he sees culture as a vehicle for social protest' (A. de
Baecque, 'Faillite au theatre', L'ExpansiolJ ( December 1 968)).
To remain within the limits of the information available (that provided by
Pierre Guetta's excellem survey, Le theatre et 5011 public, 2 vols, roneo
(Paris: Ministere des Affaires Culturelles, 1 966), I have cited only the
theatres mentioned in this study. Out of forty-three Parisian theatres listed
in 1 975 in the specialized press (excluding the subsidized theatres),
twenty-nine (two-thirds) offer entertainments which clearly belong to the
'boulevard' category; eight present classical or neutral ('unmarked') works;
and six present works which can be regarded as belonging to intellectual
theatre.
Here, and throughout this text, 'bourgeois' is shorthand for 'dominant
fractions of the dominant class' when used as a noun, and, when used as an
adjective, for 'structurally linked to these fractions'. 'Intellectual' functions
in the same way for 'dominated fractions of the dominant class'.
Analysis of the overlaps between the constituencies of the various theatres
confirms these analyses. At one extreme is the Theatre de I'Est parisien,
which draws almost half its audience from the dominated fractions of the
dominant class and shares its clientele with the other 'intellectual' theatres
(Theatre national populaire, Odeon, Vieux Colombier and Atheneej at the
other extreme, the boulevard theatres (Antoine, Varietes), almost half of
whose audience consists of employers, senior executives and their wivesj
and between the twO, the Comedie Fran-;aise and the Atelier, which share
their audience with all the theatres.
A more detailed analysis would reveal a whole set of oppositions (in the
different respects considered above) within avant-garde theatre and even
boulevard theatre. Thus, a careful reading of the statistics on attendance
suggests that a 'smart' bourgeois theatre (Theatre de Paris, Ambassadeurs,
which present works - Comment reuss;r en affaires and Photo-finish by
Peter Ustinov - praised by Le Figaro ( 1 2 February 1 964 and 6 January
1 964) and even, in the first case, by the NOllvel Observatellr (March
1 964)), attended by an audience of cultivated bourgeois, tending to live in
Paris and to be regular theatre-goers, can be contrasted with a more
'low-brow' bourgeois theatre, offering 'Parisian' entertainments (Mi
chodiere La preuve par quatre, by Felicien Marceauj Antoine - Mary.
Mary; Varie[es - Un homme comblti, by J. Deval), which received very
hostile reviews, the first from the NOllvel Dbservatellr ( 1 2 February 1 964)
and the other twO from Le Figaro (26 September 1 963 and 28 December
-
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1964). Their audience is more provincial, less familiar with the theatre an

d
more perir.bo urgeois, containing a higher proportion of junior e:cecut ives
.
and, In particular, craftspeople and shopkeepers. Although It is no
t
.
possIble to veTlfy thIS statistically (as I have endeavoured to do in th
case of painting and literature), everything suggests that the authors an
actors of these different categories of theatres are also opposed in
accordance with the same principles. Thus, (he big stars in Successful
boulevard plays (generally also receiving a percentage of the bOX-office
receipts) could earn up to 2,000 francs an evening in 1 972, and 'knOWn '
actors 300-500 francs per performance; actors belonging to the Comedie
Franc;aise, who receive less per performance than leading private-theatre
actors, are paid a basic monthly rate with bonuses for each perform_
ance and, in the case of shareholding members of the compa ny a
proportion of the annual profits, according to length of service; wh ile
the actors in the small left-bank theatres suffer precarious employ ment
and extremely low incomes.
1 4 M. Descotes, Le Public de theatre et son histoire (Paris: Presses Universit_
aires de France, 1 964), p. 298. This sort of caricature would nO( occur so
often in theatrical works themselves (e.g. the parody of the nouveau roman
in Michel Perrin's Haute ridelite, 1963) and even more often in the writings
of the critics, if 'bourgeois' authors were not assured of the complicity of
their bourgeois' audience when they settle their scores with avant-garde
authors and bring 'intellectual' comfort to the 'bourgeois' who feel
threatened by 'intellectual' theatre.
1 5 To give an idea of the power and salience of these taxonomies, one
example will suffice: statistical study of class tastes shows that 'intellectual'
and 'bourgeois' preferences can be organized around the opposition
between Goya and Renoir; to describe the contrasting fortunes of twO
concierge's daughters, one of whom 'marries into the servants' quarters'
and the mher becomes owner of a 'seventh floor flat with a terrace',
Fran�oise Dorin compares the first to a Goya, the second to a Renoir. See
F. Dorin, Le TOllmant (Paris: Julliard, 1 973), p. 1 1 5 .
1 6 What is bought is not just a newspaper but also a generative principle
producing opinions, attitudes, 'positions', defined by a distinctive position
in a field of institutionalized position-generators. And we may postulate
that readers will feel more completely and adequately expressed, the more
perfect the homology between their paper's position in the field of the press
and the position they occupy in the field of the classes (or class fractions),
the basis of their opinion-generating principle.
1 7 Analysis of the overlaps in readership confirms that France-Soir is very
close to L'Aurore; that Le Figaro and L 'Express are more or less
equidistant from all the others (Le Figaro inclining rather towards Fran"d
Soir, whereas L'Express inclines towards the Nouvel Observateur)j an
that Le Monde and the Nouvel Observateur constitute a final cluster ., d
1 8 Private-sector executives, engineers and the professions are charactenze
f
by a medium overall rate of readership and a distinctly higher rate 0
readership of Le Monde than businesspeople and industriali sts. (Thi
private-sector executives remain closer to the industrialists by v,rtU �r
their quantity of low-level reading France-Soir, L 'Aurore - and also [h e
high rate of readership of financial, and business journals Les £c 0 ,
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Information, Enterprise
whereas the members of the professions are
closer to the teachers by virtue of their r3te of readership of the Noullel
Observatellr.)
This art of conciliation and compromise achieves the virtuosity of art for
art's sake with the critic of La Croix, who laces his unconditional approval
with such subtly articulated justifications, with understatements through
double-negation, nuances, reservations and self-corrections, that the final
conciliatio oppositoru1tl, so na'ively jesuitical 'in form and substance', as he
would say, almost seems to go without saying: 'Le Toumant, as I have
said, seems to me an admirable work, in both form and substance, This is
not to say it will not put many people's teeth on edge. I happened to be
sitting next to an unconditional supporter of the avant-garde and through
out the evening I was aware of his suppressed anger. However, J by no
means conclude that Franc;oise Dorin is unfair to certain very respectable 
albeit often tedious - experiments in the contemporary theatre . . . And if
she concludes - her preference is delicately hinted - with the triumph of the
'Soulevard' - but a boulevard that is itself avant-garde - that is precisely
because for many years a master like Anouilh has placed himself as a guide '
at the crossroads of these two paths' Uean Vigneron, La Croix, 2 1 January
-

19

1973).

The logic of the functioning of the fields of cultural goods production as
fields of struggle favouring strategies aimed at distinction means that the
products of their functioning, whether haute couture 'creations' or novels,
are predisposed to function differentially, as instruments of distinction,
firsr between the class fractions and then between the classes.
2 1 We can believe rhose critics most noted for their conformity to their
expectations of their readership when they insist that they never espouse
their readers' opinions and often fight against them. Thus, Jean-Jacques
Gautier, in Theatre d'au;ourd'hui (Paris: Julliard, 1 972), pp. 25-6, rightly
says that the effectiveness of his critiques sterns not from a demagogic
adjustment to the audience but from an objective agreement, which permits
a perfect sincerity between critic and audience that is also essential in order
to be believed and therefore efficacious.
22 'You're not informed like that, they're just things you feel . . . I didn't
know exactly what I was doing. There are people who sent things in, I
didn't know , ' , Information means having a vague sense, wanting to say
things and coming across the righr way . , , It's lots of lirtle things, it's
feelings, not information' (painter, interview),
23 Gautier, Theatre d'au;ourd'hui, p. 26. Publishers are also perfectly aware
that a book's success depends on where it is published. They know what is
'made for them' and whar is not and observe that a certain book which was
'right for them' (e.g. Gallimard) has done badly with another publisher
(e.g. Laffont). The adjustment between author and publisher and then
between book and readership is thus the result of a series of choices which
all involve the publisher'S brand image. Authors choose their publisher in
terms of rhis image, and he chooses them in rerms of his own idea of his
firm; readers are also influenced by their image of the publisher (e.g.
'Minuit is high-brow') which no doubt helps to explain the failure of
'misplaced' books. Ir is rhis mechanism which leads a publisher to say,
quite correctly: 'Each publisher is the best in his category.'
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It is said that jean-jacques Nathan (Fernand Nathan), who is regarded a
being fi �st and .r0remo�t a ' m� nagcr', �efines publishing as ' 3 high)
speculative trade . The flsks are Indeed hIgh and the chances of making Y
a
profit when publishing a young writer are minute. A novel which does no
succeed may have a (short-term) life-span of less than three weeks ; the
there are the lost or damaged copies or those too soiled to be returned, and
those that do come back reduced to the state of worthless paper. In the cas
o � mode�ate short-term success, once the production costs, �oya lties an
.
.
distribution
costs are deducted, about 20 per cent of the retail pnce
is left
for the publisher who has to offset the unsold copies, finance his stocks and
pay his overheads and taxes. But when a book extends its career beyond
the first year and enters the back-list, it constitutes a financial 'flywheel'
which provides the basis for forecasting and for a long-term investmen
t
policy. When the first edition has amortized the overheads, the book can be
reprinted at a considerably lower cost-price and will guarantee a regular
income (direct income and also supplementary royalties, translati ons
paperback editions, television or film adaptations), which helps ro financ�
further more or less risky investments that may also eventually build up the
back-list.
25 Because of the unequal lengths of the cycle of production it is rarely
meanmgful to compare annual statements from dIfferent publishing
houses. The annual statement gives an increasingly incomplete picture of
the firm's real position, as one moves away from firms with rapid turnover,
i.e. as the proportion of long-cycle products in the firm's activity increases.
For example, ro assess the value of the stocks, one can consider the
production cost, the wholesale price, which is unpredictable, or the price of
the paper. Which of these different methods of valuation are appropriate
depends on whether one is dealing with 'commercial' firms whose srock
returns very rapidly to the state of printed paper or firms for which it
constitutes a capital which constantly tends to appreciate.
26 A further case, which cannot appear on the diagram, ought to be added 
that of simple failure, i.e. a Godot whose career was over by the end of
1 952 leaving a balance sheet badly in the red.
27 Among the guaranteed short-term investments, we must also include all the
publishing strategies designed to exploit a back-list: new edition s,
naturally, but also paperback editions (for Gallimard , this is the FolIO
series).
28 Although one must never ignore the 'moire' effect produced in every field
by the fact that the different possible stfucturations (here, for exam ple,
according to age, size, degree of political and/or aesthetic avant-g�rd,sm
never coincide perfectly, the fact remains that the relative welg�t 0
long-term and short-term firms can probably be regarded as the domi nant
structuring principle of the field. In this respect, we find an oPpo� 1tI0
'
between the small avant-garde firms, Pauvert, Maspero and M l Il ult (t
d
which one could add Bourgeois, if it did not occupy a cultural ly '
economically ambiguous position, because of its link with Les Presses de h3
Cite), and the 'big' publishers, Laffont, Presses de la Cite and Hachette "t
intermediate positions being occupied by firms like Flammarion (w er
experimental series coexist with specially commissioned collective works
Albin Michel and Calmann-Levy, old, 'traditional' publishing houses, ru
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by 'heirs' whose heritage is both a strength and a brake, and above all
Grasset, once a 'great' publishing house, now absorbed by the Hac�ette
empire, and Gallimard. a former av �nt-garde f�rm that ha � now anal11ed
.
. long
the peak of consecration and combmes back-hst explOItation with
term undertakings (which are only possible on the basis of accumulated
cultural capital - Ie Chemin, Bibliotheque des sciences humaines). The
sub-field of firms mainly oriented towards long-term production and
towards an 'intellectual' readership is polarized around the opposition
between Maspero and Minuit (which represents the avant-garde moving
towards consecration) on the one side, and Gallimard, situated in the
dominant position, with Le Seuil representing t�e neutral point i� the fie� d
(just as Gallimard, whose authors feature both In the best-seller list and In
the list of intellectual best-sellers, cons(Jtutes the neutral POlOt of the whole
field). The practical mastery of this structure, which also guides, for
example, the founders of a newspaper when they 'feel {here is an op�ning'
or 'aim to fill a gap' left by the existing media, is seen at work 111 the
rigorously topographical vision of a young publisher, Delorme, founder of
Galilee, who was trying to fit in 'between Minuit, Maspero and Seuil'
(quoted by J . jossin, L'Express, 30 August 1 976).
It is well known in the 'trade' that the head of one of the largest French
publishing houses reads hardly any of the manuscripts he publishes and
that his working day is devoted to purely managenal tasks (production
committee meetings, meetings with lawyers, heads of subSidiaries, etc.).
In fact most of his professional actions are 'intellectual acts', analogous to
the signature of literary or political manifestos or petitions (with SOI!1 e
.
risks as well - consider the publication of La Questioll), which earn him
[he �sual gratifications of 'intellectuals' (intellectual prestige, interviews,
radio discussions, etc.).
Robert LaHont recognizes this dependence when, in order to expl a!n the
.
declining ratio of translations to original wor �s, he invok� s, .111 ad�I � lon to
,
the increased advances payable for translation nghts,
the deCISIve ,111nuence of the media, especially television and radio, in promoting � book':
'The author's personality and eloquence are an important factor 111 these
media's choices and consequently in access to the public. In this respect,
foreign authors, with the exception of a few international celebrities, are
naturally at a disadvantage' ( Vient de paraitre Robert Laffont's monthly
publicity bulletin - January I 977).
tIere too, cultural logic and 'economic' logic con �erge. As the fate of Les
,
Editions du Pavois shows, a literary prize can be disastrous, from a strictly
'economic' point of view, for a young publishing � ouse sudd enl y faced
.
. ,
a
with the enormous investments reqUired to repnnr and dlstnbure
prize-winning book.
This is seen particularly clearly in the theatr� , where the ,classics, � arket
(the 'classical matinees' at the Comedie Franr;alse) obeys qUite speCifiC rules
because of its dependence on the educational system.
.
The same opposition is found in all fields. Andre de Baecque descnbes the
opposition he sees as characterizing the theatrical field, between the
'businesspeople' and the 'militants': 'Theatre managers are people of all
SOrts. They have one thing in common; with each new show, they put an
investment of money and {alent at risk on an unpredictable marker. But [he

-
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similarity stops there. Their motivations spring from very different ide I
a o.
rn
gies. For some, the theatre is a financial speculation like any Other
Ore
picturesque perhaps, but giving rise to the same cold-blooded s rate
gy
made up of the taking of options, calculated risks, liquidity pro ble
exc!usive rights, sometimes negotiated i ":te�nationally : For others, it is
vehIcle of a message, or the tool of a mISSIon. SometImes a militan t e
Veo
does good business.'
35 ;"irhout ,g?ing S0 far as t? ma�� failure a guarantee of quality, as th
e
.
bourgeOIs writer ,S polemical VISion would have it: 'Nowadays, if yo
u
want to succeed, you need f31'1 ures. F31'I ure inSpires confidence. SuccesS IS
.
suspect' (Dorin, Le Tournant, p. 46).
36 'Oh dear! All I do is reproduce what I see and hear, just arranging it an
d
. Just my luck! What I
adapting It.
see is always attractive, what I hear '
s
.often funny, I live in luxury and champagne bubbles' (Dorin, Le Tournan
p . 27). There IS no need to evoke reproductive painting, nowaday
tncarnated br the 'impressionists' who are known to supply the publishers
speclaItztng 10 reproductions of works of art with all their best-sellers
(apart from the Mona Lisa): Renoir (Cirl with Flowers, Le Moulin de la
Calette, Van Cogh (L'Eglise d'Auvers), Monet (Les Coquelicots) Degas
(Ballet Rehearsal), Gaugin (Peasant Women) (information supplie by the
Louvre, 1 973). In the literary fIeld, there I S the vast output of biographies
m�moirs, diaries and testimonies, which, from Laffam to Lattes, fro�
Nielsen to Orban, provide 'bourgeois' readers with alternative 'real-life'
experiences.
37 In literature, as elsewhere, full-time producers (and, a fortiori, producers
.
for producers) are far from havtng
a monopoly of production. Out of 100
.
people 10 Who s Who who have produced Itterary works, more than a third
are non-professionals (industrialists, 1 4 per centi senior civil servants, I I
per cent; doctors, 7 pe� cent, etc.) and the proportion of pan-rime
.
producers �s even greater In the areas of political writing (45 per cent) and
.
(48 per cent).
general wrtttng
38 Among the latter, one could also distinguish between those who have come
into publishin g with explicitly commercial aims, such as Jean-Cla ude
Lattes (who started as a pres� attache with Laffont and originally saw his
proJect as a Laffont series, Edition speciale) or Olivier Orban, both of
whom went straight (or commissioned stories, and those who have fallen
back on 'pm-boilers' after various abortive projects such as Guy Authier
'
or Jean-Paul Menges.
39 �y the sa,, e logic, the discoverer-publisher is always liable to see his
!
dls,coverles seduced by richer or more consecrated publishers, who offer
their � ame, their reputation, their influence on prize juries, and also
, Ity and better
publIC
royalties.
40 As opposed to the Sonnabend gallery, which brings together young (the
oldest IS fIfty) but already relativelr recognized painters, and to the
Durand-Ruel gallery, whose painters are almost all dead and famo us, the
Denise Rene gallery, which stands in that particular point in the space-time
of the artistic field in which the normally incompatible profits of the
avant-garde and of consecration are momentarily superimposed, comb ines
a group of already strongly consecrated painters (abstract) with �n
y
avant-garde or rear avant-garde group (kinetic art) as if it had momenta ril

;
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managed to escape the dialectic of distinction which sweeps schools away
into the past.
4 1 The analytical opposition between the rwo economies implies no value
judgement, although in the ordinary struggles of artistic life it is only ever
expressed in the form of value judgements and although despite all the
efforts to distance and objectify, it is liable to be read in polemical terms.
As I have shown elsewhere, the categories of perception and appreciation
(e.g. obscure/clear or easy, deep�ight, original/banal, etc.) which function
in the world of art are oppositions that are almost universally applicable
and are based, in the last analysis, through the opposicion berween rarity
and divulgation or vulgarization, uniqueness and multiplicity, qualiry and
quantity, on the social opposition between the 'elite' and the 'masses',
between 'elite' (or 'quality') products and 'mass' products.
42 This effect is perfectly visible in haute couture or perfumery, where the
consecrated establishments (e.g. Caron, Chanel and especially Guerlain)
are able to keep going for several generations only by means of a policy
aimed at artificially perpetuating the rarity of the product (e.g. the
'exclusive concessions' which limit sales oudets to a few places which are
themselves chosen for their rarity - the great couturiers' own shops,
perfume shops in the smartest districts, airports). Since ageing is here
synonymous with vulgarization, the oldest brands (Coty, Lancome, Worth,
Molyneux, Bourjois, etc.) have a second career, down-market.
43 We may therefore formulate the hypothesis that acquisition of the social
indices of maturity, which is both the condition and the effect of accession
to positions of power, and abandonment of the practices associated with
adolescent irresponsibility (to which cultural and even political 'avant
gardist' practices belong) have to be more and more precocious as one
moves from the artists to the teachers, from the teachers to the members of
the professions, and from the professions to the employers; or to put it
another way, that the members of the same biological age group, e.g. all the
students in the grafldes ecoles, have different social ages, marked by
different symbolic attributes and conducts, according to the objective
future they are heading for. The Beaux-Arts student has to be younger than
the flormaliefl, and the florma/ien has to be younger than the Po/ytechni
cien or the student at the Ecole Nationale d'Administration. One would
have to apply the same logic in analysing the relationship berween the sexes
within the dominant fraction of the dominant class and more specifically
the effects on the division of labour (especially in culture and art) of the
dominated-dominant position assigned to women in the 'bourgeoisie'
which brings them relatively closer to the young 'bourgeois' and the
'intellectuals', predisposing them to the role of mediator between the
dominant and dominated fractions (which they have always played,
particularly through the 'salon').
44 Academic criticism is condemned to interminable arguments about the
definition and scope of these pseudo-concepts, which are generally no more
than names which identify practical groupings such as the painters
assembled in an outstanding exhibition or a consecrated gallery or the
authors on the list of the same publisher (and which are worth neither more
nor less than convenient associations such as 'Denise Rene is geometric
abstract', 'Alexandre lolas is Max Ernst' or, among the painters, 'Arman is
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dusrbins' or 'Christo is packages'); and many concepts in literary Or art' l.
t
criticism are no more than a 'learned' designation of similar prac: � c
I
groupings (e.g. Iiuerature ob;ec!a/e for nouveau roman, itself standi ng fal
Or
'all the novelists published by Editions de Minuit').
45 Tastes can �e 'd?red', by refe �ence to what was avant-garde taste
i
,
different
periods: Photography IS outdated.' 'Why?' 'Because it's gone n
O
of fashion; because it's linked to the conceptual art of two or three y Ut
ears
. re, I , m not .Interes
ago. "Wh0 wou Id say t hIS:
' "Wh en I I 00k at a pictu
ted In
'
what it represen ts"?' 'Nowadays, people who don't know much abou t
'"
It's typical of someone who has no idea about art to say that. Twenty y
ars
ago, I don't even know i f twenty years ago the abstract painters would h
ave
said that, I don't think so. It's the sort of person who doesn't kn
anything and who says, "You can't fool me, what counts is whethe r
S
pretty" , (avant-garde painter, age thirty-five).
46 Interview published in VH 1 0 1 , 3 (Autumn 1 970), pp. 55-6 1 .
47 That IS why It would be naive to think that the relationship between the age
and the degree of acceSSIbilIty of works of art disappears when the logic
of
distinction leads to a (second-degree) return to an old mode of expression
(e.�., at present, 'neo·dadaism', 'new realism' or 'hyper-realism').
4 8 Th,s game of nudges and winks, which has ro be played very fast and very
'natura lly', even more mercilessly excludes the 'failure' who makes the
same kind of moves as everybody else, but out of phase usually too late,
who falls Into all the traps, a clumsy buffoon who ends up serving as a foil
f�:> r those who ma�e him their unwillin g or unwitting accomplice; unless,
finally understandmg the rules of the game, he (urns his status into a choice
and makes systematic failure his artistic speciality. (A propos of a painter
�ho perfectly .llIustrates [hl.s trajectory, another painter said admirably:
Once he was Just a bad painter who wanted to succeed now he's doing
work on a bad painter who wants to succeed. It's excell nt.')
49 The nexr rask would be to show the contribution the economy of works of
art, as a hmmng case In whICh the mechanisms of negation and their effects
3re more clearly seen (and nor as an exception to the laws of economy) ,
makes to t�e understanding of ordinary economic practices, in which the
need to veIl the naked truth of the transaction is also present to varying
degrees (as is shown by the use made of a whole apparatus of symboliC
agents).
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THE MARKET OF SYMBOLIC GOODS

'Hisrorically regarded,' observes Schiicking, 'the publisher begins to play �
pa�t at the stage at which the patron disappears, in the eighteenth century
(with a transition period, in which the publisher was dependent on
s
subscriptions, which in turn largely depended on relations between author
and their patrons). There is no uncertainty about this among the poer:s.
And indeed, publishing firms such as Dodsley in England or Corta I "
,
Germany gradually became a source of authority. Schiicking shoWS
similarly, that the influence of theatre managers (Dramaturgs) can be even
to
greater where, as in the case of Otto Brahm, 'an individual may hel p

7
8
9
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determine the general trend of taste' of an entire epoch through his choices.
See L. L. Schiicking, The Sociology of Literary Taste, trans. E. W. Dickes
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1966), pp. 50-2.
Thus, Watt gives a good description of the correlative transformation of
the modes of literary reception and production respectively, conferring its
most specific characteristics on the novel and in particular the appearance
of rapid, superficial, easily forgotten reading, as well as rapid and prolix
writing, linked with the extension of the public. See I. Watt, The Rise of the
Novel: Studies ill Defoe, Richardson and Fielding (Harmondsworth:
Penguin, 1 957).
The adjective 'cultural' will be used from now on as shorthand for
'intellectual, artistic and scientific' (as in cultural consecration, legitimacy,
production, value, etc.).
At a time when the influence of linguistic structuralism is leading some
sociologists towards a pure theory of sociology, it would undoubtedly be
useful to enrich the sociology of pure theory, sketched here, and to analyse
the social conditions of the appearance of theories such as those of Kelsen,
de Saussure or Walras, and of the formal and immanent science of art such
as that proposed by Wiilfflin. In this last case, one can see clearly that the
very intention of extracting the formal properties of all possible artistic
expression assumed that the process of autonomization and purification of
the work of art and of artistic perception had already been effected.
Here, as elsewhere, the laws objectively governing social relations tend to
constitute themselves as norms that are explicitly professed and assumed.
In this way, as the field's autonomy grows, or as one moves towards the
most autonomous sectors of the field, the direct introduction of external
powers increasingly attracts disapproval; as the members of autonomous
sectors consider such an introduction as a dereliction, they tend to sanction
it by the symbolic exclusion of the guilty. This is shown, for instance, by
the discredit attaching to any mode of thought which is suspected of
reintroducing the total, brutal classificatory principles of a political order
into intellectual life; and it is as if the field exercised its autonomy to the
maximum, in order to render unknowable the external principles of
opposition (especially the political ones) or, at leasr intellectually, to
'overdetermine' them by subordinating them to specifically inrellectual
principles.
'As for criticism, it hides under big words the explanations it no longer
knows how to furnish. Remembering Albert Wolff, Bourde, Brunetiere or
France, the critic, for fear of failing, like his predecessors, to recognize
artists of genius, no longer j udges at all' U. Letheve, Impressionistes et
symbolistes devant la presse (Paris: Armand Colin, 1 959), p. 276).
Jean-Paul Sartre, Qu 'est-ce que la litterature? (Paris: Gallimard, 1 948),
p. 98.
In this sense, the intellectual field represents the almost complete model of
a social universe knowing no principles of differentiation or hierarchiza
tion Other than specifically symbolic distinctions.
It is the same, at least objectively (in the sense that no one is supposed to be
ignorant of the cultural law), with any act of consumption which finds
itself objectively within the field of application of the rules governing
cultural practices with claims to legitimacy.
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1 0 Thus Proudhon, whose aesthetic writings all clearly express the p .
t
b? u!g�ois representation of art a � d (he artist, imputes the proces .
.
dlsslmllatJo
generated from the IOte�lectuaJ field's internal logic to f
�
.
.
cymcal
choice on the part of artists:
On the one hand, artists will da
anything, b�c� use ever�(�ing is in�ifferent to them; on (he other, theO
be�o me �. nflnt[e1 y specialized. Delivered up to themselves, without
.
.
!\Uldmg light, without compass, obedient to an inappropriately app lied
IOdust�lal law, they class then:'s� lves into genera and species, firs
t!
accordlng to the �a �ure of commiSSions, and subsequently according to
th
. .
.
method
dlStmgUls
hmg
Thus,
them.
there
are
church
pamters
histo r'' caI
.
.
'
painters, pamte�s 0f bartIes, genre painters - that is, of anecdotes a
.
d
cOf!1edy, ,?orrralt painters, landscape painters, animal painters, mari
e
artiSts, painters of Venus, fantasy painters. This one cultivates the nud
another cloth. Then, each of them labours to distinguish himself by one
the competing methods of execution. One of them applies himself t
drawing� the other to colour; this one cares for composition, that One fo
perspective, ret another for costume or local colour; this one shines
t� rough s�nnment, another through the idealism or the realism of his
f'gures; stili another makes up for the nullity of his subjects by the finesse
of hIS deta,ls. Each one labours to develop his trick, his style, his manner
and, with the help of fashion, reputations are made and unmade' (P. J.
Proudhon, ContradICtIons economiques (Paris: Riviere, 1 939), p. 271).
1 1 The emergence of the theory of art which, rejecting the classical conception
of artistic production as the Simple execution of a pre-existent internal
model, turns artistic 'crearion' into a sort of apparirion thar was unforesee
able for the � rrist himself - inspiration, genius, etc. - undoubredly assumed
rhe comple�lOn of th e transformation of rhe social relarions of production
.
.
which,
freeIng artl. stlc production from rhe directly and explicitly formu
. d the concepr
lated order, permitte
ion of artistic labour as autonomous
'crearion', and no longer as mere execution.
1 2 E. Delacroix, Oeuvres litttiraires, vol. 1 (Paris: Cres, 1 923), p. 76.
1 3 It can be seen that the history leading up to what has been called a
'denovelization' of the novel obeys the same type of logic.
1 4 'As long as the opportunities on the art market remain favourable for the
ar�i�r, t�e culti �ation of individuality does nor develop into a mania for
ongl �� hry - thiS does not happen until the age of mannerism, when new
conditions on the art market create painful economic disturbances for the
artist' (A. Hauser, The Social History of Art, vol. 2, trans. S. Godman
(New York: Vintage, 195 1 ), p. 7 1 ) .
1 5 See J. Greenway, Literature among the Primitives (Harboro: Folklore
.
ASSOCiates, 1 964), p. 37. On primitive art as a total and multiple art,
produced by the group as a whole and addressed to the group as a whole,
see also R. Filth, Elements of Social Organization (Boston: Beacon , 1963 ),
pp. 155ff; H. Junod, The Life of a South Americall Tribe (London:
Macmillan, 1 927), p. 2 1 5 ; and B. Malinowski, Myth in Primitive psychO ;
logy (New York: W. W. Norton, 1926), p. 3 1 . On the transformation o
,
the funcrion and significance of the dance and festivals see j. Caro Barol a
'EI rirual de la danza en eI Paris Vasco', Revista de Dia/ect% ga Y
Tradiciolles Populares, 20; 1-2 ( 1 964).
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1 6 For an analysis of the function of rhe educational system in rhe production
of consumers endowed wirh a propensity and aprirude ro consume learned
works and in the reproduction of the unequal distribution of this propens
ity and this aptitude, and, hence, of the differential rarity and the
distinctive value of these works, see P. Bourdieu and A . Darbel, wirh
Dominique Schnapper, L 'amour de rart. Les musees d'art europeens et
leur public (Paris: Minuit, 1 969), published in English as The Love of Art:
European Art Museums and their Public, trans. Caroline Beattie and Nick
Merriman (Cambridge: Polity; Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1 990).
17 The education system fulfils a culturally legitimizing function by reproduc
ing, via the delimitation of what deserves to be conserved, transmitted and
acquired, the disrinction between the legirimare and the illegitimate way of
dealing with legitimate works. The different sectors of the field of restricted
production are very markedly distinguished by the degree to which they
depend, for their reproduction, on generic insriq.1tions (such as the
educational system), or on specific ones (such as the Ecole des Beaux Arts,
or the Conservatoire de Musique). Everything points to the fact that the
proportion of contemporary producers having received an academic
educarion is far smaller among painters (especially among the more
avant-garde currents) than among musicians.
1 8 All forms of recognition - prizes, rewards and honours, election to an
academy, a universiry, a scientific committee, inviration to a congress or to
a university, publicarion in a scientific review or by a consecrated
publishing house, in anthologies, mentions in the work of contemporaries,
works on art history or {he history of science, in encyclopedias and
dicrionaries, etc. - are just so many forms of co-optation, whose value
depends on the very position of the co-oprants in the hierarchy of
consecratIOn.
1 9 C. A. Sainte-Beuve, 'L'Academie Fran<jaise', in Paris-Guide, par /es princi
paux ecrivains et artistes de la France (Paris: A. Lacroix, Verboeckhoven et
Cie, 1 867), pp. 96-7.
20 This academy, which accumulated the monopoly of the consecration of
creators, of the transmission of consecrared works and tradirions and even
of production and the control of producrion, wielded, at {he time of Le
Brun, 'a sovereign and universal supremacy over the world of art. For him
[Le Brun], everything stopped at these two points: prohibition from
reaching elsewhere than in the Academy; prohibirion from pracrising
without being of the Academy.' Thus, 'this sovereign company . . . pos
sessed, during a quarter of a century, {he exclusive privilege of carrying out
all painting and sculpture ordered by the state and alone to direct, from one
end of the kingdom to the other, rhe reaching of drawing: in Paris, in its
own schools, outside of Paris, in subordinate schools, branch academies
founded by it, placed under its direcrion, subjecr to its surveillance. Never
had such a unified and concentrated system been applied, anywhere, to the
production of the beautiful' (L. Vitet, L'Acadtimie royale de Peinture et de
Sculpture, Etllde historiqlle (Paris: 1 86 1 ), pp. 134, 1 76).
21 The same systematic opposition can be seen in very different fields of
artistic and intellectual acriviry: between researchers and teachers, for
example, or between wrirers and teachers in higher education and, above
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all, between painters and musicians on the one hand, and teachers 0
f
drawing and music on the other.
Where common and semi-scholarly discourse sees a homogeneous messa
producing a homogenized public ('massific3tion'), it is necessary to see ne
undifferentiated message produced for a socially undifferentiated pub lic at
the cost of a methodical self-censorship leading to the abolition of all sign
and factors of differentiation. To (he most amorphous messages (e S
large-circulation daily and weekly newspapers) there corresponds the m� t'
socially amorphous public.
See Tele-Sept-Jours, 547 (October 1 970), p. 45.
In this, the strategy of producers of middle-brow art is radically opposed to
(he spontaneous strategy of (he institutions for the diffusion of restri cted
art who, as we can see in the case of museums, aim at intensifying the
practice of the classes from which consumers are recruited rather than at
arrracting new classes.
B. Poirot-Delpech, Le Monde, 22 july 1970.
The educational system contributes very substantially to the unificatio n of
the market in symbolic goods, and to the generalized imposition of the
legitimacy of the dominant culture, not only by legitimizing the goods
consumed by the dominant class, but by devaluing those transmitted by the
dominated classes (and, also, regional traditions) and by tending, in
consequence, to prohibit the constitution of cultural counter-legitimacies.
The attempt to gain rehabilitation leads those at the forefront of the revolt
against the university's conservative traditions (as well as those of the
academies) to betray their recognition of academic legitimacy in the very
discourse anempting to challenge it. One sociologist, for instance, argues
that the leisure practices he intends to rehabilitate are genuinely cultural
because they are 'disinterested', hence reintroducing an academic, and
mundane, definition of the cultivated relationship to culture, and writes:
'We rhink that certain works said, today, to be minor, in fact reveal
qualities of the first order; it seems barely acceptable to place the entire
repertoire of French songs on a low level, as does Shils with American
songs. The works of Brassens, jacques Brei and Leo Ferre, all of which are
highly successful, are not just songs from a variety show. All three are also,
quite rightly, considered as poets.'
If these analyses can equally obviously be applied to certain categories of
avant-garde art critics, it is because the posirion of rhe least consecrated
agents of a more consecrated field may present certain analogies with the
position of the most consecrated agents of a less consecrated field.
Cited by A. Breton, Anthologie de I'humour 1I0ir (Paris: j . j. Pauvert,
1 966), p. 324.
.lal
sO
More generally, if the occupants of a determinate position in the �
lnk
StruCture only rarely do what the occupants of a different position th. ec!
they ought to do ('if I were in his place . . .'), it is because the latter prol
the position-takings inscribed into their own position into a position ��I'h
excludes them. The theory of relations between positions and pO�'(I °li
takings reveals the basis of all those errors of perspective, to which �
attempts at abolishing the differences associated with differences I
position by means of a simple imaginary projection, or by a':1 effort f
I
'comprehension' (behind which always lies the principle of 'putting onese
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in someone else's place'), or again, attempts at transforming the objective
relations between agents by transforming rhe representations they have of
these relarions, are inevitably exposed.
La Quinzaille litteraire, 1 5 September 1 966.
E. Lalou, L'Express, 26 October 1 966.
The development of psychology in Germany at the end of the nineteenth
century can be explained by the state of the university marker, favouring
the movement of physiology students and teachers towards other fields,
and by the relatively lowly position occupied by philosophy in the
academic field, which made it a dream ground for the innovative en
terprises of deserters from the higher disciplines. See j. Ben-David and R.
Collins, 'Social Factors in the Origins of a New Science: The Case of
Psychology', Americall Sociological Review, 3 1 :4 (August 1 966),
pp. 45 1-65.
Short-term movements in rhe cultural value stock market ought not to
obscure the consrants, such as the domination of the most theoretical
discipline over those more practically oriented .
We should pay particular attention to the strategies employed in relation to
groups occupying a neighbouring position in the field. The law of the
search for distinction explains the apparent paradox which has it that the
fiercest and mosr fundamental conflicts oppose each group to its immediate
neighbours, for it is these who most directly threaten its identity, hence its
distinction and even its specifically cultural existence.
j. S. Cloyd and A. P. Bates, 'George Homas in Footnotes: The Fate of Ideas
in Scholarly Communication', Sociological IlIquiry, 34:2 ( 1 964),
pp. 1 1 5-28 at p. 1 22.
J. Piaget, Introduction a I'epistemologie genetique, vol. 3 (Paris: Presses
Universitaires de France, 1 950), p. 239.
4 IS THE STRUCTURE OF SENTIMENTA L EDUCATION
AN INSTANCE OF SOCIAL SELF-ANALYSIS?

I

'Sentimental Education is a novel of coincidences that the characters
passively observe, as if incredulous and wide-eyed before rheir dances of
destiny' ('le role du hasard dans l'Education sentimentale', Europe,
September-November 1 969), pp. 101-7.
2 V. Brombert, 'L'Education sentimentale: articulations et polyvalence', in
C. Gothot-Mersch, ed., La production du sens chez Flaubert (Paris Union
generale d'editions, series 10-18), pp. 55-69.
3 See P. Bourdieu, ' l'invention de la vie d'artiste', Actes de la recherche en
sciellces sociales, 2 ( 1 975), pp. 67-93. An abbreviated English translation
of rhis essay appeared as 'The Invention of the Artist's life', trans. Erec R.
Koch, Yale French Studies, 73 ( 1 987), pp. 75-103.
4 Jean-Pierre Richard, for example, draws a psychological portrait of
Flaubert that would suit Frederic perfectly: Flaubert, that 'false giant . . .
riddled with internal frailries', felt himself ceaselessly threatened by feelings
of a lack of differentiation and by a possible fall into indistinction;
incapable of heroic identification, he felt himself carried away by the
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weight o� failu;e that drags every effort, eve,'�, fligh� downward . J. -p
Richard, La creation de la forme chez Flaubert , In L,tterature et sensQtio .
n
(Paris: Seuil, 1 954).
5

FIELD OF POWER, UTERARY FIELD AND HABITUS
•

See A. Cassagne, La Theorie de I'art pour I'art en France, chez les dernier
romantiques et les premiers realistes (Paris: 1906; Geneve: Slatkjn
Reprints, 1 979), pp. 1 1 5- 1 8 .
2 J.-P. Sartre, 'La conscience de c1asse chez Flaubert', Les temps modernes
240 (May 1 966), pp. I 92 I -5 1 , and 24 1 Uune 1 966), pp. 2 1 13-35 '.
Citation from p. 1 933.
3 Ibid., p. 1 949.
4 Ibid., pp. 1 943-4.
5 Cassagne, La Theorie de {'art pour I'art, p. 1 39.
6 Novembre (Paris: Charpentier, 1 886), p. 329.
1

�

6 PRINCIPLES FOR A SOCIOLOGY OF CULTURAL WORKS
I
2

P. Bourdieu, Homo AcademiC/", trans. Peter Collier (Cambridge: Polity;
Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1 988), pp. 1 1 5- 1 8 .
I refer here to a text which is without doubt the clearest expression of the
theoretical presuppositions of Foucault's work: ' Reponse au cerde
d'epistemologie', Cahiers pOllr {'analyse, 9 (Summer 1 968), pp. 9-40, esp.
p. 40.

7

E. and J. de Goncourt, preface to Germinie Lacerteux (Naples: Edizioni
scientifiche italiane, 1 968), p. 2.
8 Luc Badesco, La Generation poitique de 1 860 - La jeunesse des deltx
rives, 2 vols (Paris: A.-G. Nizet, 1 97 1 ) , vol. I , pp. 304-6.
9 Gustave Merlet, 'Un Realisre imaginaire: M. Henry Murger', Revue
europeenne, 8 ( 1 March 1 8 60), p. 35, cited by Bernard Weinberg, French
Realism: The Critical Reaction, 1 830-1870 (New York: Oxford Univer
sity Press, 1 947), p. 1 33 .
1 0 Cited in Rene Descharmes and Rene Dumesnil, Autour de Flaubert, 2 vols
(Paris: Mercure de France, 1 9 1 2), vol. 2, p. 48.
8
I

2
3

4

7 FLAUBERT'S POINT OF VIEW
1
2
3

4
5
6

R. Wellek and A. Warren, Theory of Literature (New York: Harcourt,
Brace & World, 1 956), p. 69.
J.-P. Sarrre, 'La Conscience de c1asse chez Flaubert', Les Temps modernes,
240 (May 1 966), pp. 1 922-5 1 .
Their number increased significantly during the first half of the nineteenth
century all over Europe and again in France during the Second Empi �e
( 1 852-70). See L. O'Boyle, 'The Problem of Excess of Educated Men tn
Western Europe, 1 800-1 850', journal of Modern History, 42 (December
1 970), pp. 471-95, and 'The Democratic Left in Germany, 1 848', journal
of Modern History, 33 (December 1 96 1 ), pp. 374-83.
Alexandre Dumas, preface to Le Fils naturel (Paris, 1 894), p. 3 1 .
G. Flaubert, Correspondance, ed. Jean Bruneau, 2 vols (Paris: Galli ma rd,
1 980), vol. 2, pp. 643-4; further references to this work, abbreviated cr,
are given in the text.
Oeuvres completes de Gustave Flaubert: Correspondance, nouvelle edition
augmentee, 14 vols (Paris: L. Conard, 1 926-54), vol. 5, p. 300; further
references to this work, abbreviated ee, are given in the text,
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OUTLINE OF A SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY OF ART PERCEPTION
E. Panofsky, 'Iconography and lconology: An Introduction to the Study of
Renaissance Art', Meaning in the Visual Arts (New York: Doubleday,
1 955), pp. 33-5.
E. Panofsky, 'Die Perspektive als symbolische Form', Vortrage der Biblio
thek Warburg: Vartrage 1 924-25, pp. 257ff.
Of all misunderstandings involving the code, the most pernicious is
perhaps the 'humanist' misunderstanding, which, through negation, or
rather, 'neutralization', in the phenomenological sense, of everything
which contributes to the specificity of the cultures arbitrarily integrated
into the pantheon of 'universal culture', tends to represent the Greek or the
Roman as a particularly successful achievement of 'human nature' in its
universality.
This is the same ethnocentrism which tends to take as realistic a representa
tion of the real which owes the fact that it appears 'objective' not to its
concordance with the actual reality of things (because this 'reality' is never
perceptible except through socially conditioned forms of apprehension) but
to its conformity with rules which define its syntax in its social usage with a
social definition of the objective vision of the world; in applying the stamp
of realism to certain representations of the 'real' (in photography, for
instance) society merely confirms its belief in the tautological assurance
that a picture of the real, in accordance with its representation of
objectivity, is truly objective.
Panofsky, 'The History of Art as Humanistic Discipline', Meaning in the
Visual Arts, p. 1 7.
These quotations are taken from two articles published in German: 'Vber
das Verhalrnis der Kunstgeschichte lur Kunsttheorie', Zeitschrift fur
Aesthetik t/lld allgemeine Ktmstwissenscha(t, 1 8 ( 1 925), pp. 1 29ff; and
'Zum Problem der Beschreibung und Inhaltsdeutung von Werken der
bildenden Kunst', Logos, 2 1 ( 1 932), pp. 1 03. The articles were republi
shed, with a few amendments, in 'Iconography and iconology', pp. 26-54.
The laws governing the reception of works of art are a special case of the
laws of cultural diffusion: whatever may be the nature of the message religious prophecy, political speech, publicity image, technical object reception depends on the categories of perception, thought and action of
those who receive it. In a differentiated society, a close relationship is
therefore established between the nature and quality of the information
"
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trans r:n itted an? the structure of the . public, its 'readability' and its
.
as possibl e th
effectiveness bemg all the greater when It meets as directly
expectations, implicit or explicit, which the receivers owe chiefly to thet
family upbringing and social circumsrances (a�d also, in the matter o
, school education) and which
, the
scholarly culture at least, to their
diffuse
pressure of the reference group maintains, sustains and reinforces by
constant recourse to the norm. It is on the basis of this connection between
the level of transmission of the message and the structure of the public
treated as a reception level indicator, that it has been possible to construe:
the mathematical model of museum-going (see P. Bourdieu and A. Darbel
with D. Schnapper, L'amour de rart, Les rnusees d'art et leur public (Pa ris'
Minuit, 1 966), pp. 99ff; published in English as The Love of Art:
European Museums and their Public, trans. C. Beanie and N. Merrim an
(Cambridge: Polity; Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1 990)).
To show that such a sequence really is the logic of the transmission of
messages in everyday life, it suffices to quote the following exchange heard
in a bar: 'A beer.' 'Draught or bottled ?' 'Draught.' 'Mild or bitter?' 'Bitter.'
'Domestic or imported?' 'Domestic.'
More than through opinions expressed on works of scholarly culture
paintings and sculptures, for example, which, by their high degree of
legitimacy, are capable of imposing judgements inspired by the search for
conformity, it is through photographic production and judgements on
photographic images that the principles of the 'popular taste' are expressed
(see P. Bourdieu, Un art moyen, Essai sur les usages soc;aux de Ia
photographie (Paris: Minuit, 1 965), pp. 1 1 3-34; published in English as
Photography: A Middle-Brow Art, trans. S. Whiteside (Cambridge: Polity;
Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1990)).
R. Longhi, quoted by Berne Joffroy, Le dossier Caravage (Paris: Minuit,
1 959), pp. 1 00-- 1 .
Joffroy, Le dossier Caravage, p. 9. A systematic study should be made of
the relationship between the transformacion of the instruments of percep·
rion and the transformation of the instruments of art production, because
the evolution of the public image of past works is indissociably linked with
the evolution of art. As Lionello Venturi remarks, it was by starting with
Michelangelo that Vasari discovered Giotto, and by starting with Caracci
and Poussin that Belloni rethought Raphael.
B. de Schloezer, 'Introduction a J . S. Bach', Essai d'esthtitique musicale
(Paris: Nouvelle revue fran,aise, 1 947), p. 37.
Needless to say, the level of emission cannot be defined absolutely, because
the same work may express significations of different levels according (0
the interpretive grid applied to it (cf. 2. 1 . 1 ) : just as the Western movie may
be the subject of the naive attachment of simple aesthesis (cf. 2.1 .3) or of
scholarly reading, coupled with a knowledge of the traditions and rules of
the genre, so the same pictorial work offers significations of different lev�ls
and may, for instance, satisfy an interest in anecdotes or the informa.n.ve
content (especially historical) or retain attention by its formal quah nes
alone.
This holds good for any cultural training, art form, scientific the<;>ry o
political theory, the former habitus being able to survive a revolu no" 0
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social codes and even of the social conditions for the production of these
codes for a long time.
F. Boas, Anthropology and Modern Life (New York: Norton, 1 962),
p. 1 96.
A study of the characteristics of visitors to European museums shows that
the museums which offer modern works of art have the highest level of
emission, and therefore the most educated visitors (see Bourdieu and
Darbel, L'amour de {'art).
See P. Bourdieu, 'Champ intellectuel et projet createur', Les temps
modernes (November 1 966), pp. 865-905; published in English as ' Intel
lectual Field and Creative Project', trans. S. France, Social Science Informa
tion, 8:2 ( 1 968); also in Michael F. D. Young, ed., Knowledge and Control
(London: Collier Macmillan, 1 97 1 ), pp. 1 6 1-88.
School instruction always fulfils a function of legitimation, if only by
giving its blessing to works which it sets up as worthy of being admired,
and thus helps to define the hierarchy of cultural goods valid in a particular
society at a given time. Concerning the hierarchy of cultural goods and
degrees of legitimacy, see Bourdieu, Un art moyen, pp. 134-8.
L. S. Vygotsky has established experimentally the validity of the general
laws governing the transfer of training in the field of educational aptitudes:
'The psychological prerequisites for instruction in different school subjects
are to a large extent the same: instruction in a given subject influences the
development of the higher functions far beyond the confines of that
particular subject; the main psychic functions involved in studying various
subjects are interdependent - their common bases are consciousness and
deliberate mastery, the principal contribution of the school years' (L. S.
Vygotsky, Thought and Language, trans. E. Hanfmann and G. Vakar
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1 962), p. 102).
A criticism of the ideology of the 'unevennesses' of taste and knowledge in
the different art fields (music, painting, etc.) and of the widespread myth of
the 'cultural breakthrough' (according to which, for instance, an individual
would be able, in the absence of any pictorial culture, to produce works of
art in photography), all representations which combine to strengthen the
ideology of the gift, will be found in Bourdieu, Un art moyen, part 1 .
This is true, in fact, of any educarion. Taking the native tongue, for
instance, it is known that logical structures, more or less complex
according to the complexity of the language used in the family circie, and
acquired unconsciously, provide an unequal predisposition to the deciph
ering and handling of structures involved in a mathematical demonstration
as well as in the comprehension of a work of art.
See Bourdieu and Darbel, L'amour de {'art, p. 90.
Belonging to a social group characterized by a high rate of practice helps to
maintain, sustain and strengthen the cultivated disposition; but the diffuse
pressures and encouragements of the reference group are more keenly felt
when the disposition to receive them (linked with art competence) is
greater. (On the effect of exhibitions and tourism, more strongly inserted
into collective rhythms than the ordinary visit to the museums, and
consequently more likely to recall the diffuse norms of practice to those
who have the highest cultural ambitions, that is to say to those who belong
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or who aspire to belong to the cultivated class, see Bourdieu and Dar bel
L'amour de I'art, pp. 5 1 and 1 15-19.) Thus, for instance, if the majority o
students display a kind of cultural bulimia, it is because the stimulatio n to
practise exerted by (he reference gr?up is, in t� is case, particularJy strong,
.
and also - above all - because admittance to hIgher education marks the ir
entrance into the cultivated world, and therefore their access to the right
and what amounts to the same thing, to the duty, to appropriate cultu re:
See P. Bourdieu and J. C. Passeron, Les etudiants et leurs etudes (Paris, The
Hague: Mouton, 1 964), pp. 96-7 (Cahiers du Centre de Sociologie
Europecnne, no. 1 ).
It is the same autonomization of 'needs' or 'propensities' in relation to the
social conditions underlying their production which leads some people to
describe as 'cultural needs' the opinions or the preferences actual ly
expressed and actually established by surveys of culrural opinion or
accomplishment and, in the absence of a statement or a denunciation of the
cause, to sanction the division of society into those who feel 'cultural needs'
and those who are deprived of this deprivation.
It was understood thus by a very cultivated old man who declared during a
conversation: 'Education, Sir, is inborn.'
See P. Bourdieu, 'L'ecole conservatrice', Revue fram;aise de sOciologie, 7
( 1 966), pp. 325-47, and esp. pp. 346-7.
It is impossible to show here that the dialectics of divulgence and
distinction are one of the driving forces for the change of patterns of artistic
consumption, the distinguished classes being constantly driven by the
divulgence of their distinctive qualities to seek elements of distinction in
new forms of symbolic consumption (d. Bourdieu, Un art moyen, pp. 73ff,
and 'Condition de c1asse et position de c1asse', Archives europeennes de
sociologie, 7 ( 1 966), pp. 201-23).
.
It is not infrequent that working-class visitors explicitly express the feehng
of exclusion which, in any case, is evident in their whole behaviour. Thus,
they sometimes see in the absence of any indication which might facilitate
the visit - arrows showing the direcrion to follow, explanatory panels, etc.
- the signs of a deliberate intention to exclude the uninitiated. The
provision of teaching and didactic aids would not, in fact, really make up
for the lack of schooling, but it would at least proclaim the right no' to
know, the right to be there in ignorance, the right of the ignorant to be
. the
there, a right which everything in the presentation of works �nd an
organization of the museum combines to challenge, as thiS remark
overheard in the Chateau of Versailles testifies: 'This chateau was not
made for the people, and it has not changed.'
.S
(ParI
E. Durkheim, Les formes eltimelltaires de la vie religieuse, 6th edn
Presses Universitaires de France, 1 960), pp. 55-6. The holdmg of a Dani S
exhibition showing modern furniture and utensils in the old ceramiC rooms
of the LiHe museum brought about such a 'conversion' in the visitors as c� n
be summarized in the following contrasts, �he very ones which e� l t
.
touch/see; qUIc. '
between a department Store and a museum: nOise/silence;
haphazard exploration, in no particular orderlleisurely, �ethodi cal
spection, according to a fixed arrangement; freedom! constramt; �co!'1°
f
assessment of works which may be purchased/aesthetic apprecla�l �
e
'priceless' works. However, despite these differences, bound up Wit t h
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things exhibited, the solemnizing (and distancing) effect of the museum no
less continued to be felt, contrary to expectations, for the structure of the
public at the Danish exhibition was more 'aristocratic' (in respect of level
of education) than the ordinary public of the museum. The mere fact that
works are consecrated by being exhibited in a consecrated place is
sufficient, in itself, profoundly to change their signification and, more
precisely, to raise the level of their emission; were they presented in a more
familiar place, a large emporium for instance, they would be more
accessible (d. Bourdieu and Darbel, L'amour de {'art, pp. 73-4 and 1 1 8).
3 1 For this reason care should be taken not to attach undue importance to the
differences of pure form between the expressions 'aristocratic' and
'democratic', 'patrician' and 'paternalistic' in this ideology.
32 In ,he field of education, the ideology of the gift fulfils the same functions
of camouflage: it enables an institution, such as literary education in
France, which provides an 'awakening education', to borrow from Max
Weber, assuming between the teacher and ,he pupil a community of values
and culture which occurs only when the system is dealing with its own heirs
to conceal its real function, namely, that of confirming and consequently
legitimizing the right of the heirs to the cultural inheritance.
9 MANET AND THE INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF ANOMIE
1
2

3
4
5
6

This text is a chapter in a forthcoming book on Maner and rhe Impression
IstS.
On the genesis of David's style, see R. Rosenblum, 'La peinture sous Ie
Consulat et l'Empire',. in De David iz Delacroix, la Peinture fran�aise de
1 774 a 1 830 (Paris: Editions des musees nationaux, 1 974), p. 165. One
could also cite Frederick Cummings, who presents David's teachings in this
manner: 'He would recommend that his students use, preferentially, a
broad composition in which full sized figures would be modelled in relief
and grouped in the same plane; these simplified compositions should
preserve only the essential elements; each object should be defined by a
color scheme of its own . . . , its contours being respected in their full
integrity. The search for historical accuracy was deemed a prime necessity'
(Rosenblum, De David a Delacroix, p. 4 1 , emphasis added).
See F. Haskell, Rediscoveries in Art: Some Aspects of Taste, Fashion and
Col/ections in England and France (London: Phaidon, 1 976), pp. 6 1 -83.
See M. Fried, Absorption and Theatricality: Painting and Beholder in the
Age of Diderot (Ber,keley: University of California Press, 1 980).
See P. Bourdieu, 'Epreuve scolaire et consecration socia Ie, les classes
preparatoires aux grandes ecoles', Actes de fa recherche en sciences
social.., 39 (September 1 98 1 ), pp. 3-70. ,
See J. Thuillier, 'L'aniste et I'institution: l'Ecole des Beaux-Arts et Ie Prix
de Rome', in Philippe Grundec, Le Grand ,Prix de Peinture, les Concours
du Prix de Rome de 1 797 a 1 863 (Paris: Ecole Nationale Superieure des
Beaux-Arts, 1 983), pp. 55-85; 'Peut-on parler d'une peinture pompier?'
(Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, Essais et Conferences du College de
France, 1 984).
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7 J. Lethe-ve, La vie quotidienne des artistes {ranrtais au 1 ge siecJe (Paris :
Hacherre, 1968), p. 1 32.
8 Ateliers - as total institutions imposing disciplines, ordeals, and even
vexations whose vulgarity or even brutality is arrested by all witnesses _
demand from newcomers specific dispositions and in particular a specia l
form of docility. This undoubtedly helps explain, as has often been noted
why young artists from wealthy families would avoid the academic career'
'
as in the cases of Gericault, Delacroix, Degas, Gustave Moreau and Maner
9 It is remarkable that Courbet, in contrast, had tried for twO months to ru�
� studio, while at the s� m� rime refusing to give lessons, be �ore abandoning
It, and that no ImpreSSIOnIsts became reachers. See J. Hardmg, Les Peintres
pompiers. La Peinture acadimique en Frat/ce de 1 830 a 1 880 (Paris ..
Flammarion, 1 980), p. 22.
1 0 'Each submission to the 1 842 Salon . . . should be accompanied by a note
bearing the artist's surname, first name, address, date and place of birth
indicating as well who is or was his master' (Letheve, La vie quotidienn;
des artistes (rallfais), p. 54.
I I The truth of this scholastic art, which is also a state art, is expressed fully in
the realm of architecture: public architecture is considered the most noblt
and universal, and the Grand Prix programmes are always concerned with
buildings with a public or national purpose - as if private buildings did not
have a sufficient scale to test the candidates' abilities. The academicians art
state employees who assign themselves the responsibility for the conception
of public buildings, 'The members of the Academie, largely through their
influence over the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and their control of the Grand Prix
competition, sought to maintain a monopoly over all national and public
architecture in France in addition to carrying on private practice' (D. D.
Egbert, The Beaux-Arts Traditioll ill French Architecture, II/ustrated by the
Grand Prix de Rome (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1 980),
p. 1 40).
1 2 P. Angrand, Monsieur Ingres et son ipoque ( Paris: La Bibliotheque des
Arts, 1 967), p. 69.
1 3 H. C. and C. A. White, Canvases and Careers: Institutional Change in the
French Painting World (New York, Sydney: 1 965), p. 43.
1 4 J . C. Sloane, French Paintillg between the Past alld the Present: Artists,
Critics and Traditions, (rom 1848 to 1870 (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1 95 1 ), p. 43. Even if the academic institution is endowed with
relative autonomy in relation to the government, it is perceived to be a part
of official authority. Thus everyone (except Louis Peisse of the Revue des
deux mondes) agrees to censure Ingres when, in 1 8 4 1 , he refuses to exhIbIt
at the Salon: 'To refuse to exhibit alongside one's contemporaries, is (0 cut
oneself off from national art' {A. Tabarant, La Vie artistique au temps de
Baudelaire (Paris: Mercure de France, 1 963), p. 55).
1 5 The search for stylistic invariants linked to the academic mode 01
production - which could also be applied to the writers, historians or
philosophers on whom the academic institution had left its deepest marks
(like the slightly ostentatious 'line writing' 01 past and present authors suc
as Giraudoux, Alain or Lucien Febvre) - also finds perfect equivalents 0
Gerome and Bouguereau in insignificant musicians with uneventful career
such as Herold or Ambroise Thomas: of [he larrer, 'a pupil of Lesueur an
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successor of A. Adam at the Institute, one could say he was a sage, meaning
everything such a word can imply such as very prudent, a voice of
authority, possessing use(ul knowledge, and guided by moderation. While
alive, he was already a man of the past, while all around him art was being
renewed with great boldness . . . the Institute formed a judgement on his
submissions from Rome which one would not change, even if one wanted
to apply it to his entire work: an original but not eccentric melody, and
expressive without exaggeration; an always correct harmony, insrrumenta·
tion written with elegance and purity' U. Combarieu and R. Dumesnil,
Histoire de la musique, vol. 3 (Paris: A. Colin, 1955), pp. 467-8). One
could not conceive of a better definition of academica mediocritas. See, in
the same book, the description of prize·winning cantatas written for
competitions in musical composition. These were remarkable mostly for
their extraordinary discretion (pp. 244-5).
Harding, Les Peintres pompiers, p. 9.
Letheve, La Vie quotidienlle des artistes {rallfais, p. 184.
Ibid., p. 145.
Ibid., pp. 1 46-9.
One can find these features in the field of decoration or furniture with, for
example, the objects presented in the Crystal Palace in 1 8 5 1 , in particular a
carpet which combined the illusionism of relief, appropriate in creating
depth, with stylization, instead of respecting the flatness of the surface. See
N. Pevsner, Pioneers o( Modem Design, (rom William Morris to Walter
Gropius (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin, 1 960; first published
London: Faber, 1 936).
See J. R. Levenson, Modem China and its Confucian Past (New York:
Doubleday and Co., 1964; first published 1 958).
Decamps, quoted by G. Cougny, 'Le dessin i\ I'ecole maternelle', no. 1 ,
pp. 30-1.
A. Boime, The Academy and French Painting in the Nineteenth Century
(London: Phaidon, 1 97 1 ).
Sloane, Fte"ch Painting, p. 4.
The metaphor of reading, which has experienced a revival in the university
with semiotics, corresponds perfectly to the academic vision of the
professor as lector (as lecturer and reader). It represents the absolute
antithesis of the point of view of the Impressionists, and particularly that of
Monet, for whom artistic perception was sensation and emotion.
The ateliers would recommend Pierre Chompr"s classic book, Le Diction
naire abrigi de la (able pOllr I'intelligence des poetes et la connaissance des
tableaux et des statues dont les suiets sont tiris de la (able, re-edited
twenty-eight times between 1727 and 1 855; the painter could not work
without first having brought together extensive documentation which, in
the case of those such as Paul Baudry or Meissonier, rivalled the historians
in precision and scrupulous regard for accuracy. See Letheve, La Vie
quotidienne des artistes fran�ais, p. 20.
With regard to a painting by Robert Fleury, Varsovie, Ie 8 avril 1 8 6 1 ,
which shows the slaughter of Poles by Russians, Theophile Gautier objects:
'This is a difficult subject to deal with because of its very contemporaneity.
Events need the distance of history before they can easily enter into the
sphere of art' (Tabarant, La vie artistique, p. 380).
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M. Baxandall, 'Jacques-Louis David et les Romantiques allema nds' u
n·
published communication, Paris. 1 985.
On scholarly perversion' of the academic eros, see Luc Boltanski 's 'POUY .
et impuissance: projer intellecruel et sexualite dans Ie journal dl Ami ?
Actes de 10 recherche en sciences sociales, 5-6 (November 1 975) '
pp. 80-108, esp. p. 97.
Orientalism thus appears as much an aesthetic solution to an aesthefC
problem as the product of a specific interest in Middle Eastern cOuntri�
S
(an interest which owes much to the literary tradition of journeys to th•
Orient).
The followers of Ingres will be the main beneficiaries of the blessing given
from 1 84 1 onwards to rehglous palntlng dedicated to the glOrification of
the current monarchy and Chrastlan virtues (see Angrand, Monsieur Ingres
et SOli epoque, p. 201).
Quoted by Tabarant, La vie artistique, pp. 1 45-302.
G. H. Hamilton, Mallet and his Critics (New Haven: Yale University Press
1 954), p. 72. We do not take into account here the differences in the critics:
reactions, which should be related to the differences of positions held in tho
field of criticism (such as they are revealed through the characteristics
of sites of publication - newspapers or weeklies - and of the critics
themselves). Everything, and in particular the composition of groups
bringing together artists and critics sharing the same convictions, leads one
to think that the homology between the space of critics and the space of
artists is almost perfect (d. French Painting).
J. Letheve, Impressionistes et Symbo/istes devant 10 presse (Paris: A. Colin,
1 959), p. 53.
Hamilton, Monet and his Critics, p. 1 39.
Ibid., p. 1 9 1 ; also Letheve, Impressionistes et Symbolistes, p. 73.
Hamilton, Monet and his Critics, p. 1 96.
Ibid., p. 1 98.
S. Mallarme, 'Le jury de peinture pour 1 874 et M. Manet', Oeuvres
completes (Paris: Gallimard (La PIeiade), 1 974), p. 698.
Sloane, French Painters, p. 103.
Boime, The Academy and French Painting, pp. 1 66ff ('The Aesthetics of
the Sketch').
Ibid., p. 24.
C. Blanc, 'Les artistes de mon temps', p. 108, cited by Letheve, La Vie
quotidienne des artistes fran�ais, p. 20.
Couture, whose relative freedom from the Academy often enabled him to
undertake research close to that of the independent artists, particul arly
regarding attention to impression - especially when dealing with landsc�pe
or portraiture - was never able ' (0 abandon himself entirely (0 improv1sa·
tion in definitive works, and he was always hindered by an urge to
moralize' (A. Boime, Thomas Couture alld the Eclectic Vision (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1980), p. 76). A prisoner of the aesthetiC of
the finished, which was imposed on him when he reached the final phase of
his work, 'He identified freedom with the vivid first sketch bur was
bewildered when it came to projecting it on a large scale which became �he
public, official work' (ibid., p. 227); and the care given to realistic deta ils,
which can he seen in the picturesque portraits of his sketches which are
'
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very similar to those of Courhet, disappears from the paintings due to his
concern for (he elevation and idealization through allegory which is
suitable for 'great subjects'.
.
Letheve, La Vie quotidiellne des artistes fran�ais, p. 66. Duranty started hIS
article in the Paris-journal (5 May 1 870) by relating how he noticed
another visitor, while they were both looking at the same painting, La
le�on de musique, open his catalogue, see Manet's name and mutter 'What
debauchery' before he walked away, shrugging his shoulders.
. of the
This narrative and communicative function can be put at the service
most diverse political or moral significations. One thus understands that
the winners of the 1 848 competition, the purpose of which was the
creation of the statue of the Republic, were academic artists who were
prepared to produce meaningful works, no matter what the meaning might
be. See T. J. Clark, The Absolute Bourgeois: Artists and Politics in France,
1 848- 1 85 1 ( London: Thames and Hudson, 1973), p. 67.
Hamilton, Monet alld his Critics, p. 1 35.
Ibid., p. 1 24.
.
.
Both reactions are observed when photographs presenting characters With
no clear social links or depicting insignificant objects are shown to people
with little education.
Castagnary, Salons, 1 857-1870 (Paris: Bibliotheque Charpentier, 1 892),
p. 1 79. Sloane, French Painting, pp. 1 8 6-7, n. 37.
Castagnary, Salons, p. 365.
Letheve ImpressiOllistes et Symbolistes, p. 29.
One mu'st be careful not to forget, as often happens, that the real efficiency
of morphological factors is only defined in relation to the specific
constraints of a determinate social universe and that consequently, for fear
of turning these factors (like te.chnical or e.conomi� fac�ors in o.the� case� )
into almost natural causes which are foreign to hlstoTlcal reality In their
genesis and operation, one must proceed, in each case as is done here, to a
preliminary analysis of the social spac� in �hich they � r: ter�ene.
In a sense, the abolition of all centralized sites of CertifICation makes the
revolutionary venture more difficult. The seizure of the Hotel Massa
(headquarters of the Societe des GeliS de Leures) in May 1 968 by a group
of writers immediately appeared to be ridiculous and pathetic as a
misguided demonstration of a 'revolutionary' intention that was incapable
of following any specific path toward realization.
Tabarant. La vie artistique, p. 285.
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A. Danto, 'The Artworld', joumal of Philosophy, 6 1 ( 1 964), pp. 571-84;
G. Dickie, Art alld the Aesthetic (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1 974).
See P. Bourdieu, 'The Philosophical Establishment', in A. Montefiore, ed.,
Philosophy ill France Today (Cambridge: Cambridge Universiry Press,
1983), pp. 1-8.
See P. Bourdieu, 'L'ontologie politique de Martin Heidegger', Actes de fa
recherche ell sciences sociales, 5-6 (November 1 975), pp. 1 83-90; also
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4

5

6

7

8

9

Notes to pp. 26 1-5

Notes to pp. 255-61
The Political Ontology of Martin Heidegger, trans. Peter Collier
(Cambridge: Polity; Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1990).
One could show, following the same logic, how Nietzsche furnished
Foucault with 'screening' concepts (I am thinking, for example, of the
notion of genealogy functioning as a euphemistic substitute for sOcial
history). These concepts have allowed Foucault to accept, by way of deni al
modes of thinking which are typical of a genetic sociology, and to generat�
acceptance for them. He thus renounces the plebeian methods of the soci al
sciences, bur without forfeiting them.
I have demonstrated elsewhere, a propos an analysis by Derrida of Kant's
Critique ofJudgement, how and why 'deconstruction' goes only half-way.
See P. Bourdieu, 'Postscript: Towards a "Vulgar" Critique of "Pure
Critiques" " in Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste
trans. R. Nice (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1 984):
pp. 494-8.
Without calling forth all the definitions which are merely variants of
Kantian analysis (such as Strawson's view that the function of the work of
art is to have no function; see 'Aesthetic Appraisal and Works of Art', in
Freedom and Resentment, and Other Essays (London: Methuen, 1 974),
pp. 178-88), one could simply recall an ideal-typical example of the
essentialist constitution of the aesthetic through an enumeration of the
traits which characterize an aesthetic experience, which is nevertheless very
clearly situated within social space and historical time. Such an example is
Harold Osborne, for whom the aesthetic attitude is typified by the
following: a concentration of attention (it separates - frames apart - the
perceived object from its environment), the suspension of discursive and
analytical activities (it disregards sociological and historical context),
impartiality and detachment (it separates past and future preoccupations)
and indifferences towards the existence of the object. See H. Osborne, The
Art of Appreciation (London: Oxford University Press, 1 970).
On the disconcertment, even confusion, which the lack of minimal mastery
of the instruments of perception and of appreciation (in particular labels
and references like names of genres, of schools, of periods, artists, etc.)
visits upon the culturally deprived museum-goers, see P. Bourdieu and A.
Darbel, The Love of Art: Ellropean Museums and their Public, trans.
Caroline Beattie and Nick Merriman (Cambridge: Polity; Stanford: Stan
ford University Press, 1 990); P. Bourdieu, 'Outline of a Sociological
Theory of Art Perception', International Social Science Journal, 20 (Winter
1968), pp. 5 1 8� 1 2 (ch. 8 in this volume). See also Danto, 'The Artworld'.
Sociological analysis allows one to escape the dichowmous choice between
subjectivism and objectivism, and w reject the subjectivism of theories of
aesthetic consciousness (iisthetisches Bewusstsein). Such theories reduce
the aesthetic quality of a natural thing or of a human work w a simp l,e
correlate of a deliberate attitude of consciousness, an attitude which, as It
confronts the thing, is actually neither theoretical nor practical but rather
purely contemplative. Sociological analysis rejects these theories without
falling, as does the Gadamer of Truth and Method, into an ontology of the
work of art.
See R. Shusterman, 'Wittgenstein and Critical Reasoning', Philosophy and
Phenomenological Research, 47 ( 1 986), pp. 91-1 10.
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An acute awareness of the situation in which he is positioned could lead the
analyst to rather insurmountable 'aporia', especially since even the most
neutral language appears inevitably - as soon as na'ive reading makes it a
part of the social game - as a stand within the very debate which he is only
trying to objectify. Thus, for example, even if one replaced an indigenous
word such as 'province', a word charged with pejorative connotations,
with a more neutral concept such as 'periphery', then the opposition
between the centre and the periphery which is used to analyse the effects of
symbolic domination becomes a stake in the struggle within the field that is
being analysed. For example, on the one hand there is the wish of the
'centrists' w describe the positions taken by those who occupy the
peripheral sites as an effect of a delay, and on the other hand the resistance
of the 'peripherists' against their lowered status implied in this classifica
tion, and their effort to convert a peripheral position into a central one or
at least to make of it a willed gap. The example of Avignon illustrates the
fact that the artist cannot produce himself as such - here as an alternative
capable of effectively competing for the dominant position - unless he does
so in relationship with his clients. See E. Castelnuovo and C. Ginsburg,
'Domination symbolique et geographie artistique dans I'histoire de I'art
italien', Actes de la recherche en sciences sociales, 40 (November 1 98 1 ),
pp. 5 1-73.
1 1 See Bourdieu, Distinction, p. 194.
1 2 In other words, in proposing an essentialist definition of the judgement of
taste or in granting the universality required by a definition which (like
Kant's definition) is in accord with his own ethical-behavioural disposi
tions, the philosopher distances himself less than he imagines from
ordinary modes of thinking and from the propensity towards making the
relative absolute which typifies them.
1 3 Contrary to the dominant representation which claims that by relating
each manifestation of taste to its social conditions of production sociolo
gical analysis reduces and relativizes the practices and representations
involved, one could claim that sociological analysis does nOt in fact reduce
and relativize these practices, but rather removes them from arbitrariness
and absolutizes them by making them both necessary and unique, and thus
justified in existing as they exist. One could in fact posit that two people
whose habitus are different and who have not been exposed to the same
conditions and stimulations (because they construct them differently) do
not hear the same music and do not see the same paintings and cannot,
therefore, arrive at the same judgement of value.
14 See Bourdieu, Distinction, pp. 34-4 1 .
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Brunetiere, Ferdinand, 1 90
.

'

canons, 1 9, 32, 34, 1 28, 134, 25 1 ;
canonical institutions, 123;
canonization, 106-7, 123, 1 80,
265; classical, 240; and leetores,
37; obedience to, 243-4;
scholastic, 265
capital; academic, 7; agents and,
1 8 3 ; art, 22 1 , 224; of
consecration, 75, 82; of
experience, 232; and field, 1 64;
linguistic, 7, 270n.22; political,
75; scientific, 1 39; social, 54, 68;
reconversion of, 276n.44; specifi c,
30, 40-1 , 58, 8 1 , 83, 96, 1 83,
1 87; see also cultural capital;

•

economic capital; educational
capital; symbolic capital
Caravaggio, Michelangelo M. da,
223-4
Cassagne, Albert, 66
Cassirer, Ernst, 29! 177
Castagnary, Jules Antoine, 249
Ceard, Henry, 52, 2 1 0
censorship, 1 1 5, 196; of the field,
73, 80; self, 126
Champfleury, Jules Husson, 67, 70,
71, 1 95, 198, 203, 204, 205, 206,
265
charisma, 8 1 , 123; and authority,
1 24; charismatic economy, 40;
charismatic image of artistic
activity, 3, 34, 36, 1 14, 1 30, 1 3 1 ,
1 9 1 , 280n.6; charismatic
legicimation, 5 1 j ideology, 4,
76-7, 192, 233-4, 235, 237, 259,
290n. 1 1 ; see also belief
Charle, Christophe, 53
Chekhov, Anton, 60
Chenier, Andre, 58
citatology, 1 3 8-9
Cladel, Leon, 69-70
dass, 1 93, 2 1 9 ; aesthetics, 220, 236;
and capital of experience, 232;
centrism, 2 1 7; and charismatic
ideology, 233-5; co-optation, 124,
235 j dispositions, 72; dominant,
4 1 , 5 1 , 84, 86, 89, 93, 94, 1 0 1 ,
1 1 5, 165-6; dominated, 1 90, 1 94;
educated, 226, 230-1 ; habitus,
133, 236; and middle-brow art,
1 26-7; ruling, 1 1 3, 147, 152, 230;
society, 1 29; struggle, 44, 57, 102,
107; working, 5 1 , 68, 70, 1 67,
1 85, 1 98, 222; and work of art,
180-1; see also aristocracy;
bourgeoisie; domination; field of
class relations; field of power;
petite bourgeoisie
classification, 84, 95, 26 1 ; forms of,
255 j names as tools of, 106;
problem of, 43; and the stakes of

j13

the struggle, 263; system(s) of, 2,
2 1 , 86, 87, 1 80, 221-3, 256; see
also naming; taxonomies
Claudel, Paul, 1 73
code(s); artistic, 120, 2 1 6-17, 2 1 9,
224, 225, 230; as classification
systems, 221 ; cultural, 2 1 5 ; of
everyday life, 2 1 7, 226; humanist
misunderstanding of, 295 n.3;
internalization of, 226; and
rupture, 227; as social institution,
223
collusion, objective, 80
commissions, artistic, 34, 1 1 4, 244
common sense, 32
competence; aesthetic, 257; artistic,
22-3, 2 1 6, 220, 225, 230; defined,
221-2; as disposition, 227, 234;
and education, 233-4; as habitus,
226
consecration, 50-2, 54, 67, 76-7,
8 1 , 103, 1 20-5, 133, 1 87; absence
of as value, 39; agencies of, 1 1 2,
1 32, 257; agents of, 1 2 1 , 123,
133; bourgeois, 46, 52, 59, 1 85;
capital of, 82; cultural, 1 1 3, 1 1 6,
1 3 1 , 135, 140, 246; and
educational system, 100; and field,
78-80, 1 36; institutions of, 5 1 ,
1 33, 136, 260, 276n.42; power of,
42, 75; process of, 59, 25 1 ; and
social ageing, 59, 104; of the
social order, 236-7; specific, 38,
46; spiritual, 1 0 1 ; symbolic, 243;
see also academies; authority; field
of instances of reproduction and
consecration; legitimation;
recognition
co-optation, 57, 96, 1 2 1 ; class, 1 24,
235; as recognition, 1 1 6, 29 1 n. 1 8
CorO!, Camille, 240
Couder, Louis Charles Auguste, 244
Courbet, Gustave, 69, 70, 71, 247,
249, 265, 278n.59, 300n.9,
303n.44
Courier, Paul-Louis, 58
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Couture, Thomas, 248, 302-3n.44
criticism, 1 1 6, 1 1 8, 1 77-82, 239,
287n.44; and autonomy of artistic
field, 37; Derrida and, 255;
heretical, 1 83; theatre, 87-93; see
also interpretation; New Criticism;
reading
critics, 7 1 , 78, 8 1 , 87, 93, 100,
1 34-5, 205, 264; avant-garde,
1 23, 258; bourgeois, 87; and
consecrated authors, 54;
conservative, 245 j and cultural
distinction, 1 1 5; homology of
position, 94--6 ; jazz or film, 1 3 1 ;
and production of value, 36, 37,
75, 261; and struggle for
recognition, 106
cultural capital, 7, 24, 43, 45, 54,
68, 83, 86, 99, 102, 1 04, 1 3 1 ,
137, 1 70, 1 85, 1 95, 202;
accumulation of, 233 j defined,
270n.24
cultural need, 227
Danto, Arthur, 254, 257
Damron, Robert, 1 95
David, jacques-Louis, 239
Debussy, Claude, 47, 56, 57
Decadents, 66-7
deciphering operation, 2 1 7-18, 220,
225, 226, 227; and iconography,
2 1 9 ; see also interpretation
deconstruction, 255
Degas, Edgar, 249, 300n.8
Delacroix, Eugene, 86, 1 1 7-1 8, 240,
247, 300n.8
Delaroche, Paul, 1 66, 242
Delecluze, Etienne jean, 247
Denise Ruel (gallery), 1 03, 108,
286n.40
Derrida, jacques, 20, 255, 269n.7,
304n.5
Descartes, Rene, 139
disenchantment, 127, 1 90
disinterestedness, 20, 34, 39, 40, 74,
79, 84, 1 0 1 , 164, 1 85, 222, 255;
and the artist's life, 148; and
•

Index
freedom from necessity, 170 .
interest in 154; and poetry, 5 1
.
62-3; profit of, 75; and symb
oliC
appropriation, 1 1 4; see also
charisma; disavowal of; econo rn .
y,
.
.
mtere
st; seIf-Inter
est
disposition(s), 56, 57, 6 1 -73 , 1 1 4
,
1 33, 134 , 162 , 165 , 1 83, 201
209; aesthetic, 23, 24, 120 , 2S s ,
257, 258 , 264, 265 ; ascetic, 220;
class, 72, 220; cultivated, 1 2 1 ,
227, 230 , 233-4, 237, 297n.23 .
and positions, 95, 1 70, 1 89, 26 3 .
reappropriation of, 256 ; see also '
habitus
distinction, 109 , 1 1 9, 235 , 283 n.20,
298n .28; dialectic of, 105, 1 15,
1 1 7, 1 1 9; effect of, 227; logic of,
1 1 8, 288n .47; marks of, 1 1 7;
power of, 1 29; strategies of, 204;
works of art as elements of, 120,
236; see also symb olic power;
symbo lic violence
domination, 44-5, 84, 1 08;
dominant principle of, 4 1 , 1 87;
symbolic, 129, 1 3 9, 236; writers
and, 1 64-5, 1 96, 1 98; see also
class; field of power; symbolic
power
Dorin, Fran,oise, 86-7, 89-93, 99
doxa, 58, 83, 96, 1 77; aesthetic,
265; doxological illusio n, 33;
internalist, 1 78; philosophical, 32
Ducamp, Maxime, 66, 166
Duchamp, Marcel, 47, 6 1 , 73, 80,
1 08-9, 1 1 0-1 1 , 1 88, 258, 259,
265
Dumas fils, Alexandre, 66, 166, 1 99,
205
Durand-Ruel (gallery), 1 03, 107,
1 08, 286n.40
Durkheim, Emile, 59, 237, 255, 256
Ecole des Beaux-Arts, 241-2, 245,
250, 25 1 , 252
economic capital, 4 1 , 43, 45, 68, 75,
83, 86, 99, 102, 1 04, 1 50, 1 5 1 ,
•

1 85, 201
economic field, 38, 236;
economism, 8, 35, 40, 74, 8 1
eCo nomy, 39; denial or disavowal of,
50, 74-6, 79, 82, 83, 84, 100,
102, 103, 1 05, 164, 170; see also
disinterestedness
Editions de Minuit, 96, 97-100,
134, 135, 279n.2, 285-6n.28
education, 2 1 7, 237; and artistic
competence, 227, 228, 230-2,
233; and cultivated nature, 235;
and dispositions, 297n.2 1 ; and
habitus, 228
educational capital, 43, 67
educational system, 23, 37, 1 00,
I 1 3, 1 2 1 , 139, 233, 29In.16,
299n.32; and art training, 230;
and field of cultural production,
1 24; as instance of legitimation,
122, 123, 124, 130, 1 32, 235,
291 n . 1 7, 292n.26, 297n. 1 8
E1iade, Mircea, 1 77, 1 78
Eliot, T. S., 1 77
emancipation, 3 1 , 62-3
empiricism, 281 n.8
Engels, Frederick, 1 1 3
essentialism, 3, 9, 255-6, 258, 261,
263, 264, 304n.6, 305 n . 1 2
ethnocentrism, 2 1 7, 295n.4
euphemization, 90, 96
Even-Zohar, Itamar, 33
failure, 39; temporal, 40, 50, 1 1 6,
1 36
Faulkner, William, 1 8 8
Faure, Gabriel, 56-7
Feneon, Felix, 245
fetish; fetishism, 1 79; of the name of
the master, 258; the work of art
as, 35, 73
Feuillet, Octave, 203
Feydeau, Ernest, 68, 164, 1 68, 1 69,
1 70
field, 2, 4, 6-7, 46, 1 8 1 , 1 82;
autonomous, 33, 3 8-9, 40-3, 53,
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54-5, 94, 1 13, 1 17, 1 32, 1 40,
163, 164, 179, 276n.4 1 ;
censorships of, 73, 83-4, 96;
change in, 55-6 1 , 1 05-6, 1 83,
1 84; defined, 162-4; as field of
forces, 30, 1 84; and the habitus,
65; history of, 33, 60- 1 , 1 06, 1 88;
of painting, 47, 279-280n.4; of
position-takings, 34, 1 82; of
positions, 34, 35; as site of
struggles, 6-7, 30, 34, 40-3, 79,
8 1 , 1 06, 1 1 1, 163, 164, 1 8 1 ,
1 82-3; as a space of possibles,
65-73; structural constraints in,
66, 1 82; structure of, 53, 55-6,
108, 109, 1 32; transformations in,
108, 1 1 0, 1 82; see also artistic
field; economic field; field of class
relations; field of cultural
production; field of the dominant
class; field of instances of
consecration and reproduction;
field of large scale production;
field of power; field of restricted
production; intellectual field;
literary field; philosophical field;
scientific field
field of class relations, 38, 44, 45,
94, 1 4 1
field of cultural production, 20, 76,
82-7, 94, I l l , 1 3 1 , 140-1, 1 76,
1 82, 263; autonomy of, 14, 140,
1 82, 1 88, 1 89, 239, 264-5, 266,
289n.5; conditions of access to,
265; defined, 78, 1 1 5, 1 32, 136,
1 40; and educational system, 124;
and field of consumption, 95-6;
and field of power, 9, 15, 1 0 1 -2;
hierarchies in, 108; logic of, 136;
primacy accorded to youth in,
1 05; stakes of, 100; struggles in,
274nn. 15, 19, 283n.20; symbolic
violence in, 1 2 1
field of instances of reproduction
and consecration, 1 20-5, 1 33 ; see
also academies; consecration;
legitimation; reproduction
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field of large scale production, 15,
16, 39, 52, 53, 82, 1 15, 1 25-3 1 ,
1 85-7; consumprion in, 120
field of power, 1 4, 37-8, 40, 43, 44,
45, 46, 1 0 1 , 148, 1 50, 159, 163,
1 85; position of intellectuals and
artists in, 164-5, 1 70; in
Sentimental Education, 1 47-8,
149, 150
field of restricted production, 15-16,
39, 46, 52, 53, 58, 59, 82,
1 1 5-2 1 , 124, 1 25-3 1 , 1 4 1 ,
1 85-7, 291n. 1 7; agents of, i l l ;
autonomy of, 1 1 5-16, 1 1 7, 1 23,
1 24, 1 4 1 ; change in, 1 87;
consumption in, 120, 123; defined,
1 2 1 ; functional logic of, 1 1 9;
objectively closed nature of, 1 1 8
field of the dominant class, 93, 94,
1 07
Flandrin, Hippolyte, 244
Flaubert, Gustave, 1 7, 1 8 , 66, 68,
70, 1 45-60, 1 6 1 -75, 1 80, 1 88,
1 93, 1 94, 1 96, 1 97-8, 200-1,
202-1 1 , 265, 277n.49; as
anti-bourgeois, 210j Bouvard et
Pechuchet, 1 57; and Cervantes,
203; dispositions of, 1 70-1 ; and
field of power, 160, 1 72, 1 73 ; and
literary field, 160, 1 73; Madame
Bovary, 203, 204, 205, 207, 209;
Salammb6, 2 1 0; Sentimental
Education, 1 45-60, 1 6 1 , 1 70,
1 73, 1 74-5, 1 90, 202, 203, 206,
207, 2 1 0; and space of positions,
204; trajectory of, 1 73
formalism, 1 89, 266; Russian, 10,
1 7, 33-4, 1 79-80, 1 82, 1 90;
technical, 246 j theoreticist, 2 8 1 n.8
Fort, Paul, 54, 274n.24; see also
Theatre de I'Oeuvre
Foucault, Michel, 1 , 2, 10, 33,
1 78-9, 1 80, 1 82, 269n.7,
271 n.32, 304n.4
Fouillee, Alfred, 57
France, Anatole, 278n.55
freedom from necessity, 68, 1 70

Fried, Michael, 240
Fromentin, Eugene, 66, 170, 206
Gadamer, Hans Georg, 304n.8
galleries, art, 39-40; field of, 103
107, 108, 1 1 0; and the pure ga �
e
36; see also art dealers, Denise
Rene, Durand Ruel, Sonnabend
Gallimard, 103, 104, 285n.4
Gautier, Jean-Jacques, 96, 168,
277n.49
Gautier, Theophile, 57, 62, 68, 170
'
200
gaze; academic, 239-50; aesthetic
36; artistic, 226; inner, 240; pu �e
'
2 1 , 208-9, 258-66
generations, literary or artistic, 52,
53, 275 n.34 ; and position-takings
'
65
Gerome, Jean Leon, 2-12, 246,
300n . 1 5
Ghil, Rene, 67
Goldmann, Lucien, 4, 1 2, 13, 56,
1 62, 1 80
Goncourt, Edmond de, 200
Concouer and Goncourt, 66, 70,
168, 1 70, 1 88, 202, 203, 277nn.49,
52
Greenblatt, Stephen, 1 9
Greuze, Jean-Baptiste, 249
groups, literary or artistic, 52, 60,
66, 106, 107, 167, 277n.49; and
symbolic capital, 67
Guerin, Maurice de, 58
Guillaumin, Emile, 278n.60
I

•

habitus, 2, 4-6, 8, 14, 64-72, 96,
162, 1 83, 1 84, 1 89, 1 96, 201,
269n.16, 296n . 1 4, 305 n . 1 3 ; and
artistic competence, 226, 230,
262; class, 1 3 3 ; cultured, 257;
defined, 5 ; Flaubert's, 1 6 1 , 162;
orchestrated, 90; as practical
mastery, 95; of ruling classes, 236;
as second nature, 234; as sense of
investment, 64, 68-9; in
Sentimental Education, 148, 1 50,

1 5 1 ; and strategies, 1 3 3 ; as system
of dispositions, 7 1 ; and trajectory,
1 84; see also dispositions
Has kell, Francis, 45, 1 80, 240, 25 1
Hauser, Arnold, 120
haute couture, 100, 280n.8,
283n.20, 287n.42
Hegel, Georg W. F., 1 39, 179
Heidegger, Martin, 1 45, 162, 1 80,
2 1 7, 255
Hellenism, 58
Hennique, Leon, 52
heresy, 3 1 , 46, 83, 84, 102, 1 82
heteronomy, 45-6, 127; see also
hierarchization, principles of
hex is, bodily, 105
hierarchy, 1 2 1 , 129; artistic, 102; of
audiences, 48; in the field of
cultural production, 38-9, 1 1 6; of
cultural legitimacy, 42, 46, 1 3 1 ,
133, 1 36; of economic
gratifications, 50; of genres, 47-8,
53, 55, 1 86; overturning of, 83,
102; of positions, 1 89; of subjects,
249; of symbolic profits, 1 37;
temporal, 60, 65, 108
hierarchization; principles of, 16,
38-43, 46, 1 29, 1 85-6; process
of, 1 80; see also autonomy,
heteronomy
history, 106, 1 07, 108, 140, 1 83,
1 86-9, 1 90-1, 246
Homo Academicus, 1 7, 177
homology, 8, 57, 87-97, 103, 1 5 2,
1 7 1 , 1 82, 1 83, 1 85, 207; between
production and consumption,
95-6; effect of, 44-5; functional,
94; of lifestyles, 24; of position,
89, 24 1 , 263; structural, 84, 94,
97
Hugo, Victor, 62, 66, 69, 86, 1 67,
210
Huysmans, Joris Karl, 47, 52, 2 1 0
ideas, history of, 32
illusio, 72, 73, 1 5 9, 257; see also
mterest
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Impressionism, Impressionists, 66,
1 1 9, 1 85, 238, 241 , 242, 262,
301 n.25
industrial art, 50, 1 85; literature, 55,
68, 1 1 3, 1 94, 1 95
Ingres, Jean-Auguste Dominique,
242, 300n. 1 4
intellectual field, 1 0 1 , 226, 274n.15,
289n.8
intellectualism, 32
intellectuals, 4 1 , 105, 1 1 5, 1 85;
position in the field of power, 1 25,
281n. 1 I
interest(s), 34, 46, 79, 1 3 9, 1 59,
1 8 1 , 1 83, 1 84, 1 90-1 ; and
competition for legitimacy, 1 37;
concealed, 75; disavowal of self-,
82; in disinterestedness, 40, 154;
Kant and, 222; and social
problems, 83; specific, 36, 94, 96,
1 1 3; systems of, 94, 1 40; see also
disinterestedness; ill1lsio
interpretation, 219, 220; academic,
245-6; schemes, 220-1 ; see also
deciphering operation; perception;
reading
intertextuality, 1 7, 1 79, 1 82
Jakobson, Roman, 10, 178, 1 90, 1 93
James, Henry, 1 5 1
Joffroy, Berne, 223-4
Joyce, James, 63, 1 88
Kant, Immanuel, 20, 25, 150, 177,
178, 222, 304n.5; Kantian and
neo-Kantian aesthetics, 2, 10, 24
Kamers, Robert, 92
Klein, Yves, 266, 280n.7
Kock, Paul de, 1 66
Kristeva, Julia, 1 7
Laberthonniere, Lucien, 59
Laffont, Robert see Robert Laffont
Lamartine, Alphonse de, 1 9 8, 203
Lammenais, Felicite de, 166, 1 9 8
Landelle, Charles, 244
Lanson, Gustave, 1 93
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Lazarsfeld, Paul, 1 3 9
Leconte de Lisle, Charles, 69, 169,
200, 201 , 277n.49
legitimacy, 124, 129, 1 3 1-2;
academic, 292n.27; artistic, t 13,
1 64; conflict, 52; consecration as,
1 2 1 ; of criticism, 36; cultural,
1 1 5, 1 1 6-17, 1 28, 1 37, 140, 1 4 1 ;
delegated, 102; literary, 42, 1 94;
poetic, 5 1 i principles of, 43, 46,
50- I , 1 1 2; recognition and, 38
legitimation; academic, 250- 1 ;
agents of, 1 2 1 ; artistic, 252;
charismatic, 5 1 , 1 24; class, 235;
institutional, 124; principles of,
46, 124; of privilege, 234, 235,
237; Salon and, 1 96; symbolic,
128, 129; university and, 124; see
also academies; consecration; field
of instances of consecration and
legitimation
Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm, 1 3 9,
1 93, 228, 257
Leroux, Pierre, 1 66
Le Roy, Eugene, 278n.60
Letheve, jacques, 244, 252
Levenson, joseph, 244
Levi-Strauss, Claude, 5, 32, 1 78,
1 93, 255, 269nn. 10, 1 4
Lindon, jerome, 279n.2
literary field, 34-5, 46-7, 49, 61-73,
80, 8 1 , 109, 1 55, 162, 1 63-9,
1 8 1 , 1 82, 1 85-90; autonomy of,
169, 1 93 ; and field of power,
1 64-5, 1 72, 1 92, 1 93-8;
intersection with political field,
166; statistical analysis of, 1 80;
structure of, 172, 1 93 ; struggle in,
1 84, 1 86-7; see also arristic field;
field of cultural production; field
of restricted production
literary system, 10-1 1 , 33, 1 80
Louis Phillipe, 244
Lugne-Poe, Aurelien M. L., 54, 7 1 ,
1 86; see also Theatre de I'Oeuvre
Lukacs, Georg, 13, 56, 162, 1 80

Mallarme, Stephane, 44, 52, 56, 57
63, 66, 67, 72-3, 277n.52
'
Manet, Edouard, 2 1-2, 208 , 209,
2 1 0, 23 8, 24 1, 24 5, 247-50,
262
264, 265
'
manifestos, 5 8-9
Mann, Paul, 248-9
Manzoni, Piero, 80, 280n.7
market, 48; art, 1 1 3-14;
autonomous, 46; and creative
liberty, 127; linguistic; success in
'
38-9, 46, 50
Marx, Karl, 3 1 , 76, 1 39, 159, 160 ,.
Marxism, 1 80, 1 82, 273n. 7
Maupassanr, Guy de, 52, 59
Mauss, Marcel, 8 1 , 255, 258
Meissonier, Ernest, 242
Menard, Louis, 277n.49
Merron, Robert K., 139
middle-brow art, 1 25-30
Mirbeau, Octave, 52
mise-en-scene, history of, 1 8 8
misrecognition, 25, 75, 8 1 , 280n.8
Monet, Claude, 47, 301 n.25
Moulin, Raymonde, 280n.4
Murger, Henri, 166, 168, 195, 1 98,
203, 206, 208
museums, 1 1 0, 23 1 j and artistic
competence, 232, 257; as
institution of consecration, 1 2 1 ,
123, 298-9n.30; and the pure
gaze, 36, 256, 258; and social
privilege, 234-5, 236-7; and
working-class visitors, 298n.29
music; academic, 300-l n . 1 5 , history
of, 1 1 9; market, 127
Musset, Alfred de, 66, 167, 203, 206
naming, 29, 60, 106, 228, 230, 258,
260; see also classification;
taxonomies
Nathan, jean-jacques, 284n.24
Naturalism, Naturalists, 5 1 , 53, 55,
57, 59, 67, 68, 7 1 ; crisis of, 55;
naturalist novel, 52
Nerval, Gerard de, 1 95

New Criticism, 1 77
Ne w Historicism, 1 9
Nielsen, Sven, 74
Nietzsche, Friedrich W., 2 1 9, 304n.4
nouveaux philosophes, 42
novel, 47, 5 1 -2, 53-4; in the
hierarchy of genres, 48, 1 86, 203;
history of, 1 88; of manners, 68;
naturalist, 54-5, 57; nouveau
roman, 134, 1 35 ; popular, 1 85,
1 89-90, 201 ; psychological, 55,
59; pure, 1 8 8 ; rea.list, 206, 207;
regionalist, 69-70, 278n.60;
serialized, 1 85; and Vemeinung,
1 58-9; and the working class, 5 1
objectification, 87, 94, 1 1 8, 157;
literary, 1 5 8-9, 1 60
objectivism, 3, 4, 269n.7, 304n.8
d'Ors, Eugenio, 242-3
Ortega y Gasset, jose, 1 69
orthodoxy, 34, 80, 83, 102, 1 1 6-17,
1 22, 1 82
Osborne, Harold, 304n.6
painting; and autonomy from
literature, 276n.40; avant-garde,
95; history of, 103, 1 1 9, 246;
readerly, 245, 247; Romantic,
25 1 ; see also field, of painting
Panofsky, Erwin, 5, 2 1 0, 2 1 5 , 2 1 6,
2 1 8- 1 9, 269n . 1 6
Parnassianism, 5 1 , 57, 58, 67, 68,
69, 1 85, 201
parody, 93, 109, 128; effect of, 3 1
Parsons, Talcott, 33
pastiche, 109, 1 28
patrons, 45-6
perception; academic, 240; aesthetic,
222, 239, 255, 264; art, 22-3,
2 1 5-37, 246; categories of, 2 1 7,
287n.4 1 ; criteria of production of,
260; differential, 266, 275n.37;
instruments of, 224, 225-6, 232,
296n. l l , 304n.7; spontaneous
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theory of, 2 1 7; uninitiated, 2 1 9,
220, 222
petite bourgeois(ie), 48, 55, 68, 69,
1 27, 1 5 1 , 1 52, 153, 1 85; arrists
from, 70, 7 1 j position in the
cultural field, 1 24-5; taste, 262;
see also bourgeoisie
philosophical field, 42, 254
philosophy, 254-5, 259, 280n.8,
293n.33; history of, 32, 37
photography, 1 3 1 , 296n.9
Piaget, jean, 1 4 1
Picard, Raymond; debate with R.
Barthes, 1 77, 1 78
Plato, 1 39, 235
poetry, 47, 5 1 , 52, 53, 204; history,
1 8 7-8; pure, 1 1 9
Poirot-Delpech, Bertrand, 126
polemics, 42, 94
political vanguard, 44
Ponton, Remy, 53, 57, 68, 278n.65
Popper, Carl, 64
populism, 70, 1 29, 274n. 14,
278n.60
position-takings (prises de position),
1 6-17, 35, 52, 57, 58-9, 62, 65,
67, 72, 1 3 1 -8, 1 39, 140; defined,
30; and positions, 17, 1 77, 1 84,
292-3n.30; stylistic principles as,
1 1 8; see �/so field, of
position-takings
positions, 1 6-17, 52, 6 1-73, 79, 94,
1 24, 1 3 1-8, 162, 165, 209,
282n . 1 6 ; and dispositions, 1 89;
and inherited capital, 276n. 43;
and strategies, 1 8 3 ; and their
occupants, 124; system of,
1 1 8- 1 9 ; see also field, of positions
positivism, 57
post-modernism, 254-5
powerj cultural, 1 0 1 ; economic and
political, 1 0 1 ; relations, 30, 32,
40, 83, 140; specific, 273n . 1 3 ;
symbolic, 7, 39, 258
practice, economy of, 8, 39
production cycles, 48, 97
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profit, 104; economic, 39, 46, 54;
external; mode of acquisition, 48;
political, 39, 46; specific, 1 00;
symbolic, 48, 50, 54, 68, 100,
1 1 1 , 137
prophecy, 40
proletaroid intelligentsia, 1 3 1 , 152,
1 95
Proudhon, P. J., 1 66, 1 98, 290n . l 0
Proust, Marcel, 63, 1 1 2, 155, 160
psychoanalysis, Jungian or
Bachelardian, 1 77
psychological novel, 52, 54, 55, 57,
59
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